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INTRODUCTION

This book provides programming techniques and programs to make the

fully programmable calculator a valuable design tool for the working

engineer. This book is not specifically intended to be a textbook on

calculator programming, although documented programs can serve this pur-

pose. Three books can be recommended for programming methods and algor-

ithms: Jon M. Smith, “Scientific Analysis on the Pocket Calculator,"

Wiley 1975, John Ball, "Algorithms for RPN Calculators," Wiley 1978,

and Richard W. Hamming, "Numerical Methods for Scientists and Engineers,"

McGraw-Hill 1973.

Many programs in this book are meant to be used in sets, i.e., the

output of one program becomes the input for another through common stor-

age register allocations, The description of each program is meant to

stand alone, and consists of the following parts:

1) Problem description with pertinent equations,

2) Program operating instructions,

3) One or more program examples,

4) Equation and method derivation, or references,

5) Annotated program listing, which is its own flowchart.

Part 4 is not present in every program.

This program ordering was chosen so the variable definitions and

operating instructions are immediately available to the experienced

user. Should the user wish more information or background on the pro-

gram and equations, or the details of the program operation, this mater-

ial is also available, but is placed after the operating instructions.

Although the program language, and resulting program flow is

tailored to the Hewlett-Packard (HP) fully programmable calculators,

the HP-67/97, the annotated program listing/flowchart can be used as

a basis for generating programs in other languages.

The language of the Texas Instruments (TI) fully programmable

calculator, the TI-59, is not very different from the HP-67/97 language
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4 INTRODUCTION

when considered on a gross scale, therefore, the HP-67/97 programs may

be easily translated into the language of the TI-59. While it is easy

to write a program from equations and flowcharts, the new program must

still be debugged. Translating a program that has already been tested

and debugged can lead to a new program that has no bugs at all. The

TI program translation will also closely follow the flow of the original

HP program.

The differences between the HP and TI languages are mainly in for-

mat and not in form. Because the TI-59 has few merged keycodes, must

use parentheses to set hierarchy, and must branch to a label or line

number as the result of a true conditional test, the TI-59 program will

be longer than the mating HP-67/97 program. This increased program

length is generally not a detriment as it is accommodated by the larger

program memory available in the TI-59. Because the TI-59 always starts

label searches from-the top of the program, the program execution time

can also be longer unless direct addressing is used, or the labeled

subroutines are placed at the beginning of the program.

Since the TI-59 does not have a stack to hold the results of an

equals operation, a set of scratchpad registers must be set aside to

hold those intermediate results normally retained in the HP-67/97 stack.

Results residing in the TI-59 display register after the equals operation

will permanently disappear unless stored before subsequent operations

are performed.

The arithmetic hierarchy of the Algebraic Operating System (AOS)

can sometimes be a problem which becomes particularly apparent when

calling subroutines. If an equals operation does not precede the sub-

routine call, the subroutine hierarchy will be dependent on the hier-

archy set up in the main program. To make the subroutine hierarchy

independent of the main program, the subroutine should always start

with an open parenthesis and terminate with a close parenthesis, This

rule can be extended to the "go to" command also. The last statement

prior to the unconditional jump should be an equals to terminate all

pending operations. It will cause no harm to have an open parenthesis

as the first statement after the label that is the jump destination.

The TI-59 has enough program memory so that, whenever in doubt, paren-

thesis can be inserted to establish unconditional arithmetic hierarchy.

The TI-59 does not have the equivalent of the HP-67/97 flag 3

function where flag 3 is automatically set whenever numeric data
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is entered from the keyboard. Because of this difference, the conveni-

ence feature existing in most of the HP-67/97 programs herein where the

execution of a user definable key such as "A" without numeric entry re-

sults in the currently stored parameter value being displayed cannot be

translated to the TI-59 program.

None of the TI-59 flags are test cleared, while flags 2 and 3 of

the HP-67/97 are test cleared, thus, clear flag statements may be re-

quired in the TI-59 program and subroutines involving the use of flags

2 and 3.

The HP-67/97 and the TI-59 both have user definable labels A

through E, and a through e (the latter are designated A' through E' on

the TI-59). Executing these keys from the keyboard acts like a sub-

routine call on either machine: the program pointer jumps to the desig-

nated label, and program execution begins. The HP-67/97 and the TI-59

are different in the labels called "common labels" by TI, i.e., labels

other than the user definable ones, HP uses the label designators 0

through 9, and a given label may be used more than once as label searches

start from the present place in program memory, hence a "local label”

such as label 6 in Program 2-4 is used many times within the program.

The TI-59 cannot use numeric labels, but uses other function keys as

"sin," "fix," etc. There are 62 such keys available forlabels, e.g.,

labels. The TI-59 always starts label searches from the top of the

program, hence, a given label can only be used once within the program.

The TI-59 is internally set up to be most efficient, time wise,

when jumps and branches are made to line numbers rather than to labels.

The HP~67/97 appears to be as fast in a label search as the TI-59 is in

a line number search, The HP-67/97 cannot go to a specified line num-

ber under program control, hence, it is restricted to label searches

only. There is a simple program trick shown on page IV-98 of the TI=59

owner's manual where a program is initially written with labels, and

the label calls have "NOP" statements following so the program can

easily be modified for line number addressing after the program is

debugged and complete.

Care should be exercised when translating program coding contain-

ing rectangular-to-polar (»P) and polar-to-rectangular (+R) conversions

as the TI-59 and HP-67/97 operate on the variables in opposite manner.

The HP~67/97 takes the x and y coordinates from the x and y registers
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and places the magnitude and angle equivalents back into the x and y

registers respectively for the +P conversion, and vice-versa for the

+R conversion. The TI-59 uses the t and x registers for the two vari-

ables, and takes the x and y coordinates from the t and x registers and

places the equivalent magnitude and angle back into the t and x regis-

ters respectively for the >P conversion, and vice-versa for the +R con-

version. Both machines display the contents of the x register, so the

TI-59 will display angle or y coordinate whereas the HP-67/97 will dis-

play magnitude or x coordinate after respective > P or »R conversions.

To guide the reader in this translation, several programs in this

book have been translated into the TI-59 language. These programs have

user instructions, examples, and program coding in both languages. Pro-

gram 1-1 has been flowcharted in addition to provide a common point of

reference between the two program listings.

The preceding paragraphs mention anomalies in the TI-59 language.

The HP-67/97 language has its idiosyncracies also. Reading the program

listings, one will notice some "non-standard" program coding. The

prime consideration was to fit the algorithm into the program memory.

Within this constraint,the program coding was selected to minimize pro-

gram execution time whenever possible. Numeric entries within the body

of the program are to be avoided, and should be recalled from register

storage. Entry of each numeric digit requires 72 milliseconds to exe-

cute while a register recall only requires 35 milliseconds typically.

Numeric entries such as "10," "100," or any other power of 10 should be

entered as a power of ten through the "EEX" key. The number "1" should

be entered as "EEX" alone and requires only 48 milliseconds to execute.

Similarly, the "CLX" function will result in a zero in the display, and

only requires 30 milliseconds to execute. Multiplication of a number

by two (2, x) requires 179 milliseconds to execute, while addition of a

number to itself (ENT +, +) requires 82 milliseconds execution time

and yields the same result. Register arithmetic is executed faster than

stack arithmetic when the register recalls are considered, and register

arithmetic can save program steps. Whenever the algorithm allows, sub-

routine calls should be minimized as they typically require 240 milli-

seconds for the label search and return. Likewise unconditional jumps

such as GTOA require 160 milliseconds for the label search typically.

By paying attention to small details such as these, the program
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execution time can be shortened considerably expecially when iteration

or looping is required. For more information on execution times and

programming hints with the HP-67/97, see "Better Programming on the

HP-67/97" edited by William Kolb, John Kennedy, and Richard Nelson, and

available from the PPC Club (new name for the HP-65 Users Club), 2541 W.

Camden Place, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704.

Even though the program coding has been chosen for minimum execu-

tion time, the program LNAP may require more than a minute of computa-

tion time before output is provided when the number of branches is large.

Likewise, the same time requirement may exist for the filter programs

when the filter order is large.

An attempt has been made to choose self-explanatory label des-

criptions for the user definable keys; hence, once familiar with a par-

ticular program, the user need only refer to the magnetic card label

markings to run the program.

To restate a point made in the preface of this book, it is not

possible to include programs and descriptions covering all areas of

engineering analysis and design. The programs herein are only repre-

"networks" andsentative of areas in metworks and circuits (the terms

"circuits" may be used interchangeably). The 39 programs contained in

this book have been selected from the author's library, and have proved

to be quite useful to the author; hopefully, they will prove equally

useful to the reader.

The program description not only shows the equations used by the

program, but gives a reference, or has a derivation of the equations so

these programs may serve as a base for the generation of other related

programs as may be needed by the reader for his or her particular appli-

cation.

Because the programs herein cover several different disciplines in

electrical engineering, a problem with nomenclature arises. To the con-

trol systems oriented engineer, the term "transfer function" implies

system output divided by system input. On the other hand, to the filter

design engineer, "transfer function" implies system input divided by

system output, or the reciprocal of the control system engineer's defini-

tion. To avoid confusion, the term "transmission function" is used to

mean system output divided by input and "transfer function" is used to

mean system input divided by output. This convention will be followed
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throughout the book.

The appendix has a list of a list of abbreviations used, along

with the bibliography give the reader an easily found place to go should

confusion or uncertainty to variable or abbreviation meaning arise.
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NETWORK ANALYSIS





PROGRAM 1-1 LOSSY TRANSMISSION LINE INPUT IMPEDANCE,

Program Description and Equations Used

This program uses Eq. (1-1.1) to determine the complex input impe-

dance, Zs of a lossy transmission line of length 2, loaded with a com-

plex impedance Zs and having a characteristic impedance Zs an attenu-

ation constant ey in dB per unit length, and a phase constant 8 in radi-

ans per unit Length (or velocity of propagation c)- For solid dielec-

tric cables, Cp is typically 1/2 to 2/3 the free-space speed of light,

and is approximated by Eq. (1-1.9) for low loss coaxial cables, or cal-

culated from Eqs. (1-1.5) and (1-1.6) if the cable impedance and admit-

tance per unit length are known at the operating frequency. The unit of

length has purposely not been given because it is to be selected by the

user. As leng as the same length unit is used throughout, length will

cancel out of Eq. (1-1.1). Figure 1-1.1 shows the general circuit

topology.

 

 

   
  

Figure 1-l.1 Transmission line setup.
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The equation that describes the problem is:

-2y2
1 + pe7 =7 ——Pe

__

(1~1.1)
8 ° 4. oe 2Y4%

where p is the reflection coefficient and y is the propagation function.

These quantities are given by the following equations:

z12 -1

°C LIZ +1 (1-1.2)

Y = o+ jB (1-1.3)

a = (ag) (20 log e) (1-1.4)

8 = Zn. oo (1-1.5)

If the per unit length series impedance, R + jwL, and shunt

admittance, G + jwC, are available at the frequency of operation,

then the propagation function is given by:

y = V&® + Jul) (G + jul) (1-1.6)

If z_ is desired in terms of Zs Zz is replaced by Z in Eq. (1-1.1),

Z_ is replaced by Zz in Eq. (1-1.2), and ¢ is replaced by =~? in Eq.

(11.1).

This quasi-symmetrical property allows the use of the same program

to calculate the transmission line input impedance with a complex load

by using a positive line length, or to calculate the complex load that

will provide a specified input impedance by using a negative line length.

A duality also exists with Eq. (1-1.1) and Eq. (1-1.2). The

same equation form holds for the transmission line input or output

admittance providing each Z is replaced by the corresponding Y, i.e.,

Y = 1/z_, Y_ = 1/z_, and Y = 1/7, . The admittance forms of Egs.

(1-1.1) and (1-1.2) are as follows:

1- oe2A
Y =%Ys o (1-1.7)
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where

Y/Y, -1

pt! = (1-1.8)
YY +1

(p' = =p)

Because the equation form is the same, the program will work with admit=-

tances as well as impedances.

In this HP-67/97 program, keys "A" through "E" and "a" through "c"

on the calculator have a dual function role. Execution of these keys

following a data entry from the keyboard is interpreted as data input by

the program, and the numeric entry is stored. Execution of these keys

following a nonnumeric entry, or following the "e" (clear) key is inter-

preted as an output request, and the currently stored values are printed

(HP-97 only) and displayed. This feature cannot be translated into the

TI-59 program.

The data required by the program is entered in either cartesian

(real and imaginary) or polar (magnitude and angle) form through keys

"b" and "c," or "B" and "C" respectively. On large coax cables such as

underwater telephone cable, both the cable attenuation and phase con-

stants are provided as a function of frequency by the manufacturer, and

are loaded into the program using the units of dB per unit length and

radians per unit length respectively. If RB is unknown, it can be calcu~

lated from the velocity of propagation in the transmission lime. If the

transmission line has less than 1 dB loss in the length being used, and

is of coaxial construction, the velocity in the medium (phase velocity)

may be approximated by

C = speed of light in free space (1-1.9)

m Ver Yr

where e. and u. are the relative dielectric constant and relative per=-

meability of the cable dielectric and conductors respectively. For ca-

bles constructed of nonmagnetic parts, or for cables with a steel

strength member within the center conductor of the cable and operating at

frequencies where the skin effect keeps currents from flowing within the

strength member, the relative permeability, Ho becomes unity,
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HP~67/97 PROGRAM

 

 

INSTRUCTIONS

des o

8810

line loss in dB/unit le

se constant in radians/unit 1

frequency in hertz

se constant, enter value of 1

se v

Enter fre in hertz

Enter pro tion veloci

st be

r the transmission 1 characteristics

at the ohosen analysis fre

e

phase le of Zo in degrees

Enter load edance

tude of load edance in ohms

phase angle of load impedance in

degrees
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LOSSY TRANSMISSION LINE INPUT IMPEDANCE

CONTINUED

INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS

Enter transmission line 1

+4 to calculate Z ven

=-0 to caleulate Z iven Zg

tional rintout or enter refl coef

ent

rintout

either & Zr or

are red.

To clear mode and initialize pro

To t+ data

ar mode of the pro is d

data and is in

8s with the tion of 8. The

mode should not be as pro

malfunotion will oceour because of R+D and

conversions that are used. 
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ReZ,, Taz| ReZp, Im,

T1-59 TRANSLATION eof

SSION LINE INPUT IMPRDANCE
caloulate

|Z| y x Zr

  

 

 

      
TI-59 TRANSLATION

output  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAILNITS KEYS Al

1 Load both sides of magnetic card

2 road line loss in dB/unit length dp [A]

Load line phase constant in rad/unit length a8 [r/s

If Cm, the velocity in the medium, is

known instead, load dummy 8 of 1

Load analysis frequency in hertz P HN (R/S

3 If Cm is known instead of @, load Cp Cm [2nd |[ A 1]

4 Enter Zo, the transmission line characteristic

impedance in polar or rectangular co-ords

polar co-ordinates: magnitude 12,[, [B }

phase angle 4Z,,° R/S

rectangular co-ordinates: real part Re Z2q,0t 2nd B ]

imaginary part Im Zo,0 R/S

5 Enter load impedance at the analysis freq as

either polar or rectangular data

polar co-ordinates: lz, ,0| [©
A Zr 3 ° [R/ S |

rectangular co-ordinates: Re Zr, qo ond |[ 0 |

In Zp,9| [R/S]

6 load transmission line length +0 E

+0 to calculate Zs given Zp

=-0 to calculate Zr given 25

7 Optional: output reflection coefficient i [D ] lef

i [r/s¥ | 40°

8 To calculate Zs (or Zp given negative length) 2nd || D | |2], a]

(r/5* 32°
 

* If the TI-59 is sttached to the PC-1004a
 

printer, the second value will be
 

printed without the R/S command.
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xample 1-1.1

b———  28n-mi.  —of

( L
\ Bu e 100 ohms

Zz, —- 7 7 1000 pF
 

  
Figure 1-1.,2 SD coaxial cable circuit for Ex. 1-1.1,

Type SD underwater telephone coax is to be used at 0,72 MHz. The

cable section is 2.8 nautical miles (n-mi.) long and is loaded by a

series RC network of 100 ohms and 1000 pF as shown in Fig. 1-1.2. Find

the cable input impedance, Zs at this frequency.

At 0.72 MHz the electrical parameters of SD coax are:

2,070 dB/n-mi.

42,511 radians/n-mi.

44.625 ohms at =0,315 degree

a

B

Z
0

The RC load impedance is:

Re Z = 100 ohms

Im Z = ~j/(2wfC) = ~j221 ohms

The input impedance of the loaded coax is 66.902 + j11.167 ohms as

dB

obtained from using the program and shown in the printout below:

 

    

   

PROGRAM INPUT PROGRAM OUTPUT

£.676 ENT ogg, dB/n-mi. 258d calculate Z
42.51] ENT? B, rad/n-mi. TTT 8cred pee EF EET ANN zg |, ohms
«fctlt LEA frequency, Hz 5,478 fen X Zg , degrees

44.265 ENT! |Z|, ohms xy
-.3i5 5BE AZ, degrees + convert to rect

_ I. PG. SEZ kxkx180.606 ENT? Re Zy, ohms ier me els, ops
~221.886 GSB Im Zp, LeER m Lg,

a mas cope EBs calculate Cp
<.8¢¢ SEE length, n-mi. F20000.064 ft% frequency, Hz

186417. 085 %¥*» Cm, n-mi./ sec
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Example 1-1.2

Using the type SD underwater telephone coax of Example 1-1.1, find

the load impedance at 0.72 MHz that will result in an input impedance

of 60 + jO ohms. The length of the coax is 2.8 n-mi. as in the pre-

vious example.

When using a lossy cable, a negative real part in Z. will be re-

quired to obtain values of Zg greatly different than Ze Furthermore,

if af is greater than 30 dB, the input impedance will be nearly Zs in-

dependent of the load impedance.

In this example, a negative line length is loaded to use the quasi-

symmetric properties of Eqs. (1-1.1) and (1-1,2) for calculating zZ

given Zge

The HP-97 printout reproduced next shows a load impedance of

67.396 — j73.338 ohms is required. The equivalent load network is also

 

 

shown.

PROGRAM INPUT PROGRAM OUTPUT

2.078 ERNTH 0 3n,dB/n-mi. oo £SEa calculate load Z

42.511 ENT? 8, rad/n~mi. 55.683 dnt |Z], ohms
.72+86 GSB frequency, Hz |“47-418 #¥t xZ, degrees

44.265 ENT? |Z, 1, ohms **’ convert to rect
-. 315 GSEE A Z,, degrees LL. CE

er. 336 ¥xk Re Zs ohms

68.808 ENTY Re Zg, ohms -73.338 sax Im Zp,
8.886 EEBe Im zg, " Co

2.868 Fi

-2.586 GSEE x calculate

rete xX equivalent

X capacitor

1X
Z.814-85 sxy C, farad    
 

67.4 ohms

Z, 1 3014 pF

Figure 1=1,3 Equivalent load network.
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Example 1-1.3, TI-59 Program Example

This example is the same as Example 1-1,2 where the problem is to

determine load impedance, Zs that results in an input impedance, Zs

of 60 + jO ohms. The line length is 2.8 n-mi, Because Z. is to be cal-

culated given Zo» a negative line length is used. The PC-100A printer

output is shown below.

PROGRAM INPUT

ia 1 Gin, dB/n-mi,
GEE 8, rad/mn=-mi.
Fen frequency, Hz

106417, O07 C, (output), n-mi./sec

da, 265 |z|, ohms
~, 315 4 Z,, degrees

I Re Zg, ohms
1"da Im Zg,

line length, n-mi.

|o|, dimensionless

4p, degrees

|Z, |, ohms
AZ, degrees

 
Note: the PC-100A printer will not print the mnemonic representing the

input key. The HP-97 does this automatically when in the "norm"
mode,
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PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM

 

LABEL A, Input/Output of «, 8, and frequency.
 
 

[ij]

—2

Input date format:
oy g> and freq
 

Temporarily store the frequency in register A,

clear flag 2 to indicate ReP not needed,
place O in X register as 1/0 index.

set flag O to indicate label A as subroutine 1 entry,

 
 

 

Go sub subroutine 4 to store I/0 index and 1/0
the date in polar format,  
 

  Calculate Op = (2xf)/B and store in secondary register 5,
 
 

 
—

[Go to label 7 for paper space and return)

 

LABEL B, Input/Output of Z,, the characteristic
impedance, in polar format.
 

_
 

Place 4 in X register as I/0 index and go sub
subroutine 1 to store I/O index and store/recall  
 

I/0 in polar format,
:

Input data format:

Zl + % 2,

 

if new data has been entered, Go to label 6 for data entry test and p calculation

  

 

LABEL C, Input/Output of load impedance, Z
-

r 9

in polar format,

_:
  
 

Place 2 in X register as I/0 index and go sub
subroutine 1 to store the I/0 index and I/0 data

  in polar format.

2

Input data formats

EEE

  if new data has been entered.

Go to label 6 for data entry test and Q calculation

 

 

in polar format.

LABEL D, Input/Output of reflection coefficient, p,

  
 

Place 3 in X register as I/0 index and go sub
subroutine 1 to store I/0 index end I/0 data
inpolar format,   

¥

|clear data entry flag 3% , space, and return.
 

 

Input dete format:

lel , %p
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PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM

 

 
LABEL E, Input/Output of the line length]

  

   
 

Recall and print R4,Go to label 2.

go to label 9,
LABEL 2, XeR4, |

   

 

go to label 9.    
 

&
LABEL 2, Space paper and return contrel to keyboard. i

 

LABEL &_, I/O of frequency and velocity
in the medium, Cpe

  
 

Place 5 in X register for I/0 index and go sub subroutine {i
to store I/0 index and store/recall data.   
 3
[Calculate and store B= (2rf)/C._.

*
|space paper and return control to keyboard.|

 

 

LABEL b , I/0 of characteristic impedance, 2
|in rectangular format,

0

 
 

_3
1 = X for 1/0 index, gosub O to store I/0 index, convert
data to polar format, and store polar data.

3
Go to label 6 for data entry test and fp calculation if
new data has been entered.

 

    

 

LABEL ¢ , I/O of load impedance, z,,
in rectangular format,   
 

—k
2 = X for I/0 index, gosub O to store 1/0 index, convert
data to polar format, and store polar data,
 

 
—

Go to label 6 for data entry test and p calculation if
new data has been entered,   

23
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PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM

 

LABEL d , Oalculation of complex input impedance, Zg,

inpolar format.  
 

 

 

2

Calculate and estore pe~28L,
x
 

 

Calculate and store K = (1+pe~282)/( 1-pe~2%%) in scratch
registers R8 and S8. (magnitude and angle).

&
Use register arithmetic to form Z, = ZK.

 
 

 

 
 

   

 )
Recall, store, and print [2,| and XZ.
 

 3
[Space paper and return control to keyboard.|

 

[MABEL Clear input mode and setup flags. |
&

Clear flag 3 to indicate non-numeric entry, and
set flag4 to indicate output 1s required.

 

 

   
 

[Return control to keyboard.|

 

{LABEL , Change rectangular input to polar and store,|

3
Store index; X » I
convert date to polar
set flag 2 to indicate conversion was performed.

 

   
1

 

\LABEL J , Polar data storage.|

Store index X ~ I.   

 

 
 

BEL 2,(first label 2)
%( =~ secondary register (i)
| )] = primary register (i)
recall A register to X register. |   

 

 

 

 

continued on next page. 1
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PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM

 

 

LABEL 4,
Recall P(i) & S(i)
to X & Y registers. ! 
 

OGIEIG
LABEL 2,

Convert P » R

 

    
Y

{Print X and Y registers,|

 

 
{Recall register 5 to X register,
 

   
|

Return to main program. 1

  

 

 
LABEL 6 , calculation

Clear flag 2,

  

   

 

 

Calculate (2/28, - 1)/(2/2, +1) = ¢,
and store magnitude and angle in R3 and S3
respectively,     
LLABEL

9

, space paper and return control to keyboard.|



1 Program Listing |
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        
 

BAl ¥LELR 1/0 OF agg, 8 , AND FREQ B57 C968 CO-ORDINATES
ga: STA 858 CI06
pe3 Ri 655 ¥LBLc I/O OF Re &., Im Z_, THE
ged SFa oc 2 LOAD IMPEDASCE IN
pas FZ @61  GSBA CARTESIAN CO-ORDINATES
80s g B62 GT06
gar GSEl 063 *LBLd CALCULATION OF |Z |, 4 Zg,
aaa CFB 864 RCL3 THE COMPLEX INPUT

aes CF3 885 ECLA IMPEDANCE

810 Pi #66 RCL4
a11 Pi a6? x
p12 + Bes EEX
#13 RCLS ES 1
814 X 678 2
a15s FIs 871 CHS
#16 RCLA ar2 18x e=2al
817 £ 873 x
81g  STOS 74 STOR [plee™2%A 2 lpe=212 |
g1s ETO7 B75 25
626 *LELE 1/0 OF|2g|,X &,, THE are RCL? Xp
821 EEX CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE 677 ROLE @ , radians/length
822 GSE! IN POLAR CO-ORDINATES B78 RD go , degrees/length
23 TOG ere FS

824 ®LELC 1/0 OF |4.[,%4,, THE gge ror 4
825 2 10Ap IMPEDANCE fn 81 x
B26 LSB! POLAR CO-ORDINATES B82 ENT?

827 6106 #83 +2
826 ¥LELD 1/0 OF Jo], Zo, THE 884 -  Ap- 289= 4 (pe~2W)
aze 7 COMPLEX REFLECTION COEF 885  RCLA
@38 GEE! IN POLAR CO-ORDINATES age * 7,
g31  CF3 p87 STOMA Re(pe™=%Y)
@3z__ E708 ess EEX of
833 ¥LBLE" 1/0 OF THE LINE LENGTH as8g + 14 Re(ge™ 2
#34 Fa? a9a  xzy ny
835  GT0Z 81 STOR Im(pe™<'%)
5 RCL4 @sz  xay
637 cTOS 693 3p
838 ¥LELZ pas 5107 1 + pe~23Y|
g39  5T04 895  Xzv 280
g48 GTO #96 stg 4(1 + pe”)
641 wLBELc 1/0 OF FREQUENCY AND #97  RCLE 212
p42 5 VELOCITY IN THE MEDIUM, Gp 998 CHS Im(1l = pe™=%¥)
P43 E5EBI B99 EES
64d CF3 188 RCLA 211
845 RCLS 181 - PRe(1 - pe")
84€ ENT 182 3p
847 + 183 ST=7
48 Pi 184 x3Y
849 x 185  gT-9
ase P25 166 RCL1 |Z]
85! RCLS 187 STx7
852 % 188 F328
as3 stom 169 RCL! XZ,
854 ETO7 118 Ps
855 #LBLk I/0 OF Re Zo, Im 2Z,, THE 111 S8T+8
856 EEX CHARACTERISTIC, IMPEDANGE[=—cmorey 112 RELS XZ,

3 4 7 8 9
oc anfe | lz] [lz le] 2 [fred [yoacrated Tr] 2) |z) SXz
S50 Si S2 S3 S4 S55 S6 S7 sa 59

8-22, [x2 [40 | On 42
8 Cc D E 1

scratchpad scratchpad scratchpad index         
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113 RCL7 _1&g
114 *R } eliminates neg magnitude
115 ~~P
116 S708 [2g
117 PRT
118 X2¥
118 ps
120 ST08 XZ,
121 P38
122 6SB8
123 £702

 

168 RCLS recall frequency
169 FB? print required ?
176 PRTX print frequency
171 RIN
172 %LBLZ gonvert polar data to
173 R  reotangular format and
174 PRTX print results
175 Ré

, 176 #LBLB print and space subroutine
[ 177  PRTX
+178 CT03goto spacesubroutine 

 

 

 

 

  
 

    
 

 

 

       

"124 #LELe CLEAR INPUT MODE 179 kLBL6 ¢ calculation
125 CF3 initialize and set flags 188 ce2
126 SF1 181 F3? ¢ calculation needed ?
27 RIN 182 F3?
128 xLbl¥ change rectangular input 183 6709 goto spaceand_return subr
123 STO to polar format 184 F&5 oto 2p —

138 Re 185 RCL2 XZ,
131 K2y 186 RCL! AZo
132 2F 187 -  X(Zr - Zo)
133 x2Y 188 25
134 SF2 189 RCL2 12d
135 6702 198 per1Zl
13¢ *LBLI data I/O in polar mode 191 §=87 ‘exit if [Zo| is zero
137 sT0I ~192 6709 _ _  __ I
138 Ré 193 Tap,
139 #LBLZ 194 +R /Zol
148 F3? test for input 195 STDA Re(Zy/Zo)
141  GSBZ2 gotoinput routine _  _ _ | 196 EEX

142 FI? test for output 197 ~  Re(Zr/Z0 = 1)
143 ESP4  poto output routine _ _ | 198 XY
198SFI = 199 STOR Im(Zr/Zo = 4)
145 RIN 286 xv
146 #LBL? input data storage routine 201 3F
147  SF3 (date stored in polar form) 202 TOF |2p/Zo - 1]
148 28 203 X=
148 STO; 204 5T06 Aro -1)
15e Pas 205 RCLE Im(2r/Zo)
151 Ri 206 RCLA Re(2r/Zo)

{ 152 570i 207 EEX
153 RCLA 208 + Re(Zr/Zo + 1)
154 Fa? 209 *P
155  ST05 210 sT:3 lol
156  CF1 211 Ky
157 RIN 212 81-6 40

—~158 *LPL4 data output routine 213  RCL&
158 Pig 214 28
168 RCL 215 8103
161 P28 216 LBL; P25 & space subroutine
162 _RCLE _ o_o] 217 ps
153 FZ? P «RR required 7 *~213 *LBL? space and return subr
164 ETO2__ 219 SPC
165 PRIX 228 RIN
166 Re
167 PRTX

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
Y/0:0040,8,¢ [1/0414 20 [T/0:11.0.2, [1/0:11.5 © [F/0 length ["1abel A 7] FLAGS TRIG DISP

Yorn ®1/0: ReJmzo| 1/0: Rema ®ale. Zs [nSEde | ottbut °F [0 ™"W| Dec ®m Fx m
- 1 3 4 int in [2C i | GRAD SCI- P-+R 1/0 index Aooal 1bl - pbler data fmt 2 mn RAD EN

lL cale ¢ pas, spe, rif prt,spc,r$’spe, rtn data entry|a a ns      
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1-1 T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING

 

   

    

 

go to print or R/S
routine

 

 

ne 42 STO pri print Sab de Booo? 10 in PB Har 42 STO
gE oe PRT Ado UL RL
0 “1 RE-S _10AD FREQUENCY_ _| atait 82 STM store and print . AL pn

[IS 0% frequency

Diz 99 PRT

 

&% ® calculate and
5 02 2 store 2rxf

goto @ calculation
subroutine
 

  
iJ i a
c
l

 

TEL LOAD Re Zo
i7 B —

=% 9% PET print and store
vl we WT Reg___ _ ____ |
071 91 R/S LOADImZo_
 r——err

Hee 22 IHW
073 37 P/EB__ __________.__|
ava 42 STO store X32,
Des 11 131

1 Fb 2 ¥!T recall and store

——— mn]

convert to polar   set flag 7 if  

 

   
   

 

 

    

  
 

1 calculator a7? 42 570 | Zo]
[OF attached to 2fg 01oy
(1¥ printer r9 98 ADY go toQoaleulation

a nao el ain subroutine

CLE Zi Ve LEBEL Loa | Z|
RCL. recall Oj and go 8313©______
15 to R/S or print thing 2 STO store and print
"ER routine Lan nz 02 [2x]

oF dee99PRT
Ii U279]RSLOADX2r____ |

i 082 42 STO store and print
ET YR | 0 ame iE 12 Xa,
16A CL___i R099 PRY
N41 42 STO store end print 091589 de_
o4z2 15 15 o¢ 092 61 GTH goto Q calculation

 

 

 

 04:3 a9 PRT UU SEL i£Loh Ey£41 subroutine

N44 35 1.4 calculate and EE TE LEL LOAD Re Zp
45 £5 x store P 18¢*
Q46 4% RCL 8 oe 196 99 PRT store and print
47 26 26 = 037 32 #WiT ReZp|
D4 95 = 09891RoC LOADImZp|
a9 42 STO Uggs 29 PRET print Im Zr   
NOTE: The register assignments are the same as the HP-97 program,

Read SO as Rjg, and RA as Rpg, ete. Rog = Rog are scratchpads
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T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING

 100 ag
ior 22
102

THY
37 PCR

10s 12 12
105 32 XIT

STI106 az
LF LE

—_— em em mmee

convert to polar

CE mn ot w= ma ie—a]

storezrr-

 

 

tit VR LEBEL
109 a EAL
tin

     

 

L
a

pat
e]

pi
de
t
e

ot
F
O

TY
)

[o
R

W
K
S

l
p

 

81

b
o
?
P
T

g
r
e

[
E
E

fa
a
re
al
ty

of
re

f
o

fl
e

fons
f
e
t
e

“
u

f
0

h
s

L
T
a
0

S
n

P
o
O
a
f
e
a
b
d

F
a
l
l

i
r
m
e
n
d

n
a

P
a
P
d

f
d

poe
]
2
©

[
)

PO
L
F

ree
0
3
L
E
P
d

o
e

M
y

+
w
i

-

   

 

P
e
l

f
o
n
t
o
t
i
t
i
s

i
l
l
]
r
m

b
b
e

B
i
b

¥)
2

BE
E

¥
Ly

E
E

od

 

138 43 RCL
139 27 27

32 KIT
42 STO
03 03
3 RCL

144 23 =8

 

   
? calculation

 

  
  

 

use register
arithmetic to form:

___%C—
use register
arithmetic to form:

le |
—_— — em om me mm —_———

rtn to main pgm

1 i t

rf
ad
@

|
e

i
n

 

—— mm Ey ww at A —— a =]

4 (2p = Zo)

2: / 2]

p
r

C
n

L
E

A
u
e t

e
c

_Hi. © OUTPUT ROUTINE§ o
n

 

 

— ————— —— At = w— — —

Cam mt rr mf ms mm me

store |2p/Z, - |
— tt i—Aatt Sn m——

form Z,/Z, + 4

—- em. em a ee tm mn = ym

convert to polar  
  

 

  

p
l
i

c
n

fi
o
g
o
e
d

p
e
e
l
e
d
p
b
d
e

pu
ny

f
d
s

fr
it

i
e
f
k

po

  

   

 

[o
r

r
y

calculate:

o—204

———— — —n — ——
Tr - .

F
e
m

  

    

CT
T
e

   

: = calculate & “store:

i 03 az pee

1 az

 

o
d

pe
t

J
C
e
t
i Th

T
e
e
l

|
£2
3
[
1  

 

o
d
e

fu
ue

de
ua

se
ts

L
h
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1-1 TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING

 

 

   

  

93
4% RCL fom 82 in radians
10 10

use register arith
to form |Z]

 

    

 

65 0X = “x RL use register arith
43 BCL = i ii
0s 04 a 3 SEi

63 0X| z EAN
03 3 form 2B2 in degrees £57 43 RCL recall (2

O00 238 SE Wil
55 SED 43 FLL recall Z,

Zit 89% «4 £6)0%02
Zi 84 0%o_o __] “EZ 3Y PSE eliminate negative
Zi395= fomipsgd] 263 22 INY magnitude
214 37 PYRE convertto rect| £4 37 P

o5 To. store Im(pe )
e——tSL__
EE RIT

   

space & return

 

      

 

 

    
   

  

      
  

   

 

    

 

 

   

  

 

          
TC TT TTT”)201 print or R/S
TO store |[1 pe” | _subroutine
oy] Jump if flag 7 set

i form and store:

RCL Re(l ~pe20! ) stop & await start
20 return to main pgm

a =

HE OMIT
4% RCL form:| print
21 21 Im(1 -pe 280, rtn to main program
94 gooSRE) LOAD LINE LENGTH
22 IM

aoEenis

Eo]
4 Pop ThE omEmm store line length
22 IHY
44 Sidivide to memory print line length

go go Co__
a2 AIT rtn to keyboard
PE THY subtract from

1% FRI wemory

249 43 RCL recall |g,]|
 



PROGRAM 1-2 VOLTAGE ALONG A LOSSY LOADED TRANSMISSION LINE.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program calculates the voltage V(x) in dBV, at any distance,

Xx, along a doubly loaded transmission line (a line with terminating Y's

or Z's at both ends). Both the source and load impedances are allowed

to be complex quantities. This program is parasitic to Program 1-1,

and that program must be run first to properly load the registers for

this program. The same line length and units must be used with both

programs.

Given a section of transmission line of length £ (Fig. 1-2.1)

which may be a coax as shown, or open wire line, stripline, microstrip,

or other, the input impedance, Ze» can be expressed in terms of the load

impedance, Zs and the cable parameters as given by Eqs. (1-1.1) and

(1-1.2). With the input impedance, Zg known, and given the transmitter

source impedance, Zo» the voltage at the input of the transmission line,

Vos is given by:

 

   
 

 

Z
s

LM fb (1-2.1)Ss t

where zg is given by Eq. (1-1.1).

ls [ [
Z, ——

/

V; (Vv
t A Zz, Ve

     os —
Figure 1-2,1 Transmission line circuit topology.
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32 NETWORK ANALYSIS

The voltage and current distribution of the transmission line can

be written in terms of the voltage and current at any point along the

transmission line as the reference. Most commonly, the voltage at the

receiving end is taken as the reference, but for this problem, the

voltage and current at the transmitting end are more convenient refer-

ences. The voltage at any distance, x, from the transmitting end is

given by Eq. (1-2.2), where the reflection coefficient at the transmit-

ter is designated Pe and is defined by Eq. (1-2.3). The derivation of

Eq. (1-2.2) is given later.

Vs__ jx YX (1-2.2)
V(x) = 16 + p.e | .

1+ Pe t

2/2 -1
so! 0 (1-2.3)

RP, =Iv+1t zIZ, +1

In Eq. (1-2.2), y is as defined in Eq. (1-1.3). With these equations

in mind, the program operation is now described (Program 1-1 has al-

ready calculated and stored Z, using Eq. (1-1.1)).

The routines under labels "A," "a," and "B" provide for data

entry and storage. All impedances are stored in polar form; hence,

impedances entered in cartesian form (real and imaginary) under label

"a" are converted to polar form and stored using the routine under

label "A," which is the polar impedance entry and storage routine. The

routine under label "B" causes the source voltage strength in volts to

be stored.

Label "E" is the start of the data output routine. On the first

execution of label "E" after program loading and data entry, Py is

calculated and stored. Flag 2 is tested on each execution of label

"E" to determine if the reflection coefficient calculation is needed

(o,)- Since flag 2 is test cleared, and is only set by card loading,

the Pe calculation is skipped after the first execution of label "E."

Following the Pe calculation decision, is a routine to evaluate

Eq. (1-2.2) without the vg term (lines 050 and 096 in the program

listing). Vg is calculated using Eq. (1-2.1) in lines 097 through 118

and combined with the results of Eq. (1-2.2) in lines 119 to 125. The

output is provided as magnitude (in dBV) of V(x) and its angle.

Label 9 is a space and return subroutine used by labels "a," "A,"

"B," and "g, 1"



6

12 User Instructions

 

ReZ¢tInZ source
voltage 

INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS

This pro is to be used in con tion

with Pro 1-1. Bun that program first

us the frequency, cable parameters,

and total line length which are germane

to this program

load and run Pro 1-1

Load transmitter output edance

a) If data is in cartesian coo tes

real part of edance in ohms Re Z4

imeginary part of impedance in ohms Im Zt

or

b) If date is lar coo 8

tude of edance in ohms

le of dance in de 8

Load source vol of transmitter in volts

Load 1 between transmitter and anal

int us th ts a8 us Ww

Pro 1-1

Go back to for another case

DATA/UNITS
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Example 1-2.1

Given the coax cable with source and load impedances as shown in

Fig. 1-2.2, find the voltages on the cable at the transmitting end,

the receiving end, and 1 n-mi. from the transmitting end.

 )) > 1002

Type SD Coax Ve

1000pF 4

 

  
 

 

Figure 1-2.2 Doubly loaded coaxial. cable for Ex. 1-2.1.

At 0.72 MHz, the characteristics of the SD coax cable are:

ap = 2.070 dB/n-mi.

= 42.511 radians/n-mi.

Z = 44.265 Q @ -0.315 degree
0

At the same frequency, the complex source and load impedances are:

Re Z, = 20 ohms

Im Z, = j27fL = j99.53 ohms

Re Z. = 100 ohms

Im 2 = ~jf(2nic) = -j221 ohms

Since this program is parasitic to Program 1-1, that program is

run first with the line length required here (2.8 n-mi.). The print-

out from that program is included here for clarity.
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HP-97 printout for Example 1-2.1

First, Program 1-1 is run to calculate and store Z and to load the

registers.

# ENT? load a., in dB/n-mi.
.5i1 ENTT load 8Bn radians/n~-mi.

.7o+#6 GEER load frequency in hertz

44.265 ENT? load |z| in ohms
-. 315 E5BE load 420 in degrees

166, 858 ENTT load Re Z in ohms
-221.866 558: load Im Z in ohms

£.888 SSPE load line length in nautical miles

2.1:ohm zg (will be automatically stored)
Jzs] s ohms °
ZS? degrees

 

=

Second, load and run this program.

load Re Zz

load Im Z.

 

i.8¢ £5EE load source voltage in volts

load line length to transmitting end and start
20 log |v |, dBV

s
avg, degrees

load line length to receiving end and start
20 log |V_|, dBV
AV, degrées

load line length to 1 n-~mi. from xmit end and start
20 log |V(x)|, dBV
4V(x), degrees
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Derivation of Equations Used

A transmission line provides a conduit for the propagation of

electrical power. If the transmission line is not terminated in the

characteristic impedance of the line, Z then not all of the power that0’

propagates down the line is absorbed in the termination, and thus some

is reflected into the line and propagates back to the source. The "re-

flection coefficient," p, is a measure of the amount of power that is

reflected. A reflection coefficient of zero (p = 0) implies no power is

reflected, and all of it is absorbed by the load. When p = *1, all the

power is reflected. The reflection coefficient in terms of the charac-

teristic impedance (Zo) and the load impedance (z)) is given by Eq.

(1-1.2).

If the transmission line is doubly terminated, then there will

be a reflection coefficient for both ends, and Eq. (1-1.2) is used with

Z_ replaced by Zg> the cable input impedance at the transmitter end.

This is the transmitter reflection coefficient and is designated Por

The receiver reflection coefficient is left unsubscripted.

The power propagates along the transmission line as a voltage

wave and a current wave. Considering both the voltage wave from the

transmitter directly, and the reflected wave from the receiver, there

exist points along the cable where these waves are in phase, and con-

structively add together; while there are other points where the waves

are 180° out of phase and produce a voltage null.

Reference [43] (chapters 8 and 9) contains the solution to the

wave equation for voltage and current waves traveling along a transmis-

sion line. The voltage and current along the transmission line can

conveniently be expressed in terms of hyperbolic functions and a refer-

ence voltage and current taken at any point on the line. If x represents

the distance from the transmitter (or source) to the point under obser-

vation, then the voltage and current (V(x) and I(x)) at this point are:

V(x) {Cosh (yx)} {~Z, Sinh (yx)} v
— - (1-2. 4)

T(x) {==sinh (yx) } {Cosh (yx)} I
0
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where the hyperbolic functions are defined by:

  

YX mYx
Sinh (vx) = - (1-2.5)

YX -YX

Cosh (yx) = & - g (1-2.6)

Remembering that I,=v/z_, and using the transmitter reflection coeffi~

cient defined by:

z12, -1

eT Zz+1 (1-2.3)
S O0

Equation (1-2.4) may be solved for V(x) yielding:

Vv
=958| YX YX _V(x) 17 0 . + P.e ] (1-2.2)
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G8 ¥LBie LOAD transmitter output Z #56 lex o<&

Baz XY in cartesian coordinates 857  STOA
BEI +F 838 RCL3 ys

EE ess x pe]
985 #LELA ~10AD transmitter output Z p68 RCLE AX 0

BBE P25 in polar coordinetes 861 PS *
a8; STO? 852 RCLO 8 radians/length

nas XaY 863 Pes

gas ST0E 864 R+D 8 , degrees/ length

aig 25 865 RCL4

g11 6T09 goto space and return subr 866 X

612 wees LOAD source voltage in volts a? sToB BR, degrees
813 : + degrees

Ald ST09 869 Xv B24 Per GOB

ars <5 ave IR »0

B16 6709 goto space and return subr 671 5T0?7 Re (ge )

517 #LBLE 10AD distance, x, from are 2Y * »
918 5704 _ xmitand_caloulateV(x} _ _| p73 st09 _ Im(@e’™) _ _ _ _ _ |
819 F2% caloulate 4 on the first 874 RCLB  galoulate e- '2 in real end

82a F2? _ execution oflabel E _ _ | 875 CHS imaginary parts
~ az 1 gotoVijoaleulation 876  RCLA
azz 15 t calculation routine 877 17%

27 ROLE A Zs arg AReo

24 REL X Zo a ST continuo numerator cele of
25 25 * 1-2.,4) using reg arith
26 - 881 ST+9 _ (1-2.8) using reg arith |

27 RCLE |Z] 882 RCL9  ocomvert numerator to polar
B28 RCLI |Z 883 RCL? coordinates
g23 % ag4 +P
a7 oR ass s107 e+ gel?)
831 810A Re (Zs/Zo age KY -
a3? EEX (24/2) eg? sto _4(eM,phI
433 _ Re (Zs/Zo - 1) 882 RCL6 calculate 1 + @4 in poler

B34 XY ( oe Rts coordinates
83s STOR Tm (Z = - 7 3ose oe s[Zs) Im Zs[2 1) pi EEX

a3? *P asz +
38 ST03 | Ze Zo -1l Pe

A323 NY #94  ST=7 divide 14+ go, into
ada STOS £( Zs] Zo -1) 893 XY numarator

@41 ROLE Tm (Zs [ Fo)= Im (Zs/Zo +1) B96 ST-9oh me
R42  RCLA Re (Zs [ Zo) 897 PS calculate Vg from Vy

@43 EEX 858  RCL8 X37
844 + Re(Zs/Fo +1) 99 pas ©
a45 IP 188 5T+8

@46  §T=3 181 RCL8
847 XY 8! 182 STX? _ almeen =]
@48  ST-6 _AQi 183 3R
849 XLBLI  V() calculation routine 164 STOR Re Zg
ase RCL4 £ 183 2y
851 RCLE ogg 186 STOR Im Zg
as52 x 187 P28_oeed
853 2 188 RCL? form 2g + Z4
654 8 189  RCLE
855 z <0 [in 10 5s ne pers 118 25

REGISTERS
3 4

® yp |Zo| ¢ 2x] [Pel 2 freq

|

Xp4 " soratoh | 12g) ? soratoh

1 2 2) a 7 58 3)SO 8 S A Zo 3 A Zr Le S 55 Om S6 ™ S A 24 X12, Vi

seratchpad scratchpad c soratchpad b 20log e € 2w ! index
   
 



 

 

  
             

12 Program Listing 11 vote rLacseTstatus
111 +R
112 RCLA
113 + Re(Zg + Zt)
114 2Y
115 RCLB
116 + In(Z_ + 2.)
17 Ke 8”
118 +P
119 ST=7 Ze + 2

128 2 [Ze 24]
121 ST-9  X(Zg +2
122 Ps (2s 20)
123 ROLY yy
124 25
125 STx7 complete [V(x] calculation
126 RCL?
127 LOE
128 2
129 a
13a x
131 PRIX 20 log V(x)
132 RCLS
133 PRTX XXV(x) __|
134 »LBL9 space and return subroutine
135 SPC
136 RIN

NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

- = : LABELS “FLAGS SET STATUS

lz] faz tage © £ sale v(x)’ FLAGS TRIG DISP
b c 3 1 ON OFF

_Reze}tmzt : 0 DEG ®m Fix m
3 galo 2 3 A ’peale 7 |1 GRAD SCI

5 > 3 rc LTE 2 o RAD ENG
  





PROGRAM 1-3 SECOND ORDER ACTIVE NETWORK TRANSMISSION FUNCTION.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program provides the coefficients of the numerator and denomi-

nator polynomials of the transmission function T(s) = N(s)/D(s), of the

generalized second order active network shown in Fig. 1-3.1. A second

part of the program provides the polynomial roots. If a real (non-

ideal) operational amplifier (op—amp) is used, the amplifier will have

both finite gain and bandwidth. The compensation pole of the op—amp will

introduce a parasitic pole causing D(s) to become third order even

though the RC network is set up to provide second order response. This

program accepts the gain and 3 dB bandwidth of the amplifier and calcu-

lates the resulting third order transmission fumction.

 

 A Eout

Each Y; represents the
admittance of either a
resistor or capacitor

 

Figure 1-3.1 Generalized second order circuit.

If the natural frequencies of the response governed by the RC

network alone are many decades removed from the amplifier unity gain

crossover frequency, then the transmission function T(s), will be

Practically equal to the transmission function of the second order net-

work with an ideal infinite bandwidth amplifier. The component values

dictated by many active filter references assume ideal operational ampli-

fier characteristics.

41



42 NETWORK ANALYSIS

When the natural frequencies are within a decade or two of the

amplifier unity gain crossover frequency, then the parasitic pole

will cause a noticeable shift in the natural frequencies governed by

the RC network alone. The network can be predistorted so the natural

frequencies shift to the desired positions (see Program 2-11).

The transmission function is determined by writing the nodal

equations for the network, and solving for E, in terms of LIP This
ut

derivation is done later and provides:

AY, Y0 Y1 Yy
fout = THY (=3.1)

where

D(s) = (Y; + Yp + Y3) [crs + Ye) (1 + 18) + Ys (1 - Ag + 18)] +

vy [ Ye + (1 + 18) + Ys (1 ~- Ap + 18) - Ag Ys]

and where a one-pole model of the amplifier is assumed:

A
0 -

A=77%1s (1-3.2)

The sign of A, may be either positive or negative depending upon the

amplifier characteristics (see examples). The first program uses Eq.

(1-3.1) to form the numerator and denominator polynomials, and the

second program finds the zeros of these polynomials (polynomial roots).

When the element values are loaded, capacitors are signified by

a negative mantissa. The subroutine under label 8 tests the sign of

the entry; if it is negative, the absolute value is stored; if it is

positive, it is a resistor, and the reciprocal is taken to convert to

conductance, and then multiplied by 105° before storage.

The magnitude of the stored element value is used to signal

whether the element is a resistor or a capacitor. Other programs use

the sign of the stored value to differentiate between resistors and

capacitors, but that indicator cannot be used in this program because

algebraic operations are performed on the element values in the main

program before the element type subroutine is entered and the resistor/

capacitor test is done, i.e., the term Ys (1 = Ay) can have either sign

depending upon the magnitude and sign of Ag, and Ys can legitimately

represent the admittance of either a resistor or a capacitor.

The magnitude test is done in the summing routine under label O.
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If the absolute value of the coefficient is greater than 1039, it is as-

sumed to be a conductance (s° term), the value is divided by 10°%to0 undo

the original storage operation, and the summation is done in the stack.

If the absolute value of the coefficient is less than 1039, it is assumed

to be a capacitance (s! term), and the summation is done in the desig-

nated 1 register.

Some terms in the denominator of Eq. (1-3.1) contain the factor Ts.

These terms generate sl and s? coefficients. Subroutine 3 is used to

1 2 terms to theperform multiplication by ts and to append the s* and s

presently stored s? and s! terms to form the complete admittance sum set

for the denominator segment being evaluated.

1 , & s? ) are calculatedAfter each set of admittance sums (s? , S

and stored, polynomial multiplication is done to generate the coeffi-

cients of the various powers of s in the denominator polynomial. This

multiplication is accomplished by the routine under label 6. If flag O

is set, the polynomial coefficient registers are cleared before multipli-

cation. This condition exists for the first product-of-sums. Flag O

is cleared for the second product-of-sums to indicate continued summa-

tion into the polynomial coefficient registers.

After the denominator has been calculated, the polynomial coeffi-

cients are normalized by dividing by the s? polynomial coefficient. The

numerator coefficient is likewise normalized, and the polynomial coef=-

ficients are provided as output. This normalization process can cause

the program to halt displaying "ERROR" for certain classes of degenerate

networks, e.g., a differentiator constructed with capacitors in loca-

tions 1 and 4, no elements in locations 2, 3, and 6, and feedback

resistor in location 5. The series capacitors should be combined into

a single capacitor in location 1 or 4 with the feedback resistor in

location 2 or 5 and no elements in locations 3 and 6. The unspecified

series elements can be 1 ohm re.istors.

The second program finds the zeros of the denominator polynomial

(poles of the transmission function). The numerator polynomial will be

either a constant, a single zero at the origin, or a double zero at

the origin depending on whether the filter is lowpass, bandpass, or

highpass, respectively. The second program also indicates the degree

of the zero, and the gain constant of the second order pair, K, after

the third order root has been removed (if any), i.e.:
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Lowpass: T(s) = K > 1 (1-3.3)

Soy 1

wy w,Q

5
wQ

Bandpass: T(s) = K (1-3.4)
s? sE+E4

2w wQ

_s?
Ww 2

Highpass: T(s) = K - 2 (1-3.5)

E+E +1
2

“n “pQ

If the denominator polynomial is second order, the quadratic for-

mula is used to find the zeros. If it is third order, a Newton-Raphson

iterative technique is used to find the real third order zero (there will

be at least one), then the third order polynomial is deflated to second

order, and the quadratic formula is used to find the remaining zeros of

the polynomial. If the zeros of the denominator polynomial are complex,

the program will also calculate the natural frequency, £ = w[2m , and

the Q, or quality factor of the complex pair (see the equation deriva-

tion part of this description for equations and details).
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t start| elguen 0—5—1 3 e Abt, analysis Pp

element element element elepent element

—— NP OUTPUT
STEP INSTRUCTIONS DAUNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS

1 Load both sides of program card

2 Enter element 1

a) if resistor (value 0) R, ohms Lal
b) if capacitor, enter negative velue| 0, farad [chs || A |

3 Enter element 2

a) if resistor R, ohms [ B |

b) if capacitor Cc, farad [ehe |[ B ]
¢) if no element present Zero [3]

4 Enter element 3 ee
a) if resistor R, ohms [co
b) if capacitor C, farad [chs [ea]
¢) if no element present Zero Cc

5 Enter element 4

a) if resistor (value0) R, ohms (Dp] .
b) if capacitor ¢, farad D

|

6 Enter element 5

a) if resistor R, ohms [E_]
b) if capacitor ¢, farad chs|[E |
¢) if no element present zero [E_]

7 Enter element §

a) if resistor R, ohms [£ [a |]

b) if capacitor 0, farad [£] [A]

¢) if no element present zero [£ 1A |]

8 Enter operational amplifier parameters Ay 4

fo, Hz [£ |[D

9 Start analysis [£ J[EJ] [Den coer

Num coef

10 Go back and change any element then rerun

| step 9, or load second card to find

denominator pole locations, f,,, and Q     
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SECOND AND THIRD ORDER ROOT FINDER PROGRAM
4 USE APTER TRANSMISSION FUNCTION PROGRAM Pp

 

  

INPUT OUTPUT
INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS DATA/UNITS

Load bothsides of program card when display

flashes, program execution b s unaided

Pro output

f one real root and a

r s+8 )(sex+ 84+X=

of second

order pair

If two real roots: (sea)(s+b)

lex con te

of second

order pair 
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Ti-59 TRANSLATION

1 ETWORK TRANSM.   
 

analysis
 

    £3 dB

T1-59 TRANSLATION

INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS

Loadbothsidesofprogram card one

Initialize and clear sters

Load elements

load element number (1 to 6

load element values:

if resistor

if itor

if no element present

eat 5 until all elements have been

entered

Load lifier deo in

load negative in for invert

load =35 dB rolloff frequency of lifier f_z 4B,

Start an sis den coef

b

2

by
1

num coef's

ar
a

"R/S" not neces if the TI is

attached to the PC=]l rinter,

All results will be printed automa-

tically after the program is started. 
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Ti-59 TRANSLATION

    
 

    
T1-59 TRANSLATION

INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS

Load both sides of program card 2

Start second program

If e 1 roots:

g4a (s+b)( 84d

If one real root and a ¢ lex con te

airs gt) (ge & S+0( ~

e¢) If two real roots: (s+a)(s+b)

If a complex con te pair:

s+ol +38) (s+ ot -38)

S" not necessaryifthe TI-59 is

attached to the PC-100A printer,

All results will be automatically

rinted efter the pro is started 
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Example 1-3.1

The schematic in Fig, 1~3.2 represents a second order active band-
pass filter using the infinite gain, multiple feedback topology. The

filter element values were designed assuming the op—amp to be ideal, i.e.,
having infinite gain and bandwidth. The type 741 op-amp is not ideal in
that it has both finite gain and bandwidth. This example will use the

program to show that the element values provide the desired specification
when the op-amp has very large gain (-10%9) and infinite bandwidth (t = 0).
The program will then be run with the gain and bandwidth values for the
741 type op-amp to show that both the pole natural frequency and "Q" have
shifted away from the desired values. The 741 has a typical gain of
-100,000, and open loop break frequency of 5 Hz.

The design specifications for the filter are:

center frequency: 10 kHz

midband gain: 10

quality factor, Q: 10

capacitor value: 1000 pF

 

 
4 1000pF 3183100

«
+

837.72 Type 741 op-amp

Figure 1-3.2 Second order bandpass active filter,
infinite gain-multiple feedback topology.

  

 

169158   
out
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-3.1
 

load first program and

enter element values

 

element 1,
element 2,
element 3,
element 4,
element 5,
element 6,

resistor

cap

resistor

cap

resistor

missing reload first card

enter infinite gain app

set Tto zero (BW=o)

start analysis

-18BGEE. ENTY
J. GSEd

741 do gain
741 break freq

start analysis

 

87 denominator coef 38,63-15 wk¢ go?

2 : . 355.1-12 whi 82
5 1.913-86 xk gl
sg” " 1.868+60 xr gO

 

0. BEE+66 kv 82b. BEG+BE Ar 82 mmerator coef

-15.32-86 Aik Bo : -15.92-86 wkt el
B.0aG+08 *k3 8 B.666+80 kk 0

load second card
& start analysis

load second card and

start analysis real pole location

EZ. 7ot83 wx lmeg 23. 84+85 ¥¢¥ imag
-3.142+83 #45 real complex -2.376+83  k¥y real oomplex

conjugate conjugate
-62.75+83 44+ imag poles -33.84+83 ¥¥4 dmag poles
-3.142+483 ¥*+ real -2.376+83 4% real

16, 66+33 x fp of second 5.450+83 ¥xk fy ofsecond

18.06+86 #¥k  Q order pole 11.17+68 4% Q order pole
pair pair

-18.88+68 kk midband gain -9.441+880 xx midband gain

numerator zero

location
numerator zero A, BEG+88 xk

location

GHEE KK  
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T1-69 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-3.1
 

 

load first program and
enter element values

1
15% 15,

4.
i. -i

la

313s 1d,

   

A

element #
resistor

element #
capacitor

element #

resistor

element #
capacitor

element #

resistor

amplifier gain
(ideal)
amplifier BW
(ideal)

&

8

gl n n"

O nn "

den coef
n n

8

82 num coef
1 n

imag

reallsomplex
conj.

imag pole pair

real

midband gain

 

 
reload first card

~- 101 1xiia ay

 

741 dc gain

741 break freq

82 den coef
i n

gl " n

gO nu n

52 num coef
h i

O nn n

real pole
location

imag

real lcomplex
conj.

imag pole pair

real

midband gain
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Example 1-3.2

Figure 1-3.3 is the schematic of a second order highpass fil-

ter using the Sallen and Key controlled source topology. An opera-

tional amplifier is connected in the voltage follower configuration to

provide the unity gain non-inverting buffer amplifier required. The

design procedure assumes infinite bandwidth in this buffer, but physi-

cal op-amps, such as the 741 type have finite bandwidth (BW). This

example will show how this finite bandwidth affects the filter perform-

ance. The design specifications are:

natural frequency, £,: 10000 Hz

quality factor, Q: 1/V2 = 0.707

capacitor value, Cj, Cy: 1 nF
asymptotic high frequency gain: unity

 

out
     

Type 741 op-amp

Rg Ro =1/(4rQC) = 112530
Rg = 402R, = 225078

Figure 1-3.3 Sallen and Key type second order highpass filter.
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The HP-97 printout is shown on the next page. Again, two runs were

made; first the amplifier was assumed to be ideal, and the program out-

put verifies the design specifications; second, the finite gain and band-

width characteristics of the 741 operational amplifier were used. The

program output for the second case shows the non-ideal (finite) charac-

teristics of the 741 have caused the second order pole positions to

shift away from the desired positions, and a real pole has also been

introduced.
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-3.2

 

load first progrem and
enter element values

-1.-65
11253.

a.
-1.-8%

a.
2587.

—
P
a
P
E

-
.

233.3-12
6. 866+80
a. aea+ag

44, 43463
-44,43+83

-44.43+63

18. 6a+83
787.1-03

1.860+88

6. 006+68
6, BagE+ap

ESSER
SEE
BSED
GSED
GSBE
GSE

EER

£4)

Rox

kk

EE

YEE

yk
¥Eh

element 1,
element 2,
element 3,
element 4,
element 5,
element 6,

set Ag=1

set =O

capacitor
resistor
miesing
capacitor
missing
resistor

(BW =o)

start analysis

g2

©
O
o
=
n

o
O
=

load second oard &

start analysis

imag
real complex

conjugate
imag poles
real

£ of sedond
n } order pole
Q pair

asymptotic gain

numerator zero

locations  

Reload first card and
enter op-amp parameters

4
da

Seoges.

=u
Pu
a

Po
g
2
0

f
a
a

T
y
C
E

=
)
"

m
o
.

w
h
a
m

0
e
e

O
n
e

3

233.312
d.608+88
B.Bo@+06

-3.233+8¢6

44. 46+83
-43. 15483

-44.46+03
-43,15+83

T
d

S
i
e
m5088

8-8 o
o

971 . 7-83

= =
EG

o
o

o
D
=

+
C
o
=

=
=

ENT?
GSB

G5Be
KER

KK

KA¥

Xk

ARR

wx

Xx

FEE

FEN

Xk

RY

r¥K

E22

EF

KEY

Fy

gain
Etwidtn | type TA

de analysis
denominator coef

0"

5 it "

g0 1 ft

8° numerator coef
al i "

© n "

load second card &

start analysis

real pole location

ima

real complex
conjugate

imag poles

real

£ of second
q H order pole

pair

asymptotic gain

numerator zero

locations
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T1-59 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-3.2

load first program and
enter element values

i. element #

1. 09 C capacitor

2. element #

11:33. EE resistor

4, element #
i. -0% [" capacitor

reload first card

6. element #
22I07, FE resistor

amplifier gain : -
1. A (ideal) 1. A 741 gain

1. 25 F amplifier BW S00, fe F 741 BW
(ideal)

gd den coef ar, E 82 den coef
g2 u " 2hY. A 8 n n

gl nv Peg gl nu
0 u 1.0 gO n "

2 3S BT 10 28 num coef Lodi SZ Tl 8” num coefgl 1» n Q. 00 of gl i
0 1 0LOn of JY " n

load second card al 1
load second card 3.23 05 real pole

location

d4, 43 03 imag dd. 40 G3 imag
-4a,43 03 real gomplex ~%3. 1% 03 real| complex

conj. conj,
imag pole pair| 44, 40 03 imag|Pole pair
real S. 19 03 real

of second A of second
fn |order IC oe fy [order

pole pair |i lv. ld -Liz Q pole pair

PLO 00 asymptotic 471. 75-032 rainyotegain gain 
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Derivation of Equations and Algorithms Used

Active network transfer function: The schematic of the general-

ized second order active network is shown in Fig. 1-3.1. Let the

junction of Yi, Y2, Y3, and Yy be designated node 1. Furthermore,

let the junctionof Yy, Ys, and Ys be designated as node 2. The nodal

equations for this circuit may be written in matrix form in terms of

the voltages at node 1 (E1), and at node 2 (E2):

[Y, + Yo + Y3 + Yy} {= Yu} Eq Y, Ys Ein

. = . (1-3.6)

{- Yu} {Yy + Y¥s5 + Yg Ej 0 Ys Eout

Since E2 = Equt /A> this expression is substituted into Eq. (1-3.6),

and the dependent variables brought to the left hand side.

 

Yy
{Y, + ¥y + Y3 + Yy) [+ - ve} E; Y;

. = (E,) (1-3.7)

Y, + ¥5 + Yg

{- Ys } A = ¥s| Fut 0

T(s) = Eut/Ein may be obtained from Eq. (1-3.7) using Cramer's rule.

To this end, the determinant of the coefficient matrix (A) is needed:

Y, + Y5 + Yq Y,
A = (Y1 + Yo + Y3 + YY) a - Ys rey: (1-3.8)

After clearing fractions and eliminating term subtraction,

As A= (Y1 +Yy +Y3)[Yy + YY, +Ys5(1 -A)] +

Y, [Ys - A) - AY, + Ygl (1-3.9)

Substituting A = Ap/(l + 1s) as the amplifier gain, and clearing

fractions, Eq. (1-3.9) becomes:

Ag - A =(Y +1, + Y3)[(Yy + Ys) (A +18) + Y5(1 — Ag +ts)] +

Yy [Ye(l +18) + ¥Ys5(1 - Ag +18) = Ag *» Y2l (1.3.10)
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Using Cramer's rule, the transmission function becomes:

T(s) = E_ .¢/Bin = (Y; = Yu) /A (1-3.11)

Newton—Raphson solution for finding real zeros of third order polynomials:

The Newton-Raphson solution is an iterative procedure for finding the

values of x where f(x) becomes zero, hence, these values of x are called

the zeros of f(x). If the mathematical operations are restricted to real

numbers, then the procedure will only find the real zeros of the function,

f(x). All odd ordered polynomials with real coefficients have at least one

real zero. The third order polynomial generated by this program falls

into this class, therefore real arithmetic is used to extract the real

zero.

Given the function f(x) = 0, the Newton-Raphson solution provides

a new estimate, x » based on the present estimate, x, and the tan-
i+l

gent to £(x;). The value of x1

tercept of the tangent, £1 (x;) on the x axis as shown in Fig. 1-3.2.

is determined by calculating the in-

f(x)

tangent to curve , f(x;)

 

 

Figure 1-3,2 Newton-Raphson solution method.

£1 (x) =A £(x;)/ bx = (£(x;)-0)/ (x;-x )
i+

Solving for X41

X41" ¥m ££ (xg)

The iteration is stopped when the absolute value of the correction term,

E(x) /£' (x) becomes smaller than the desired error limit, x, 1078,

Once the real zero of the third order polynomial has been found, a

polynomial division is done to deflate the polynomial to second order.

The quadratic equation is used to obtain the zeros of the second order
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polynomial, and these zeros may be complex. If s = a is a zero of f(s),

then s-a must be a factor of f(s), and can be removed:

b3s? + (ab3 + by)s + (a(abz + by) + by)

s-ajbss® + bps? + bys +1
~(b3s® - abs?) (1-3.14)

(abs +bys?+bys +1

-[( abg + by)s? ~ a( abz + bs )s]

a( abg3 + by)s +bs +1

-a( abz + by)s + bys ~ ala(aby + by) + by]}
0*

 

 

 

The third order polynomial is evaluated in nested form, i.e.:

D(s) = (((b3)s +by)s +by)s +1 (1-3.15)

When s = a, the intermediate products in D(s) are the same as the

second order polynomial coefficients in Eq. (1-3.14). These inter-

mediate products are stored at lines 027 and 031 of the program on the

second card. The numbers stored only have value in the last iteration

loop before loop exit, at which time s = a, and f(s) = 0, the desired

result.

The second order polynomial is normalized so cy; = 1 (lines 064

to 066). This normalization places the second order polynomial in the

same form as the third order polynomial was originally. The quadratic

formula is now used to find the zeros of the second order polynomial,

cy 5? +c;8 + 1.

s1,2 = =¢1/(2¢)) + \f(e1 / (26) 2 - 1/c, (1-3.16)

If the discriminant, (c;/(2cy))? - 1/c,, is positive, then two

real zeros exist, if it is zero, a double zero exists, and if it is

negative, a complex conjugate pair of zeros exist. Steps 067 through

102 find the zeros of the second order polynomial.

 

* By definition since s = a is a zero of the polynomial.
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1f the zeros of the second order polynomial are complex conjugates, then

the poles of the transmission function are also complex conjugates, and

a natural frequency, £ and quality factor, Q, may be calculated:

£ = 1/272) (1-3.17)

Q = \ea/ey (1-3.18)

These calculations are performed by steps 103 through 113 of the pro-

gram. Assuming the third order real pole of the transmission function

(parasitic pole caused by the op-amp characteristics) to be large com~

pared to the other poles, then the gain term, K, can be defined in terms

of the numerator and denominator coefficients:

 

ass? + as + ag
T(s) = (1~3.19)

(s/a + 1) (cys? + cys +1)

lowpass case: K = ag (1-3.20)

bandpass case: K = a;/c; (1-3.21)

highpass case: K = aj/c, (1-3.22)

The gain term is calculated by steps 114 through 137 of the program.
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9. #iccr LOAD ELEMENT1 Gar
: FE, Re 0

aGz STOLE p59 calculate and store s” and

| #9 ¥LEE LOAD ELEMENT 2 asa .
ARs s asi s8~ terms of:

Fie TOS ges
GG. ¥LEL LOAD ELEMENT 3 B63 x Yu Yow Tol = A)
pag 2 Bed 5T08

Es gTo8 Bes esp o_o]
81% ELL LOAD ELEMENT &4 BES REL4 .
a1 867  Ftbl calculate and store s° and

3] 2 _ B68 FOLD )
y BIT LOAD ELEMENT 5 Be GSE@ 8° terms of

814 are Rile

faf11 5 B71  EERA Ta(Yy, + is - Tg)
Bic LOAD ELEMENT 6 72 _&ggz 2 ~~|
a1v 8r3 # calculate and stores

—GiE element load subroutine Ard BEYasvalorvl) + Yo(1-2046)}
als store register index B75 GsB] initialize indexcounter |

fia recover and store B76 RLL4  oaiculate and store Y,
Bz! element value ger GSE2 CCTH
azz test for resistor ; RCL&
azz ESEW
824 ROLE

f2% store capacitor value L5ES
az26 L2
B27 irX oaleulate conductance, A
a2g EEX multiply by 1090, and store ;
Z a

a .

dg store 1090 for later use g

X : ESBE calculate and store s® and
: B39  ECLS

store modified element value 99%  LCSEE

recall original element to poi copy ©vermeof sly +t) |
display and return to keybd a8: LF clear flag O to indicate

vir RTTom ApAAND FE oF | G93 SBE additional summing and

! 854 P25 galeulate and store:
A95 ECLA N Yai Vu(4+78)¢Ys(1-A0475) ~Ae Ye} |

calculate and store 896 STOR normalize denominator terms:
= 1/(2nf) 897 572!

Bag ET=2 ly Bag + 8a ut
] 399 greyoF Be]

recover and store Ag oe pe recall, store, and print
return control to keyboard 182 an normalized denominator terms

_STARTANALYSIS _ 182 z
164 x es/2, =Rp

caloulate s? and s! terms 185 C
165 rol 22/8 + Rg

of ¥; + ¥, «YX 187 Fs
1772773 108 vw 8/8, ~ By

189
oo] 116

111

112
[REGISTERS] ; 5

7

As Yi 2 Ya ? Ya * Ya : Ys ° Yo T 10% scratch

St S3 S4 55 S6 S7 S8 S94
0s 5° terms| = 8‘ terms] Z§ termy 28 terms 8)" 51° Hy Sa 52

1 1
be ® Dy ¢ Dy ? Da © scratch pad index
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13card1 Program Listing 11
— 1s SPC 168 LPL: finish Y element summation,

114 SF@ indicate summingregister clr] 168  G5B8 ptore stack summation, and
115 ESB initialize registersand inde) 178 DSZI  ynjtialize next susceptance
116 RCL! calculate and store Y; 171 STOP summation register
147  GgB2 o_o] 172 D831

118 RCL4 caloulate and store ¥, 172 CLX
119 geez_% 174 STO;
128 CLX 175 FTN

 ST0q sot82 term ofYjto zero. — 176 ¥LBLJ multiply by ¥s to form g2
122 CSP6 caleulate and storeY;-Y4 | 177 RCL? and additional s~ terms,

123 RCLA 178 P¥5 ghd add to presently stored
124 #5 normalize numerator terms 172 STS opms
125  RCLA 188 x

126 = 181 ET+7
127  STx2 182 P28
128 STx] 182 RTH
128 eTo_o 184 ¥LFLé polynomial multiplication

138 RCLZ 185 pre
131 PETX 186 CLY

132 RCL! recall and print 187  BSES
133 PRTX numerator terms 188 RcLs e0 term calculation
134 RLCLA 189 RCLE
135 P23 196 684 _ o_o __
136 PRTX 191 EEX

137 SPC_ oo] 192 GSES
138 #LBLk 193 RCL?

[13 PSE wait loop for 2nd card read 194  RCLZ gl term calculation
140 CTO 185 GSBd4
141 ¥LBLA subroutine to determine 13¢  RCLe
142 ENT? whether recalled Y element 187 ROLE
143 ABS 4s a conductance or a 198 6sP4o_o]
144 EEX capacitance 123 2
143 3 If a conductance, perform 266 GSBS
146 2 summation in the stack, 261 RCL?
147 X3Y? otherwise, element is a 202 RCL®
148 6709 susceptance, and summation is 283 ESP4 g° term calculation
149 RY done in the designated £#4 RCL
158 RE: 4 register. £65  RCLE
151 RCLS 286 ESB4 o_o]
152 £ 287 2
153 + 208 FEBS

154 RIN o_o. _ 205 pos
155 *LBL9 susceptance summation in R(i 218 RCLS155 Bl ( 11 yl 8” term calculation

157 Ri 212 PRE

158  ST+i 213 ETH
159 RI 214 ¥LEL4 polynomial multiplication

164 ETN 215 x subroutine

16] #LELT register and index 216 ST+i
162 ! initialization Sir RTH
162 a 218 #LBLS initialization subroutine

164  STOI 19 «Rp 218 1 used with polynomial
185 CLE 228 multiplication subroutine
166 ST0i O = Rg 221
167 RTH 222

223 ?

T LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

Load Y, PBoad Ya Load va Load Yi load Ys |° Sommaran FLAGS TRIG DISP

? \oad Yo b roTog < ood Act, ©as 0 ON ba USERSChaicE

0 REsC ! initialize 2 tovmnate ’ Sper ‘ subroutind 2 ! GRAD scl
5Summation 6 polynomial [7 input 8 nput 9 recall 2 RAD ENG
initialize moltiplication yeutine routine subroutine 3 n           



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

       
 

9

1-3 card 2 Program Listing I

837 RCLD
Bai #LBLE START ANALYSIS 83g 3
ages SPC 83g x
aaz P:s 848 X
884 ROLL if a coefficient is not 841 ROLE
BAS 5787 pero go to 3rd order soln } 842 ENT! caloulate £1(x,)
48g GTOB otherwise store remaining B43 +

B87 RCLC gegond order coefficients p44 +
G88 STOf apd go to second order 845 x

869 ROLE  golution 846  RCLE
gle STS 8dr 4

{ e811 E702 84s x#67 f£'(x;)= 0 escape
—@12 x¥LBLE third order solution 949 57z5 oalo f(x,)/f'(x3

613 RCLC @58 RCL5 apply correction to x;
814 XY saloulate initial guess 851 ST-6
813 * for real 3rd order root 852 ABS
Ble CHE 853 RCL6
B17 5TO6 854 EEX

018 *LBL1 Newton=Raphson start 55 8
819 RCLé 856 % test for loop exit
928 ENT? i as57 ABS

821  ENTT 858  K<Y?
p22 ERTt —@39  ETO0i
823 RLLD @88  RCLE824 " a1 ESBS print real root

825 RCLC 862 RCLD

62s + 863 ST09 normalize remeining
827 sTO08 864 RCL? second order coefficients
828 x 865  5T=8

823 RCLB  galoulate f(xy) Ags ST=9
836 +

831 8707
832 xX
833 EEX

Ye34 +
935 STOS
836 CLX

A

REGISTERS - - - -
1 2 3 4 5 8 h |'scratch° A 1; 1, Ys Ty 5 - Ts = T orto -

sa Sic or S25 a2 S3 Sa 5%ratoh o- 00,1/¢ 61,0,/20|  ©p

D 1

Ap, D1 © bp, Ds      
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

        

> Ny132 Program Listing 11
— , v

oer tes second order solution TTT FB
aé CLS pp
gga ENTH %2 115 ESBS print Q, or second real root
- 116 RCL?678 + 2% =

B71 sT=E Jez ) A a restore second order
p72 ReLe) C1/Neo2 115 , coefficients
ara Xe ao
874  RCLS aed

17% cs para673 122 RCLZ} is numerator second order?
or6 S107 2 123 xse°
677 -  (01/(203))" - Ve, 124 GTB878 X89? 4p disoriminant is negative, 125 RCLE
879 6103 go to imaginary solution 126 rps 18 numerator a constant?

831 5105 . or numerator is first order

oe? RCL oaloulate and print 129 RCLE caloulate end print the
- one real root 138 - ain t K

884 6385 131 gsm Coo Tw865 RCLS no
986 RCLS oaloulsteand print 1 eres rimslocationof mmerator
pri CHS Other real root 15 Ho numerator is sscond order

889 6706 1 1 s calculate and print the
ay wo imaginary solution routine 137 cspg gin term, X

gs2  I¥ 138 CLX¥ print location of the
[93 sos 133 PRTX ator zeros

894  PRTX —=~146 ¥LBL8 program exit, restore
95 RCLS calculate and print 141 PS registers to original order

one imaginary root 2896 CHS ginary pes Fears print and space subroutine
837 ESBS 144 SPC

898 RCLS 145 RTN
99 CHS
188 PRIX oaleculate and print

181 oy other imaginary root

laz E5B9

183 RCL? w2
| 104 IK

185 2

186 z

187 STO w_/2

188 Pi w/

18% £

116  PRTX fT,» the natural frequency
111 RCLS

112 RCLS

113 = Q, the quality factor

| —

+ LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

EF c > Fepitrt, I FLAGS TRIG DISP
a Ib c d o 1 ON OFF

0 1 nd derl3 Ima, 2 : ee - S01oge. 1 Joe& 2 order 3 1

5 7 Z T

[9

print E 13 2 RAD ENG B

| F spabe spage 3 3       
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Suggested program changes for the HP-67: Program space does not allow

the inclusion of a print, R/S toggle and associated output routine.

To cause the program execution to stop at the data output points, re-

place the "print" statements with "R/S" statements at the following

line numbers: 101, 104, 108, 112, 131, 133, and 136 in program one,

and at lines 094, 100, 110, 139, and 143 in program two.

If these changes are made, the program will stop at each output

point. To continue program execution, key a "R/S" command from the

keyboard.
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TI-58 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 1

HH: ye LBL os oes

144 cl 00 0
SIS YY store entry in seratchpad| © “2 ZT# clear next set of storage

aos LH M2 14 registers
goa S00 [XT test for conductance: ST
gos 32 If entry is smaller than (iE

noe of 1030, then it is a ETH return to main program
a7 S52 susceptance and program [Ei LOAD ELEMENT INDEX
cos 032 execution jumps to a
aoe on step 24. AI’ space paper in printer |
oto 77 FL - = 7 -—/

211i 00 £E set fix O format
01s 24 i
oiz

§

43 rv 7 Taser
ois 09 LecoverMY Joes print element index |
giz 55 TE 5
fii v1 remove conductance d= .he cl scaling Uae : save index entry

aig G3 3 7 calculate storage
ore oo {I = register location

i sum conductance a7 i oo]

2 ie recover indexto display
= + stop program execution |

recover entry

1
]

0

sum susceptance

 

 

3
P
d
f
g
r

e
e

of
o
d
L
P
N

E
S
T

       
  

  

 

    
 

 

 

  

    
  

  

LOAD RESISTOR VALUE

- — ——e — — ——— —— -—

      
 

=z return to main program }~7: ; save conductance
7 initialization G7 i
= _subroutine lho; £ multiply conductance by
oz z ao = 1070 and indirectly store
oo a initialize susceptance |r: ¥
47 ST storage register index |p =
04 09 _] 3 ST

bz 2 =e fis)
oi i initialize conductance [TiGcg = “setup toprint gn as
42 ZT storage register index 7 5 enmotation on right

z = a — Jase F hand edge of printout
= iL =

o J0 continue program = 7 — —/ 7
= 5i execution

v5 LEL subroutine to complete :reinSesistorty
} summation i pr nno

gosub subroutine "sum" value

TT TTT “stopprogramexecution |
increment storage = TOAD CAPACITOR VALUE
register indices ; |  

Note: This translation was provided by Mr. Ro ger Junk.
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T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 1
 

    

  

 

m
n

(
T
e

14 indirectly storecap

| save entry

 

    
1 print capacitor value in

. stopprogramexecution

setup to print "C" on
right hand edge of paper

 

   

 

= stop program execution

recoverentry_
space paper and
print annotated entry

 

 

engineering format along
with annotation

 

 

|
“T

L
E
a

ten
ted
8
]

fo
e

D
E
I

ED
Z
i

3
Th
i

i
r

:
|-

Ee

i

  

    

  

LOAD OP-AMP DC GAIN, Ay

ee men e—— — t—— — — —

   

ud
To
f
d
a
i
s

i

 

= stop program execution

{1 zero elements 2, 3, 5, & §  
   

   

INITIALIZE

 

store A,

saveentry_|
setup to print "A" on
right hand edge of paper

 

recover entry,
space paper, and
print entry and notation

—_— — —— a —

stop program execution
 

  

  

 

1
00
C
0
C
P

J
al

t
F
L

0
0
0
0
T
a
i
,

Fe
b
J
i

S0
0
0
0

0
0

L
I

1
a

  

H
F

i
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a
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i
O

   

 

o
T
C
f

Ju
i

Fo
e
n
L
E
s
O
f
]

P
Y
C
O
E

r
e
T
T

0
e
e

3
T
T
T

e
e
F
o
f
r
—
—
{

1

f
o

LOAD OP-AMP BREAK

ts m—— — — —

if entry is larger than
1020 set 7 to zero

[ —— —_— — —

setup to print "F" on
right hand edge of paper  

      

     

 

     

 

  

     

   

ii

71 05

44 SUI
473 RL c8lculate and store

17 : 80 and sl terms of:

71 SER
sd mq Y Y, +

13

F105

id 4

71 EER
Si

FRCL
ia 1&8
Ti ZBER
44 SUH
ai i
rc7S —

43 RCL

ig in
95 =

a ol

~™ test for printer attached

 

   

START ANALYSIS
—_— e— — — — — on e— J

to calculator

initialize counters and

calculate and store

80 and s terms of:

Yy + Yo + ¥o(l = A)  
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T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 1
 

calculate and store

s- and s~ terms of:

Ts(Y5 + Y4)

       
 

   

non-zero test continued

= calculate and store:
4 calculate and store Dp + Ya SY(14s) +
4 £* and s< terms of: Ye(1-Ao +) - Ao, 3

7 Ts(Y,, + Tg + Ye) Ee I —_—— = — — ——
4 ofA test for non-zero
43 SEE denominator coefs

16 DEE
I! PET44 255
#1 25%
4% == — — — —
5

e
k
e
T
y
e

0 “calculate and store:

J
r
a
r

uw’[o
u]
= ue £2 ,

og
[
T
a
d

T
l
P
o

J
d
d
=
e
g
e
d

m
d
=
]
a
)

uo (4p 4 Ya) (ery 1425) Ys(I-Aot a) 3

  

 Lt
r
s

LI
]

pt
e

 

4 BEL non-zero test

t

concluded|

 

m
J
T
C
R
a

g
n
t
y

 oalouletand store

80 and s terms of

4

3
Te
d t

  
   po

n]
be
s
L
T

C
O
L

s
a
d

  

   

r 1

 — oy — —_—— —

normalize denominator
terms

x

 

o
e

 

C
L
T

e
a
p
s
C
0
)

L

-

4
a
i

«
0 L
u

E
Y
E
E

-
;

T
t

o
H

T
o
d

Tor
Tori

[os
Tad

53
Tl

Toll
Tb
0

fd
To

d
To
d

To
r
o
s

To
d

For
Ts

To
eo
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of

L
f

-
g
e
s

a
q

02
f
e

L
y

0
]

Lt
.

o
d

P
a

fe
l

Po
I

I"
.

-
",

*
-

"
-
j
y
+

.
-

:
:

L
K
]

[3
]

C
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J
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"
.

C
H
J
a

e
e
e

¥
L
o
)
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:
re
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7

o
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A
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anf
e
n
e
n

m
a
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®
w
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w

S
I
E

S
E
.

:
1

te
ETF

a
T
H
E

el
|

m
E

£
1

-
ee

3
4
d
l

r
l

=
O
r

I
E
E

I]
A

r
e
m
E

m
i
C
E

Tm
CE

SR
O
p

!
Ma
pp
ed

Ln

a
d

T
y

~-
he I    

calculate and store
s0 and sl terms of:

=

pm.[=]

10
a

x
Cr

&
pa)

oF
=

   

   

=
E
T
L
H

fo
e
©
)
B
Y
o
e

Yg + Y5(1 = A) + AY,

P
y

f
a
a
a
r

1
}

   
 

n
y
g
s

n
a
l
s

fa
0

To
y
m
e
g

  recall and print sd
denominator coefficient
(program will stop if
printer is not attached)

“
T
A
F
0
0
3

TG
PO
T
I
T

Fd
fo
B
B

    

N
T
]

0
e
d
t

|
EY

recall and print a2

L
I
L
L
b
e

J
a
L
N

 

A
T
I
P
H
F

T
O
T
a
r

Fo
l
To

[o
J

Po
d

Ta
t

¥ 1

 

  

   = ELS denominator coefficient5 a
27

& ys fd ot a

24% 16 16 as
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 1

 

        

  

42 5TO

43 RCL

01 01
71 SER
9 PRT
42 S[T0

S08 4% RCL
30% 00 00

210 71 SER

211 99 PRT
312 42 8TO
31 26 Fi
Sie S85 STF

21s 00 an
if F1 ZBE

3iF 5% IIHT
KEE: 42 RCL

21s 11 11
320 V1 SER
321 2% +
32: 43 RCL
32: 14 14
324 Tl SEE
32 25 +

na 0
72 ST
04 04
71 SER
55 0x

43 Ri

ic 10
55 +
43 RCL
12 1
95 =
4% FRI

a2 gz
49 PRI
gi Qt

3 49 FRED
S42 O00 oo
S47 43 BOL

244 OE D2
x45 Fi SBR
346 95 ADV
24Y 43 RCL
#48 01 Oi
d= 71 SBE

   

recall and print s

denominator coefficient

recall and print gl

denominator coefficient

0

_— es. —

|

————

initialize indices

recall and print g0

numerator coefficient

—— — —
 

  

     

stop program execution

unused program memory

 

 — a —

of YoY,

recall and print s

numerator coefficient

calculate and store

pormalize numerator

coefficients

recall and print 82

numerator coefficient

1

  

0
i

eT 0

a a

Hk. # LEBEL subroutine to multiply
HES 9 PEI by Ts to form s2 and

terms 71 43 REL additional sl tems, and
371 i7 17 add to presently stored

372 4% PRD terms
Ars 24 24
. £5 x

43 Rl
T nad Bot ben

25 23
93 =
Ad orm
TS wt bot bi

22 22
32 RTH
TE LEBEL polynomial multiplication

£5 «subroutine |

an a

71 SBE
04 04
42 43
43 RCL
23 2 0 .
55 x s” term calculation

 

 
  

T
o
d
L
R
b
e

{u
d

©

i

o
d
a
f

  

 

sl term calculation  
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T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 1
 a
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o
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  ~
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t
u
d
*
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T
a
L
E

  

  

"
1
d
e

J
a
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—

=
]

“
I

do
e
a
a

sl term calculation

continued   

 

   
  

      

g2 term calculation

  Ja
n
a
]

  

r
=
]

i
J
a    

   

subroutine to print
and continue if
calculator attached to
PC-100A printer, or else
to stop program execution
and display answer

 

   
subroutine to sense

PC-100A printer is
attached to calculator

 

>8” term calculation

 

f
a
J
a
f
f
a
F
a
J
a
J
a

J
u
J
a
f
f
e
J
u

f
a 
 

polynomisl multiplication
storage subroutine  
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REGISTER ALLOCATIONS FOR TI1-59 1-3 card 1

  

 

register

number contents

0 sum of s® terms
1 sum of s! terms
2 sum of s? terms
3 sum of s3 terms

4 indirect storage register index

5 indirect storage register index

6
7
8

9
10 Ap, the op-amp dc gain
11 Yy
12 Yo

13 Yj3

14 Yu

15 Ys

16 Yg
17 T
18 bo
19 Ys5(1-Ag)
20 ————————g
21 mtmm 8,0
22 meeeTh
23 otemrmmeen 8,0

24 512

25
26 Dg

27 Dy
28 Dy
29 Dj
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING

71

1-3 card 2
 

 

“1 E3BR test for PO=-100A printer
0

0
)

a
of

r)
fa

OD
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B
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fa
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R
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P
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F
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S
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d
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d

 

oof F& LBL
aod 1% E
Lit: Fi

ool 04 04
ae 75 Ty

THE 3 EC

aoe: 29
oay 2% CP
00s #7 EO

gos oi ol
nig 12 ig
iy 55 +

Oi 43 RCL
gia 28 28
gi4 95 =

ais 14%
+=
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A
0

M
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B
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T

4
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K

p
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o
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B
a
f
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a

RCL

attached to calculator

—_— — Ee—— e—— em ——— — df

ir 8” coefficient is zero,|!
go to second order
solution routine

—_— e— —— —— — —— — eee ea

calculate initial guess
for real third order root

Xo = Da/Ds

— — — — —— —

"Newton-Raphson start

as
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C
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Oe
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P
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calculate £(x;)

] | | | | 1
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calculate £1(x,)

—

calc £(xy)/2' (x)

—_—e— ea ei ou— St t—

apply correction to x4

test for loop exit
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T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 2

iz FF GE

al ai
Ta 5

= Te CT TT TT
42 ST
23 25

normalize second order Se -

coefficients 43 PCL calculate and print
#1 21 one real root
25 =
Ti
4
55
2 TT

07 TT] 25
85
<3

calculate and print

other real root

store second order

coefficients

-_— — — — — —7
imaginary solution:

—_—— er my —

“second order solution: calculate and print
one complex root

calculate discriminant,

b2 - Lac

LL
Y
L
E
D
i
r  
 

P
e
k

po
de

fo
rk

Ti
ne

ke
Jo
ss

f
r
i
e
]

calculate and print
the other complex root

test for negative

discriminant     
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T1-59 PROGRAM LISTING 1-3 card 2
 200
203
202
203
204
205
208
207
208
20%
2101
211
212

od

43

24
55
oz
95
42
25
55
89

 

o
l

P
o
y

de
O
d
]

IN
D

He
w
i
r   

 

calculate and print

fn, the natural
frequency

calculate and print

the gain term, K

    calculate and print Q

    

restore second order

coefficients

 

 

subroutine to lock up
"R/S" command-prevents
further program execution

via the "R/S" command

 

   
print or display
subroutine

   PC=100A sense routine
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REGISTER ALLOCATIONS FOR Ti-59 1-3 card 2

register

number contents

0 No

1 Ny
2 No

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10 Ag

11 Y;
12 Y,
13 Ys

14 Yy,
15 Ys

17 T

18 by

19
20 Co

21 Cl, ci1/2cy

22 cg, 1/co
23 x;

24
25 f(x) /f'(x,)
26 Dg + 1

27 D,

28 Dy



PROGRAM 14 LNAP, LADDER NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM.

 

ProgramDescription and Equations Used

This program evaluates the frequency response and input impedance of

a RLC ladder network containing up to 4 nodes and 8 branches using a

sweep of discrete evaluation frequencies. The frequency response is pro-

vided as magnitude (dB) and phase (degrees, radians, or grads), and the

input impedance is provided as real and imaginary parts (ohms). The

evaluation frequency may be incremented in a linear manner using an addi-

tive increment or in a logarithmic manner using a multiplicative incre-

ment.

Each branch of the ladder may contain a resistor (R), a capacitor

(C), an inductor (L), a series RC, a parallel RC, a series RL, or a

parallel RL network. All element values are stored, and may be reviewed

at any time to check or correct the component values and interconnection.

Because of the number of available storage registers in the HP-67/97,

the number of nodes cannot exceed four, while the TI-59 can accommodate

the data for ten nodes. Elements that inhibit signal flow through the

network are not allowed, and will cause the program execution to halt

displaying "Error." Examples of these inhibiting elements are a shunt

resistor or a shunt inductor having zero value, or series capacitors in

series branches having zero values.

The algorithm used by this program assumes 1 volt at the output of

the ladder network (see Fig. 1-4.1). From the knowledge of the last

branch admittance, the complex branch current may be determined. Since

no current flows out of the last node, the last shunt branch current

must also flow through the preceding series branch. The complex voltage

drop across this branch may be determined by multiplying the branch im

Pedance and the branch current. By adding the series branch voltage to

the last node voltage, the next lower node voltage may be obtained.

This node voltage times the shunt node admittance will yield the shunt

node current. Adding this shunt node current to the previous series

75
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branch current will yield the next lower series branch current.

This loop is repeated until the input voltage source is reached

(node 0). The frequency response is found from Eq. (1-4.1) and the

input impedance from Eq. (1-4.2), i.e.:

 
  

 
 

 

       
 

 

 

T(jw) = BE t/Bin = 1/Eg (1-4.1)

z, (Ju) = Eo/Tg (1-4.2)

node 0 node 1 node n-1 node n

S| 2 » 3 i Zona + Zon-2f— f —0
0 2n4 2n-2 2n |

Ein Yi Y2n.3 Y2n-1 Eout

       

     
1 [20-3 Y '2n-1 Bg

eens)

Figure 1-4.1 General ladder network topology.

 

The preceding algorithm may be expressed in mathematical short-

hand using indices:

Toke” (Bd (ope) + Top (1=4.3)

Be= (Tp02J) +E (1-4.5)

where k = n, n-1, n-2, ... , 1, and n is the highest numbered node. The

initial conditions for the n-th node are given by:

E =1 + j0 (1-4.6)

Equation (1-4.3) is evaluated for I)and substituted into Eq. (1-4.4)

to obtain the next lower numbered node voltage. The index, k, is de-

cremented by one, and Eqs. (1-4.3) and (I-4.4) are again evaluated. This

process is continued until the voltage at node 0 is obtained. Equation

(1-4.1) is used to find the frequency response, T(jw), from the node 0

voltage, and Eq. (1-4.2) is used to find the input impedance.



1 User Instructions
   

  LNAP, LADDER NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM
   

    
 

       

   

  

   

 

 

Tinear ~log data atart
# of nodes sweep sweep review analysis

Toad Toad Toad Toad oadfreq
R L 0 start freq increment

        
  

  
     

          
  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

For resistance, inductance, or capacitance alone in
one branch, use step 3b with zero resistance for

L or ¢ entry, or use zero inductance for resistance
entry, A zero or positive resistance is interpreted
as a series branch indication.

Alternately, step 3a may be used to enter single
inductors or capacitors by entering a very large
negative resistance like -1020 ohms.

Fastest program execution will result if the zero
resistance method with step 3b is used for series
branches, and the large negative resistance method
with step 3a is used for shunt branches.

By observing this convention, the program will not
use the series to parallel conversion subroutine
which requires about 2 seconds to execute each time

it is called.

Repeat step 3 until all branches including branch O
have been entered,

* The sign change must affect the mantissa and
not the exponent on numbers entered using
scientific notation,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAIUNITS KEYS DATAIUNITS
1 Load both sides of the magnetic card

2 Load the number of nodes in the network

B The number of nodes cannot exceed four # nodes| [£0Aa] ¥branches

3 Enter data starting with the highest numbered

nodes

a) If parallel RC or RL;
i key in resistance and change sign”

|

R, ohms [che [A] branch #
key in inductance L, henry| [B| br # - 1

- 22 key in capacitance gc, farad

|

[C] br # = 1

i b) If series RC or RL:
key in resistance R, ohms [a] branch#

[ OR key in inductance L, henry [B| br# -1

key in capacitance Cc, farad

|

[0] br# - 1
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATIONTS KEYS opti

4 To review stored element values _ Lf JD1 |vranch #

Bat
* A negative resistance value indicates Ly, or O+e

a parallel connection of elements space

Rp-1*
** A negative value for the reactive L 0

element indicates the element is a :

capacitor. The capacitance value is :

the absolute value of the number given, Ro*

Lo or Co*%

5 To change ths value of a stored elements

a) Key in branch number to be changed branch # [1

b) Key in correct resistance R [K]

c) Key in correct reactive element value L oR. BY

2 oF
Repeat step 4 or 5 if desired.

6 To run analysis:

a) Load start frequency in hertz fstart.| [D1
b) Load frequency increment finer [BE
 

(for linsar sweep, the new frequency
 

will be the old frequency plus the
 

increment, and for log sweep, the new
 

frequency will be the old frequency
 

times the increment)
 

¢) Select linear or logarithmic sweep
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For linear sweep BJ non
For logarithmic sweep [f [0] HiW

Steps 6a, 6b, and 6c may be executed in I

any order.

d) Start analysis run [£ 1[E 1 [see Ex.
 

 

 

      

{1=4,1)
   
 



4 User Instructions

 

  

INSTRUCTIONS

To the analysis:

Wait until the pause that occurs after the

imaginary Z;, is printed, then key R/S

If the pro execution is halted without

wai for the pause, the prima and

seco registers may be left inte

If a ster interc is ted

recall register O and check to see that

branch O resistence is stored there,

If the branch O reactive element is found in

ster 0, an in has occurred

snd a PZS o tion is red.

QUTPUT
DATA/UNITS
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Example 1-4.1

Figure 1-4.2 is the schematic of a predistorted 8th order

Butterworth lowpass filter with a -3 dB cutoff frequency of 1000 Hz, and

a design impedance level of 1000 ohms, Determine the frequency response

and input impedance of this filter over a frequency range of 100 Hz to

10 kHz using a logarithmic sweep with 10 points per decade.

10000 3.92 0.0621h 16.62 0.2467h 19.62 0.3122h 11Q 0.1768 h

     
   

      

A.

Rg Lg

oa aKt b 90.1 Ka 256KN > 10005:

- p— - = - -1 Cy 3 Cy > 8 Cy — Ry tT Re

0.3122 uF 0.2467uF 0.0621uF

) ~~

2062

Figure 1-4.,2 Predistorted 8th order Butterworth LP filter.
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-4.1

 

PROGRAM INPUT DATA REVIEW
 

load # of nodes

 
  

7. Boa+ai
-896. 0+68
-62. 18-83

6. BBE+ED
11.80+88
176.8-83

5. 680+50
-68. 18+83
-264.°7-65

4. 808+86
139, pa+a8
312.2-83

3. 680+88
-31.88+83
-312. 2-65

2. pae+e6
15. 68+04
264.7-83

1.860+06
-98, Ba+a3
-176.8-83

o.8pg+a6
1.804+63
62.10-83

start data review

Kx
branch number
resistive part*
reactive part**

KXH

EX

rEX

ER

xx

KEK

LXE

rk

E¥X

kX

Ex

wXH

FEE
Fh%

xE¥E

EE

 

* A negative sign indicates a parallel connection of elements,

** A negative sign indicates a capacitor as the reactive element,
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-4.1

ESE; seleat log sweep
i168. 5560 load start frequency

«1 18% ocaloulate freq increment for 10 points per decade
1.255+88 xxx multiplicative increment (manual print command)

G5EE load multiplicative increment

£56e start analysis

PROGRAM OUTPUT

168, 5+80 freq, Hz Ji6.2+86 1.BaE+a3 J. 162463
~6.4&7+BE gain, dB -6.482+08 -3.516+08 —-86. 87+68
-29.46+86 phase,” ~94, BO+06 2, 263+86 835. 46+66
2. 860+63 Re Z4p» 2. Baa+a3 J.622+83 1.885+83
288, 2-83 Im Zine 115.6-83 -413. 5+84 932. 4+88

125. 9+88 398. +80 1.235483 3.95163
~6, 458+08 ~6. 483788 -22. 54+08 -182. 6+88
-37. 84+B8 -115.2+88 -98. BF+86 7a. 48+a0
2.808+83 2.886+83 1.849+83 1.865+53
258,4-62 ~723.8-03 -813.8+86 1.318+83

158. 5+b6 Sul.z+Be 1.585+483 5.812463
-6. 476+06 ~6. J13+0E -38, 24+P8 -118. B+8@
-46. 68+08 ~132. 8+08 -161.3+0@ 39, F+an
2.880+83 1.853+83 1.813+83 1.804+63
282.3-83 ~2. 365+08 -139. 5+88 1.772463

133, 5+88 £31. 6+08 1,995+83 6. 318+63
—€.472+08 ~6. 337+06 -54. 14+08 -134. a+84
-58.87+08 164, 2+80 154. 3+@8 47. 41+58

2. 688+43 1.857+863 1,8688+83 1.884+03
322.3-83 17.75+88 248. 5+84 2. 31 7+E3

Tog, 3400
~6. 770400
181. c+8E
1.631453sed

Fo. E+05

odo

78, 65400

121. i+8@

1.885+483

aBé. 1+88

Fo343+82
-138. 8+&6
37. 62+08
1.004453
2, 385+83

16. 88+83
-166. +66
23. 86+00
1. B64+63
3.811483
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Example 1-4,2

Over a frequency range of 8 Hz to 12 Hz using a linear sweep with

0.2 Hz steps, evaluate the transmission function and input impedance of

the network shown in Fig. 1-4. 3.

——NW——
1000

LdE
in .001592F T 0.1592h out

Figure 1~4.3 Network for Example 1-4.2.

 

1000   

The network must be redrawn with the insertion of dummy elements to place

it in the ladder format meeting the program input requirements, i.e.,

only parallel RC or RL networks can be accommodated, not parallel LC net-

works. The redrawn network is shown in Fig. 1-4.4.

 

  

Ry
R t. 4 41002 node 2 node 3

i c N— -0,2 on or —T
0.001592 F

 

R, C, Rg Ly out

102%, 001502F 10°0q 1592h

od
0 1 2 3 4 5

BRANCH woman

Figure 1-4.4 Network of Fig. 1-4.3 redrawn with dummy elements.
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-4.2

 

PROGRAM INPUT DATA REVIEW
 

 

3.88 G5Ba enter # of nodes

-1.+28 =5E
. 1528153 GSE J. 606+88

-168.8+1a
158, 2-63

4.800+8
8. 60G+86
8. 008+8¢

3. 600+62
-188.6+18
-1.592-83

1. apa+a6

-1B@.8+15
8.b8E+88

a. 8e6+an
160. 6+ag
a. a06+aa 

658d start data review

+34 branch number
xx resistive part *
ix reactive part *»

KEX

xk

KER

Xk

RXy

R¥

xxi

38

YEE

FAX

h¥

EEX

KKH

WEA

kik

 

* A negative sign lndicates parallel connection of elements.

** A negative sign indicates a capacitor.

 



,
[
a
e
]

-.

U
L

Pe
ndry

m
m
m
;

m
e
s

g
a
g
a

mo
y

8. 08+as freq, Hz
-13.24+08 gain, dB
84.42+88 phase, ©
161.5488 Re 24,0
2.8]15+68 Im Syn, n

8.26R+38
~-12.,23+88

82.6546
181, 5+@a

13.4a1+88

8. J86+58
~11, 13+86
8a. 66+00
181, 4+6i
16. 75+88

8. e@E+a4
-9.336+5a
Tr. 99+86
181, 3+88
21. 55+@d

B.BpG+eE
-8.682+40
74. 6o+EE
181, 3+86
27, FR+BE

LNAP-LADDER NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM 85

start frequency
frequency increment
select linear sweep
start analysis

Analysis Particulars

PROGRAM OUTPUT

9. Boa+ian
-r. 123+8E
78. 22+88
181. 2+88
36. 33+60

a, 288+pa
-5. 4r3+a8

64, A9+44
181. 2+88

42. 15+886

9. 480+58
-J.663+EBE
55.2166
ial, 1+88
78,24+88

9. 6080+58
-1.815+68
42.83+86
181. 1+88
112.1+868

9. 5Rh+a8
-361.1-83
23. B85+88
181. 0+BE
237. 4+H6

18. 68+66
-6. 158-88
-414,3-0¢
181. 8+66

-13.97+85

18. 26+08
-878,2-83
~21.06+006
181.8468

-262.2+08

18, 40+85
-2.989+80
-36. 33+88
18a. +86

-137. 8406

16. eG+86
~-4.173+68
-46. 69+d8
168. 9+68

-95.11+86

16. 86+08
-5.702+00
-53. 76+06
109, 9+@8

-74, BE+88

11.88+a88
=F B57+88
-38. £5+08
164. 6+68

-61.48+8¢8

11, 28+@n

-£.251+A8
-£2.31+58

186. +88

-32.88+60

11, 45+88
~9, 366+60
£5. 11+88
188, G+86

—4E, 7E+08

11. 68+88
-18. 25+86
-67.31+98
184. 7+83

~42. 12+08

11.88+60
-11.859+88
—-69, +86
188. 7+a8

-38, 49+88

12. B0+8a
-11.86+88
-r8,55+88
186. 7+e

-33.95+848
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TI-68 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-4.2

DATA REVIEW PROGRAM QUTPUT

freq, Hz

phases, ©
gain, dB
Re Z;p,
Im Zyp,

1

m
n

i Iv
)

I
T

3 Tt

. branch #

. ofl repeistive part *
5 reactive part ** ra

in

L
o
i
e

a
0

C
E
E
E
L

p
b

pu
t

4
k
n
g

—_
—

L
L

a = I L
a

i Pu

[
a
a
0

f
u

be
s

“u
d
f
e
]

O
n1 i
a
1 i
l

"

“or
She

4-_ Mt
ia = I

)

[
I
d

Ma
le
D
7
2
0

n

} ja
n]

n r
e

1 fe
tt

a

t
H
1 — L
n

o
n =

of
)

-100. fi, 16
-0, GHiIS2155 “REE, BT

“Gi. 94

-1, 20 -15, 20

fl. 0, =0

FO, “2643. 47
Lh. -3R, 33

196, 17
-13, 93

G. 25
-263. 13
~57, 22
194, G5
-23, 38

D. 32
-261. 53

-5%5. FO
i910, 21
-SB. 43
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References and Equation Derivation

The algorithm is completely described in the program description

section. This particular analysis method is widely referenced. The

earliest reference known to the author is T.R. Bashkow [4].
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G81 +LELn LOAD RESISTORVALUE _ _ | 855 LELd INPUT DATA REVIEW __|
BZ GSET odd orevenbranch? | B57 GSB4 _ initialize _ __ _|
apd Far ~~ B58 wiBLE review loop start _ _ _ |

aa4 ir& if odd numbered branch, #35 ESBS odd numbered branch? _

we _oieROTM dei per _Fecell endprintbranch#
897 STO: storevalue _ _  _ __ _ _| B62 KRCLi _recallbranchRorG _ 7]
g65 RCLI recall branch#to display | B6Z FB” 7
Bag RTH return control to keyboard BEd 1-¥ if odd branch (flag O set)
818 xLBLC LOADCAPACITORVALUE_ 855 Fé* form -1/R(4)
Bil CHE ~chenge sign ofentry fés CHE | osee
BIZ #LBLE _LOADINDUGTORVALUE _ __ | B67  FRTX print branch resistance
#15 G5B5 oddnumbered branch? _ _ | 62Fe TTTTT TTT
a4 Fa? change sign of entry if 863 ROLE recall branch L or C
Ala CHS branch number isodd _  _ _| ara Pes
Blo FES 871 Fav :
a17 org; indirectly store reactive 477 CHS change sign if branch odd

@1z pgs olementvalues| #73 FRTY printLor-=¢c 7]
B12 D0S7] decrementbranch number _ | 8rd Lo
826 CFI clrfla a NOP statement)| B75 F37 : 7
B21 RCLT recallry— org gry _“°°t for loopexit|

B77 SF3 : .622 ThE ato fpacean or 5F 3 decrement index register
cT0S avs and SF3 if index is zero

GTG7 ggg

*LELE LOAD FREQUENCY INCREMENT pel
£T05 B68:

GSB4_

goto initialization
5107 897 LBL? _analysis loopstart_|
¥Bla LOADNUMBER OFJonas_ 834 E5B3 recallshuntbranch elementd

7 STOE

_

store number of nodes =~ | B83 ROLE pooa1d complex node voltaer ri > oo arn ges|
woulinitializationroutine aoe rer 1 and execute complex multiply

833 STOR E = 1+ JO 868 RCLL recall previous complex
834 CLY #88 RCLC branch current and perform
Bin STOR.o_o] B98 CSB? complex addition ee
asc STOC I 0 + 40 asi sTeC
a37  <TOD n= J agz x#v Store complex branch
83s RCLETTT TTT 693 sTop currents for present branch
83% ENT? calculate and store 834 LS
Gd : ~rous ny highest branch number Foy er decrementindex register

a42 -  Brf = 2(# nodes) - 1 ps; cpg  %SFO ifindex is zero
842 stor_ _ ___4 838 § _ recall seriesbranchelts. _
844 CFZ clear data entry flag and gee execute complex multiply
045 CTO” goto space and return fag RC recall complex node voltage
846 xLBLb SET LINEAR SWEEP 1a! RCLA and add to branch voltage
a4r CF1 82 GSBame2a
84g CLs place "zero" in display 183 XY store new complex node

#43 EGT07 goto spege and return 184 STOR voltage
#456 «%LBLc SET LOGARITHMIC SWEEP fas x#Y
B51 SF1 186 8T9A -

858 EEX o_oo_o 1e7  DSZT “ge Cranal. rman ama
853 #LBL7 _spaceand returnsubroutine | tee Fa? testForloanarta and354 SPC ga Grae—
ass PTH Tid3F convert to magnitude & angle

REGISTERS —
3 6 7 8 90 Rg 1 Gq 2 Ro 3 Gx Ry 5 Gs Rg Gy freiart freq

50 St 52 53 54 S5 S6 S7 =8 cmp IX Sg cmplx
Og or Lg|C; or =LyCo or Lo 03 or -Lz-C, or Ly Csor =Ls =Cgor Lg coor -Ly multiply pultiply

E 1
Re Ey In Ey Re Ip Im Ii humber of nodes] index  
 



 

 

 

 

   
  

  

   

   

» 5 514 Program Listing 11
[111 ST04 temporarilystore|Ein|_ __ _ 166 5T+8 ad + bc in register 9

112 Log i6F RCL? rel f = ac + be

i13 2 convert to dB 168 RCLE rcl e, ac - bd =o
114 8 162 PIS restore register order
118 od i7e RTH return to main program
116 RCLE +1 ¥LbL: complex add subroutine

117 RND recall and print present Ire xy
116 PRTX analysis frequency _ _ __| eB

128 CHS recover and print -dB Ira Fd
12i END 176 +

122 PRIS 177 Rt
122 Ri recover phase angle 173 PTN return to main program
124 STOE temporarily store XA Ej, 1r9 #LELS complexrecallsubroutin€™
25 wes TT TT TTT 188 FILS Co oT TT

n 1 t w=

126 RND print -(phase angle) 131 pi celeulate anf
127 pRYE_ 182 x
Ize RCLD 091 1 183 ENTt
120 gorettt 164 +
134 +F 25 Fag ~TT TTT mm m= —
131 RCLA 186 Rc; reeall reactive branch
172 KY 167 prc element, by, and form

133: i tes x

_

dbx134 wy perform complex division: 168 =x<@? TT TT = ==="
135 ROLE 194 1% form ‘reciprocal if by< ©

136 sey Zin= Big/Ig I8TRCLT recallresistiveelement_ |
137 - 19: X<B87 if <0, perform parallel
138 x2 193 ET02 _series_conversion _ __ _ _ _|
1381 {os RTH return to mein program
[46 PRTX print Re 23, 185 #LBLZ parallelseries conversion
141 5 126 ARS
42 PRTE printImzy7] 197 1sy conductancesresisteance
142 pegMo 198XIV
149 RCLY recall frequency increment.| 125 1/X susceptance:rreagtance
145 F1% TT TT TT 208 EY. _
146  ETX2 use multiplicative increment Zdl *F
i47 FI? if logarithmic sweep selecte ZE2 17% calculate complex inverse
142 E€T0e __ _ __ 283 Ro
143  ST+8 use additive increment if cod KIN, return to main program
158 CTOs 265 ¥LBLS odd or even branchsubr
151 LBL] oeaagelaAn_ 28  RCLI
152 PS (a+jb)(c+jd) = esjf 267 2 form O if branch even
153 STOR a fag = or 0,5 if branch odd

154 S709 a 285 FRC _ _ __oo]
155 RY 218 Ff
156 ENT? 211 X=8% set flag O if branch is odd
157 Rr 212
158 Ri ¢ 213 Ei restorexregister in_stack |
156  STxg ac in register 8 214 ETH return to main program

160 Ri qd

161 ST*3 ad in register 9
ies sp bd in stack

+ le a¢ - bd in register 8
164 Ri ghster
163 bc in stack

= LABELS "FLAGS SET STATUS
A load R [Pload 1 [load ¢ [2:2%8% [52020 <re¥090%| Fiacs TRIG DISP
a load t b sel lineadc set log [dstar e BLAT IE ON OFF
f node swee svee data revu analysis og/lin |, a DEG HB FIX
0 T GOL is 2 complex [3 complex Z
- malk ply 28d reghll initialize ’ " RAD ENG Rn
branen | pREE105L | Jog ewsep | ’ ‘entry [3m n         
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1-4 TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING

fH Th LEL LOAD RESISTOR VALUE Li Sek

ED 1 A _
CH SCT ]tte a2 8h temporarily store recall reactive

ee— element to display

Thoms get flag O if EaU4 D4 prencn umber ie odd LHL LOAD SWEEP STARTING FREQ

fir oo recall entry

fos av
gic on a00]prench, fom LOAD FREQ INCREMENT
Gi OO
Oie —i8
ois LE store R or G

iE bas — TC IR SELECT LINEAR SWEEP
FE 57 recall resistor value
oot displa
01: wi to display
nit Lb -fle as routine for G=-1/R

cel ol display O
1 LH,
fs 2 SELECT LOG SWEEP

LOAD CAPACITOR VALUE

change sign and display 1
temporarily store
 

INPUT DATA REVIEW
 

LOAD INDUCTOR VALUE

initialize

  

 

—

set flag O if branch
number is odd

—_— — J

set flag O if branch
number is odd

recall entry
—_— — ee —— —

if branch number is

odd, change the sign

 

i wr V
e

1
1 a

Jo
ie

LY
)

a o
t

i
d
T
e

0

N
f

 

0 [2

Sif
m
e
O
Y

o
f

w
n
2

recall branch number

4
1

v
1

w
u

E
e
0

T
D
D
C

20
)
0

L
D

D
T
m
T

L
o

o
w
v
m
—
—
—
—

C
R
T
T
h
e
]

 

 

  of the entry - ] .

az 4
aan an Lo A

— TT TT ERE Ti !
store reactive element |hast (4 4 print or display
— — TT 77 Tlawue| 85 5g branch number
decrement index of Ta Ta Ere 11 —_— — — —

resistive and reactive er ” pen Josette
storgge registers aas ; elemen   
 

 

This trensletion was provided by Mr. Walter
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TI-59 PROGRAM LISTING
 

 

  
     

  

      

 

  

 

   
    

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

 

 

 

ol a7 Tol Le
bot or if odd branch, form 151 7
Ly ot - - Lal) =etoz| ot R= -1/a 152 es
103] 0s I en
104] 245
0s] 94 _ _ goto loop start
ioe] Fi
107 d4 display or print complex recall subrnel £4 resistance

10%) ra recall reactive element ,
LLU on — 77 calculate w=2rf
sail oes if odd branch, -
i i change sign

a 6 Co]
! Iv recall reactive branch

= element value and
: Le print or display form branch immittance
: tha Lor C _—
1 £5 _

if immittance is nega-
tive, form reciprocal

Y
T

L
E

I
]

test for loop exit

 

 

id i
_ _ — ed

wall —_— store immittance

ii he .

a1 decrement indirect recall branch
4 storage register resistance and store+ indices

S
o
0

L
E
n
g

 

 

 

4 if resistance negative,
53 LL perform serieszparallel
G3 __conversion _
oa

as set t= 10 seriesx parallel
al _conversionsubroutine __|
as
a conductance x resistance    
 

—_—     

 

be
me
ie

Pro
ne?

»

 

 

 
  

clear flag 3     recall register index go

Pm susceptance * reactance
if index = 10, execute ie
one more loop iii _— — — —

1%

i oi EE wy i

iwr 92 4 + caloulate complex
1a, Ge i inverse

 

p
e
a

f
m
s
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T1-59 PROGRAMLISTING
 

 temporarily store oh oa Sa _]
Ammittance 5: 71 SBE
Sane— BR recall series branch
temporarily store elements
resistance or cond — —— — — ——     | “return tomainprogrem|   
 

 

 

         

 

TE LEL LNAP ANALYSIS START multiply series
2 47 = B

id El impedance by complex
: an Att set display mode branch current to
= 2 RIT obtain series branch

21. initialize
 

recall shunt branch

i
)

—_— — yy —d 

i
t
e

|

f
r
e
i
e
n

pi
ts

|

po
re

Ja
ni

e
fa
b]

f
e
n

p
e
t
e
]

0
-
.

i
l
s

A
D

recall complex node
voltage and execute
complex multiply to
obtain complex branch
current

 

— — — — —

add complex series
voltage drop to previous
node voltage to obtain
next node voltage and
store result

 
 

decrement indirect

recall indices

  

recall previous complex
branch current, perform
complex add and store
result

test for loop exit

iil
Ed

 

decrement indirect repeat loop
recall indices

   
— 

recall present freq    ZH 
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es. et a ee a]

BEE =
Sot

HE

Lig

=iBo
 

 

—_—— — —— —— r—— a]

print or display angle
of network transmission

— —— — —— at ell

 

—] 

 

35 #3 ROL
IF 02 92py + wono print or displayBom. Ti “BR Im 2

35% 0s 04 ® “n
Ey fF Ei

257 43 ECL recall frequency
25 4% 54 iporement _|
5-0 BF OIFF
SGC O31 01 jump if log sweep
JE 13 {15 selected
OE fi 53

Zel 14% SUH
36s 5% 55 add frequency increment
aE! £1 GTO for linear sweep
Del |B 02
Sec Joe as
Tee baa 1
gu 5m "ra multiply by frequency

b
a

 

x
.

pe
te

—— ——

increment for log sweep

 

 

Tr T1oul
40 (le oe print or display

SW LE np frequency
I 9% FIL

2H a a recall complex input
HE 32 ATT go1tage
ed12 3 RUL
i 5000 Win
HH Se THE
a i psi convert to polar

wh Se . change sign of angle
oh , |= =H and store
ad. id. doa

Al ¥1 SER
wi 08 Oa
Th 1 Es in i: i function

iw RR RCT
a: 28 Lin; calculate 20 log of
giv 94 47- network transmission
21 BE ow function magnitude

gor 02 2
3x an a

gL a2 ard
HAS LE 1g,
el, a i iE mo

print or display dB
response
 

 

2 GE BH

i si RCL
x 49 49

F
e
w
™

SH
m
e
0

aw
]

r

cd
b
d

GD
hd
I
T
A

al
TE
E
C
O
R

a
l
T
l

B
ir
y

3 cp 112

TT ad Rol
5 Or 51

SET 42 87
FIC am 03a

4. 43 RIL
= ar BZ

S40 43 RCL
E01 01
#49 71 SBR 
 

recall complex metwork
input voltage

—_— e— —— ——  ——

recall complex network
input current

perform complex
division

print or display  Re Zs

E
O
D

1
Be
nt

L
a
k
f
a
)
L
O
E
n
C
O

£0
€0

05
0
)

3
W
0
0
0
1
C
H
K
a

1
Lo

a
l

Da
l
D
d

(C
r
a
d

Co
d
a

a
L
0
)

O0
0

00
OF

f
r

L
J
S
0
0

Py & 0
m
d
T
E

dh
a

Col
l
ad

r
la

y
a
l
]
f
d

SE
RE
D
AD
u
D
L
f

w
i

L
E
O
R

C
N

C
H

CA
T
a
d
L
a
a
l
e

a
=
C
T

=
LT

BG

o
n LH3

oh
)

Ji
de

ao

54
42
ad
or
ed

01
ag
54

5

R

[s
x

So
(
e
t

oe
|

ee
d
SE

T
O
p
e

fe
be

s
J
4
S
3

70
IS

27
31 02 oz
“re OE NE

in 72 LBL 10AD NuMBER OF NoDES
1p by = Ff — —_— — —t gy

JF F1 SBR
fe 04 04 test for printer
Ebr Sp re
Jif Sod | _ — — —
AFL 4% 4Tr

Cem me #1 store number of modes
I at dF

eg 9

3

2
i

el.
a3

WL
BS

*\. initializationswbr _ _
sot minimun loop
countervalue allowed _|

caleulate highest
branch number storage
index for real
imm]ttance storage

ocaloulate highest
branch number storage
index for imaginary
immitance storage   
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Ti-59 PROGRAM LISTING
 

£

 

  
—— 

C
I
E
C
i

L
y
)

.a
f
e
J
n

 

initialize node voltage
of highest nodes

E, = 1+ jO

 

     S
a

JL

 

initialize Ip,= O + JO
  

Ba
fn
.

 

clear flag 3

 

 

     3od
5,

 recall number of nodes
 

  

return to main program
 

-
F
R
F
E

Fa
T
e
s
)

BE
B
e
h
i

iy

  

i
X
i

|
) ”

w
h
A

3 :
h
e

Ll
a
d
6
0
G
d
2

H
f

  

PC
a
I
T

“
T
E
f
e

  

odd or even branch subr

clear flag O
LA

T
m
d
P
a
l

 

s
n

N
T

Eo

 

print or R/S routine

  

 

printer sense routine

 

set flag O if branch
number is odd

 

 
 

unused program memory

   



register
number

N
O
O
O
E
V
O
=
O

Re

Im
Re

Im

xmsn fen megnitude

LNAP - LADDER NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM 95

REGISTER ALLOCATIONS FOR Ti-59

contents

complx arith
temp storage

loop counter=

|L

 

real

immittance

storage

imaginary

immittance
storage

4
42
43

45
46
u7

51
52
55
54
22
56
51
58
29

Re node V sum

Im node V sum

Re branch I

Im branch 1

# of nodes

freq increment

start freq
In storage index
temp store
temp store
Re storage index





PROGRAM 1.5 LC-LNAP, LC LADDER NETWORK ANALYSIS PROGRAM.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program evaluates the frequency response and input impedance of

a resistively terminated lossless (LC) ladder network having up to seven

branches. The frequency response is provided as magnitude (dB) and phase

(degrees, radians, or grads), and the input impedance is provided as

real and imaginary parts.

The input impedance is the impedance seen by the voltage generator

in the source. It is more common to calculate the input impedance at

the input terminals of the lossless ladder network, but this way was not

implemented because program steps are not available for the coding to

recall the source resistor value and subtract it from the real part of

the input impedance. If the program feature of allowing the number of

branches to be entered via a user definable key (key "a") is sacrificed,

and the number of branches is stored into register E, then the addi-

tional coding for calculating the network input impedance can be added

to the program by deleting steps 028 and 029 and adding "RCL®," "-" after

step 097 (099 before deletions).

The frequency response and input impedance evaluation frequency can

be incremented in either a linear manner using an additive increment,

or a logarithmic manner using a multiplicative increment. Each branch

of the network may contain an inductor (L), a capacitor (C), a series LC

network, or a parallel LC network. All element values and interconnection

topology are stored, and can be reviewed at any time to check or correct

the component values or interconnection.

Because of the available number of HP-67/97 registers, the number

of branches cannot exceed seven. The TI-59 can accommodate data for 20

branches. Elements that inhibit signal flow through the network are not

allowed, and will cause the program execution to halt displaying "Error."

Examples of elements that inhibit signal flow are single shunt resistors

or inductors that have zero value, or series capacitors in series

97
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branches that have zero value.

The algorithm used by this program is the same as used in Program

1-4 where 1 volt is assumed at the network output, and the required

input voltage is calculated. In this program, the branch immittances

(impedances or admittances) are purely imaginary, and the branch num-

bers start with branch #1 instead of branch #0. This changes all in-

dices by +1. The difference is necessary to let the DSZ instruction

operation allow the source resistance to be added to branch #1 with

minimum coding. The load resistance is combined with the last branch

immittance, If the number of branches is odd, the last branch con=-

sists of the load resistor alone.



   

 

    
  

5 User Instructions

 

branches input data    
   load start

freq  

 

load freq
increment

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS
INPUT

DATA/UNITS
KEYS

OUTPUT
DATA/UNITS
 

Load both sides of magmetic card
 

 

Load the number of branches in the network 4 branches|
 

 

Enter the load and source resistances Rp,
 

in ohms Rg
 

 

Load branch capacitance:
 

If a parallel tenk in a series branch,
 

or a series tank in a shunt branch,
 

change the sign of the mantissa in
 

the capacitor value tChranch
 

(Parads)
 

Start loading network capacitors
 

(and inductors) from the highest
 

numbered branch (loed resistor end)
 

 

Load branch inductance:
 

If a parallel tank in a series branch,
 

or a series tank in a shunt branch,
 

change the sign of the mantissa in
 

the inductor value fLbranch
 

(henries)
 

Input data review (optional)
 

 

Negative element values indicate series
 

tanks in shunt branches, or parallel
 

tanks in series branches
 

 

 

 

 

Select frequency sweep mode:
 

a) linear sweep
 

b) logarithmic sweep
 

 

load start frequency for sweep in hertz fstart
 

     

[214]

[ENT
[4]

f a
s

3
d

bh fll

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rload 
space
 
nighes

branch |
zc 
IL
 

space
 

 
Rsource 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    



5 User Instructions

OONTINUED  

 

 

 
 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
 

  

 

  

 

  

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATALNITS KEYS DATAUNITS

9 Load frequency increment finer ] |E_]

If linear sweep, the increment is added

to the present frequency to obtain the

next frequency.

If logarithmic sweep, the increment is

multiplied by the present frequency to

obtain the next frequency.

10 start analysis [rJ[E] freq (Hz)

gain(dB)
* The phase units will be in whatever phase®( )

trig mode the calculator is set, Re Zin, N

The trig mode is at the discretion Im Zio.0

of the user, space
  

  

11 Stop analysias
  

Press R/S when the printer starts to
  

print .
  

 
 

Pressing R/S at other times may leave
  

  

the registers interchanged. To deter-

mine if an interchange has occurred,
  

goto step 6 and review input data,
  

If L end QO values are reversed, execute
  

a PzS instruction from the keyboard.
 

 

 
 

  

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 proverseeemavey
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Example 1-5.1

Bartlett's bisection theorem [53], [56], [57] has been applied to

an equally terminated (1000 ohm) third order Butterworth bandpass filter

with 10 kHz center frequency and 1 kHz bandwidth to produce the unequally

terminated LC filter shown in Fig. 1-5.1. The source resistance is

1000 ohms and the load resistance is 10000 ohms. Determine the frequency

response and input impedance of this LC network over a frequency range of

9000 Hz to 10900 Hz using a linear sweep with 100 Hz steps.

  

          

     

i
10002 1592pF 0.1592h

‘c,

E
in 1

175.1 nF

i

BRANCH 1 | BRANCH 2 | BRANCH 3

Ly

1.447h

Figure 1-5.2 Network for Example 1-5.1.

 

 

PROGRAM INPUT DATA REVIEW

3.88 £5Ea number of branches F5Ed start review

18.p8+83 x¥x¢ load resistance
1aaBd. ENT? Ry,

lgdé. E5BA Rg 3.686+38 x+¥ branch number
Co 159.2-12 xxx GC

138.2-12 GSBE Oz 1.552+68 xx L
1.582 =5BC Lz

. Co 2.B8E+6E5  ¥¥% branch number

- 1731-86 LIEB Co 175.1-65 x¥x ©
1. 447-83 e360 Ly 1.447-83 #*x¢ L

1582. -12 =SEE Cc; 1.808+35 #%% branch number
1552 BEBL 14 1.592-83 xxx OC

159.2-85 *¥% IL

&3Bk linear sweep 1.8A8+8Z #x%% source resistance

5888.66 GSE start freq , Hz

1066.86 SBE freq inor, Hz    
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-5.1

65Be start enalysis

9908.08 freq, Hz
~28.29 gain, dB
-146.92 phase, ©
1863.54 Re Zyy.N1

~1666.97 Im Zy,,0

9168.86
-17.44
134.43
1885. 32

=13%1.66

9264. 88
-14.32

-164.23
1668.28

-1185.28

3384. 09
-18.383

-177.51
1613.48
-861. 44

3488. 00
-7. 48

163.89
1823. 14a
~-478.17

PROGRAM OUTPUT

35088. 88
-4.14
136.89

1042.21
-93.28

9508. 83
-1.93

186.3%
1883.75
364.31

3706. 66
-1.64
74.86

1186.21
978.39

9584. 88
-8.65
47.27

1498.63
1951.68

9260. 66
-8.83
22.71

2964.18
3878.77

16660, Bo
-8.83
-8.43

189594. 89
~227.42

16106. 86
-8.83
23.45

2916.29
-3831.85

16286. 68
-8.84
-47.28

1564.66
-19635. 91

18366. a8
~1.61

-72.45
1195.73

-1628.61

10408. de
-1.76

~182. 868
1881.62
-426.¢7

18566. 88
-3. 58

-132.24
1848.15

18.31

18666. 08
-6.33

-157.86
1627.54
363.73

16708. 68
=9.45

~175.55
1816.80
668.18

18804. 88
~-12.47
178.95

1618.86
941.35

10986. eg
-15.27
160.95

1887.23
1193.23
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Example 1-5.2

The filter shown in Fig. 1-5.3 is a 5th order, 30° modular angle,

50% reflection coefficient elliptic filter designed for 10 kHz cutoff fre~

quency and 1000 ohm impedance level. This example shows how dummy ele-

ments are Inserted to place the filter in proper ladder format for this

program. The frequency response and input impedance are calculated with

the analysis frequency being logarithmically swept from 1 kHz to 100 kHz

using 10 points per decade.

1535 pF 4101pF

I
15.62 mh 14,5mh  _|_

“T35.59 nF eee nF [econ

Figure 1-5.3 Elliptic filter for Example 1-5.2.

  

 

  

   
 = 10008

A
A
A

   OQ

1635pFc, L = = 4101pF

L

Rg 1

3100052 6 oh 00 Ls
10 F c c 0 c L

2 16.62mh Lg 14.16mh “g 6
R 100092

35.59nF L 46.51nF

|

| 33.30nF & 6 t
4 10h

Oh oh

Figure 1~5.4 Network of Fig, 1-5.3 redrawn with dummy ele-
ments to place in proper ladder format for program input.
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-5.2

NETWORK ANALYSIS

 

PROGRAM INPUT DATA REVIEW
 

-.B4651-86
é.

-1535.-12
-15. 62-83

-.83555-86

1.488
8.

1668.

1a 

# of branches

enter load R

enter source R

c

ig
05 (note minus)

H n

Ls

( dummy)

Oy
Ly (dummy)

oc03 (note minus)

>

Ca
L, (dummy)

01 (dummy)
Ly ( dwmny)

log sweep

start freq

increment for

10 points per
decade  

1.8@86+83

6. 0BE+88
33.30-89
1.666+85

5.806+a6
-4.101-85
-14, 15-63

4.086+868
-46.31-88
B. 066460

3.0606+86
-1.535-88%
-15.62-83

2.806+88
-35.558-@%
B.BoG+a0

1.066+846

1.866+88
8. 8Ba+6A

1.866+83

GSES
RFR

rx

xk¥

Fak

Kk

EE

KAR

FAA

kK

EEK

XX

XE

EX

KER

222

start review

load resistance

branch number
C

L

branch number

c

L

branch number
Cc

L

branch number

C

L

branch number

c
L

branch number

c
L

source resistance
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-56.2

D5F7 set display format
ESBe start analysis

 

PROGRAM OUTPUT

 

 

1666, 6ag freq, Hz  3162,275 16800, Aap 31622. 777
-b. 04 gain, dB =7. 263 —F.E75 =95.872

-23.4592 phase, © -rl. 465 46.465 186. 137
1731.945 Re ir 1 1341.372 24253.429 1686. Gag
=354.815 Im in 144.544 ~-1314.534 -141.7c8

1238,525 35861.872 12565. 254 39818.717
-6. 443 -7. 148 -29. 381 -84d. Fad
31.67% -8r. gic -34.394 =77. 360

1e41.443 1354. 478 1681. 45¢ leao, g64
-3b67. 445 -16.642 -528. 587 -116.733

1584.3537 SB11.872 15848. 532 S8118.724
-6. 536 ~6.5432 -48. 256 =77. 837

~35. 14% -111.3¢€1 -33. 826 -88. 845
1545. 328 1518. 855 leae. gly 1606. G86
-354. 383 144.538 334.325 -37. Bag

1853. z62 6308. 573 18932. 653 §36895. 735
=6. 878 -6. 633 -79. 837 -76. 485

=q4&. 661 151.933 62.745 82.133
1459. 154 2HIR. BIE 188¢, aaa 1688, Bod
=312.318 -185. 783 =242. 424 -68. 745

2911.85¢ 7843. 282 25118. 864 79432. 854
~7.114 7.178 FG. 839 -r7. 128

-38. 642 134.883 118.795 =-83.773
1363.218 1466, 832 loa, Bog lead, dao
=2d42, 873 -J32. 838 ~183.48% -54. 382

-78.338
-85. 864

1006. 040
-43. 181
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Gul*LciP TOADRi4Rs__ __ __ __ __ _ 45 6SB2 addcomplex branchcurrents7 GI09 5 7]oesy SereRe _ _. __ _ __ oo Soa store next lower branch
Gad ac age cpp current (complex)

@65 stop Store Ry #61 057] decrementbranchnumber
ggg PS _ 862 65B3 recall seriesbranchZ ~~
807£07 _poto space and return As3 [LX TT
62 ALEToiBRANOH_INDUOTANCE_ 854 ROLE
882 LHS indicate indugtanceby che Bes CFe
aig Fs #eg [DSF] If branch 1, add

Bi1 spp interchange registers and 667 SFE source resistance to
12 pes goto capacitor load routine 868 Fo? branch impedance
13 DSZI £63 CLX

14 gery decrement andrecallbranch| 676 ENTt _ _ _ __ __|
gis STO7 oto space and return #71 RCLD recall present

“G16 SLBLE _LOAD BRANCHCAPACITANCE __ _ 872 RCLC bremchqurrent_ _ _ _ _ |
Air GSB; _odd/evenbranch? 873 __CsB1 calculate branch voltage _
818 F@% change sign of entry if | 874 RCL recall next higher
#19 CHS branch numberisodd __

_

_ 875 _RCLB branch voltage ~~_ _ _ _620 ST0i storeentry _

 .

 _. _ | 876_€SB2addbrench voltages7
6:1 RETh return control to keyboard | 77 STOR
START E78 X2Y store next lower

823 5708 679 STOB _node voltage _
824  GT07 age Fe? TT TT
825 #LBLE LOAD FREQUENCY INOREMENT ~816709 test forloop dt
826 ST09 632 XY TT
@z7 GTO? 883 #P converttomagnitude &angle
828 #iBio LOAD NUMBER OF BRANCHES G84 LOG )629 STOE _ 685 2 calculate magnitude in dP3¢_FLELI initializationroutine_| 68¢ g calculate magnitude in dB
831 EEX ’ 887 _ ee]
632 5Tom : 888 RCLE recall present frequenc
#33 ox mT t+ 883 org Indicatesignohangsingo
834 STOR _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ 898 _CSB8 gosubprintout(p/o) routine|
B35  STQC as31  RCLD
836 grop loner =0+0 852 CHS
837 RCLE set index to 833 RCLC recall branch 1 current (Ip)
828 STO] highestbranchnumber| 894 3P and form complex inverse

85 SFE initialize flags 055 1.
cpr MTOMITO0 TREE 826 oR_
841 e707 oto space and return 627 RULE recall node O voltage (Ej)
042 #LBLk SELECT LINEAR SWEEP ess RCL0 o_o]
843 CF1 #33 3B] performcomplex multiply _ _|
844  GTOF 188  PRTY print Re Zin
645 *LBlc SELECT LOGARITHMIC SWEEP 161 rey
846 §F1 182 PRTX print Im 24, _ _ _ __ _|
847 GTO? 165 RCLY recallfrequency increment _
#42 xLBLe START ANALYSIS 164 Fi?
G45  GSEd _initislize ______7] 163 STXE multiply present frequency
858 %LBLS analysis loop start __ _ _| 146 F1? by increment if log sweep
85] 6583 recall shuntbramchY__ _ | [=167 TO ~~ _ _ _ ___ __
nos L _Fecall complex

:

node voltage |

|

1% me add inorementto present

854 E581 calculate shunt branch kL AL INPUT DATA REVIEW _ __
B55 KCLC recall next higher (series)| FB SB7 initialize registersflags
56 RCLD branch current or

REGISTERS
0 1 2 7 0 7 a 8 5 5 0 7 go present [sfreq

Rg C1 C2 5 4 05 6 1 frequency increpent
g 54 5 S6 57 Secmplx [59 cmplx

* Ry, S Ly % La ’ Lz Ly > Ls Lg L7 miltiply multipl
E nucber of d

Re Ep Im Ey Re I Im T4 branches index 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

   

 

    
 

   

* ®

8 Program Listing 11
113 RClLe 105 KTH
114 — 176 #LFLZ branchimmittancerecall |

gs PRIX] IFT CSB odd/even branch? _ _ _
116 *LEL8 data review loop start _ 172 PCL8

117 &5B3 odd/even branch? _ _ ____ Iz Pi
ia FS 104 # form @=2rf, regent
112 RCL . 175 ENT*
128 pzg recall branch inductance ire +

i21 CHS 1I¥7  ENTY

122 RCLi _recall branchcapacitance _| ENTE_|
123 PCL] recallbranch number - 172RCLi recall Cj —_
124 sc 188 Ke? , i

125 6588 gosubprintoutroutine _ _| sf °°¢ flag if % negative —
126 DSZ] decrement branch number lezx formwQg _ __ _ __ _ _

17 pL andexit at branchO__ __ _ 1 Ker if 04 minus, teke reciprocal

i29 SPC recall and print 185 way - —- —- — — = — —=

128 PRTY source resistance igg 25

131 #LpL7 spaceandreturnsubroutine| 187 RCLi recall Ly
32 skC Pes
133 RIN 188¥  fomwly = _ _ _ __ =
134 #LBLE output subroutine 156 X<@? a L: minus, take recipro
5 am Al a TIL ee , § cal

135 PETE “print xregistercontents _| 191pox74 TEARS ERE FOOTR
1:6 GSB printy register contents 1921.form branch immittance_ |

5 1a13 HALEprint z_register contents ___| I Fat if odd branch (exclusive or)
Fer. TT TT — TT {a5 70 8lgn of 04 negative, form

149 cys Afoddbranch, change sign | (yas gps “V/(imittemee)
14! PRT 157 Fz? add load resistance if

142 RTN_ return to subroutine call 198 6708 firsttime throughloop _ _
143#(BL1 complex multiplication _ _ _| 193 €

144 P38 (a+jb)(c+jd) = e+if 288FTN returnto subroutinecall _
145 STN a 281 #LELZ negative reciprocal routine

146 5709 a zaz 1-%

147 Rd Db 263 CHS

148 ENT b 204 KTN
142 RL Db 289 ¥LBLE load resistance addition
158 Rl ¢ 266 FB?" subroutine
151 STX8 ac £07 8 Teodd branch,resotivepart
152 Rd d 248 PEN go157 §T¥9 ad 209 Role \G0e& mob exigl. _ — _ —-
sd ads +o recall load resistance and
154 X bd 218 Pes

form load conductance
135 E7-8 ac =-bd =e Lh, me m=—=
155 Ré b 212 Fa» if odd branch, increment

157 ¥ be 213 1&7], -Andex register __ _ _
156 5T+9 ad 4 bo = £ 214 gTi return to subroutine call

159 RCLY recall f 215 #LBLS odd/even branch subroutine_
168 RCLE recall e 218 RCLI

161 4G 217 2 form O if branch even or

167 EIN. return to subroutinecall 218 = 0,5 if branch odd
163 xLgL> complex add: (btatctd FRC_ o_o o_o. ]

164 RI (a+b) + (c+jd)= e+jf 228 SF
165 + a +c=e 221  ¥=8? set flag O if branch odd

166 Ri tre _ _ _ — —
167 + bed=f 223 Ri restore stackx register |
1E5 Ri 224 ETH return to subroutine call

Tem LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

08,
T load C3 [© load Lj P1289eq roi’tder ®odd br FLAGS TRIG DISP

¥; o d N OFF
b Lofts Eig ‘ Hp revien * ashi e log sWp | © m |pec© choige

1 © iWoy [aliP lt initialed BTR SEEY,  m amb. Ee
7 ©

branch iop & Apu’ ° 1 $8357° °° 3 0  
 





PROGRAM 1-6 EQUIVALENT INPUT NOISE OF AN AMPLIFIER WITH
GENERALIZED INPUT COUPLING NETWORK

Program Description and Equations Used

When low noise amplifiers are designed, the amplifier equivalent cur-

rent and voltage noise densities (noise in a 1 Hz band), and the coupling

network noise sources, response, and impedance behavior must be considered.

This program calculates the total noise voltage density that is re—

flected to the amplifier input which is coupled to a sensor by means of

a transformer (Fig. 1-6.1).

s Co Lg Rori in ideal Req e

 

   
sensor transformer amplifier  
Figure 1-6.1 Generalized input coupling network.

The transformer model includes the turns ratio (1:n), the primary

and secondary resistances Roi

Cort)? and the secondary capacitance (Coe) * The coupling network

and Roo)? the primary inductance

noise sources include: the thermal noise densities (Johnson noise) of

the transformer primary and secondary resistances and of the source re-

sistance, the amplifier equivalent voltage noise demsity (c), and the

equivalent noise voltage density generated by the amplifier current

noise density a) flowing through the coupling network impedance pre-

sented to the amplifier input.

109
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The noise voltage density of each noise source is reflected to the

amplifier input through the network gain (at the analysis frequency)

from the noise source location to the amplifier input. The total noise

reflected to the amplifier input is calculated from the root-sum—-squared

(RSS) values of the individual contributions.

The sensor is represented by a voltage source (E)) and a series

LRC network (Lg, Ry» and Ce. The inductance may be set to zero if not

50 farads to remove its con-needed, and the capacitor may be set to 10

tribution. The sensor resistance may be zero if the transformer pri-

mary resistance is not zero and vice-versa.

The equivalent circuit can be modified to reflect the transformer

secondary capacitance to the primary if desired by deleting steps 059,

060, and 061 in the program. The primary capacitance is now loaded in

step 2f of the users' instructions. This modification allows piezo-

electric transducer elements to be modeled as the source. Rori is set

to zero, and the transformer primary capacitance is used to represent

the clamped capacity of the piezoelectric element.

If the transformer is not wanted in the circuit, the turns ratio

should be set to one.

The equations are derived using nodal analysis, and the user is

referred to the section following Example 1-6.,2 for details.



 

   
     

   
    

 

1-8 User Instructions

 

select

linear

output
     

 

select

dB output  
frequency

& compute
        

 

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

INP OUTPUT
STEP INSTRUCTIONS BATS KEYS DATA/UNITS

1 load both sides of the program card

2 load network element values

a) sensor resistance, ohms Re [0]

b) sensor capacitence, farads Ce [sro][1
¢) sensor inductance, henries Lg FETED 2

d) transformer primary resistance, <= Rpri 8To 3

e) transformer primary inductance, h Lor STA

f) xfmr secondary capacitance, farads| Cgeq 50° 5

g) xfmr secondary resistance, ohms Rsec sto. | &

h) emplifier input resistance, ohms Rin so]7 |

i) transformer turns ratio n [sto] & |

% Select output mode

a) for voltages in dBV and network Ao
gain in dB

b) for voltages in volts, and op

network gain as a voltage ratio

4 select print (1) / run-stop (0) option [££] =a 0,1

5 Enter amplifier input noise current density in, A/JHz Cc

6 Enter amplifier input noise voltage density ©, V/ (Hz D

7 Enter analysis frequency and compute output f, Hz E ] gain

space

CTee Oo
All noise voltages are reflected e2=

to the amplifier input, i.e,, the 3

gain of the network from the noise ®n, amp

voltage source to the amplifier 1neZ,8mp

_ input is taken into account. space

RSS noise

a space

| space

8 For another case, go back to steps 2 thru 6 as required
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Example 1-6.1

A type 2N4867A low-noise field effect transistor (FET) is to be

used as a preamplifier for a piezoelectric hydrophone. A frequency

range of 10 Hz to 1000 Hz is to be covered. The hydrophone is operating

well below its self-resonant frequency, hence, its equivalent circuit is

accurately represented by a 4000 pF capacitor in series with a 10 ohm
resistor. To avoid preamplifier overload problems from cable flutter

and other subsonic signals, the input resistance of the preamplifier is
chosen to provide a 50 Hz low frequency break with the hydrophone capa-
city. The hydrophone will be coupled to the preamp without using a
transformer, therefore a dummy turns ratio of 1:1 will be used in the
program. The current and voltage noise densities for the 2N4867A are

listed in Table 1-6.1.

Table 1-6.1 Current and voltage noise densities of
2N4867A operating at drain current I

 

 

dss.

Frequency, in, noise ens noise
Hz A/ {Ez V/VHz

10 6 x 10°16 7.0 x 1072
20 6 x 10°16 5.3 x 1079

50 6 x 10°16 4.1 x 109

100 6 x 10716 3.6 x 10° °
200 6.1 x 10°16 3,2 x 1079

500 6.2 x 10716 2.8 x 1079
1000 6.3 x 10°16 2.7 x 1072   

The HP-97 printout is shown on the next page. Dummy values have
been entered for unused components to remove their contribution.



HF-87 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-B.1

aroe
FHI
3T0Z
8703

1.438 3704
b.é& aT03
1.8 8706

RCL!
98.6 A

Pi
u

2.& XA
1X
kX¥

1p. 8
4.-85

B.&
8.8

795774.7

 

sensor resistance

sensor oapacltance
sensor inductance
primary resistance
primary inductance

secondary capacitance
secondary resistance

caleulate and store
amplifier input
resistance for
50 Hz breakpoint

=
r
O
Y

=)

-1. =

-188.
-198.
-145.
-igE. 8

~135.4

3
A
L
L
O
W

-143.3

GSBLG &, 8 100 Hz.
GSBE frequency

Ek

KER

xXx

FE

Li

KEE

¥r¥ total noise at 100 Hz

 

n, xfmr turns ratio  select dB/dBV output
EE

PROGRAM OUTPUT

 

b.i-16
3.2-8%
286.6

5SEC IT, @ 200 Hz
SSBC 8, @ 200 Hz
6SEE frequency

 

 

 

  

=8,3 WAX
.-15 6860 I, @ 10 Hz
-~05 GSBC &; @ 10 Hz 188.2 mex
16.5 LSEE frequency -138.2 wiv

~I51.8  ¥%a
-14,1 ¥¥%x Ay, network gain, dB -165.5 ku¥

-135.6 #Ww
-282.1 ¥x¥ RgeR 4 thermal noise, dBV
“£i.i1 ¥¥» Rgeq thermal noise, dBV =151.1 *¥» total noise at 200 Hz
-135.. ¥#% Ryn thermal noise, dBV
163.1 xx¥ &p, transistor
186.6  ¥xx LoeZ equiv noise, dBV 6.2-16 BSAC i, @ 500 Hz
A 2.5-85 GSEL &, @ 500 Hz

-135.1 #x¥ total noise (RSS), dBV i 566.8 GSEE frequency

_ 6.6 dex
F.3-85 SBI ep @ 20 Hz »
28.6 ESBE frequency -186.¢ %xx%

i 198.8 ax
-6.6  Kokx - -158.9 kx

i * i, is unchanged 171.1 a»%
~156.5% kkx from the previous -266.2 Xxx
—Z206.5 AEX entry.

-135,5 xxx -155.7 #%x total 0 Hz.ey Oui noise at 500 Hz

187.1 kk

. 6.3-i¢ GSEC In @ 1000 Hz
-135.5 #xx total noise at 20 Hz 2,7-89 GSBD 8, @ 1000 Hz

1geE. a GSBE frequency

4.1-89 ESE ep @ 50 Hz Ba Axx
56.0 GSBE frequency

. -187.3 mix
=3.8 kx ~137.3 wkw

_ -164.5 xix
-198.5  wxx -171.4 kx
-208.5 xx -212,8  ¥¥x
~14i.5 kx

“167.7 wkk -164.8 ¥x¥ total noise at 1000 Hz
-18%.4 kyx

-141.3 xxx total noise at 50 Hz  
—l
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Example 1-6,1 continued

This example points up one of the problems associated with using

the characteristics of the sensor impedance along with the amplifier

input resistance to effect frequency shaping. It will be noticed that

the dominant source of noise comes from the thermal noise of the input

resistor. The low noise characteristics of the input transistor are

buried by the input resistor noise contribution,

If the input resistor is made larger, the noise contribution of the

input resistor will be less. Although this statement may seem backwards,

the logic may be seen by looking at the input resistor and its noise

generator as a Norton equivalent source instead of a Thevenin equivalent

as is presently used. In this light, one can see that the injected

noise current is proportional to 1/yR. Since other circuit impedances

are unchanged, lower injected noise current means lower input resistor

noise contribution.

The input resistor noise contribution may also be reduced by

lowering the sensor impedance to lower the noise voltage resulting from

the input resistor noise current.

To illustrate the above point, the example is rerun using a larger

input resistor; 100 megohms is used instead of 796 kilohms. The HP-97

printout for this case is shown on the next page. The noise contribu-—

tion of the input resistor loses dominance above 500 Hz in this case.

Fortunately, the ocean self noise is greatest at low frequencies,

and low noise performance is less critical here.



EXAMPLE 1-6.1 CONTINUED
garni i

 

 
 

 

   
 

PROGRAM INPUT_
188, +66 STGP store mew Rin

J print registers to show
PREG currently stored values 3.6-83 G5BD &p @ 100 Hz

+f OOC

18,66+36 6 sensor resistance 108.0 GSBE frequency
4.880-83 | sensor capacitance B.C sak

a.808+g¢ 2 sensor inductance
o.epg+p8 3 primary resistance “167.5 Ak

168,8+4& 4 primary inductence “i575 fax

8.p66+88 J secondary oapacitance —165.9 xxx

i.068+38 6 secondary resistance i 65. 9 EK

186,8+86 7 input resistance -1 ry 4 %

1.088+88 8 xfmr turns ratio mer

L — — -164.1 xxx total noise at 100 Hz.

PROGRAM QUTPUT

“E CSEL TC 6.1-16 GSEC 1p @ 200 Hz
bole eit Se 1 3.2-85 GSED én @ 200 Hz

id. CSBE frequency Z98.@ GSBE frequency

8.8 #*¥% Ay, network gain, dB 2.8 vi

-167.3 xxx RgeR,. thermal noise, dBV iene xk
-157.9 sax Roe Fhormal noise, dBV Ss or
-145.3 ¥kx thermal noise, dBV ikeg or
163.1 ik» n? transistor, dBV -198.3 po
-172.4 xkk Ine equiv. noise, dBV ie

-145.5 K¥r total noise (Rss), dBv -167.7 ¥xi total noise at 200 Hz

5.3-82 GSB0 8, @ 20 Hz * £.2-16 GSE1, @ S00 He
26.5 GEE fFequency £ ao SoDa

[CINCI ©£) _ a i
*i,, 1s unchanged 2.0»

187.5 kk from the last 187 9 sxx
-197.5  ¥kk entry. 19.2 pi
-151.5 nx pti rr

Jles.t wm 171.1 kx-178.5 hk Dial arm

| -151.7 #%%x total noise at 20 Hz 178.4 sxx total noise at 500 Hz

4.1-65 3560 ®p @ 50 Hz oie rome Bo
Sp.0 GSBE frequency 6i pa in e roe He

Lea a cope aD
B.6 And igéa,e £5BE frequency

187.5 ke 6.8
=I3T.3» or)
-159.5  ¥k% Tas

ie hi -165.9 *%k
’ ” ITE 4 kx

155.2 xx total noise st 50 Hz “2i2.8 Wx

*#% total noise at 1000 Hz
—
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Example 1-6.2

A small hydrophone is to be matched to a low-noise preamplifier for

optimum noise performance at 30 kHz. The hydrophone equivalent circuit

is shown in Fig. 1-6.2. The amplifier input transistor will be a

2N4867A FET operating at a drain current of Tiss

 

. Il
O= 1 al’.

1 20nF 1.417 mh

Teorfom

Figure 1-6.2 Hydrophone equivalent circuit.

13002

Table 1-6.2 Current and voltage noise densities of
2N4867A operating at I

dss’

Frequency, i, e,

Al fiz v/{Hiz

10 8.0 x 106 2,3 x 107°

15 1.0 x 10°13

20 1.2 x 10° 1°

25 1.4 x 10°15

30 1.6 x 1015 2.3 x 107°

35 1.75x 10°15 2,2 x 107°

40 1.9 x 10715

45 2.15 10°15

50 2.4 x 10°15

55 2.7 x 10°15

60 3.0 x 10°15 2,2 x1079

Before the analysis is started, the transformer turns ratio, pri-

mary inductance, and amplifier input resistance must be chosen. The

transformer ratio should be kept low to minimize the current noise con-

tribution of the input tramsistor.

The parallel equivalent circuit of the hydrophone at 30 kHz is

required, The capacitive part will be resonated by the transformer
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primary inductance, leaving only the resistive part. Figure 1-6.3 shows

the parallel equivalent circuit before resonating, and Fig, 1-6.4 shows

the HP-97 calculations used to obtain the parallel equivalent circuit.

 

FP

x enter frequency and
2. x calculate and store

0

130Q 20686.-1; x form 1/(wC)

44.01nF ——— fora sa otpA”7
-44.95-83  w¢¢ OL= 1/(wC)=Im 2 _ |

KY convert impedance

Figure 1-6.3 Parallel equivalent CH5 to admittance

circuit of hydrophone at 30 kHz. ey

17
138. 8+66 xix Re Y in ohms

—_—— —— p— — — — — —

TY“3kinmhos
[44888.-17 RCLE

x add clamp capacity

4 Susceptance

%¢ susceptance to
44,81-82 ¥¥* capacitance & print  

Figure 1-6.4 HP-97 printout showing

calculations used to find the parallel

equivalent circuit at 30 kHz.

The thermal noise of the equivalent parallel resistor in a one Hz band

is:

= = 9e (130 Q) V4KT (130) 1.45 x 10

2

V/\Hz

If the transformer raises this noise to 6 dB above the transistor noise,

the RSS sum of both resistor and transistor noises will be 1 dB higher
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than the resistor noise alone. The transformer turns-ratio necessary

to meet this condition is:

_9

= x10 _
1.45 x 1072

n 3.03

The noise current contribution to the total noise voltage also

may be calculated (only Re 2 is used as Im Zs is resonated out):

& =I -n2. |z,_|= (1.6 x 10715)(102)(130)= 20.8 x10" "2 v/ Hz"n n in|

This contribution is insignificant compared to the voltage noise term,

and the transformer ratio may be raised to make the dominant noise

source that of the hydrophone resistance only. This will be the best

noise performance obtainable.

With a transformer ratio of 10:1, the equivalent hydrophone resist=~

or noise is 1.45 x 10~° V/VHzZat the transistor input, and the RSS of

both the transistor and resistor noises is 1,467 x 1078, This RSS

voltage is only 0.1 dB above the resistor noise alone!

To represent the equivalent hydrophone shunt capacity (44.01 nF),

the transformer secondary capacitance term, Cece is used. This equiva-

lent secondary capacity is the primary capacity (hydrophone capacity)

divided by the square of the turns ratio:

- 2y _Coc = (44.01 nF)/ (10°) 440 pF

The primary inductance is chosen to parallel resonate with the equiva-

lent hydrophone capacity, 44.01 nF, at the design frequency of 30 kHz.

This primary inductance is:

itL 1/((2nf)2c) = 1 (2730000) 2 « 44.01 x 10°9)
pri

L 639.5 yh
pri

The "Q" of the network is R/(2mfL) = 1.078, which means the approximate

bandwidth of the network is 30000/1.078 = 27829 Hz. Additional

broadbanding using the shunting effect of an amplifier input resistor

is not necessary. This input resistor may be removed altogether as

the transformer secondary provides the dc return for the transistor gate

connection. The input resistor will be omitted by making its value

1050 ohms.
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The HP=97 printout for this example is shown on the next page, and

the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1-6.5.

13082 20nF  1.407mh 1:10 ideal 12

1} — TT 1 CG)

© i
n 639.5,h 3& To, sot

pF 10°VQ

 

    
Figure 1-6.5 Equivalent circuit for hydrophone and amplifier.



HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 1-6.2
 

 

   o, ot @ 20kii4

 

 
wx 8 tot @ Hoty

136.8 5704 Rg
20095. -12 S704
1. 485-83 Tos Js 1.4-15% 53SEC I, @ 25 kHz

g.8 5703 Rprd 25600,8 GSEE freq & start |j5-15 s3BC

639.5-06 S704 Lprs oo 45080, 8 GSEE
448.-12 5705 Cpe 21.5 phx

1.8 5766 R ] 18.6  #¥x%
1.458 STO7 Req J 2)
i€.8 STOR S137.5 kk -157.1 kx
4 “transformey -51 i . 5 EEE -137. a pi

GSEH  seleot dB -i7a.E axa -616.1 rk
mode for p/d ~211.5 kkk -173. 2 donk

54 Ce 2085.5  Kkx
PROGRAM OUTPUT -134.8 rx oy tot @ 25kH%

-137.6 awk

£.-16 GSEC load In@10kHz .6-15 SEC TI, @ 30 kuz
£.3-g5 6360 load end " 36AG6.8 E5EZ freq & start Z.4-15 GSEC
18098. 8 SBE load freq & SaBEA.6 GSBE

start FEB.E xxx

-3,5 #ix Ay dB 14.5 kx
-156.5 k¥k

-186.3 a¥xk -i57. 3 x¥k -162.3 w¥i

-137.9 Kk ~618.6 XNkk -1537.5 dork
-624.3 K¥¥ =172. 8  ¥ax ~613.6 xk%

-1v2. 8 xx ~2i3. 6 ¥¥¥ =I173.F  kkx

-228.3 ¥¥¥ _ -288. 1  dxxk
-156.7 %kt ep tot @ 30kHA

-172.8 x¥% RSS ofall -162.8  *xx
noise e's, dbv _

po 1.79-15 GSBC i, @ 35 kHz
I1.-1% GSEC In @ 15 kHz * 2.2-85% G5BC en 8 n Fa. 7-15 GSELC

15088.86 GSBE freq & start 35688. 8 SEE freq & start 95868.@ GSPE
(*e, umehged)

Fed KES 2i.3 #9» 18.5 ¥»x

-163.4 sx¥ -159.4  ku¥ 166.3 Xkix

-197.%  *¥x -187.9  kxy -187.5 ¥w¥

-618.1 ix -612.8 Hux -6i6.2 Xb

-172.8 kx -173.2 xxx -173.2 ¥x%

-228,2 %kEx -218.1 *k¥x ~289.6 ¥x¥

-167.7 xi § tot @ 15KHZ -155.4 kik 8, tot @ 35kH{ -165.5 kx
— —

1.2-15 65BC Ij @ 20 kHz 1.9-15 556¢ I, @ 40 kHz 3.-15 BSBC
£6088.8 CSEE freq & start 42@88.6 GCSPE freq & start 6p@e6.6 GSBE

18.6 *xx 23.4 Kuk 7.4 kx:

~157.1 xx -133.4  wkx -169.4 xx

-197.9 kik -197.3 Axx -187.9 yxx

-g18.,1 xxx -6088.4 xxx -618.1 akx

-IFE.8 xk ~173.2 xxx -I73.2 kx
-218.6 kkk 204.9  ¥ix -210.6 xxx

-157, ARK -1533.3 -167.8 ¥»x

TI, 45 iz
freq & start

en tot @ 45kiz

1, 8 50 kz
freq & start

|
®, tot @ 50kiz

T 05 wiz
req & start

°, tot @ su|

I, 860 iz
freq & start

©, tot @ G0kHz  
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Example 1-6.2 is meant to illustrate both the program functioning

and to give some insight on hydrophone matching. The gain versus fre-

quency response has two peaks, which is characteristic of doubly tuned

networks.

The whole subject of optimum hydrophone matching is beyond the scope

of this program and discussion. Equiripple passband response and opti~-

mum noise performance may be simultaneously obtained with higher order

matching networks which represent bandpass filter like structures and

include the hydrophone equivalent circuit in the filter structure. Typi-

cal broadbanding networks are fifth order and have Chebyshev responses.

These networks are an extension of the work of Fano [23] and Matthael

[371.

Derivation of Equations Used

The network shown in Fig. 1-6.1 is redrawn with the components on

the secondary side of the transformer reflected to the primary side, and

the thermal noise sources of the resistors added. This new network is

shown in Fig. 1-6.6.

R

-OTOT
& For = Lr ®.3% 1

Fig. 1-6.6 Network of Fig. 1-6.1 redrawn with the trans-

former moved to the right side.

 

    
  

The network of Fig. 1-6.6 is shown in Fig. 1-6.7 with the individual

element groups replaced by generalized admittance blocks. The noise

voltage densities of the noise generators are defined by Egs. (1-6.1)

through (1-6.3), and the admittance blocks are defined by Eqs. (1-6.4)

through (1-6.7).
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  e e 1:n ideal  
 

    
 

 

 

 

   
   

 

  
  

Figure 1-6.7 Network of Fig. 1=6.6 redrawn with generalized
admittance blocks,

Vax(r_ +R1) (1-6.1)

er

=

(1/n) VakTR_ (1-6.2)

es

=

(1/n) VakTR, (1-6.3)

© —

fl
i

 
 

1 373 — +1/(sCc)) [= R +R + i - 1/(uC 57s pri s s s pri 5 8

Y2= s(n? Co) + 1/GLyiol= jC nC,- fu4) (1-6.5)

Y3 = n?/R s = jo (1-6.6)

Y, = n®/R,

-23Where K is Boltzmann's constant (1.380 x 10 Joules/K), and T
is the temperature in Kelvin (290 K at room temperature).

The nodal equations are written from Fig. 1-6.7:

(Y1 + ¥, +Y¥3) (=-%Y3 ) e. Yi(e; + e.) - Y3ez

The variable, ey is obtained using Cramer's rule. The determinant of
the coefficient matrix is designated A.

A= (Y; + Yy + Y3)(Y3 + Y,) - ¥52
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which upon rearranging yields:

A= (XY, + Yo, + 3) (Yy) + 1, + Ys) (¥3) (1-6.9)

Substituting the constant matrix (right hand side) into the second

column of the coefficient matrix, and evaluating the determinant yields

the following:
_ _ - _ _ (1-6.10)

nee, = (n/A) [(v+72413) (Yzep+¥yegtn-1)+(¥1Y3) (e1+E)-(¥3%) (e2)]

Simplifying and removing term subtraction yields:

- - - _ (1-6.11)

ne ey = (n/A) [(¥1+7,473) (Y,estn-i+Y3)(e1+E)+(Y1-Y7) (Y 32)

oe de,

The voltage gain of the network is: n To= EC A,» or: (1-6.12)

s s

A, = (nY1Y3)/ (4), (1-6.13)

In terms of magnitude only:

A, = ne [Yq [¥3]/ [a] (1-6.14)
 

Since the noise voltages ep, e3, and es and the current i are random in

nature, their addition must be done in RSS fashion to obtain the overall

RMS noise voltage at the amplifier imput, ey i.e.,

e,2=¢c2+n%e? (1-6.15)

Upon expanding:
(1-6.16)

- 2 —- - — -
2-3 24 (|epry |2- (e32]y, | 24021?) + [YY | 2rer ZH |X4, [2042 e622)

€aA n |af2

This program uses Eqs. (1-6.14) and (1-6.16) to calculate the overall

noise voltage density.
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661 «BLA SELEOT OUTPUT IN dB & dBV 856 STOR store Re(Y:.+Y2) Re Y, _ |882 CF1 857 +Y calculate and store883

__

RIN 858 RCLS Im(Y, + Yo):884 #LBLE SELEOT OUTPUT IN RATIO 859 RCL8885 SF! AND VOLTS 860 2 caloulate nye,886 RIN 861 x
~ 887LBLLOAD AMPLIFIER INPUT DURRENT 852  RCLE888

_

P*S NOISE DENSITY INA/VHz __ 863 x
883  F3? if numeric entry, jump to 864 te816 GT08 _ storage routine__| 865 RCLE caloulate VL)011 RCLE recallpresentlystored valus 866  RCL4
812 PS hamp +o print and space 867 x
13_ 6702 routine 868 1/8
14 xLBLB store entered value of I. = a TT ToTTTT815 STOR and return control to gra sop Tomend store Im(Yy+ 5) |816 Fis keyboard 871 RCLA817 RTH 72___sp_t8ke Iy + Yp to polar

Ee

 —

eeu)

ae Sm SE en = —— my Sn ow — pu618 #(BLD LOAD AMPLIFIER INPUT VOLTAGE 873 RCLE calculate and stores819 F37°~NOISEDENSITY INV/VHz' _ | 874 x2 YsA20 6708 if numeric entry,jump 875 RCL6
LH _XecallpresentlystoredFal ev =$22 %LBLZ print and space routine 877 ste823 PRTX 878 X form and store lyz|.024 $PC 079 pac [esl fry + vg825 RTH return control to keyboard ese STO?
26 #LBL8 store entered value of e, ag P28 —_—827 S109 682 ~ ROLE  Im(YieYosYz)_Im(YieYo)828 RTH, return control to keyboard 883 RCLA calculate Re pt hn823 #LBLE 10AD ANALYSISFREQ&START. _ 884 RCLC30F37 Tif numeric entry, store it fy einerIied———]@31 stor_o_o] +P32 RCL] _recall present storedfreg

.

| gs7

_

grop om and store YieYpeys |833 CSB _if flag. O, space_ _ _ _ __ — 888 RCLE form |v]. [v,+Y.+Y3 ENTE 889 x2 | |For 383s + form and store we2mf 890 X836 Pi 891 RCL?
837 Xx

892 ee—te omom038 STOE _ _ _ _ _ __ 893 RR _formRe4Tm(Y4(TieYoe¥s)) _ _|833 RCLZ oon wl 4 RCLA form Re(Y5(¥y+Y2)) ’840

x

C70 "Tsems 895 RCLC
841  RCLE 896 X Sommmm=mm842  RCL1 as? + orm Re A‘ form 1/(a mmT= = ——- -
9473 x orm 1/(40gens) 898 XY form Tm(Y5(Y,+Y2))

844

tex 899 RCLRB
845 - Im 2=ols-4/(w0g) 188 RCLC
#46 RCL X fom=——@47 RCLI Re 2, = R, + 182 t _lomImaeg4tetFert 183 5p form[a] TT" ~T TT]849 #P _ convert rectangulartp polar 184 RCLE form and store n/’yase 17% 165 z
g51 _srop formond store|r|i 186 1%
852 . er sroa53 CHS finlsh complex inverse, 108 RCLD form t Y

- and return output in 113854 HY dinat 189 RCLC855 IR rectangular co-ordinates 118 x

REGISTERS
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feo 6581

111 ST calculate and store: 167 PS calculate and output the
113 stop Iw] =n Inasl/ jal 168 RCL8 voltage noise density

114

€SBIprintAw or 20-losA.| 169 PS oaused by the amplifier
113esleBprint iyor 20.18Ae oT 178 RCLB input current noise density115 pa initialize 3 V< register 171 X acting on the equivalent

18 01 172 RCLE oircuit impedance117 8701 173 x

1sFee=5c TA eTas 0 15 Bet —= == 174 6SBL
[—o8s _spageAf flag 0 18set

175

C37 “space if Flag 0 isset. _ |128 1 form and store 4¢T

76

F3%- _—— = -

123 ‘ 177 RCL! recall and output the RSS
122 ¢ 178  P¥S of all the above neise
123 1 179 {1% voltage densities24 7 180 CSBL ( VSVZ)125 4 181  GSB3
ze ® 182 £703
127 EEX 183 *LPLI output subroutine:
128 CHS 184  X2 storeTVog 2 185 PS
138 o 186 STH131 st08_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______| re
132 RCLA caloulate and output: 188 LSIX recall v _ _ _ _ _ __ _|
133 RCL3 KT(Rg + Rpyi ) 189 FI? “if Tlag 1, output voltage134 + which is the transformer 198 E6T01 ip engineeringformat __

135 X

=

primary resistance and 191 FIX flag 1 is cleared: output136 {8 sensor resistance thermal 192 DSPI 20 log V in fix 1 format
137 RCLD voltage noise density 193 LOG
13 X 194 2133 ese_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ] 195 8148 RCL oaloulate and output: 196 x
141 ROLE |Y5(Yye¥o)/a | VEKTR,qq 197 RND
12 7, vhich is the transformer 198 e102
: 44 ReLg Pecondary resistance thermal 133 xLBL1
145 ; Voltage noise density pr rons

146 Pes 282 #LBL2 print-R/S subroutine147 ReL2 283 Fa? .
148 pg 284  PRTX149 x

285 Fa?158 RCLA 286 RIN
151 x

287 R-S152 esgL— 288 RTN
133 RCLE calculate and output: 289 ¥LBL3 ppace Af flag O subroutine154 RCL? S18 Fao
155 2 Ta | Yu11+Y03) » ViKTR,, 211 SPC
156 212 RINwhich is the thermal noise el - T
pd REL voltage density due to the 213 HEL print

-

R/S toggle
159 RcLa o@plifier input resistance 215 2 a "0" displayed indicates

166 RCLE 216 RTN R/S mode selected
161 x 217 #LBla
162 STOE

218 SFa
163 x 219 1 a M1" displayed indicates
164 6SBL _ _ _ ___ __ _ ___ __ ___J 220 RTH print mode selected165 RCL? recall and output the

amplifier noise voltage dens —
LABELS I z > FLAGS SET STATUS

16 T T D = E 1npu DISP"select dB|° Iipeey | load I, [Plead 5, [Ginpuf R/S, prt FLAGS- TRIG
a b ¢ d @ 'dp/ linean oB DEG H FIX

: m

|

GRAD scllocal 1bl|' output |?print R/s[?spc if FO|* ¢ : BAD ENG
5 6 7 8 ® “date entry 3 n      

 

    





Part 2

FILTER DESIGN





PROGRAM 2-1 BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV FILTER ORDER CALCULATION.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program calculates the minimum filter order required to meet

gpecifications for maximum passband attenuation (App) and minimum stop-

band attenuation (as) for the Butterworth or Chebyshev filter approxi-

mations. A second part of the program calculates the stopband-Lto-passband

frequency ratio, A, if the filter order and type are given. Furthermore,

a third part of the program predicts the stopband attenuation if n, A,

Apns and the filter order are provided.

Figures 2-1.1 and 2-1.2 are nomographs adapted from Kawakami [34],

and can prove useful to rough out the problem and provide tradeoffs.

Once the desired parameters have been estimated, this program may be

used to fine-tune the results.

Equation (2.1,1) is the analytic expression for the Butterworth am-

plitude response characteristic.

AZ -1= (ap? - 1)" (2-1.1)

where

a? = jo ean (2-1.2)

and

A, = TRE (2-1.3)

The quantities A and A are ratlos greater than one (it is the con-

vention to express attenuation as positive decibels).

Equations (2-1.1), (2-1.2), and (2-1.3) can be used to find expres-

sions for As A, or n:
dB’

129
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= 2 2nAsp = 10 + log [(A2 - 1322" +1] (2.1-4)

(2-1.5)

(2-1.6)

 

Equation (2-1.7) is the analytic expression for the Chebyshev

amplitude characteristic where AZ and Az are defined by Eqs. (2-1.2)

and (2-1.3). Equation (2-1.7) can also yield expressions for Asp> As

or n:

2-1 = (a2 -1)[cosh (u cosh™'3)J? (2-1.7)

Asp = 10 - log [a2 - 1)(cosh (n - cosh” 1a) 2+ 1 (2-1.8)

(2-1.9)

 

(2-1.10)
cosh”? A

A certain degree of similarity can be noticed between the Butter-

worth and Chebyshev equations. Keeping in mind that ln and exp are

complementary operations as are cosh and cosh™!, and noticing that a

can be expressed as exp (x « In y), then replacing 1n with cosh and

exp with cosh”? will convert the Butterworth formulas to the Chebyshev
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formulas. This technique is used by this program where flag 1 indicates

the function to be used (set for Butterworth).

A separate subprogram is also included to aid in the specification

of bandpass or bandstop filters. The characteristics of these filters

are symmetrical when plotted on logarithmic frequency scales (log paper).

This characteristic implies geometric symmetry of the various defining

frequencies (-3dB, etc.) about the filter center frequency, i.e., the

center frequency is the square root of the product of similar response

frequencies located above and below the center frequency.

To use the bandstop and bandpass programs in this section, the fil-

ter center frequency (£,)) and bandwidth (BW) are needed, however, when

specifying the filter initially, the bandedge frequencies may be of

greater interest. The separate subprogram provides the conversion

between center frequency and bandwidth, and upper and lower bandedge fre-

quencies (f,
pr

frequencies" in the present context means a pair of frequencies (one on

and SP and vice-versa. The definition of "bandedge

either side of the center frequency) where the filter attenuation is

the same, i.e., -0.01 dB, -3 dB, -60 dB, etc.

To convert from center frequency and bandwidth to upper and lower

bandedge frequencies, Eqs. (2-1.11) and (2-1.12) apply.

= Tr 2 2 -fpr (BW/2) + J(sa/2) + £, (2-1.11)

= 2 -fur (f, MEor (2-1.12)

To do the reverse conversion, i.e., to go from upper and lower bandedge

frequencies to center frequency and bandwidth, Eqs. (2-1.13) and

(2-1.14) apply.

f= (£ _)(£0 upr wr) (2-1.13)

1BW f _-f (2-1.14)
upr lwr

In the case of a bandpass or bandstop filter, the stopband-to-

passband frequency ratio, A, still holds. The user should remember to

use bandwidths, and not bandedge frequencies. This is an easy trap to

fall into since bandedge frequencies and bandwidths can be one and the

same for lowpass filters.
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User Instructions

TER ORDER CALCULATION
    

Chebyshev [print R/S BW{fo —
fupr,flwr

Tuprtfivr
> To, BW
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATEONS KEYS DATANITS

l load program card (either side)

2 select print (HP-97), or R/S (HP-67) option (ello [1 (print)
(e1 0 (rs)

file] 1

3 Select filter type:

Butterworth [A]
Chebyshev Ea [(B]

|4| Loadthemaximumpassband attenuation in dB Apgg LA]

5 load the minimum stopband attenuation in dB Asgp (B_|

6 To find filter order, n, given the frequency |

ratio, A, load A A [D| n

7 To find the frequency ratio, \, given the

filter order, n: load n(n must be integer) n [oc| x

8 After finding n, to find As (dB) given XA
a) perform step 7 to store n

b) load A 2 [E |Aegn

Step &b may be repeated with other
values of A without having to repeat ]

step 8a,

9 A separate program section to aid with

bandpass filter selection, enter bandwidth and

center frequency and calculate the upper and

lover bandedge frequencies, or vice-versa

load bandwidth (for any dB down points) BW, Hz

load center frequency fq, HZ [0] |fupr. Hz

fine, Hz
load upper bandedge frequency fupr, Hz [ENT ]

load lower bandedge frequency f1wrs Hz LE] fo,Hz |
BW, Hz
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NORMALIZED CUTOFF FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER;

Figure 2-1.1 Butterworth filter nomograph.

AZ -1=(A7- AZ",
Adapted from Kewekami [34]
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Figure 2-1,2 Chebyshev filter nomograph.

2 21 = 2 _ . -1A, l= (A, 1) {cosh (n cosh MN}

Adapted from Kawakemi [34]
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How to Use the Nomographs

 

 

 

      

Apgp Asgp

n

nl

P5
73

|] P2
th /

o

Pa

Figure 2-1.3 Nomograph use.

Pl and P2 are the required passband and stopband attenuation, P3 is

a turning point, P4 represents the ratio between the frequencies where

the stopband attenuation and the passband attenuation are specified, and

P5 represents the required filter order, n.

Since n must be an integer, and P5 will generally lie between two

integral numbers, always choose the larger of the two integers. Further-

more, if any of the narrowband approximations to bandpass filters are

going to be generated, and Chebyshev response is specified, n must be an

odd integer. This requirement occurs as even ordered Chebyshev filters

have unequal termination resistances, and the narrowband bandpass ap-

proximations require equal termination resistances.

These nomographs are also contained in Zverev, however, the two

vertical scales appear to be misregistered slightly, and in some appli-

cations will give inaccurate results.

These nomographs may also be used in other ways. If the filter or-

der is known, then the filter response may be predicted. In this case,

P5 would lie directly on one of the filter order lines, XA and Pl, or P2

are the input variables, with P2, or Pl being the output quantity.
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Example 2-1.1 Highpass filter

A Butterworth filter is to pass 20 kHz and higher with 3 gp or lessattenuation, and reject 10 kHz and lower with at least 40 dB of attenu-ation. Find the minimum filter order to meet these specifications,

select Butterwor th> load Ap
46 load AsE
Z load A =" (20 kHz)/(10 kHz) = 2, & calculate n

 

0 n filter order, n (use n = 7)

Example 2-1.2 Bandpass filter

A Chebyshev bandpass filter is centered at 100 kHz (center fre-quency is not a parameter of the filter order calculation). Frequenciesin a 20 kHz passband (geometrically centered about the center frequency)must be passed with 0.5 dB attenuation or less, and frequencies outsidea 40 kHz bandwidth (again geometrically centered) must be rejected withat least 40 dB attenuation. Find the minimum filter order to meetthese requirements.

fe select Chebyshev
* «581 load passband ripple in dB (Ap

5

E
E
N

Sev8 es
3)9€. 88 SSBF load minimum stopband attenuation in dB (As dB)£.88 SSBC load ) = (40 kHz)/(20 kHz) = 2, and calculate n4.82 xv filter order,n (use n = 5 ag smallest integer

value to meet specs)

Example 2~1.3 Bandstop example

A maximally flat (Butterworth) bandstop filter is centered at20 kHz. Frequencies lying outside a 10 kHz band geometrically centeredon the center frequency should be attenuated by 3 dB or less. Fre-quencies inside a band of 1 kHz geometrically centered on the center fre-quency should be attenuated by at least 60 dB. Find the minimum filterorder meeting these specifications.
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select Butterworth

load Apgp
load Asgyp

load A» = (10 kHz)/(1 kHz) = 10 & calculate n
filter order required

display 4 figures past the decimal point
the filter order required is greater than 3

enter filter order of exactly three & calc. A
A where filter is 60 dB down

enter A and calculate Asp
A =Sa at A 10

 

This bandstop example shows other features of this program. Given n, the

ratio, A , where Ag is met is calculated, and alternately, given A, Ag

fer this ratio is calculated.

As an aside, Butterworth filters are not exactly three dB down at

the bandedge, but are 10 . logjio 2 = 3.010299957 dB. If this number

had been entered for Ans the calculated filter order would have been

three (to seven significant figures).

Example 2-1.4 Lowpass filter

Find the frequency where a 2 dB ripple, 7th order Chebyshev lowpass

filter will be 60 dB down when the cutoff (-2dB) frequency is 1000 Hz.

select Chebyshev
load Apg4p, the passband ripple
load Asgp, the minimum stopband rejection
load the filter order, n, and calculate A

A to meet above requirements

 

- cutoff frequency of filter times A
»t+¥ frequency where the filter is 60 dB down
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8! ¥LELA LOAD Apgp 837 ¥LBLD LOAD A AND GALOULATE n—a87  GSER 838 S704
| e83 sT01 store AZ - 1 639 RCL2
84 ETH B48 RCL! calculate k
605 ¥LBLB [0AD Asgp a4d1 :

886. 5588 642
b 867 ST02 store a2 -1 843 F1? jump if Butterworth 7888 RIN 844 6703°C|
807 LBL? subroutine to convert dB to 845 GSR?818 EEX (magnitude)? - 1 846 RCL4ali | (mag ) 84> cope TOT hebyshevs
aig : 48 3 cosh™ k
013 18% 849 £T03 cosh=1p14 EEX ese crs

4 ais - #51 BLY TTT TTT

TTT

TTTsss816

_

RIN #52 LN817 #LELC LOAD n, THE FILTER ORDER 853 ReLg oF Butterworth818  ST0Z AND CALCULATE & és¢ LN, Ink819  RCL2 AZ = 1 #55 2 In A#28 RCL1 calculate k =,[ -2 T 856 §T03
621 3 A - 857

_

6108
922 nLem 838 ¥LBLE LOAD A AND CALCULATE Asgp823 1 : Tn AfPutbarcots “7624 gro3 ITPAf Buttervorth| 660 grog IMP ifButterworth825 GSB2 caloulate cosh k 61 ¢esg2

CTTT

TTT TTT

az27 2 863 x -1822 £SB1 cale A =cosh~l(-teosh k) B64 6581 q = cosh(necosh™ 1 )
829 5704 06s 6r04 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______838_ GT08 goto the print/stop routine | 66 ¥LBL3 ‘Por Butterworth:|031 ¥LBL3 calculate XA for Butterworth 067 RCL3 q= (A)2
a32 RCL2 868 A]833 1X 1 863 #LBL4 common part for Buttr & Oheba34 yx Aa (kn are xe
835 ST04 871 ROLY
B36  6T08 872 x Ban = 10. 2 _1)q?.873 ex 1°48 10+log((Ap=1)q7.1)

a74 +
875s LOG
876 EEX
877 1
678 x
879  GT08

REGISTERS = 5
4 6 70 'H-1 fio [on »

S0 Si s2 53 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9

A PF Cc o E 1      
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828 #LBL! cosh Xx subroutine 112 #lBLJ BANDPASS: enter BW! f, and
asl eX 114 X2 calculate f and
882 ENT x ex 115 s708 wpe Pwr
B83 1/8 cosh x =——2F°¢&_ 116 2
884 + 2 117 2
#85 2 118 2
#86 £ 119 ENTt 5 = .

888 LBL? cosh-! x subroutine 121 RCLS upr 2) 2 °

a8  ENTt 122 +
age x2 123 %
as! EEX 124 +
892 - . 125 ENTt £10 = (F Y2/e
a93 IX - . a] —~——126 GSR9 wr = \to/ /iyprno4 \ cosh™ x In(x + |x ) 155 ROLE

895 LN 128 s2y _ 2
896 RIN 129 Lo Pops (£0)/fupy
#97 #LBLa SELECT BUTTERWORTH —138 GTO

#98  SFi [37 #[Ple BANDPASS: enter Ty. & fiup
899 RIN 132 S705 calculate f, and BN
168 LBL SELECT CHEBYSHEV 137 sy
181 CF! 134 8706
182 RN 135 Xf a 2
107_#LBLc SELECT PRINT OR R/S ] 132 ax of ((fupr) (fy)
184 FB? s00 19 flag O is set 137 GSBY
~1856703ER- =e-2_————— 138 ROLE
186 SF8 ] 139 RLS BW fpr = fur
i187 1 set flag 0 to indicate print 148 -

188 RTH —=—14] xLBL3 print or R/S subroutine
Le189 sLRLZ y 147  GSBR9 |

118  [F8 olear flag 1 to indicate R/S 143 FA? 2p mio a eno. TTT

8 1agpgMTTIRE 0s omRce
112 RN 145 RIN

146 MEL _a__
147
146£T09.Togrr flag 0, gotoprint|
1 R/SfiersRIN flag O not set, R/S

L451 «iBLO
152 FRTY
153 RIN

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

"ho ap IAs gp Coen Pan [Fa-hs ds print? riacs TRIG DISP
sel sot BW —= 1 =-={SERS cmeemt rem cm cor omerm0cm wowmna © b "debi. d TotBW © Buttr - USERS CHOICE 5%

%dp~| “1 'oosh x [?cosh! x |° 4 2 ; | GRAD | on
5 7 8 print& 9 print 3 3 n     





PROGRAM 2-2 BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV FILTER
FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND GROUP DELAY.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program calculates the frequency response (magnitude in dB and

phase in degrees) and the un-normalized group delay in seconds for the

Butterworth or Chebyshev all pole filter approximations. The response

may be in lowpass, highpass, bandpass, or bandstop form (the lowpass and

highpass responses are special cases of the bandpass and bandstop

responses respectively in that the center frequency is zero). Both

single frequency analysis and frequency sweeps may be done. The sweep

can be linear using an additive increment, or logarithmic using a multi-

plicative increment.

The actual analysis routine that is buried within the program

analyzes a normalized lowpass filter. The input data is normalized and

transformed as required to place it in normalized lowpass form. The

phase and gain response (frequency response) of the normalized lowpass

filter is the same as the original filter type before transformation;

hence, no reverse transformation is necessary for output. The group

delay is the rate of change of phase with respect to frequency (deriva-

tive of the phase function) and is affected by the transformation to

normalized lowpass form, therefore, an output transformation from the

normalized lowpass group delay is required.

The logarithm of the normalized lowpass filter transmission

function, T(jf) is composed of two components, the attenuation, a, and

the phase, b. As a complex number, these two components represent the

constant, g:

_ KR
T(3Q) = |Ga (2.2.1)

g = In(T(jR)) = a + jb (2-2.2)

2 = Fw) (2-2.3)

w = 2%f (2-2.4)

141
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where F(w) represents the transformation to normalized lowpass, and %
and w, are the pole locations of the Butterworth or Chebyshev normalizeag
lowpass transfer function (see the equation derivation section following
the examples for pole location details),

The group delay of the normalized lowpass filter is the derivative
of the phase function, b, taken with respect to radian frequency:

n - 0
b = > an2 (2-2.5)k = k

db 2 |o i |T = — = —_— (2-2.6)hor 40 z 1 02+ (uw, -Q)2

The group delay is denormalized by multiplying the normalized group de-~
lay, Eq. (2-2.6), by the derivative of the transformation function, Eq.
(2~2.3), taken with respect to the un-normalized radian frequency, w.

dQT = T . —
(2-2.7)8 Bnor do

The transform functions for the bandpass and lowpass cases are:

1 £ 2Oo

Rp = a £ - = (2-2.8)
dq £2P_ 1 0

-
To TE [2 te | (2-2.9)

where "BW" and "EL" are the bandwidth and center frequency of the band-
pass filter in hertz, and "f" is the frequency to be transformed (in
hertz), The center frequency is zero for the lowpass case,

The transform functions for the bandstop and highpass cases are:

= 1 _ BWfae = . —5z (2.2.10)
0f - <

  

aq £2 4+ £2
I ° | (2-2.11)2 _ 232(£ £2)
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The definitions of the terms are the same as above, and the highpass case

has zero center frequency also.

The program uses Eqs. (2-2.8) and 2-2.10) to transform the input

data to normalized lowpass, and then evaluates Eqs. (2-2.1) and (2-2.6) to

obtain the frequency response and normalized lowpass group delay. The

group delay is denormalized using Eqs. (2-2.9) or(2-2.11), and the fre-

quency response and group delay are printed (HP-97 only) and displayed.
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User Instructions

 

OHEBYSHEV FILTER GROUP DELAY

 

  
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

$4 Cs n{DBR HP: fy BPs BW[f, logs 1 fgtartfaf Pp

: start ingle f'reBs n LPs £, BS: BWif, Sven esl vel s

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DTS

1 Load both sides of magnetic card

2 a) if Butterworth, enter filter order n A

b) if Chebyshev;

enter passband ripple in dB DBR [ENT

enter filter order n f A

5 Select filter type and enter characteristics

a) if lowpass: enter cutoff frequency* BW, Hz B

b)} if highpass: enter cutoff frequency* BW, Hz (es 1B|

¢) if bandstop:

enter bandwidth** BW, Hz [ENT]
enter center frequency fo, Hz 0

d) if bandpass:

enter bandwidth** BW, Hz ENTH|
enter center frequency f,, Hz [£ J[o

4 If sweep of frequencies is desired:

a) select linear or logarithmic sweep (toggle) [(f[Dp| 0

[2] 1
[£ 1p 0

b) enter sweep starting frequency in hertz fotart ENT}
¢) enter frequency increment: f [E

if linear sweep, the increment is

additive; if logarithmic, the

increment is multiplicative,

d) start sweep Dp | f, Hz

loss dB

phase, dega

|_§aiay2ec)

5 for analysis at a single frequency f, Hz LE | |analysis|
above

NOTE (* & **) rrr 

The LP & HP cutoff frequency and the
 

BP & BS bandwidth are defined as the
 

=3dB point for Butterworth, and the -DBR
   point for Chebyshev      
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Exemple 2=2.1

145

Calculate the amplitude, phase, and group delay characteristics of

8 third order, 1 dB ripple Ohebyshev bandpass filter with 1000 Hz

bandwidth and 10000 Hz center frequency.

from 8000 Hz to 12000 Hz in linear increments of 100 Hz.
Calculate these characteristics
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2, 600+87
~-45. 84+88
-257. 1+86
21.23-68

5. 3B+ES

-J6, 13+68

-254.9+6@

Fb. 17-Be

8. 400+63
-35, 31 +8
~253. 3+8E
34,53-66

3. 9
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-231
a.ca
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8. 660+83
-34, 30+08
-250. 4+86
45, 58-as

8. 780+63
-32. 67+86
-246. 5+
£5, 52-66

T
h

B.868+83
-29, 66+86
246. 3+86
£6. 11-86

8. 9Be+83
-2r7.81+68
-243. c+86
8a. 24-86

4, 188+83
-28, rIthE
-235. 4+86
151. 2-86
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}20a+83

LS8+EG

1
to
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e
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3. 1-86

9.586+83
-1.466+8E
-166.9+00
1.43@-63

9. 608+83
-82. 88-62
-183. 8+88
1.189-83

9. 8A6+63
-9@2, 1-63
-52.73+86
648. 4-086

2 S@a+a3

16, 8@+@2
8. Bab+ei
8. a80+08
242. 3-be

168. 18+83
-345.5-83
-27.82+00
red. 6-86

168. 28+83
-£34. 2-83
-51.87+@08
624, 7-86

18.46+63
ga -195.3-63

Eg -163,5+88
1.68e-83

16. 56+83
-654, 3-83
-148, 3+66
1.371-63

16. 66+83
-4,%04+88
-188. 4+60
844. 2-66

18. Fe+83
 -9, 967+88

-211.4+88&

432. 4-86

18.808+63
-14.36+88
-223. 3+86
233.9-8e

18.58+83
-17.34+08
-238, 8+80
168. 4-86
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11.16+83
-23.75+00
-239. 7+88
az, 14-06

11,28+83

-26,20+86

-242. 6+06A

7. 86--86

11.38+83
-28. 38+8E
-245. 8+a@
549. 35-08

11.48+83
-30. 35+68
~247. B+08
45.47-86

11.58+83
~32. 17+66
-248, G+@@
41. 54-86

11.08+83
-33. 85+4é
-250. +84
36. 88-06

11.78+63
-35.42+00
-251.2+88
31.41-86

11.8@+83
-J6.87+68
-292. 3+0¢
27. 62-86

11.98+83

~38. 24+08

-253.2+88

24,58-86

12.88+83
-39.53+86
-254.8+08
21.89-8¢

frequency

20 Logi Hyun!
% H(jw), deg
Tq ; sec
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Equations Used and Pole Locations

Butterworth pole locations: The pole locations of a normalized lowpass

Butterworth filter lie on a circle in the complex plane. 0dd ordered

filters have a real pole plus complex conjugate pairs. Even order fil

ters have only complex conjugate pairs. No poles ever lie directly on

the jw axis. Figure 2~2.1 shows the pole locations for a 5th order

normalized Butterworth lowpass filter, and Eqs. (2-2.12) and (2-2.13)

show the generalized pole locations.

+

2)
»

Figure 2-2.1 Butterworth pole locations.

 
Pole locations:

= _ gin(2k —1 —Real part, 9 = sta on ) (2-2,12)

Imag part, uw, = cos (252+) (2-2.13)

k=1, 2, ser 3 1

(trig argument is in radians)

The attenuation of the normalized Butterworth lowpass filter is

3 dB at w = 1. At other frequencies, the attenuation in dB is

expressed by:

2nAjp = 10 log (1 + wu) (2-2.14)
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As shown by this equation, the attenuation monotonically increases as

frequency increases. Figure 2-2.2 shows the general shape of the Butter-

worth response,

0dB ——o oo—1

   
AB F — — — — — =

 
I

|
| w

0 1

Figure 2—-2.,2 Normalized Butterworth amplitude response.

Chebyshev pole locations: The normalized lowpass pole locations of a

Chebyshev lowpass filter lie on an ellipse with major axis dimension

cosh a, and minor axis dimension sinh a where a is defined by:

a= 1/a sinh”l(1/¢) (2~2.15)

The parameter e¢ is related to the passband ripple in dB by:

e = (107158 _ 1) (2-2.16)

Using these quantities, the real and imaginary parts of the pole loca-

tions are given by Eqs. (2-2.17) and (2-2.18). Figure 2-2.3 shows the

pole locations for a fifth order Chebyshev filter.

 

=1
Real part, OG = = (sinh a) (sin 2k m) (2-22.17)

Imag part = (cosh a) (cos 2-1 mT) {(2-2.18)
> By n

k=1, 2, +o , 1

(trig argument is in radiams)
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bw

 
Figure 2-2.3 Chebyshev pole locations {5th order).

The passband edge of a Chebyshev filter is defined as the highest

frequency where the response is €

_,

down: Remember, the Chebyshevds
passband response oscillates within a band of € Fourth and fifthoT dB’
order Chebyshev responses are shown in Fig. 2~2,4,

 
 

 

Figure 2-2.4 Chebyshev normalized lowpass filter responses.

The normalized frequency where the Chebyshev filter response is

3 dB down is given by the expression:

= JL =. -£348 = cosh { .- cosh &} (2-2.19)

Comparing the equations that define the pole locations for the

Butterworth and Chebyshev fiiters, one will notice that the only dif-

ference is the Chebyshev poles are modified by hyperbolic functions.

If the sinh a and cosh a functions are defined to be unity, then the
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Chebyshev equations become the Butterworth equations. This technique

is used in the program. Chebyshev poles are always calculated; how~

ever, if Butterworth response is selected, the hyperbolic functions are

not calculated, but are set equal to one in register storage.

Another difference between Butterworth and Chebyshev filters lies

in the definition of the bandedge. Butterworth response is 3 dB down at

the bandedge, and Chebyshev response is & 3 down at the bandedge where
d

€., 1s the passband ripple in dB. Flag 1 is used to indicate the filter
dB
type, and is set for Butterworth. When the pole locations are calculated,

flag 1 is tested to see what equatien, if any, is to be used to convert

the given passband edge frequency into the appropriate frequeney for the

filter type being used.
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22 Program Listing 1
#6! «LELY LOAD BUTTERWORTH FILTER ORDER 855 LBLC LOAD BW AND f£, FOR BANDSTOP
B82 5T0! store n 896 SFe
g83 EEX —857 E701
864  5T0S gosh= 1 for Butterworth [ ¥LBLc LOAD BW AND £ FOR BANDPASS
885  STOE ginh=1 " gs9 cra ___ _ __ €°e
605 RCLI recall n to display 866 *LBL1 TT
a67 RTH 861 X2 ala & store £2
665 XLBLo LOAD OHEB ORDER AND DB RIPPLE 862 sop090&swrele
683 STOC store dBripple— _~~7] 863 Ré 7
ale RY 864  5T03 store bandwidth
811 5T01 store n #65  RTN
812  RCLC caloulate epsilon, ¢ B66 XLBLD OTART GWEEP —
#13 EEY 867 SPC
14 1 € = Jro2t hm Lg =B68 LBLF
15 3 869  RCLS8
gle 1ox FR PRTY
R17 EEX @71  GSBE
81a - 872 RCLS
§19 Is a73 FI?
62 1-X caleulate sinh~1({1/;) 6TOYoo]
821  ENTt 873 5T+8 linear sweep increment
22 x2 JE: BT0?oo]
#23 EEX  ~677 &LBLI
a24 + arg STxe log sweep increment
azs Is gre GTO7
B26 + 888 ¥LBFLd SELECTLIN/LOG SWEEP
@27  RCLI Ld aa1 Five
aa 1.x coloulate sinh(T-sinh (£) —882 GTO!
az9 yx 883 SFI
@38 ENT? sinh™ x = ln(x+{@+T) ged EEX
831 ENT? i, Lin x #55 RTH
832  ENTt Yi's e” L 836 LBL!
833 1% XX ae? CFI
@34 - sinh x = £E=FE 888 CL
835 5To¢ 2 885 RTH
a3 calculate cosh (4 sinh(£)) aoe HLELe LOAD SWEEP £4 AND Af
oi oa X, -X -

638 + cosh x = £€+€ 892 Ri
835 STO 2 A933  5TOS
#40 z 894 RIN
841 §T=5
842 STz6
843 RIN _
644  ¥LBLE LOAD f, FOR LOWPASS CASE
ads CFe
846 570!
re ¥LBLb [OAD f£, FOR HIGHPASS OASE

048  SFe
849 xiBLl
#58 5T02 storefo__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
é51 LLY £5 =0 for lowpass and
#832 5TO0Z2 _ _ highpasscasesi
857 RCL3
854  RTN

REGISTERS

Boquency| [| £2 [banawiaty' ¢ > cosh sinh |" 5 delay [TT30s[5 phase
50 St S52 53 S54 55 S6 s7 S8 S9

A Sh ow2 © Apax © Af fF nn ! index      
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  
 

        

) 522 Program Listing 11
895 ¥LBLE _ LOAD ANALYSIS FREQUENCY | 147 FoLA ]
|g grad CC TTT TTT TT TT 148 x2 form in Rg:
A37  RCL2 store frequency and form: 149  RCLE

#33 RCL4 15@ xe bor + wi
a39 z 4 £2 151 + [Ts 2 2
108 - Q =u f- Lf 152 stxekil oy +4 (wy-2)”
a1 RCLZ 1570821" "decrement k and test
182 elated tates tel ite 154 LTO for loopexit
183 F8? if bandstop, -L —» Qu 155 RCL7
184 poy CTa] 156 Pi Ty
185 ABS store |< 157 ENTt+ calculate: 22
186 STOE  _mm] 158 +
187 ROL! 158 :
188 STO] initialize loops 168 RCL3
188 OLX n= RT 161 FB? jump if highpass
11@  eTO7 S,=0 162 ET08 _or bandstop_ __ __ _ _ _ _|
111 §To9 Tre =1 163 2
112 EE¥ =, =0 164  RCL2
17 sTos 165 RCL4 lowpass or bandpass 9

114 «LBLA 166 xe dw
[iis RCLI 167 = . \ £2) Ss,

116 ENT! 168 EEX = { + 2 ! —=1
17 + ga + £7) 2m Bw
118 EEX calculate angle: 178 x
119 - i71  BT09
128 RCL 2k =1) 72 wLBLR
121 = Bp = 0 { = 173 «x
122 2 {174 RCL4
123 2 175 x2 da
124 Hoa 17¢ RCL2 highpass or bandstop 7
125 EEX : 177 +
J26ag Shlevlete sin&&cos fy| 178 x 0) Bw
127 RCLS 179 RiL4 Tg = { fee = Za
128 x form and store wy 188 xe “te
12a STOR _ __ 181  RCLZ
138 ROLE _q 182 -
3 _ fom:wet. 183 xe

| 132 x2 184 femmam=
133 RCLE form end store oy 185 xLBLS
134 x 186  RCLE
138 STA,_meee 187 LOG calculate and print
138 +f 188 EEN amplitude response
137 ¥2 form and sum: 188 I in dp
138 RCLA 198 x
139 a Tk 191 PRTE oooeeema
148 z — 192 r+
141 ST+7 T+ (wy -A1) 133 RCL calculate and print

| T42 RCL CC TC TTT TTT TTT 194 FB? phase response in degrees
142: forms 1 195 CHS
144 STx8 op + (ww, -0n) 26 oemvmmm
145 X2¥ Nm——mmx(wez 197 Ri
146  5T+9 sum phase element 198 PRTX print group delay

mmm mmm mmm= 19a SPC
2 Nooe

A

= 5 LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
ER.Wo, IC : or -

0 ie: BS: awh {, |” sweer ELTgctf’ ser: woo ve FLAGS TRIG DISP
a CHemyRHeV b c d select 1 : a ON OFF

HP: fs BP: Bwil LOG Tom Swe ©Cras 4 Af es oe ¢ 0 Bn DEG BB FIX

2 3 4 2 1 un GRAD SCI

7 Weep START |B BS, HP 9 PrIvT 4 SPRes |G 2 RAD ENG ®
oUTPYT soagoUTINE 3 n  
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Suggested HP-67 program changes. The "print" command is used to

output data in the program listing. These print commands are located

at the following line numbers: 070, 191, 196, and 198, HP-67 users

may prefer either a "pause" or "R/S" command replacing the "print" com-

mand at the above line numbers. If the R/S change is made, the program

execution will stop at each data output point. To resume program execu-

tion, execute a "R/S" command from the keyboard.



PROGRAM 2-3 BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV LOWPASS NORMALIZED COEFFICIENTS.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program calculates the normalized (1 ohm, 1 radian/second cut-

off) element values for either the Butterworth (maximally flat) or Cheby-

shev (equal ripple passband) all pole lowpass filter approximations.

The filters can be either doubly terminated (resistors at both ends) or

singly terminated (driven from a voltage or current source, i.e., Rp ap-

proaches infinity). Because of duality, two filter topologies exist for

the ladder filter as shown in Fig. 2-3.1. These topologies are bilateral

and passive; therefore, the voltage source can be placed in series with

the left-hand termination resistor as shown, or in series with the right-

hand termination resistor. By proper selection of the filter topology

and input port designation, the singly terminated filter can be driven

from either a current or voltage source and resistively terminated, or

driven from a Thevenin (or Norton) equivalent source and terminated in

either a short or open circuit.

e
v 1.0

   

1.0

 

 

n even n odd

Figure 2-3.1 Lowpass ladder filter topologies.

153
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The search for explicit formulas for ladder filter element values

has extended over four decades. Bennett [ 7] provided the remarkedly

simple formula for equally terminated Butterworth filters in 1932,

Norton [39] provided the formulas for the open circuited Butterworth

case in 1937. Belevitch [ 5] published formulas for the doubly termi-

nated Chebyshev case in 1952. Orchard [40] gathered together this

previous work and provided the missing fourth formula set for the open

circuited Chebyshev case in 1953. Green [28] went on to generalize

these formulas for any ratio of resistive terminations in 1954. These

formulas had been numerically tested, but never formally proved. Doyle

[22] provided a "hammer and tongs" brute force proof for the Butterworth

case with arbitrary terminations. Meanwhile, in Japan, Takahasi[51],

had made an ingenious proof of the formulas for the arbitrarily termi-

nated Chebyshev case and extended it to the Butterworth case by a limit-

ing process. Takahasi published his independent work in 1951 (in Japa-

nese), but it was not discovered by the rest of the world until 1957.

Weinberg and Slepian [54] discuss Takahasi's results. Takahasi's

results can also be found in the back of Weinberg's book [53].

The recursion relations given by Eqs. (2-3.1) through (2-3.16) are

adapted from Takahasi., If the filter order is odd, the filter cam be

terminated by 1 ohm at one port and by any resistance 1 ohm or larger

at the other port. By using the dual topology, the termination resist-

ance can be any resistance 1 ohm or smaller (including 0 ohms). If

the filter is an even ordered Chebyshev design, then the first port

termination resistance must be larger than 1 ohm. The minimum value

of this termination resistance is given by Eq. (2-3.18).

Takahasi's recursion relationships:

A-s es
4
 

—1 1. = ro r+ (2-3.1)
FHL og (G2 nt-gne, +s?)Tr Tr Tr

where r=1,2, ... ,n~=1

g = A. sy (2-3.2)
Rp Gc -n)

5,= 2° s1n(T11) (2-3.3)

ey = ya cos(152) (2-3.4)
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For normalized lowpass Butterworth coefficients:

A=1

E=1

¢ _ I)

n= i——
Rp + 1

s 2:20

A=4

gE =F)

4 « v
n=F[l - fr

(1 + rp)?

l + £2, n even
v

1 , n odd

1
F(x) = u- —

u

u= = + x +1 l/n

eg? e2

€dBs/ 20
y=10 /

e2= y2_ 1

W_34p = cosh (3 conn” 2)

2

min y + 1, 1

 

n even y-1
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(2-3.5)

(2-3.6)

(2-3.7)

(2-3.8)

(2-3.9)

(2-3.10)

(2-3.11)

(2-3.12)

(2-3.13)

(2-3.14)

(2-3.15)

(2-3.16)

(2-3.17)

(2-3.18)
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When the termination ratio is neither 0, = , or as close as possible

to 1, there are more than one possible set of ladder element values for

the same filtering function. These alternate sets are synthesized by

realizing the reflection zeros in the RHP, or RHP-LHP alternating

rather than in the LHP. The closed form formulas realize the LHP re-

flection zero case. This realization generally results in a ladder fil-

ter with minimum sensitivity to component value changes. For a more

comprehensive discussion of reflection zeros and order of realizationm,

see Weinberg [53], chapter 13.

The program is set up to calculate the minimum termination resist~

ance, and if the value loaded by the user is less than the minimum, the

minimum value replaces the user loaded value.

When the termination resistance is allowed to approach infinity (or

0 using the dual topology), the filter only has one termination resistor,

and is called "singly terminated." These singly terminated filters are

used where it is inconvenient, or wasteful of power, to use the doubly

terminated filter. Because the loaded Q's of the resonant circuits be-

come higher as the unloaded end of the filter is approached, the singly

terminated design is more difficult to align.

Often, the LC filter is used as a basis for an active filter design

such as Szentirmai's leapfrog topology [48], Bruton's frequency de-~

pendent negative resistor (FDNR) approach [10], or Orchard and Shea-

hans' type 11 active simulation [42]. Using the doubly terminated LC

topologies for the active filter basis, will also mean that the active

filters will be less critical toward alignment.
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calculate

-€ gp Cheb

values

calculate

-34R Cheb

values

      
   

    

 
   

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DATAUNITS

mm! load both sides of magnetic card

2 Load filter order (n= 12 maximum) n [4] n

If the normalized lowpass prototype is

i to be transformed to bandpass types

6, 75 8, 9, 10, or 11, and Chebyshev
response 18 desired, the filter order

must be odd so the terminations will be

equal resistance,

3 Load the termination resistance desired Rp [B|

The termination resistance must be

l or larger, For terminations less

than 1 ohm (normalized) load the
reciprocal value and use the dual

topology. See note after step 7.

4 For Butterworth coeffieicnts Lc] Rp
space

2
g2

En
space

R=1

5 For Chebyshev coefficients that define a Edn [D| w._3 dB

filter that is —€ dB down at w=1 space

If even ordered Chebyshev has been Rp

selected, the minimum source resistance Space

is calculated and is used if the gy

resistance loaded in step 3 is smaller, 82

.
nm En

space 
Rp=1
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CONTINUED

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAONTS KEYS A

6 For Chebyshev coefficients that define a €4p LE “oe dB

filter that is 3 dB down at wW=1 space

The minimum source resistance comment Rp

for even ordered Chebyshev filters |space |

in step 5 also applies here, g

£2

&n
space

Rp, 1

1 Go back and repeat any step.
 

The last calculated coefficients will
 

be in storage for use by other programs
 

in this section,
 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes on termination resistance:
 

 

To enable the program to output coefficients
 

for the singly terminated case, load 10D
 

ohms for Rp if Chebyshev response is going
 

to be selected, or load 107 ohms if
 

Butterworth response is going to be selected.
 

Either one of these values 1s a reasonable
 

approximation to infinity when compared to
 

one ohm, The maximum termination resistance
 

in the Chebyshev case is limited to 10° ohms
 

because of a small difference between big
 

numbers problem. 102 ohms is a compromise
 

between an approximation to infinity and
 

the number of significant digits in the
 

coefficients. With 107 ohms, the answers
 

are significant to five places,
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Example 2-3.1

Find the normalized lowpass coefficients for a 4th order, % dB ripple

Chebyshev filter that is doubly terminated, and has the minimum termina-

tion resistance. The filter response should be 3 dB down at the pass-

band edge (w = 1) relative to the response at dec.

HP-97 printout

# load filter order
“Ef load termination resistance desired

ct enter passband ripple in dB and calculate
Chebyshev coefficients

i EOS END Ww9i4.655-63  #wx eq (output)

 

1.2846c+88 y+ minimum termination resistance allowed at port 1

 

F228, 243-83 ery 8g)
Z. SRE4G+aR go
1,38285 g3
IESSEI+86 san gy

1.8¢35C-88 %¥* port 2 termination resistance

 

 

Figure 2-3.2 One topology for normalized lowpass filter
(port ordering reversed).
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Example 2-3.2

Find the normalized lowpass coefficients for a 10th order Butter~
worth filter that is singly terminated.

HP-97 printout

load filter orderi€. esc
1.787 ¢3£f load termination resistance (use 10° for Chebyshev)3B calculate Butterworth coefficients

1.806¢0+83 +4» termination resistance at port 1

F4TAR aie  g
ined anv go

12i.vdd Aer gg

sEesral pay gy

CSIBESTAG wen gs

FEOFTOE ave gg
CCSSELTEE aay gy
rE..52-8 »r¥ gg

> ¥4d 29

I ian 210

~~ ay
1,08086v0L saw termination resistance at port 2

     
   

FEET
Figure 2-3.3 One form for normalized lowpass filter
(dual topology used).
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LOAD FILTER ORDER

Program Listing |
 

store filter order

calculate and store T/n

 

   LOAD DESIRED TERMINATION
REST STANCE

 

    

CALCULATE BUTTERWORTH COEFS

 

 

i
_(Re-4]"

n- Re+ 1 } Ra [

“jumparoundCheb setup |
CALCULATE =-3dB CHEBYSHEV
COEFFICIENTS

=
e

T
O
R

o
n
T
a

i
l
T
e

m
l
e
T
o
T
F
E
T
R

T
o

Ba
hy
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n
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4
U
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+

i=5E4
A a

s
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R
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T
a
R
D

Tr

O
E

C
f
C
f
0
M
1

T
y
0

B
l
a

   

CALCULATE ~ dB CHEBYSHEV

  

 
 

  

 

Rr,
byR

if filter order is even,
and Rp desired is less than

an? replace Rr desired

Tmin

calculate and store:

“348
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23 g 11 NOTE TRIG MODE
112 Pet ee rer
j« sTOR o_o _] ITE SFL Tp

115 GSBI printactualterminationR | il EEX LL”
11e i178 172 ¥LEL3 print and space subroutine
1i7 8T04 initialize registers 172 PRTX
112 EEX 174 SPC
113 1 i175 ETH

tee sll I7e MELY subroutine to finish g,
(27 ©Tg7 Fé B7=4io E70; Ios ils caloulation, store result,

24 5 186 PCL4

125 STU8 calculate and store: 1g; 57s4 ond setup g; for next
126 GSES 162 87T=d .
127 gTo2 the i83 Fa° iteration

123 ENT? gq -

A

28 184 x
25 F1% TT Re(E-n) 185 STO;
13& + 186 FRTY
131 §Tx4 if Chebyshev use A =4, 167 RTM
132 RCL? otherwi A=1 i ¥LBLE
33 RCLS otherwise use 123 R[Ls Subroutine to set flag 2

134 £SES 1548 Zz if filter order is odd

135_¥LBLI recursion loopstart __ __ _| 151 z
136 1521 increment registerindex | 182 FRC

37 RCL9 Sr,y, start g,., celculation 132 K#P%
Ig 5Tx4 134 SF2
135 EEX 155 Ry
1468 ST+§ 195 RTH
el Re . ppl aL subroutine to calculates
d= Loti r-a 0 pe

143 £Tx4 JER :
144 STARo_o _ rae IE 1
145 4 261 ENT F(x) = wu -
146 1? if Chebyshev, use A=4 2bz xe
147 STxd 0 __ _ __ ] 283 EEX

14% FELL? finish g calculation 264 +
145 Gea r+l 285 IH ~  [% Ya
158 xe 206 + u=yT te +1}
15: RCL? 287  GSB4
152 Ne 288 10%
153 FI7 add 8,2 if Chebyshev 288 -
154 + Zid RIN
155 RCL3 21! %LPL4 subroutine to calculates

156 XE 212 ROLE
157 + 213 17% If
i158 RLE 214 yx ()"=>=R«>Ry
158 RCLZ 215  ENT*
168 x 216 RTM
el kCLZ on or subroutine to calculate:
Ez X ia RCLY

162 ESBS_ 21% ¥ xq

164 EEX increment r fee z sam Zan (= = Rx
165 &T+7 — _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _d 221 *R
166 FCL7 222 STOE gq = 2 cos (22) - Rg

A 167  RCLe ‘test for loop exit 223 R4 n
leg sve 224 RIN NOTE TRIG MODE

i I LABELS = FLAGS SET STATUS
r U Wor -£ b |E - Cfilter ordar Ry cette carlance |eoetnoients | ~39B Cheb FLAGS TRIG DISP

- ° ‘ ‘ : "Chebyshev ON GT peg FIX
Oopstop | 1oopstart |~3a8jomp. [printésece|® ()n odd rumber| tM CRAD oi SCL
5 store - 6 SF2W¥ nodd [7 F(x) 8 Sq € Cq 9 3 2 n         



PROGRAM 2-4 NORMALIZED LOWPASS TO BANDSTOP, LOWPASS,

OR HIGHPASS LC LADDER TRANSFORMATIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program transforms the normalized lowpass coefficients (1 ohm,

1 radian/sec) into the frequency and impedance scaled lowpass, highpass,

or bandstop topologies. The normalized lowpass coefficients are obtained

from register storage and either must be loaded by the user (for other

than Butterworth and Chebyshev filters), or are generated and stored by

Program 2-3 for the Butterworth and Chebyshev approximations.

Every linear, passive, lumped, time-invariant, bilateral electrical

network has a dual topology. LC filters are a member of this class of

networks; hence, two electrically equivalent networks can be formed from

the transformation or scaling of the normalized lowpass structure. These

two forms are designated as form 1, and form 2 in the program. Having two

forms available provides the designer some relief from awkward component

values, or the opportunity to choose the minimum inductor topology.

The program is separated into three parts which share common sub-

routines. These sections are 1) de-normalization parameter input (band-

width, termination resistance level, and center frequency), 2) bandstop

denormalization and transformation, and 3) lowpass and highpass denormal-

ization and transformation. In analytical form, these transformations

are discussed next.

Lowpass filters: No transformation is necessary for converting

the normalized lowpass to the un-normalized lowpass filters. The nor-

malized lowpass values need only be scaled to the desired operating im~

pedance level and cutoff frequency. The object of the scaling procedure

is to end up with filter elements that have the same impedance ratios

to the termination resistance at the cutoff frequency as the normalized

filter has at 1 radian/second to 1 ohm. The mechanics of this scaling

procedure are:

163
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L, scaled = (L, normalized) * (R/(27 + BW)) (2=4.1)

C, scaled = (C, normalized) / (27 » BW . R) (2-4.2)

The normalized L's and C's are equal to the g's from Program 2-3,

and BW and R represent the cutoff frequency in Hz and the load resist~

ance in ohms respectively, Figure 2-4.1 shows the two forms of the low~

pass filter; either port can be designated as input, i.e., the input

voltage source can go in series with either termination resistor.

Ln

 

 

 

port 1

- Co n EVEN n ODD

FORM 1

Ly

Rg =R / R;
Cn R R

n EVEN n ODD

FORM 2

Figure 2-4,1 Two forms of lowpass filter.

Highpass filters: The highpass transformation is accom

plished by replacing s by 1/s. Since sinusoidal frequencies are of pri-

mary interest, s may be replaced by jw, or 1/s by -j/® Conceptually,

this operation is equivalent to replacing each normalized lowpass capa-

citor with an inductor and vice-versa. The normalized values of the

highpass elements are the reciprocals of the lowpass values, i.e., the

g's calculated in Program 2-3 become 1/g's when converted to normalized

highpass coefficients. Fig. 2-4.2 shows the two forms of the highpass

filter, and the element values are calculated using Eqs. (2-4.1) and

(2-4.2) with the normalized highpass coefficients. Either port can be

designated as the input as in the lowpass case (or in any other passive

LC case).
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——

> >
SR Ln 2 R

=" n even “n odd

FORM 1

Cn

Lin R R

- J neven n odd

FORM 2

Figure 2-4.2 Two forms of highpass filter.

The highpass transformation may also be applied analytically; for

example, the transformation is applied to the Butterworth normalized low-

pass magnitude response equation (Eq. (2-4.3)) to convert it to the nor-

malized highpass form (Eq. (2-4.4)).

1
A@)]| = —= (2=4.3)

LP 1 w

oR

la) | = om (2-4.4)
HP 1 + ©

For more information, see Weinberg [53]. Blinchikoff and Zverev [8]

also has an excellent discussion of transformations both conventional as

used herein, and unconventional to preserve LP transient characteristics.

Bandpass filters: The bandpass filter is a combination of a

highpass and a lowpass filter. The loaded Q, Q» of the filter is a

measure of the separation between the highpass and lowpass portions. To

accomplish the transformation from normalized lowpass to un-normalized

bandpass, s in the normalized lowpass expression is replaced by the

function of s shown in Eq. (2-4.5).

s = Q = + —2 | (2-4.5)

fo
Q = BW (2-4.6)

Where fs and BW are the center frequency and bandwidth in hertz.
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Conceptually, the lowpass elements are replaced with new elements

that exhibit the same impedance behavior at the bandpass filter center

frequency as did the original elements at dc. Ideal inductors have

zero reactance at dc, and are replaced with series resonant tank cir-

cuits which resonate at the bandpass filter center frequency, £. Ideal

(lossless) series tank circuits have zero reactance at resonance. Like-

wise, each lowpass capacitor is replaced with a parallel resonant tank

circuit which resonates at the bandpass filter center frequency. When

the loaded Q is greater than 10 or so, the bandpass filter is called

narrowband. In this case, other tank circults can be synthesized to

approximate the impedance behavior of the series and parallel resonant

tank circuits for frequencies within the vicinity of the passband.

Bandpass filters and narrowband transformations are discussed in

Programs 2-5, 2~6, and 2-11.

Bandstop filters: The bandstop trarsformation is the re-

ciprocal of the bandpass transformation, and is analogous to the low-

pass-highpass transformation. Highpass filters are actually bandstop

filters which have zero center frequency. To accomplish the bandstop

transformation, s is replaced by:

§ => —— (2-4.7)

Conceptually the bandstop transformation is accomplished by design-

ing a highpass filter whose cutoff frequéncy equals the bandwidth of

the desired bandstop filter. Each shunt inductor in the highpass filter

is series resonated with a capacitor at the desired center frequency

of the filter. Likewise, each series capacitor is parallel resonated

with an inductor at the desired filter center frequency.
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AMPLITUDE
RESPONSE

A

0 dB} -

~AdB{---- ===

  
 »- (OG FREQUENCY

f,/10 fo 10-1,

Figure 2-4.1 Bandstop filter parameters.

If 8 » 8p» sees » By are the normalized lowpass coefficients and Ry

is the normalized termination resistance, then one form of the bandstop

filter is shown by Fig. 2-4.2 .

  

y
y =
]

   

 

Figure 2-4.2 Bandstop filter form 1 (program output

heading "21"), odd order filter shown; even order

filter lacks last series tank circuit.
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Figure 2-4.3 Bandstop form 2 (program output heading '"22"),odd order filter shown: even order filter lacks lastparallel tank circuit,

The program calculates both forms of these bandstop filters.

Filter physical realizability. The preceding transformations are used
by this program and result in LC network schematics that will produce
the desired response. Not all LC networks that can be drawn on paper
as schematics are physically realizable, For example, a network branch
consisting of a 1 uF capacitor in series with a 10 nh inductor would be
nearly impossible to realize since the self inductance of the capacitor
is much larger than the total required inductance. Table 2-4,1 is a re-
Production of Table 7.1 from White [56], and shows the degree of physi-
cal realizability of lowpass and highpass filters, The physical reali-
zability of a filter is assigned one of four possible scores, These
Scores are defined as follows:

Readily realizable (R): 1 ph < L<1h

SPF <C<1yF

Practical (Pp): 200 nh < L<10h

2 pF<¢ < 10 uF

Marginally practical (M): 50 nh XL <100 nh

0.5 PF < C < 500 uF

Impractical (I): All element values that lie outside the
marginal range, i.e,,

L<50 nh
L>100 hn
C<0.5 pF
C>500 uF
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The table headings are meant to indicate ranges of filter cutoff

frequency and termination impedance level. These ranges are defined as

follows:

Frequency,

o
F
h

r
h

F
h

oo
oO

©

I
Il

I
Il

Oo
o

i

F
h

F
h

F
h

F
h

H
h

o

I

o

10 Hz implies: 3 Hz Jf < 30 Hz

100 Hz implies: 30 Hz < £, < 300 Hz

1 kHz implies: 300 Hz < £, < 3 kHz

10 kHz implies: 3 kHz < £, < 30 kHz

100 kHz implies: 30 kHz 2 < 300 kHz

1 Miz implies: 300 kHz < £, < 3 MHz

10 MHz implies: 3 MHz < £, < 30 MHz

100 MHz implies: 30 MHz 2 £) < 300 Miz

At frequencies above 300 MHz, lumped element filters are

generally replaced with transmission line type filters.

Impedance Level (source and load resistances equal)

R

R

R

R

3 ohms implies: 1 <R < 10 (power filters)

50 ohms implies: 10 < R < 150

500 ohms implies: 150 < R < 2,5k

10k ohms implies: 2.5k < R < 50k

Table 2-4.1 Physical realizability of lowpass and
highpass filters.

Cutoff Frequency, f,
 

1 kHz 10 kHz [100 kHz
 

M P R
 

 

    

 

     
Courtesy, Don White Consultants, Inc.

Bandstop filter physical realizability must include one additional

parameter, the loaded Q of the filter, QLe As Q becomes higher (filter
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becomes more narrow) the separation in element value between the series

tank elements and the parallel tank elements increases as Q . Table

2-4,2 is adapted from Table 7.2 in White and assigns realizability

scores to bandstop (and bandpass) filters. The loaded Q ranges are

defined as follows:

Loaded Q Q), for bandpass and bandstop,

Q = 5 implies: 3 < Q < 10

15 implies: 10 < Q < 30

50 implies: 30 < Q, < 100

i
o
L

i
}

Table 2-4.2 Physical realizability of bandstop filters,

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     

fo= 1kHz fo = 10kHz
Fifrer

Prototype QL:S QL=15 QL=>50 QL=5 QL=15 QL=50

Type 50] 5001 10K 50] 500) 10K} 50500 [10K 50| 500( 10K| 50 |500| 10K} 50] 500] 10K

1st IHPIPRPII]1 Ppp] MIR|PIIIM]|P]I]|M]|P
2nd lyPLPIILI [HEE | MIR|PjI(M] LILIM]P

10 = 100kHz fo=1MHz
Filver

Prototype QL=35 QL=15 QL=150 QL=>5 QL=15 Qi= 50

Type 50] 500] 10K 501500] 10K 50500 10K 50]500] 10K] 50 500| 10K 50] 500§ 10K

Ist PIR|R|P|P]| 1 IMIM]I PIR|P|PIP| I IMP] I

2nd PIR|R|P|P I [MM 1 PIR|P|P]|P | [MM 1

fo =10 MHz fo = 100MH2
Filter

Pratotype QL=5 QL=15 QL=150 QL=5 QL=15 QL=30

Type 50 500| 10K [50

[

500) 10K

|

50

|

500° 10K

|

50 {500} 10K

|

50500

|

10K

|

50| 500 10K

Ist MIPIMI]I]|P Lv] | Hl 1H] 1} |

2nd MiPIMII]P Lill I [ma] LL iti 1                  
Courtesy Don White Consultants Inc.
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As the loaded Q increases, the element value spread can become un~

manageable. This problem can be reduced by using narrowband transforma-

tions which are used in Programs 2-5 and 2-6 for the bandpass case,

Narrowband transformation schematics for the bandstop case may be found

on p. 217 of the ITT handbook [44]. The concept of coupling and narrow-

band transformations was introduced by Milton Dishal [21], and expanded

by Seymour Cohn [16] for the bandpass case.
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   DSTOP, LOWPASS, C

Lowpass Highpass
_Type 2 Type 2
Bandwidth, Bandstop

Cutoff freqlResi T

 

  
   

INSTRUCTIONS

Load both sides of tic card

For 1 se filter nent values:

a

load termination resistance in ohms

for 1 filter (capacitor first)*

2 filter (inductor first)*

For hi 88 filter valuess

a load cutoff hertz

b load termination resistance in ohms

for e 1 filter (inductor first )* 
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DstenrS

3 Highpass component values continued

b) for type 2 filter (capacitor first)* [2J[D| Rg

Cy

La

Ly, or C,

R

4 For bendstop filter component valuees

a) load filter center frequency in hertz fo [A]

b) load filter bandwidth in hertz BW

a) load termination resistance in ohme R [Cc]

d) for type 1 filter (series tank first)* [Dp | Ry,

c,**

Ly

C2
La

Cn

Ln

R

e) for type 2 filter (parallel tank first)* [E] R,

* 411 capacitor values are in farads, all inductor Ly
values are in henries and all resistor values are in

ohms.
.

*+ In all section 2 programs where resonant tank Cn

components are printed, the capacitor is always L,
printed first,

i R    
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Example 2-4.1 Singly terminated lowpass filter

A maximally flat (Butterworth) lowpass filter must pass a 1 kHz
signal with 1 dB or less attenuation relative to the filter response
at dc, and must reject a 12 kHz signal by at least 75 dB. Program 2-1
is used to predict the required filter order, and -3 dB cutoff fre-

aB = 75 dB,
and A = 12. A filter order of 3.75 is calculated, which is rounded

quency (Butterworth cutoff frequency) with AP4p = 1 dB, As

to the next largest integer, 4. Re-~entering the program with
Asip = 3 and n = 4, yields A 1.183301, which means the 3 dB cutoff
frequency is (1000) (1.183301) 1183.301 Hz.

Next, Program 2-3 is loaded to obtain the normalized lowpass co-
efficients for a singly terminated 4th order Butterworth filter. The
coefficients are automatically stored for use by this program.

Load this program, load the above cutoff frequency, and select

an operating impedance level from Table 2-4.1 An impedance level of
500 ohms will result in a readily realizable filter. Both the type 1
and type 2 topologies can be calculated and the most attractive one

selected. The HP-97 printout for the above operations is shown on

the next page.

Programs 3-1 and 3-2 can be used to design the inductors needed
for this design. If an active filter approach can be considered, see
Program 2-9 for a lowpass active filter design.
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HP=97 printout for Exemple 2-4,1, lowpass filter design.

Load Program 3-1 to calculate required filter order;

select Butterworth

 

1.68 2%p;i load Apgp
73.80 G3EE load Asgp
12. G2 GEEL load A, and calculate n, the filter order
3.75 xx# n (output)

3.80 £3RE load new Asgp
4.488 558 load integral filter order, n, and calculate A

1.183231 x¥» X (output)

Load Program 2-3 to generate and store the normalized lowpass coefs.

4, 558 load filter order

1.485 G56t load termination resistance desired
£5EC calculate Butterworth coefficients

1.60606+65 xx Rp (normalized)

1.33873+80  ¥x4 gy
1.5F716+8E x4
|. parI9+aE AA = lowpass normalized coefficients

JRZ.E6EI-63 xx gh

1.86008+65 axkk R (normalized)

Load this program (Program 2-4) to obtain un-normalized filter.

1151.76! GiBE load un-normalized cutoff frequency
S88. LSEC load termination resistance, R

GEE: calculate type 1 lowpass filter (capacitor first)

31. lowpass type 1 output code

S86.8+85 wx» Rg (open circuit)

¥k¥ Gq
¥4% Ly
EQ
FEE 1

 

 

 

“e¥ R

FSEE caleulate type 2 lowpass filter (inductor first)

ZZ. lowpass type 2 output code

506.6-65 kk¥ Rg (short circuit)

163. 1-85 wx Ig
420.8-65 xxx Cp
FE.91-83 myx Ly
167. 1-853 xxk Oy

 

 

S88. 8+88 xx¢ R
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Example 2-4.2 Doubly terminated highpass filter

A highpass filter is required to keep the signal from a local CB

transmitter from causing cross modulation interference in the tuner of

a TV set. The filter will be placed in series with the 300 ohm bal-

anced line from the antenna to the TV set, hence, the filter will be

designed for a 300 ohm terminating impedance level, The filter must

pass the TV spectrum which starts at 54 Miz, but must reject the CB

radio band at 27 MHz. One dB of ripple is allowed across the TV spec-

trum, and at least 60 dB rejection is needed at the CB band frequen-

cies. Because of the allowed ripple, a Chebyshev filter will be used.

Program 2-1 calculates a minimum filter order of 7 as shown below

along with the rest of the HP-97 printout for this design:

Load Program 2~1 to obtain minimum filter order required:

cbr select Chebyshev

«v8 oic~ load Apdp
cg 0€ £2EE load Asgp
Z.48 o2ED load A and calculate filter order, un
c..¢ ir» nn (output)

Ce BC 361 load integral filter order, n
I..5 »x» where filter is 60 dB down (54/1.78 = 30.3)

2.86 =3cl 1pad A and calculate Asyp
Co. 15 ¥ad Asgp at 27 MHz

Load Program 2-3 to generate and store the normalized lowpass

coefficients:

“, ¢5f< load filter order
i. 526E load termination resistance ratio

Co ie =:b{ load Chebyshev passhand ripple in dB and start
cedliclrit sex normalized -3 dB frequency (output)

Le BDBEGTIE ane Rr (normalized)

Z.iobTeTlE ave gy

ILITIZIo3E nee gy

TEHIEaTRE wwe go
1,i735c-9a8 sux 9 normalized lowpass coefficients
Z.EDIEdTal Aw 8s

A1iTiE ker gg
4vlptloTid rx go

1. 0000a+@@ »#% R (normalized)
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This highpass example is for a balanced structure filter, and the

program output is for an unbalanced structure (one side common). To con-

vert the unbalanced structure to the balanced structure, capacitors are

placed in each side of the filter, and their equivalent impedance is one-

half the unbalanced value (twice the capacity).
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Load this program, Program 2-4, to obtain the un-normalized filter:

 
load cutoff frequency
load denormalization resistance
calculate type 1 highpass filter values

 

 

 

te highpass type 1 output code (inductor first)
SBE. BEC say R

s

48&, ! dei Lg

8,82: sxx C2

265.8 *x¥ Lj
8.378~1Z wes Cy
fE5. E65 wwy Ls
8.835-1Z #¥¥ Cg

$85. i-85 sys Ly

286. 6+88 ges R

 

 

 

Le
h

e
r

w calculate type 2 highpass filter values

LH highpass type 2 output code (capacitor first)

398. 6+6E ria Rg

4.53512 sax C1
FOE. 5-65 sax L2
3. 176-.2 xs» C3
F353. 5-68 way Ly
J.17¢-12 arn Cs
r95.5-¢5 va» Lg

-iZ #4v C7

Joc. 0rd aes R

   
 

 

Programs 3-5 and 3-6 can aid in the aircore inductor designs needed
here.
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Example 2-4.3 Bandstop filter

Consider implementing the filter cited in the previous example as a

bandstop filter rather than as a highpass filter. The stopband required

is from 26 MHz to 27 MHz. The center frequency of a bandstop (and band-

pass) filter is the geometric mean of any two equal attenuation frequen—

cies (this relationship does not hold for narrowband bandpass transforma-

tions for frequencies outside the passband). The center frequency of

this bandstop filter is then 26.4953 Miz. If the upper -1 dB point is

54 MHz, then the lower -1 dB point is (26.4953 Miz)? / (54 MHz) = 13 MHz.

The normalized frequency multiplier, A , is the ratio between the pass-

band and the stopband, or A = (54 - 13)/(27 - 26) = 41. From Program

2-1, the filter order that meets these requirements is 2. Even ordered

Chebyshev filters do not have equal termination resistance levels, and

this filter is to be placed in a 300 ohm system (equally terminated).

To satisfy all requirements including equal termination, a third order

bandstop filter will be designed. The HP-97 printout for this filter

design follows.

Load Program 2-1 to calculate the minimum filter order required:

select Chebyshev

load Apgp
load Asgp
load A and calculate filter order, n

minimum n to meet requirements (use n = 2 min)

 

§ G50 load n desired and calculate A for Asgp = 60 dB

2 oErr A

ae oe form 1/A
.ig x#% stopband bandwidth (MHz)

i enter center frequency (Miz) and calculate:

upper stopband edge (Miz)

lower stopband edge (MHz)
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a

i.
1.65487+a

1. a88ag+id

2. 83355+ &
84. 162-6

+4

8g
z

Z.82355+68

ob.17S53J¥HE

ii.+8e

8a,

Le

Joa. évob

5. 394-12
J. 645-86

36.86-12
1.171-06

 

im
Ve Y
r

0
3
a

t
h

n
m
I

ob

ERY

EN

FA

YY

Ad

Ry

o
r
s
m
o
r

m
m
T
m

FEE

id

rE

EER

PRE

EXE

£EY

T
h

La
n]

r
e
y

5%

FE

$E¥

xix

EX

THe

83

EY

load filter order

load termination resistance ratio desired

load Chebyshev passband ripple in dB and start
A for 3 dB bandwidth (output)

RR. (normalized)

normalized lowpass coefficients

R (normalized)

load filter center frequency
load filter bandwidth

load de-normalization resistance level
calculate type 1 bandstop

type 1 bandstop heading (series tank first)

 

 

  

 

   

   

R
Ss

C1
Li a

C2 be C pLo 3 SAR

Cs bs
Lj +—0

unbalanced structure
R

calculate type 2 bandstop

type 2 bandstop heading (parallel tank first)

Rg 20 4 2Cy

Cy Ref2 ;
L 1 ~ fz [41 lajy 3 AR

Cy . Le 1

Ly 20 208 Oe]

Ref 2 00
C3 Life Usa
Lj balanced structure



 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

      
  

24 Program Listing |
B61 #LELA LOAD CENTER FREQUENCY —>849 #LBL} bandgtop calculationloop _ |
aaa Fi 858 6582 increment indices and
063 ENT? | 851  X)Y? test for loop exit
and + 2xf, = RO es2 e104__i
2as x as53 SPC
age 8708 854 RCLi recall

855 RCL4 reonllBY WoelL)
; ase CF8 set print order for type 1

a9 Pi 857 F1? test for type 1 filter
G16  ENTt 838 6TO0E _ o_o.
611 + 2rBW «Rl 859 CLY

a12 x 868 RCLS substitute 1/(R-4,.Q,) in Ry
B13 STO 851 SF@ set print order for toe 2

gid ETN 862 xLBLE

@15 #LBLC LOAD DENORMALIZATION RESIST £gosub eltcalculation & print,
B16 STO2 R +R #64 GSP9 increment indices and

B17 RTH _ 865 X>vY? test for loop exit
$16 «xLELD BANDSTOP TYPE 1 ROUTINE 866 _ _ _. __ _ _— em me =]
hls SFC 867 SPC

Bia 2 868 RCLi recall
821 ! print heeding "21" B69 RCLS recall DY(Rwee01) —
822 FRTH aro S§F@ set print order for type 1
823 CF1 indicate type 1 topology 871 F1? test for type 1 filter
24 E704 er2 _ere6o_o

B25 #LELE BANDSTOP TYPE 2 ROUTINE 873  CLX
626 SFC 874 RCL4 substitute R/(<,+Q) in Ry
azr 2 ars Cre

azs Z print heading "22" a76 xLBL6
B29 PRTY 077 65B8 gosub elt calculation & print
638 5F1 indicate type 2 topology L078 e101 goto loop start
831 #LELE 873 #LBLE elementcalculation&print |
@aiz SFZ e¢alculate and pr asa x .oe cons a nd print Rg gal ST08 formandstoregi Rx ~Re |

=— — — — — — = 7 2 a
ass re oaloulate and store: fi PR if flag0 print » a

a36 x R. BW R #84 RCL ocaloulate mating
#37 RCLA —_—= = R4 Ras X¥2 resonant elements
a3 xe Wo Wo Qy, age X c 1
939 < agv 1748 Es ==

@40  STO4 ase PRTY _ wo—
941  RCL2 BES FB? if flag 0, return to
Adz ve i R5 Bae RIN main progrem _  __  _ __ _|

z : R- we a3] RCLEoe sts or Qe LL gaz pry Tecall and print R8

Ads LY A93 ETH return to mein program
age orgy 1nitlalize index registers . C TS TIPE ROUT; |

#47 a fags SPC

B48  ST0I 89¢ 3
avy ! print heading "31"
pag PRTY _
B35 CFA indicate lowpassfilfer _ |
1@6____CF1 indicatetype 1filter__ _
181 ESE7 _calculate someconstants _

1682  ETDZ goto output routine

REGISTERS
1 2 3 a 5 6 7 8 9

2rfe 27 BW rR scratch scratch n k

S1 S2 S3 Sd S5 S6 S7 SB 59
9 92 Js 9s 9s Je gz de ge 910

B Cc D E ro
G11 Qua is Rr index
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©183__yLBLLLOWPASS TYPE 2ROUTINE _| 148 #lBLZ LPendHPoutputloop start]
184 SFC 14%  GSBY increment indices and
185 3 nz 158  5MY? test for loop exit186 5 print heading "32 151 eros RE

187 PRT 152 _RCLi recallgp~~ _  _ __ _]
188 [FP indicateTowpassfilter  — ]] 133 F8? 4p nighpass, form 1
189 SF] indicate type2filter _ _ _| 154 irX Ee Pe /8k _ —
118 GSB7 compute LP type1 constants | 120 RELY calculate and print
1a ReLZ 157 PET first filter element

117 gye4 change to LP type 2 constants 158 GSRY incrementindicesand |
114 S8T~9_ 158 X:¥? test for loop exit
115 £702 goto output routine pL LL
116 ¥LFLd HIGHPASS TYPE 2ROUTINE __ 161 RCLi recallgp, __ _  __ _ _ _
ne He joo Fer if highpass, form ex

11a » print heading "42" 163lxpra TTT TTSm
128 PRT 165 calculate and print

121 SFA indicatehighpass ___| 166perry OReT peoffilter elomen122 SF1 indicate type2 _ _ _ | “-167C703 goto loop start
127 SPF computeLP type1 constants_| ~168 *LBL4
12 ET0f goto output routine 169 spc recall and print port 2TS JLELC 5S TYPE 1 ROUTINE _ | 178 pero» ‘termination resistance
spc oT 171 PRTY

4. Wien 172 SPC; Print heading 41 173 aPC

FRTY _ 74 PIN

__

ret
558 “indicate highpass oo 175 #LBL7 subroutine to_gale LP =_ i
[Fi indicatetype1 | 176 RCL2
= — = TT pp calculate and store

ESE; _calculateLP type1 constants] ph RELL inductor scaling:

17a crpe B(2m. BH) >R4
change to HP type 1 constants 188 RLLE _ = = _ — — =

181 Cz calculate and store
182 = sepacitor scaling:

FeeallBr _ _ _ _ _ 84 a ——— B
185 E707

if type 2 filter, form 1/Rq 186 9 initialize indices

TT TT TTT 127 8101
calculate and print Rg 188 ETN
a 189 BLE incr indices_and_loopexit _|

134 EEX
. test for return to bandstop 191 ST+7

spc CTT TT TTT 132 1871
193 ROLE
184 ROLF

135 RTH

LABELS

~

FLAGS SET STATUS
A Ts C D E a,,.load £5 load BW lead R BS, BSa Highpass FLAGS TRIG DISP
a b d 1 ON OFF USERS CHOICE

To T LP LLY He, f° Tee2 |” W DEG Fix
0 BL %oet 1'8S loop rin [calc Bf  |PLR/HP looprtn] print RB [2162 return : . GRAD Eo
° aman “Lene coefs 8 Corpor % loopemt1test[® 3 n       
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HP-67 suggested program changes. A print or R/S routine has not been

provided, although register 9 and label "e" could have been used for

this purpose. The reason for this omission is to preserve the heading

format. Any program statements placed between a numeric entry and a

print statement cause the printed format to be in the set status of the

program; however, by placing the print statement directly after the nu-

meric entry (see lines 20 through 22), "21" is printed without trailing

Zeros.

On the HP-67, the "print" statement causes the program halt for 5

seconds and a flashing decimal point. This situation slows program

execution and may not be desirable. The HP-67 user may wish to have the

program stop at the data output points. To cause the program to stop

at these points, change the program as follows: Delete steps 019 - 022,

026 - 029, 095 - 098, 104 - 107, 117 = 120, and 126 - 129. Change the

"print" statements to "R/S" statements at the following line numbers:

083, 088, 092, 144, 157, 166, and 171. To restart program execution

after a program halt, execute a "R/S" from the keyboard.

Remember, when deleting steps from a program, always work from the

back of the program forward. By observing this convention, the line

numbers of steps not yet deleted will remain unaltered.





PROGRAM 2-5 NORMALIZED LOWPASS TO BANDPASS FILTER TRANSFORMATIONS,
TYPES 1, 2, 6, AND 7.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program converts normalized lowpass filter element values to

a set of four bandpass topologies [16], [21], [56]. The four topologies

are shown in Tig. 2-5.1, and the parameter A, 1s defined by Bq. (2-5.1).

Types 1 and 2 are exact transformations and 1 transform the lowpass

response independent of the loaded filter Q (Eq. {(2-4.7)). Types 6 and

1 of this program, and types 8, and 9 of Program 2-6 are narrowband

approximations, and only provide accurate transformation results when

the loaded Q is greater than 5, and preferably greater than 10.

 

 
A ® Aof Joo JET of es

TYPE 1 (5% order shown)

 

  

 

[Rr It [1] | L
nl il W— Nn + O=
1 Qg 1 4 Ra 1 4 agg
ag, . =, ag , 8% {

“a= w] Jaw
TYPE 2 (5+n order shown}

{
| 1 [1 J | 1 RY [1] ny
Ir | 11 qT

cad %a-Ay) © gahuhu) C 4,An-Ay C g,{a-As)
nN aq, {

9, Aiz 9,4 9,Az

 

TYPE 6 (4h order shown )

J |
I

. . ll . . [ —— . A
fl |] |

1 9 uz 1 3, Ags 1 %h Ags 1

s(@-AdT LTA HERAT L nOATT 2 (0bTo L
IN & 9,

TYPE 7 (4* order shown)

Figure 2-5.1 Bandpass filter topologies for types 1, 2, 6, & 7.

185



186 FILTER DESIGN

A y= (2-5.1)Th (gy 8y

Figure 2-5.2 1s a reproduction of Table 7.2 in White [56] and 1s

intended as a gulde to the best suited filter topology for a particular

application. The physical realizability of a filter topology is

assigned one of four possible scores based upon element values. These

scores ave defined as follows:

Readily realizable (R)}:

l uh <L<1h

5pF<C<1uyF

Practical (P):

0.2 4h € L < 10 h
2. pF < C < 10 uF

Marginally practical (M):

530 nh <L < 100 h

0.5 pF < C < 500 uF

Impractical (I):

All element values that lie outside the range of

marginal i.e.,

L <50 nh

L > 100 h

C <.5 pF

C >» 500 uF

The table headings are meant to indicate ranges of loaded Q, filter

center frequency, and termination resistance level. These ranges are:

Frequency;

£ = 10 Hz implies: 3 Hz < £, < 30 Hz

£, = 100 Hz implies: 30 Hz < £ < 300 Hz

£) = 1 kHz implies: 300 Hz < £ < 3 kHz

£, = 10 kHz implies 3 kHz < £, < 30 kHz

£, = 100 kHz implies: 30 kHz < £, < 300 kHz

f = 1 MHz implies: 300 kHz < £, <3 MHz

I 10 MHz implies: 3 MHz < ff < 30 MH=

100 MHz implies: 30 MHz < f=< 300 MHzF
h

oo
©

0
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At frequencies above 300 MHz, lumped element filters are

generally replaced with transmission line type filters.

Loaded Q Qs for bandpass and bandstop,

Q. = 5 implies: 3 2Q < 10

Q = 15 implies: 10 20Q < 30

Q, = 50 implies: 30 <Q < 100

Impedance Level (source and load resistances equal)

R

R

R

R

0
I

3 ohms implies: 1 < R < 10 (power filters)

30 ohms implies: 10 < R < 150

300 ohms implies: 150 < R < 2.5k

10k ohms implies: 2.5k < R < 50k
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Physical realizebility of bandpass filters.Fig, 2-5.2

Courtesy Don White Consultants Inc.
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To use the routines for types 6 through 9, the filter must have

termination resistances as close to unity as possible. To achieve this

result, a desired termination resistance level of 1.0 should be loaded

into Program 2-3.

Of the filter types presented both in this program, and the accom—

panying program (types 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11) only types 1, 2,

10, and 11 are exact transformations of the lowpass characteristic. All

the remaining filter types are narrowband approximations, i.e., they

will faithfully transform the lowpass characteristics within the pass=

band and within a few octaves of the stopband. Types 6, 7, 8, and 9 do

not have equal numbers of transmission zeros at both zero frequency and

at infinite frequency. The result of this imbalance is to skew the

filter response away from the frequency where the extra zeros exist.

Figure 2-5.3 shows this occurrence.

AMPLITUDE &
RESPONSE
IN DB

EXTRA ZEROS
AT INFINITE

~ FREQUENCY

 

 

~ FREQUENCY

Figure 2-5.3 Bandpass filter response skewing due

to extra transmission zeros at infinity.

One should not choose types 1, 2, 10, or 11 automatically. Types 1

and 2 may be difficult to realize in a narrowband application, and

types 10 and 11 (also types 6 and 9) contain redundant inductors. De-

pending upon the frequency range and element values, these redundant

inductors can be burdensome. As a guide, filters operating below 1 kHz

may best be realized with an active filter (this subject is covered by

other programs in this section); between 1 kHz and 100 kHz, the minimum

inductor LC design should be considered and compared with active ap-

proaches; above 1 MHz the simplest LC topology should be sought to ease

the tuning problem.



2s User Instructions

     5 TO BANDPASS TYPES 1

load
termination

frequency bandwidth (resistance

2,

 

INPUT
INSTRUCTIONS TA/UNITS

load both sides of card

Load center in Hz

Load bandwidth in Hz

load termination resistance in ohms

Load filter e number and start

7) does not exist for 8 lor 2,

For another case goto

licable 
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Example 2-5.1 Type 6 filter

A maximally flat passband (Butterworth) bandpass filter is to pass

a 500 Hz band of frequencies centered around 10 kHz. In a bandpass

(or bandstop) filter, the center frequency is the geometric mean of

the upper and lower bandedge frequencies, i.e., £, = (9750 - 10250) %,

or £, = 9996.87 Hz. The filter should reject by at least 30 dB those

frequencies removed from the center frequency by more than 500 Hz. The

required filter order is obtained from Program 2-1. Using this program,

a minimum filter order of 5 is calculated given Asp= 3, Apyg = 30, and

A = 1000/500 = 2. Program 2-3 is used to obtain the Butterworth nor-

malized coefficients for use by this program.

The proper bandpass topology is selected from the table in Fig.

2-5.2 under the headings: £, = 10 kHz, Q = 10000/500 = 20 (use Q =

15 column), and R = 50 to find that a type 6 is readily realizable,

therefore a type 6 filter will be designed. The HP-97 printout for

the above operations 1s shown below.

Load Program 2-1 to calculate minimum filter order:

oo ¢%E: gelect Butterworth

S.88 £3E2 load Apgp
/ =otc load Asgp

«260  Joad A and calculate n
#10

 

filter. order, n (output)

'§ «SF. load integral n and calculate A

§ wad ) for given Ap4p and As4p

88 25EE load A and calculate As;

Asip

Load Program 2-3 to calculate normalized LP Butterworth coefs:

&, siEn load filter order

:. 25FF load desired termination resistance ratio

zcrs calculate Butterworth coefficients

1.0BfdereE yaw Rp (normalized port 1 termination resistor)

Eic.BI4-83 *x¢ 81

1,6i885ve0  ¥x& 82

z.B@@@e+éo x+y gz

$

normalized lowpass coefficients

i figaz+ad swe gu

A1&. 834-02 ¥Ex gs

i, 8@886+66 »¥¥ R (normalized port 2 termination resistor)
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Example 2~5.1, continued:

Load Program 2-5 (this program) and calculate type 6 elements.

     

EEN

Ley

Sidhe FOTIC Fav

ir

PES

$31.5.-B6  E¥%

ES. TES-85 wy

3,33945-65  ax%

Figure 2-5.4

load center frequency
load bandwidth
load termination resistance
load filter type desired and start

termination resistance

Ly

Li2

Lo

Los

termination resistance

¢, Ly C2 Ly C3 L3 Cs Ls Cs Ls

og
Ly2 tas Lag Lug

Type 6 bandpass filter schematic.
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Type 6 tuning technique.* After the filter is designed, the inductors

fabricated and adjusted, the capacitors obtained, and the filter con-

structed, the filter must be tuned, For series resonant tanks, such as

in this filter and types 8 and 10, tuning is accomplished by decoupling

individual tank circuits using open circuits.

Assume the inductors are wound on ferrite pot cores, and are the

adjustable elements. Referring to Fig. 2-5.5, to tune L; temporarily

open the circuit at "B" and tune L for series resonance of the Lj, Lj,,

C circuit at the center frequency of the filter, 9996.87 Hz in this case.

To tune Ly, L;,, Ly3, and C, re-establish the connection at "B,"

and temporarily open the circuit at points "A" and "C." Tune L, for

series resonance at the center frequency. Continue this procedure of

opening adjacent tank circuits and tuning until all series resonant loops

have been tuned to the filter center frequency.

A B Cc D E

F—0—0———
c Ly c L, c Lg c Ly Cc Ls

2 ky Lag Las

Figure 2-5,5 Type 6 filter showing circuit opens for tuning.

y
y
y

 

For information on ferrite pot core inductor design, see the Fer=-

' and use Pro-roxcube catalog "Linear Ferrite Materials and Components,’

grams 3-1 and 3-2 to aid in the design of ‘these inductors.

When designing the inductors, the designer must not allow the mag-

netic core excitation to drive the core near saturation. The voltage

across an inductor is "Q" times the voltage across the series LC tank at

 

*For parallel tank filter tuning procedure, see the example in the type
8, 9, 10, and 11 transformations program.
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resonance. With inductor Q's of 100 or better, inductor voltages can be

large with respect to the voltage across the filter. The voltage

across a filter element at center frequency is approximately

Lin . Xlement where Lin is the filter input current and X is
element

the element reactance.
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BA ¥LPLi LOADOBNTER FREQUENCY | 845 ELE type 1caloulatiop start _|
882 Fi 858 ¥LEL! type2 calculation stert |
B83 ENT? form and store! B51 G5BY “initialize flage& regs |
Fed —852 ¥LELZ types 1 & 2loopstart
4 3 RCLY7

ass 2 set flag 2 if branch

LOADBANDWIDTH— #56 FRC en1sovenVhers
857 =F 8 ¢@ Dranch numper

838 SF? _ oo
form and stores 859 RCLi

#66 RCL1 form Q-gy
q- Zr R, } 061 o_o

CT 2r BW -~ as2 Fz? .

" 863tox Mf Theven, formM/k
aed ST calculate and print

TOAD TERRINATION 666 Gsgg DOromoR ospaciter
3 12 RESISTANCE 867 FI?

: ! 868 es? o_o. _
t __LOAD FILTER TYPE (1,2, #69 ECLL

ore Fa? calculate andprintgenerate "ERROR" if other 871 ESB? uve inductor
than filter types 1, 2, are Fi?
6, or 7 loaded. 872  65BS

er4 spc _ _ o_o _|
"ERROR* is generated by 975 DszI
calling unused label (a) 76 EEX increment indices

ez ster|
| 678 RCLE

@79 RCL?
880 XLYo test for loop exit

“081 E702
882  RCLD

ae Fes caloulate and print
td 17% termination resistance

em 885 RELZ

435 I caloulate indireot label ade ¥
23g 2 corresponding to desired b&7
bel = filter type ass
04

B42
G43 LL

Ce set flag 0 if types 1
Git or 7 are entered otherwise
Pa clear flag 0

REGISTERS = ;

2 5 7 i
®2rfs | @ rR | Lal [Regd n K 9n Ai, ied
50 S51 S2 53 Sa 55 S56 57 58 55

9% 92 9s 9, 9s 9 ga, 9a 9 90

A B C types 67 D E

Gu Ga common aelemant Rr Qi tndex       
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G85 xLELI types6 &7start 14] *LELS common elememt print subr
goe_ 6589 initializeflagsgs&regs 142 RCLC
a3] RLLi 143¥LBL7 type6C or type L subr
892 STOE recall and store g, 134 1r¥ 7]
993  sT0B _ 145 RCLS

894 RCL1 148 x
295 x oaloulate snd store Qg, i4F  FRTx
89s  STUC ar E aT loc ea 146 RTH

—@37 *BLY types6& loopstart | 14% *LEL¥ type 6L ortype 7.0subyr _|
898 FiT if type 6 print common 138 RCs
893 6SBS tankospagitorvalue _] 151 x
18 73 152 PRT
ial EEX increment indicies Sg RTH
leg stv?_ 154 #LBLZ initialization subroutine
Jed RCLi _reosllgg  .... — _| 155 EPC
184 RCLE 156 EF1 4p flag O is set, olear
185 X¥Y interchange gj and g, , 157 F8% flag 1 and vice-versa
186 STE0 Tiel 158 CFL _ o_o
x 159 RCLE 1f type 61
lag Ix alculate A 166 1sk
0s 1x ulate&nn 161 5Tos ER Croidas
118 RCL ¢erchange | ps pls111 sa §3  RCLZ
liz_ 8103 Aygamed Ayae 164 Fir FEET R
113 ealoulate type 6 tank L 165 1/5 A ~Ry; = * Rs

114 gage _ortype7tsmkQ = __ _ 166 §T:4 Rue
115 RCLY 167 - STx5 —_—
116 RCL& 168 EEX
117 x calculate coupling element 168  S5TO7 initializek—_

118 £8BR 178 CLX
1s ec o_o _ 171 5708 initializeA, ml

! 128 RCL? [rz RCLE  ggjoulate register index
| 121 RiLs 173 ? gor

12; mye ‘test for loop exit 174 + &

123 ergs o_o 179 5701 | —_— a — —
124 FI? if type 6 print last tank Fi Fil recall termination R
125  GSBS a tor __ ir? *LELf print and spage subroutine

25FO? oaleetats Type § iastTank 176 PRTx
e—127 6588 L,ortype7lasttank Q_ _| 179 xLELb space and return subroutine

128 RCLZ 156 SFL
! 12% ESBS print termination resistance 1861 RTH

138 GT0k
‘3! ¥LELE _types 6&7 common element|

138  RCLE

133 x caloulate and print type 6
134 CHE tank inductor or type 7
133 RCLC tank oapasitor
136 +

137__6s88|
138 Fa? if type 7 print common tank

135  BSBS inductor value _
146 Gl0k gotospaceandreturn

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A load P (osc BW [Cleaa R |° [Elosd type [type tor? Frags TRIG DISP

a Pspaceé rn |° d ° Ttgpe2ort | 0 On| peaCORK

04 type 2 2 typea 12 [3 types 6&7 Jstypes 647 [2 1 a GRAD SCi
iehla - ype start ie part - y % Suen brash ; . RAD ENG

Powo= pred space Corl ovtpt |°liorCotpot |Tinitiatise 3 ee
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gp-67 suggested program changes. The "print" mode of output can be

changed to the "R/S" mode by changing like statements at line numbers

147, 152, and 178. The program execution will halt at each data output

point and await restart by the user via the "R/S" key.





PROGRAM 2-6 NORMALIZED LOWPASS TO BANDPASS FILTER TRANSFORMATIONS,
TYPES 8, 9, 10, AND 11.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program converts normalized lowpass filter element values to a

set of four bandpass filter topologies [16], [56]. These four topolo-

gies are shown in Fig. 2-6.1 in normalized form (1 ohm, 1 radian/sec

Ay is defined by Eq. (2-5.1). Types

8 and 9 are narrowband transformations of types 2 and 1, while types

center frequency). The parameter

10 and 11 are exact transformations of types 2 and 1 obtained by apply-

ing Norton transformations to the shunt elements of type 2 to form type

10, or to the series elements of type 1 to form type 11, This transform—

ation process is detailed in the equation derivation section following

Example 2-6.2. The types 8 and 9 narrowband transformations will only

provide accurate results when the loaded Q (ratio of center frequency

to bandwidth) is greater than 5 or so. This restriction is not present

with types 10 or 11. Because the type 8 or 9 coupling element causes

extra zeros of transmission at either dc or infinite frequency, the fre-

quency response will be skewed away from the extra transmission zero

frequencies as implied by Fig, 2-5.3., Figure 2-5,2 should be consulted

for picking the filter type best suited to the center frequency, loaded

Q, and impedance level of the intended application.

199
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1 anlar 5+ n(An-1yneg) £+Gn{hueA) Ligh,
c - TT C Cc 1

e=L- 4
1

© EX ww Corpn-Asn-2 or nApx

TYPE 8

CyAnT Poadain f(g,ar le.T
[=rowe]

iSOT i + 9 (ArpsA) wl
q

L

4

 
TYPES

— L, | Cy Lig
o

Te

TYPE10

[TTT EIT
Reoa] L, of L, of Ly of La oT Ls2'

4

TYPE 11

 

 

 

  

Figure 2-6.1 Normalized bandpass filter topologies fortypes 8, 9, 10, and 11.
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Table 2-6.1 Types 10 and 11 normalized element values.

 

 

 

 

 

Type 10 Type 11 normalized element value
element element

-1, L Q- gz - Niyo~1

-1
L Cy Q * By = L

Bs-1

RN
I, k+1 Ck, k+1 TY

Bi-1

1Cer1 Rs! Te,
 

Ler err Qa
 

Ck+1, k+l Lk+1, k+2 -—N  

 

0= 4 2, . .N, =% ¢ + |1 + 4Q 81-1" 8n ) 5 Bh

k 1,3, 5, ... , n (n must be odd)

n-k+1He l}

The reverse ordering of the normalized lowpass coefficients from

the element subscripts occurs because the dual form of the normalized

lowpass filter is used. The dual is required to place the 1 ohm

resistor next to the first shunt capacitor which is required for types

8 and 9 when transforming even ordered filters. Since the same register

setup and recall routine is used for types 10 and 11, the dual form is

carried over for convenience (it is not required).
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Types 10 and 11 can be redrawn to show the ladder structure as T's

or pi's of inductors and capacitors as shown in Fig. 2-6.2.

 

   
Ca] C3 Cs Cs Ls

R=1/R;
[> Te

 

TYPE 10

C34 Lasrn 1 r- 7
8 = R=Ry

Ly T° IK L [ta I I La I's I

TYPE 11

 
  

FIGURE 2-6.2 Types 10 and 11 showing T's and pi's of L's and C's.

These pi's and T's of inductors can be replaced with an active realiza-

tion that contains only op=-amps, resistors, and capacitors by using 2

back-to-back generalized impedance converter (GIC) circuits as detailed

in Orchard and Sheahan's paper [42], and shown in Figs. 2-6,3 & 4.

 

  

   

 
Figure 2-6.3 Antoniou GIC circuit [3].
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if Z,, Z,, Z,, and Zg are resistors and Z, is a capacitor, then,
3

R1 R3 Rs
Zin =7 « sC, = sL (2-6.1)

Furthermore, if Ry = R3 (a Q enhancement condition), then,

L = R1CyRsg (2-6.2)

Two GIC circuits with the component selection outlined above can

be combined to produce a circuit that simulates a T or pi of induct-

ances. These circuits are shown in Fig. 2-6.4.

Aside from the elimination of inductors, this particular mechani-

zation is very easy to tune. Changing resistor R; in the GIC alters

the apparent inductance seen at the terminals. The capacitor, Cy,

needs to be stable (e.g. polystyrene or mica) but can have a large

initial tolerance which is accommodated during the tuning procedure.

 
 

 

     
 

 

   
 

Li i+1 , Riis :
1 p— 2 10—1 GIC

Li 8 Lisi =

1 —0 2' 1/0

Lk Lk . , Bk Beer 1
1 2 1 GIC r—¥r—r-W— GIC 02

     
 

Lek =p £ Ry k+1

  v 2 1°On —02

Figure 2-6.4 Pi or T inductance simulation circuits using GIC's.

The diagrams and discussion thus far have used the filters in

normalized form, i.e., 1 ohm termination resistor, and 1 radian/

second center frequency. The prototype filter is denormalized by
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multiplying each normalized inductor by 2nf/R, and dividing each nor-

malized capacitor by 2nfR, where £, and R are the desired center fre-

quency and termination resistance level respectively. The program ac-

complishes this denormalization by calling either subroutine 7 or 8.

For types 8 and 10, subroutine 7 denormalizes capacitors and subroutine

8 denormalizes inductors, and the reverse is true for types 9 and 11,

Tuning procedure for types 7, 9, and 11%, After the component values

have been calculated, the inductors designed,** fabricated and adjusted

to value, and the capacitors selected and padded to the proper value,

the filter may be assembled and tuned so it will exhibit the desired

response,

Tuning is accomplished by adjusting each of the parallel tank ele-

ments. For low frequency filters, the inductor is usually chosen as

the adjustable element. At higher frequencies the capacitor is usually

chosen as the adjustable element. The resonance of the tank circuit must

include the effects of the coupling elements. By temporarily shorting

out adjacent tank circuits, the coupling element influence will be in-

cluded. This tuning procedure is described next.

1) Temporarily place a short at location "B" and adjust C1 (or L1)

to resonate the tank circuit at the center frequency of the filter, £,-

The connection (short) must be low inductance with respect to the other

inductances in the circuit.

2) Remove the short at "B," and temporarily place shorts at locations

"A" and "C." Adjust C, ( 1p) for tank circuit resonance at the filter

center frequency.

3) Continue shorting out adjacent tanks with low inductance shorts at

locations "B" & "D," "C" & "E," and '"D," and adjusting each resulting

tank circuit for resonance at the filter center frequency, £- These

steps will complete the tuning of the filter.

 

#% For more information on inductor design, see the ferromagnetic core
and air core inductor design programs contained in another section of
this book. Also see the Ferroxcube Inc. publication "Linear Ferrite
Materials and Components" for information on ferrite pot core induct-
or design.

* See program 2-5 for the type 6, 8, and 10 tuning procedure.
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Cz4 Lis

 

nat

    
Figure 2-6.5 Circuit shorts for Types 7, 9, and 11 tuning.



s User Instructions

 

frequency

INSTRUCTIONS

both sides of pro oard

normalized I se coefficients and

related pgrometers must be loaded into

the sters either manual or as

from Pro 2

load center

load bandwidth in Hz

Load termination resistence in ohms

Load number of filter desired

first ant of filter

*The ling element will be as follows:

8 itor

9, inductor

10, alterna L's & Q's

11, alterna C's & L's
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Example 2.6.1 Type 10 Filter Design

pm

A Chebyshev response bandpass filter is required to pass a 20 Hz

band of information geometrically centered about 1000 Hz with 0.5 dB

ripple or less, and to operate in a 1000 ohm system. The filter stop-

bandwidth is 60 Hz, and the filter should reject frequencies lying out—

gide this band by at least 60 dB.

Referring to Fig. 2-5.2 under the headings £ = 1 kHz, Q;= 1000/20

= 50, and R = 500, type 8 is practical, and type 10 is readily realiza-~

ble. Since active jnductor simulation is anticipated, type 10 will be

selected.

Program 2-1 is used to calculate the filter order necessary to meet

the requirements, and Program 2-3 is used to calculate and store the

normalized lowpass coefficients for use by this program. The HP-97

printout for all these programs is shown below.

Load Program 2-1 and calculate required filter order

BN «bk select Chebyshev response

,50 ctx load Apdp

Bi, ad =fEE load Asyp

I.66 v6 load A and calculate minimum filter order

4.2. #4+ n, the minimum filter order (output)

= gg o360 load integral filter order and calculate A

Z.2. s%: A to meet Ap4p and As jp given n = 5

load )\ required and calculate actual Asp

Asp for n=5and A = 3

v - y
o

a
N r
y

o
r - n £
0

m
y

V
E

v
0

- "

Load Program 2-3 and calculate Chebyshev LP normalized coefficients

a Gok load required filter order

i. =k load desired termination resistance ratio

oe . 2 £380 load Chebyshev passband ripple and start

1.85326+88 #¥¥¥ pormalized -3dB frequency (output)

i.0608G+EE REX Rep (normalized port 1 termination resistance)

FASTTHEE KE Bl

LEZGEITEE  ¥¥R B2

 G4BEI+EE EXE 83

LZEBE3HRE NEE By

LFBSTTHRE  ¥kE gg

t
e
r

be
a
T
R

b
e
t

b
e

1.@06a8+08 #¥% R (normalized port 2 termination resistance)
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Example 2-6.1 (continued)

Load program 2~6 and calculate type 10 filter elemerts

igae, gspe load center frequency
28. GSEE load bandwidth

igag., Sgr load termination resistor
16. Spe select filter type and start

a

i.Bogea+a3 sxx R

43 xxx Cl
5488 kx Ll

186. 735-82 sxx L12

2 xxx C2
+36 akx L2

134, i85-6% xxx C23

9 six C3
8  k¥x

188.752-83 kx L3b

29 sxx Cu
+60 wrx Ly

134.185-g9 sxx Cys

: xxx Cs
+38 xxx Ls

1.80080+63 say Ry

JANE
Figure 2-6.,6 Type 10 bandpass filter schematic.
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gxample 2-6.2 Singly terminated type 10 filter design

- Because the type 10 filter is an exact bandpass transformation of

the lowpass prototype (as is the type 11), the terminating resistances

peed not be equal. This example will show the synthesis of a singly

terminated type 10 filter, i.e., Rp is allowed to approach infinite re-

sistance. The equally terminated filter case is the least sensitive to

component value changes. When the filter is singly terminated, the oper-

ating Q's of the tank circuits become higher as the open (or shorted)

end of the filter is approached. This means that the changes in tank

Q's will have a greater effect on the overall operating Q of the tank in

the filter, and hence, the filter response. The HP-97 printout for the

singly terminated type 10 filter follows. Refer to Fig. 2-6.6 for the

filter schematic.

Load Program 2-3

5. GSEA  1oad n
1.485 SBE 15ad Rp ratio
3 GERD*vBL load Chebyshev ripple

yg W_z4m (output)

182. P8+a3  xx¥ Rp

v.
J

1.538E6+68 xix 8B)

1.64272+88 %xx 82

1,81487+08 %x¥ B83
1,42917+88 wx gy
§52.839-83 #%¥ 8s

{.86008+38 *kx ©
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Load Program 2-6

0
L
n
a

O
n

m
o
m

m
o
m

x
s

1

T
a
5
0
3
0

1.88@GE+ES  KA%

GS-05 E¥¥

4+E8 Ew

124. 865-63 KEK

EEN

RY

ERY

KAY

WAX

 

LE45-83 way

ERE

KAA

 

Zi9.82E-85% xv

REX

 

18. B8Ga-83  Aa%

load £,
load bandwidth

load termination R

select type & start

R

C1
Li

Li2

Rp (short circuit)

Derivation of types 10 and 11 transformations

 

   
 

 

 
{N-1}Z2 

 

  

 NZ

  

N(N-1)2
 

N:t

2

2

=O

Figure 2-6.7 Norton's second transformation.
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Figure 2-6.7 shows one form of Norton's second transformation [39].

This transformation changes a single shunt impedance into a T of imped-

ances, one of which is negative, plus an ideal transformer with turns

ratio N. Figure 2-6.8 shows how a parallel resonant tank circuit can be

changed into a section of a type 10 bandpass filter structure.

! -1
ANT) N(N-1)L NN-L (N-1)L

TT 2 1 Fo

8 ro => wo
1 2' ‘ 1 2
O—t : 4 —0

Figure 2-6.8 Norton's second transformation
applied to a parallel LC tank circuit.

 

Eo
) Q

In Fig. 2-6.8, Norton's transformation has been applied back-to-

back, i.e., the 2-2' terminals of the Norton transformation of the

inductor have been connected to the 2-2" terminals of the Norton trans-

formation of the capacitor. The same transformer ratio, N, is used for

both transformations, therefore, the two ideal transformers are back-

to-back providing an overall transformer ratio of unity and can be

eliminated.

2 1 ag _1L ag °!
Qg, ag, 1
1 BR.
ag; 0g T

2' 1

Figure 2-6.9 Type 2 normalized bandpass filter obtained
from lowpass prototype (note port ordering).
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Figure 2-6.9 shows a type 2 normalized bandpass filter obtained

from the transformation of a lowpass prototype. The dual lowpass form

is used (see Fig. 2-3.1 lower) and is scaled to a cutoff frequency of

1/Q (Q is the ratio of the filter center frequency to bandwidth); each
frequency scaled series lowpass inductor is series resonated with a

capacitor at w= 1, and each shunt scaled lowpass capacitor is parallel
resonated with an inductor at w=1, Next, the circuit of Fig, 2-6.8

is substituted for the parallel resonant tank, and the negative ele-

ments in the series arms combined with the positive series elements of

Fig. 2-6.9. The results of this process yield the topology shown in

Fig. 2-6.10. Higher ordered (odd order) filters are obtained by repeated

application of this procedure.

Qdy-5 edr=

2 4 i SS LvLy a |

TH = a Ss z 1
Qa

1  
Figure 2~6.10 Type 10 normalized bandpass filter resulting
from transformation.

The type 11 bandpass filter is shown in Fig. 2-6.1 and is the dual

of the type 10 structure. Type 11 can be derived in a manner similar to

the type 10 procedure by applying Norton's first transformation to a

type 1 normalized bandpass filter, Norton's first transformation is

shown in Fig. 2-8.l. Since type 11 is the dual of type 10 it can be more

directly derived from the type 10 structure itself as shown by Fig.

2-6.1 and Table 2-6.1.

The value for N, given in Table 2-6.1 is derived by making the

transformed tank capacitor (inductor) value the same as the first lad-

der tank capacitor (inductor) for type 10 (11), i.e.,

1 Q- g;~1
Tg, = N,-®,-D (2-6. 3)
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Solving for N, yields:

N; = x1 + V2 + 4Q2-g,v8 ) (2~6.4)
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_ LOAD CENTERFREQUENCY

 

 

 

   
 

 

  

 

   

 

ase x To

ar IX calculate Ay, 1el
638 “X
852 CL |

a interchange Aas & Aj iw
ae rTaul

form Ay1 + A +1 and

outputTelitedLleiddi

calculate and output

coupling element

—_— — — — — a,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  
 

 
 

 

        
   

B12 CL

B14 xy oq = Zuo ~ Ry
EIS 2 test for loop exit
gle 5Ta1,

Gi7 RIN :s |£18 #LELC LOAD TERMINATION RESISTANCE * output type 9 tanka1s srs PS capacitor Aaze ETH output rest of last
621 ¢LBLE LOAD FILTER TYPE AND START | i _tenk circuit _

= calculate starting label recall and print terminating
5Tial index resistance value
IHT ¥LELE types 8 & 9 output routine|

4 RCLE

oF output type 8 tamk
: RCLC capacitor, or type 9

22 lypeis less than 8 _ + tank inductorBak 421 storelabel index1 I
Bi a] F4% output type 8 tank
632 FRC E565 inductor533 yegn set flag O if order is odd CTOh

B34 CFG _ #LBL1 types 10 &11 routine start

|

£35 GTO: goto starting label GSBR initialize registers |
B36 ¥LBLB type 8 and

9

routine 891 #ELT types 10 &11 loop start
B37 _E65F3

_

initialize registers #92 RCL QR Gn
aa Reb recall and store g; for po re (=n, n2yee yi
548 SToS

_

dual filter topology | a95 . Q-q,

ual RCL calculate and store common oo sTos
543 STOC _®lement value reciprocal a 898  RCLE Ni, (Np, , = 1)
a44 INE s _ #99 EEX§45 STOO initialize Ao, = 0 109 _

846 (ELE types 8 & 9 loop start 181 Kav
B47 Fi print type 9 tank 162 *
848 GSBS

_

capacitor,_ oo 183 - Nit
643 D571 i. 184 8703 _ Q9-agi,
@58 EES increment indices 105 if first time through loop,8st STF_ 186 STOC storevalueof first

L

or GCBa: RCLi recallgg, __ _ | 187 FI7 “output type 11 tank#57  RCLE 188 £587 capacitor#54 Ky recall £g; and store Bi 8FT == — — —]G55 STOE 1i@ 57+; increment index, k

REGISTERS
3 6 7 8 90 27 f, Qy 2 R scratch os = 2, on n k scratch

|

scratch
S0 S1 sz 53 54 85 S6 57 1) s9

92 93 94 gs 9s Jz 9e 99 940
A B Cc D E 1

Qu Qq2 common element Ry N, gi 4 index      
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BRETT; ad RCL output type 10
ue RCL? test for loop exit 16s pegy tonk inductor3 DY? 56 GSE7 —
14 crom| 163 PL calculate and print
115 RCLI calculate and store 171 ROLD termination resistance

116 D821 ¢rapgformer ratio for zz Fo
117 RCLi Norton transformations 173 sy
118 RCL1 174 on
118 x 2

2 oF N; = (ts 4 AGT, 90y ) 177 ¥LBLS common_elementoutput subr |
i232 RCLC 178 RCL{ recall common element
124 Ty 179 xIBI7 L/C (odd/even) output subr _

1 2a EEX 188 1-5
Ge  « 181 pels
127 IH 192 PRT
iz es tes Fen
136 2 18rheFLL C/L (odd/even)output subr |
13 :

5 8 187 of
|

fe

SIE — — — — —— 182 PRTX
134 - calculate and print tank 189 RTN

135 rr Lnductor for type 10 or 198 #LELS initialization subroutine __|
15 "27 tank capacitor for type 11 Ter SFC
137 - 132 5F1
138 __GSBS_ oo] I Fae fleg 1 flag 0
122 RULZ print type 11 tank inductor 195 SF3 -148 Fa? I os

LlREEL _—— —— — —— 197 Py setup denormalization
1 ea 122 57p4 constants for L's and C's
Se Re 195 corps {register order changed
144 RiLI caloulate and print Fad RCL? depending upon filter type
145 =z coupling element, L for 261 Fi? being odd or even)i146 5708 type 10 or C for type 11 Sa Lox

woe| =n
145 Role Primt type 10 264 STx5 _
i=@ fio ‘tank capacitor 285 EEX

151 6867/ print type 10 tank aus a1oe initialize registers
152 RCLC inductor, or print type 11 0 TOE
152 GSES tank capacitor 206 sT0E0 _ _ _|

9s Cres moo. Tm — = — 218 To initial lized LPi535 Far < = alize normalize
’ print type 11 211 +

15¢ eee? tank inductor 5: aol coef recall index register

i5¢ FRCL caleulateandprint | ReFLL?”termination|
159 [SEF coupling element, C for Hh Fe print and space subroutine
le@ SPC_ _type10 or L for type11 | =
161 DSZI decrement index and ore FLEE space and return subroutine
162 RT03 return to loop start aig PTH
163 ¥LBL# last tank output e H
164 KCLS GC for type 10, or
185 ESBS IL for type 11

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

"loadfe IP loadBw |Cload RP E load type [Mtypedortt pags TRIG DISP
a b gpacet rin | d e Ttype 8 ov {0 0 ON a DEG FIX

€ A lzt &¢9 types 081 2 GRAD sclDlgIEROCY [2 USAW Pap[T ] I ENG m
rn elt. Fre "rink Cor lu 8onnt Lor C [initialize 3 first time 3 = n—_8    
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HP-67 suggested program changes. To change from the "print" to "R/g"

mode for program output, make the respective change at the following

line numbers: 183, 188, and 217. The program will now stop at out-

put points and await restart via the "R/S" command from the keyboard.



PROGRAM 2-7 WYE-DELTA TRANSFORMATIONS FOR R, L, OR C.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program performs the Y-A transformation for groups of three re-

sistors, capacitors, or inductors. These transformations find use when-

ever awkward or physically impractical element values result from electri-

cal network design. The resistive transformation is often used with op-

erational amplifier summing network design to keep the resistor values

low. The inductive and capacitive transformations can be of assistance

in filter design.

The Y- A transformations for one-of-a-kind elements are summarized

below:

 

 
 

 

       

 

 

 

Tie TU 0

  

 

       

 
 

m 1 2

"Y" topology "A" topology

Figure 2-7.1 ™Y" and "A" topology definitions.

For capacitors as network elements:

Y+A AY

Cy = C,C/%C C, = ICC/C,

Cr, = Cy C/IC C, = EICC/C;

Ce = Cpr G/2C Ca = £CC/Cy

IC = Cc. + % + Co ICC = CC, + CyCh + CC

217
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For inductors or resistors as network elements (read L's as R's):

YA AY

Ly = ILL/L, L, = Ly-L,/3L
Ly, = ILL/L, L = Lz-L,/2L
L = ILL/L L =1LyLy/iL
ILL = LL + LL + LL IL = Ly + L, + L
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Y+A AY TRANSFORMATION FOI
set

r
load elt |load elt load elt

0 a L OY I O D

 

   
OUTPUT

INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS

Load pro card (one sided

tors

if inductors, or resistors A A

ad o

Load element 1 or a

Load element k or m el
l]

Load element 2 or bd

Select tran

YA transformation ‘| lement a

lement m

lement b

2 agm,b

A»Y transformation

1,k,2

lement a

1

lement b

a,m,b 
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Example 2-7.1

Convert the Y network of Fig. 2-7.2 into an equivalent A network.
Compute the total capacitance both before and after the transformation.

Ca Cp Cy

el, TTT=

Oo -0

Figure 2-7.2 Capacitor networks for Example 2-7.1.

 

HP-97 printout

C load capacitor values

select capacitors
perform Y*A transformation

Ca
Cc
cp before transformation

ZC 's

 

= Cy

- 9-0 Ck after transf iI.868-88 wy C, ormation

ILB3I-BE sax IC's

As a result of the transformation, the total capacity has been reduced
by 69.4%.

Example 2-7.2

A top coupled parallel resonant bandpass filter of the type 7 topo-
logy has been designed with the element values shown in Fig. 2-7.3.
The 1 picofarad coupling capacitor is a problem since it is the same
relative value as the parasitic (stray) capacities of the printed cir-
cult board. By converting from a A capacitor configuration to a Y
configuration, the minimum filter capacity 1s 202 pF as seen in Fig,
2-7.4, and the parasitic capacities of the printed circuit board are
easily managed.
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dL o~
T VI

Ck 1pF
>
<

oe J

Figure 2-7.3 Type 7 filter design.

HP=-97 printout for A -+Y transformation:

8b. -1c BFE Cc,
SBE C, load capacitor values

«"u& 5 Cy
#882 select capacitors
Z3BL start AY transformation

¥iw Ci

EES) Cp summary before
£¥% Co transformation

$4% total capacity

summary after

C

w¥y C

Cc transformation

 

a
m

) b ,
#¥%¢ total capacity

Figure 2-7.4 Network after A-Y transformation.

Il Jl
tH Hl

Ca 202pF Cp 202pF

Cn[nF

Q
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temporarily store
881 %LBLA LOAD element 1 or a B48 _STOE elementmor

k

inscratchpad|
882 STOR 649 RCL caloulate element b or 2
aB3 KIN a58  RCLC
664 *LELE LOAD element k or m #51 x
Bas STORE BSZ  RCLD
ape RTN 853 z
887 #LBLC LOAD element 2 or ® éx4 _g§rtoco_o
sot STOC 853 RCLE  gtore element m or k
aig ETH _ es¢ swe _
616 sLBLe PRINT ELEMENTS 857 CT0e print clement values 7]
B11 SPL 658 ¥LBLE START A«Y TRANSFORMATION
812 ECLA 6358 L5Pe printelements _
#13 FRTH AEE Fa? 7
614  RCLB gg) grgy mpifLerR oo]
#i3  PRTX 862 xLBLG Y»AforLorR, AYfor0 |

ag ot 863 RCLA form and store £XX whereGi7 ROLC B64 RCLB X1is L, R, or 0
#18 PRTX 265 x » fs
ais + 866 RCLE
B28 PRTY 867 RCLC
@21 SPC 868 x
jr RTH 669 +
823 xiBLD' START Y~&6 TRANSFORMATION #78 RCLA
824 £SBe printelements | B71 RCLC
623 Fa? jump if L or R #r2 xX

gz gToH oo er3 +
B27_#LBLI a~YTorL orR, Y>ATor G 6/4 STOD o_o _]
B28 RCLA form and store IX where 873 RCLC  caloulate element 2 or ¢
629 RCLE X is L, R, or 0 B75 z and store in soratchpad
#38 + 677 STE _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _
831 RCL B78 RCLD calculate olement k or m
azz + B7a RCLE
gs spa ase z
#34 RCLA calculate element a or 1 est 8ToB0 o_o ___
635 RCLE and store in scratchpad 882 RCLD calculate element 1 or a
a3e x 863 RCLA
837  RCLD ass =
a38 : 88s sto o_o o_o _]
3% STE— B86 RCLE store element 2 or ¢
848 RCLA calculate element m or k és7 stem
#41  RCLE 858 _GI0e print element values
B42 ¥ #38 w[Bl. SET CAPACITORS AS ELEMENTS
843  RCLD 898 CFa
644 = 831 _RIN
B45 ROLE store element a or 1 832 xLBLE SET INDUCTORS OR RESISTORS
a46  STO4 aaz SFé AS ELEMENTS
847 Ri 89d RIN

REGISTERS
0 1 2 3 3 5 6 7 8 9

S0 St s2 $3 Sd S5 S6 57 S8 S9

B c D E 1®element lor a| element k or m| element 2 or b| x 2 or AX 0 soratohpad

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A loa B load C 2oad D Yai E AY 0 Lor R FLAGS TRIG DISP
= 2G 3 e Print 1 ON OFF
set 0 set L, R elements on OEG ~

a 2%aks2r R dot R |? : : So ENG7 8 9 3 a n      
 



PROGRAM 2-8 NORTON TRANSFORMATIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used

Two network equivalence transformations developed by Edward L. Norton

are shown below. They can be extremely useful for modifying network ele-

ment values or topology.
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Figure 2-8.1 Two forms of Norton's first transformation.
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N:1

NZ—— 1 3
NZ N22s er] 5

’ 2

el |2
FORM 1

Zz
Ones 0)

1 | N | 2
zs ~-Z -2

<< N-1 N(N-1)
{ /’

—1 [ 2
FORM 2

N:1

O=— ~(N-1)Z + N(N-1)2 —0
1 1 2

NZ 8
{ 2

Oman | ry)

FORM 1

N-1 N-1Ome Zz -2lz Lo
{ N nN? 2

. Z
& Ww

1 I 2!

O— —0

FORM 2

Figure 2-8.2 Two forms of Norton's second transformation.
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Figure 2-8.1 shows two forms of Norton's first transformation,

and Fig. 2-8.2 shows two forms of Norton's second transformation.

The transformed network always contains a negative element, which is
combined with a positive element not involved in the transformation.
N must be chosen so this combination results in a zero or positive ele~

ment value if the element is to be realized passively (there are active
clrcuits which can simulate negative elements). When N is chosen so

the negative and positive elements annihilate one-another, the overall

network topology changes. This technique can be used to reverse an
"L" network as shown in Fig. 2-8.3

 

  

 

Ne =P4+, <

Figure 2-8.3 Norton transformation applied to an "L" network.

Chapter 10 of Zverev [58] has many example of the application of
Norton's transformations. Some insight into the power of Norton's
transformations is related in the article "Reminiscences" by W.R.
Bennett in CAS-24 no. 12 (Dec. 1977). Dr. Bennett recollects that Ed
Norton could efficiently furnish a network to give a prescribed loss
characteristic with the minimum number of elements by using only a very

ordinary sliderule, his intuition, and his transformations,

This HP-67/97 program will transform either capacitors or inductors
and resistors. Because the impedance of a capacitor is inversely pro-

portional to the capacitance, multiplying an impedance by N has the
effect of dividing the capacitance by N. Figure 2-8.4 shows form 1 of
Norton's first transformation when the element being transformed is a
capacitor.
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oN N:1

 

 
 

 

  

O——0 0 —o

FORM 1

N:1

o—i— o . —0
q A 2 1 1 Ne 1 2

3 ~ one sy
1 2’ { 2’

o—_ Oed 0

FORM 2

Figure 2-8.4 Norton's first transformation for capacitors.

The same reciprocal relations hold for Norton's second transforma-

tion as applied to capacitor networks.
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osloulate

20d xfm
forms

   

 

lst xfm
forms  

INSTRUCTIONS

Load pro card

If a itor network is transformed

load itor value

OR

If an induetor or resistor network is

transformed, load L or R value

load ideal transformer ratio desired

To salculate both forms of Norton's ) shunt elt

first transformation es el

form one shunt elt
ce

xfor rea

shunt elt

form two serios el

shunt elt

To calculate both forms of Norton's series el

second transformation shunt elt

form one series el

series el

shunt elt

8 e 
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Example 2-8.1

An impedance stepdown of 3:1 is required at the output of the band-

pass filter shown in Fig. 2-8.5. A transformer could be used to provide

this function. Instead, use Norton's first transformation to provide

the impedance stepdown without a transformer.

 

A
A
A
L
A   

K
R
e
f
m
=
n
m
=
=
~
]

x

Figure 2-8.5 Bandpass filter network for Ex. 2-8.1.

A hypothetical 3:1 turns ratio transformer is inserted at x-X, and all

network elements to the right scaled down in impedance by a factor of 3

as shown in Fig. 2-8.6.

 

: . o AA Y
e
v

w
f
=

 

   
 

 

Figure 2-8.6 Network of Fig. 2-8.5 after insertion

of hypothetical transformer.

Form 2 of Norton's first transformation is applied to Lz and the

transformer as shown in Fig. 2-8.7. The resulting negative shunt in-

ductor is combined with Lj as shown in Fig. 2~8.8.
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HP-97 printout for Norton's first transformation

ERIE L,

ca qx

wok! | N

«2Ef calculate Norton's first transformation

TO JESHSE gw L,

COC. 0-85 ANY Ly

—Z ORS TEE NAN L. form 1

i. Tiled wd transformer ratio

“GHZ u-8s erws 1,

SEELT-ET Awe Ly form 2
I54.3-83 war LL

Cc

  

  

 

   
 

0.2887 h "C2
—r| pt)

ic LLs i 3ee  @& go wk
0.683 h 0.3943 h

—

Norton equivalent

inductor and transformer

Figure 2-8.,7 Network of Fig. 2-8.6 with form 2 of Norton's
first transformation applied.

wh
e
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1 0.2887 h

= _ 

 

wa
)=

{
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N
S 0 It 11

    
3c ke3g mem

B 3
0.317h 0.3943 h 1 a

TAS
 

Figure 2-8.8 Final network with all negative elements absorbed.



 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

  

       
 

28 Program Listing |
LOAD C A A533 *LELE CALCULATE SECOND TRANSFORM

_indicatecapasitor entry Boesec —_—— —=
* form and store reciprocal rC

: of entry _ oP— 856 RCL] form 1 series element
¥ ‘restore emtry esr EE5 caloulation

hot =

LOADL ORR__ __ __ | 855 x

: _indicateL orR entry_ __| Bel £102
store entry oe Rei

oC oo

LOAD N #83 RCL& ~~ —
£64 RCL! form 1 shunt element

85 X  caloulation
CALCULATE FIRST TRANSFORM 0 og — — = — — =~

1 - o_o] br y Le

81s kCL1I© 86¢  FCL1 form 1 series clement
#17 FCL] form 1 shunt element Hos _X calculation
gig EEX calculation ar Ear —_ _—— —
8:5 - r SPC

gzé = 872 RCI 1ggall and print desl#21 FLLE 873  FRTX trans 4 td
pr - G4 SPC ansformer turns ratio

8zz  aT02 gs SPC _ _ _ ___ __ __ __|
I 6s REL}
aes Fila arg =" form 2 series element
faze fL1 form 1 series element 975 fri; ©%loulation
oe . caloulation ose +
28 SBE oo] & :

ezs  pcLz Gal ROLE
838 FCLI form 1 shunt element oe: $702
as 9 calculation 954 58a
az CHS bo _— me

833s a&spe 855 RCLA
534 SECT TC TT #86 RCL! form 2 shunt element

835 RCL! recall and print transformer pi cape caloulation
ae PRY turns ratio BES RCLD

B38 SPC  _ _ I
w33  RCL@ 7 B31 LBL!
v3 Tm pd “Jep RCL form 2 shunt element oe R L1 form 2 series element
oil EEX osmleulation 25% [EEE oalculation

z S RG

B47 : 8935 SPC

g44 £Taz a9¢6 SPC

B45 CHS 897 RIN
B46 GIEw ee] 488  sLBLE output subroutime
adr RCLE EL] Fav

£45 RCL1 form 2 series element 1a 1X
A43 = calculation 181 PETX

gs espe_ 182 RTH
B31 RCLz form 2 shunt element
652 ETL] caleulation

REGISTERS
04 1 2 a 3 5 6 7 8 9
T °r L N scratch

50 S1 52 53 Sa S5 56 57 58 59

A B C 0 1       
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losd N c type

SET STATUS

calc type 2 capacitor FLAGS TRIG

1 OFF USER'S
B DEG

GRAD
RAD

DISP

ICE
FIX
SCH
ENG
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PROGRAM 2-9 BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV ACTIVE LOWPASS FILTER
DESIGN AND POLE LOCATIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program calculates the pole locations and Sallen and Key topo-

logy element values for un-normalized Butterworth or Chebyshev all pole

lowpass filter approximations.

The program is designed to allow the use of capacitors with speci-

fied values as might result from the actual capacity measurement of a

selected capacitor. The design process starts by assuming that all re-

sistors are equal to the design resistance level, and the capacitor

values are calculated to meet the filter requirements. The user may

select new capacitor values near the original values, and the program

will calculate new resistor values to meet the filter requirements.

These resistor values can generally be selected from the nearest stand-

ard 0.1% resistor values.

The normalized pole locations of a Butterworth lowpass filter lie

on a circle of unit radius as shown by Fig. 2-2.1 with the generalized

pole locations given by Eqs. (2-2.12) and (2-2.13). The normalized

pole locations for a Chebyshev lowpass filter lie on an ellipse as shown

by Fig. 2-2.3 with the generalized pole locations given by Eqs. (2-2.15),

(2-2.16), (2-2.17), and (2-2.18).

Each complex conjugate pole pair can be expressed in either the

cartesian (real and imaginary parts) or the polar (magnitude and angle)

co-ordinate systems. A variation on the polar system allows the pole

pair to be defined in terms of the natural frequency (polar radius),

Ww» and "Q," or quality factor. The relationship between these co=-

ordinate systems is shown in Fig. 2-9.1, and described by Eqs. (2~9.1)

through (2-9.3).

233
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wy

 

Ok

Figure 2-9.1 Co-ordinate system relationships.

= 2 2 -“oy °c + wy (2-9.1)

meaOy tan ( i) (2-9.2)

1 “ny
Qu=5—5—"= (2-9. 3)

2 cos By 20,

The element values for the Sallen and Key type active resonator are

easily expressed in terms of Wy and Q as follows:

 

  
 

 

Figure 2-9.2 Sallen and Key active lowpass filter topology.
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Q(Ry + R2) 2Q _
Ci TE te——— = -0.,

w R; Rp w, R

1 Cy
wo, Q Rit Ry) 4Q2

Ri; =Rp =R

The Sallen and Key resonator topology is chosen over other types be-

cause of the low parameter sensitivities to element changes. This

type of filter synthesis is called the cascade method. Each pole pair

is synthesized by an isolated op—amp resonator circuit. The entire fil-

ter 1s formed from a cascade of these resonator circuits. With each

pole pair being independent, the overall filter sensitivities to compo-

nent value changes are higher than an equivalent LC filter. See refer-

ence [49] (page 314) for more details.

If higher order filters are required (n greater than 9 or so),

either the leapfrog (Szentirmai) topology using Deliyannis resonators

[48], [20] or Cauer-Chebyshev filters using biquadratic sections [35]

should be considered.

If the two capacitors in the Sallen and Key circuit are specified,

then the following equations express the resistor values,

x = 1+ f1 ~ 4Q2C5/Cy
 

Rp = 1 (2-9.7)
w?C1C2Ry

To ensure the quantity under the radical is positive in the equation for

Ry, C, should be selected to be a lower value, and C; a higher value

than given by Eqs. (2-9.4) and (2-9.5).

If the filter order is odd, then a real pole exists. A third order

op—amp resonator circuit may be used to produce both the real pole and

a complex conjugate pair. The lowest Q pole pair is selected for reali-

zation by this circuit to minimize sensitivities, and to keep the ele-

ment value spread within bounds. The third order section topology is
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shown in Fig. 2-9.3.

 

  
   

I
Figure 2-9.3 Third order op=amp resonator circuit.

 Pout _ _1
Ein D(s) (2-9.8)

where

= o3 o2D(s) s°C,C,C,RRR, + °C.{CR(R + R) + CR. (R + R)} +

s{C;R;, +C,(R + BR, +R)} +1

 

Bout 1 _ 1 1
E = T "82 8 ‘+1 (2-9.9)in Cs3 + Bs? + As +1 Tod41

©2 Q

for R; = Rp = Rg =1 (2-9.10)

1
A=C; +3C3=1 + wq (2-9.11)

n

B = 2C4(Cq + Cp) = —i— + —E (2-9.12)3(Cy 2 PER .
n n

C= C;1C2C3 = =z (2-9.13)

n

The equations for A, B, and C represent three equations in

three unknowns, C;, Cy, and C3. By algebraic manipulation, a cubie

equation in C,; alone may be obtained.
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ci’ -c12 (+c) -3c=0 (2-9.14)

A Newton-Raphson iterative solution is used to find the real root

of this equation (there will be at least one). Once C, is found, the re-

maining two capacitors are found as follows:

A-cCCy = —— (2-9.15)

= _L_
-Co

=

Gres (2-9.16)

If the three capacitors are specified, then the transmission func-

tion (Eq. (2-9.9)) may be used to obtain three equations in terms of
the three unknown resistors. Equating like powers of s, as before,

these equations result:

A=CR; + C3(R1 + Ro + R3) = T+ 20 (2-9.17)
n

(2-9.18)
1B= Ca{C1R1(R2+R3) + C2R3 (R; + R2)} = ster

n n

C = C1C2C3R31RoR3 = 7 (2-9.19)
n

By algebraic manipulation, R, may be eliminated leaving two equa-

tions in two unknowns, R3 as a cubic function of R; alone, and a quadra-

tic equationin R; with R; as a parameter. Thequadratic formula is.

used to reduce the second equation to R as a function of R, alone,

These two non-linear equations in two unknowns are solved using an it-

erative method given in an unpublished paper by Robert Esperti of

Delco Electronics.

 

(2-9.20)

1 R,2(C,(C, +C)) + R.2(AC.) + R ®) += }Ry = {®,2(c (cy +c 194aby) Ry (B) 5
R 2C.C. 11 273

_-b B)2, ©R) =+ 6) - & (2-9.21)

=b _ _A- C3R ec _ C (2-9-22)2a = 2(C1+C3) * a = T(C1#C3)-CiCoRs
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R3
|

Ry =9(R3)

|
|

Rg = f(Rq)

he Ry 

 

Figure 2-9.4 Esperti's iterative method.

Referring to Fig. 2-9.4, an initial guess for R;, is made. The cor-

responding value for Rj is calculated using Ry = f(R;). The corres-

ponding value for R; (say R';) is calculated using the above value

for R3 in R'; = g(R3). Using Ry = f(R';), a second value of Ry is

calculated; this value of Rj is designated R'3. Finally, a second

value of Ry is calculated using R; = g(R'3); this value of R; is desig-

nated R";. Straight lines designated As and Ag are drawn as shown.
The intersection of these two lines defines the next guess for R;. The

iteration is halted when the new and old values for R, agree within

10” 8g, The convergence of this method is quite fast with four iter-

ations generally providing the above accuracy. Furthermore, the

method will converge when direct substitution type iteration proves to

be divergent.
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The above procedure may be done algebraically to yield a recursion

relationship as shown below:

 

g(£(Ry)) = BR

“Rint TTRGGER)) - eGR)
to g(f(R,)) - RB

Ri4q (2-9.23)
 

The recursion relationship may be further reduced to an algorithm

that can be used to program the HP-97. This algorithm is shown below:

 

R= BER) (29.24)

R")= g(£(R'))) (2-9.25)

= ! - -5 R') Rg (2-9.26)

t pn - nt -8 R" Ry (2-9.27)

e =——S (2-9.28)
1-48/ *

Rih™ Ri + ¢ (2-9.29)

Terminate if |o < 107° (2-9. 30)
n+l  

 

Each time through the R"; = g(£(R;)) calculation, the value of Rj3 is

stored in a scratchpad register. After the iteration loop termination,

values for Rj and R3 will be at hand. The following formula relates R)

to these resistors and the other known quantities:

C
= C1CCaRIRs (2-8.31)Ro

To simplify the initial guess for Rj and to keep the range of num

bers within bounds, the selected values for the capacitors are normalized

to 1 ohm, 1 radian/second values for use by the program. After the cor-

responding normalized resistors are calculated, the resistance values

are de-normalized before output.
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User Instructions

BUTTERWORTH & OHEBYSHEY AOTIVE LP FILTER DESIGN & POLES
privter ‘=cdB

  

    
Bn

  

enter f£_ enter
& start9B |qf
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After the second resistor value output, the 

 program execution will automatically return
 

 

to_step six until all second order seotions
   

have been outputted. If the filter is odd order,
 

the display will flash to indicate the
    reading of the second card is required,  

step INSTRUCTIONS DATAIUNTS KEYS DATAUNITS1

|

Load both sides of program card # 1 ee-

2

|

If Ghebyshev:
eeeenter filter order n [rari] |

enter passband ripple €4p 3 [A] oe
go to step 4

eee

3

|

If Butterworth:
eeea enter filter order n [A] NEa if bendedge is defined by other than

the =3dB point, enter the dB down
defining the bandedge -£dp

4

|

Enter the design resistance level R, OL [ao |

2_|.1f bandedge is -3dB point, enter £-3dp & start £-3ap, Hz| [D

|

EE
for res

6

|

If bandedge is ~EdB point, enter f-cdp & start |f-cap, Hz

|

[2]I
space

-

WnThe data is for the second order filter FoLo] Q
segtion, and alternate capacitor values i > C.Fentered in next step are also for the nN TC 0: .F
“eoond order section. The thirdorder

|

~~] stop
section (for odd filter order) is third order wy,
output last and is desoribed on the section Q
next page, output a)

Flashing
ispla7

|

If alternate capacitor values are desired,
enter 0; f to skip this step, press

||

C/,F [ENT

f

enter 0; | ng without numeric entry)| C.,F Ry, qn

Ra. , 0b
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THIS SECOND CARD IS USED WITH ODD ORDER
BUTTERWORTH AND OHEBYSHEV AGTIVE LP
FILTER DESIGN.

 

   

INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS

Read both sides of second when displa

flashes with first program

operation will automatically resume after

the second side of this card is read.

The three itor values for the

r S topolo will

f alternate ca tor values are

those values via key "E"

order section requirements cannot be met

with those resistors, the program execution

it n

to clear the display, and enter ther se

of capacitors u ge, sta

close to the ea to e

s 2, the error situa

be avo

To run another case, reload both sides of

card 1, and return to
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Example 2-9,1

A 1 dB ripple Chebyshev lowpass active filter must pass all fre-

quencles between dc and 1000 Hz within 3 dB, and must reject all fre-

quencies higher than 2000 Hz by more than 60 ‘dB, Program 2-1 may be

used to determine the necessary filter order. This program calcu-

lates a minimum filter order of 6.19, which is rounded to the next high-

est integer, 7. A 7th order, 1 dB ripple Chebyshev lowpass filter that

is 3 dB down at 1000 Hz, will be 1 dB down at 983.1 Hz and 69.4 dB dovm

at 2000 Hz ( » = 2000/983.1 = 2,035).

This program (Program 2-9) is used to calculate the element values

for a 7th order, 1 dB ripple, 1000 Hz =3 dB cutoff frequency Chebyshev

filter. A design resistance level of 10000 ohms is chosen which will

make the capacitor values around 1/(27fR) = 0,016 pF.
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PROGRAM INPUT

ro ENT* n

i. ESE: €L5Ea dB

18666. SEC design resistance level

leva. gsED -3dB frequency
S83. i+8@ xy» -1dB frequence (output)

PROGRAM OUTPUT

section one

B, I344ET kkk Wp
16.9680 *k¥  Q,
354.2-85 wk Co
F45.5-1F wax C22
Hr-66 ENTT

758. -12 GSBE ¢?} alternate values
14.83+83 win Ry
5.852483 wbx Ry"

section two

3, 883183 aw uy

3, 158+08 wa+ Q,

126. 4-89 sw» Cy,
2. 173-88 k¥y Cay

L22=BE EHTY Cy,
3.8% G5PE Cap alternate values

IF.72+83  ¥we R

3,429+83 xxx Ro,

section three

= S65+0% Ar Up } of second order pair
1.257788 yx Q

i.265+63 +x» 0, real pole location

£5. 00-82  «w¥ Ci.
163. 5-85 xx Coe

Bb. 385-65 R¥y Ca.

 i-@E ERTY Cia

cZmeb ERTT Co alternate values
£.E-€5 GSB Cg

5.880737 war Ry
BE. l13TED gv Ro.
IE, IIEI KEs Ra,
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Example 2-9.2

An active Butterworth lowpass filter must pass all frequencies be-

tween dc and 1000 Hz within 1 dB, and must reject all frequencies higher

than 3000 Hz by at least 60 dB. Program 2-1 may be used to determine

the minimum filter order. This program calculates a minimum filter order

of 6.90, which is rounded to 7, the next highest integer. This filter

will be 60.9 dB down at 3000 Hz {ix = 3000/1000 = 3).

This program (Program 2-9) is used to find the element values for a

7th order, 1000 Hz «1 dB cutoff, Butterworth lowpass active filter. A

design resistance level of 10000 ohms will keep the capacitor values cen-

tered around 1/(27fR) = 0.016 uF.
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PROGRAM INPUT

» 65E¢ n=
~
}

(a
)

. B5ER €~~
»

r,

dB

19686, &SBC R, design resist level

1683. 65Be f-cdB
1.181+83 $¥% £-3dB (output)

PROGRAM OUTPUT

section one

6. 328+83 mx wy
C297+08 xs Q
£4.34-8% wax C)
J.2lo-85 xxx C2
68.82 ENTt CC"

JBab.-12 GFBE C'2
14.20+83 ¥i% R)

7.188+G3 ¥ix Ro

| alternate values

section two

6.926+87 xv
gal. 7-82 xix Q
£3.16-83 wax Cy
S,.B16-85 xe Co

s20y od ol or! | alternate values
14,61+83 »xw¥ Ry
7. 104+83 xn Ry,

section three

6.528+87  wx4

SH5.6-63 asx
Ba. F253 wan
18,.32-6% wyw
£2. 14=63  wu¥
7.036-8F x:
cZ.-0& ENTT
EE.—83 CHT

eel. ~12 IPE
FITI4ET dwg
VeETITA3 ak
13, 83+82 xxx

W
E

} of second order pair

-
l
l
d
D
N

-
W
w
N
p

| alternate values

m
a
O
O
o
O
O
O
O
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w
w
w
R
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—
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E
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z8.car01 Program Listing 1
 bo! x[BLA “BUTTERWORTH; LOADn_ _ _ _ | 856 ENT?

882 SF1 indicate Butterworth~~— 857 +
aa3 EEX setup registers; 8.8 1-X
avd STOR f-3dB/f-£dB = 1 as9 CHS
e685  sTOD cosh a = 1 868 y*
B06 STOE sinha, = 1 B61  STOB

862 C705 goto deta entry flap olear |

665FLALCLOAD

OPERATING

FESToT

IE064 STO6 LEVEL

_

_
865 6105 goto data “eniry Flagclear

~|

 

 

  
 

Ri recover filter arder, m _ _ _| B66 #BLO IOAD£.34p& START_—oeLfL indicateChebyshev _ _ ___ f67  F1% jump, if Butterworth )GSBE gosub filterorderentrysubr] begerorCC TUUT814 RCLB 869 5109815 EEX #78 RCLS
a1e l calculates 871 ENT?
a1 : ars xz

818 1gx B= \ho®- Teas -1 873 EEX
819 EEX 874 -
82a - ars TX821 7% B76 + Tor Chebyshev, calculate
622 1% yp" 877 RCLA 1.€ «RS f =#23sts YET 78 17% fap nheon

TE]

3 coun824 ENTE 879 yx n- °° ®

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

aa iy calculate and store: aso Ene

827 + = 1 -1 1 882 +ag gx ®7 x sinh (g-)-=R2 883 =
az + 884 ENT?
830 RCLA 885+831 10%

886

SF3setdata entry flag _ __a3z2 px 887 PRIX print f.¢8:3 sre_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

958

#LbLd ToiFti AND START_834 ENTT 889 FI?23 178 caloulate and stores pa Rue ifButterworth, caloulate837 2
892 x and print f_34p

63g ~~: sinha — Rg 893 Fi?
839  STOE £94 PRTXgd RCLZ ~~ ~~ TTT TT TT TT ~895®BL7 _ _ _ __
oe Eat calculate and store: oo ENTE
a43 + 898 +aid 2 cosh a —= Rp 899 x if flag 3, 2nf4R3
845 z 168 F3?

46

STOD__o_o __ |

dar

sro_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ —_ me]847 6705 go to data entry flagclear 102 EEX848 sLBLB LOAD -&;, FOR BUTTERWORTH 163 ST08 setup for next loop849 EEX\if bandedge is not defined 184

_

SPCasa I "\_by =3dB point __ __ _ _ __ ——-185 LBL} _—8econdorder filterloop —_851 # calculate and store: } 16 SPC#52  1@x c 1 187  RCLA853 EEX f=3dp _ [10% dB 1]ZR 188 RCLIa54 - fTeqn 18% x
A55  RCLA 118 EEX

REGISTERS

8ak -1{ 2 2g orw, [* wag |° 01° Vg ® Rr i wy Sk ® soratoh
50 S1 S2 53 Sq $5 S6 S7 58 Sg 

        
    

 

A filter order, Fp l,or r=24B c 0s ° cosh a or 1 €ainh a orl | 7t/(2n)
   
 



 

   

 

    
  
 

   

 

 
 

 

 

 

   
   

2-9, CARD 1 Program Listing 11
111 #R 167 EEX Ry calculation (continued)

112 RCLD calculate pole positions: j 168 +
113 x opel 168 X
114 STO? = =feinh a)(sin Zl 176 EEX
1s wey Jk on) 171 +
116  RCLE yo 2k-1 172 RCLI117 . k=(cosh &)(cos 2 7) 153 :

118 sto_ 174 RCLZ
118 P 175 =
128 RCL3 176 RCL®
121 x calculate Wry and Q 177 :

122 PRIX » ) ) 178 PRIX _ __
123 5702 w,, = w 179 RCL4124 xay k= Okt Ck | 198 x Ro calculation:
125 cos = 1/(2 cos( tan~l ZK )) 181 RCL9
126 14% % Sk 182 «x )
127  5T01 183 RCL2 = 1/(w.S.01 04

128 2 194 ye Fo= YV(en:C10dRy)
129 s 183 xX
130 PRIS _ _ _ee 186 1%
131 LSTX + 187 PRTY
132 greg ‘ROTememtlkby2z L158 ¥LBL4
133 Fa? 189 RCLE134 e703 Jumpinis ovenLo AY 198 ROA test for loop exit

135 RCL8 181 KY?
136 EEX -—192 ETOodd order filters mm mm mw em ee ee am mm ee
pri ROL test for last section I or space paper upon loop exit
139 8vo (3rd order section) (95 RIN

148 6702o_o o_o —>19¢ #lBLZ calculatereal5rd orderpole

141 xLBLI calculate Cc, for 2nd order 187 RCLE
142 RCLI 198 RCL3

| 143 RCL2 2Q 199 x
144 = 01= oF 200 PRT
145 RCLE n 201 #Bl8 waltToopfor 2nd gard read|
146 2 [202 PSE
147 PRIS 203 6108
148 ENTt save 0; in stack 204aLpLE _Tilterorder entry subr__ _|
149 ENT: _ __ 265 STOR

J 1568 RCL1 calculate C, for 2nd order 286 2
151 Xz 0 287 :
152 = Ohm 1 288 ENTt set flag O if n is even

153 PRT 2 4.9 209 INT
154 RTH 218 CFe
155 [BLE_ LOAD ALT OAPACITORVALUES _| 211 R=v?

|} TE Fp 212 sf]
157 F3? if numeric entry, store, 213 Pi
158 E704 otherwise jump 214 Rela c8lculate and stores
159 8109 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ___ __ 215 ENTt
166 Xv calculate R,: 216 + 7/(2n) — Ry
160 STDM 217 z
162 = 218 STO
163 RCI py 2 V3 = 47.050] 715 #LBL5 dateentiyTlag clearsubr|
164 xe 2-Qewy+C) zz6  CF3
163 x 221 RTH
166 CHS _ .

LABELS = FLAGS SET STATUS

load ntdp load R[F..-& go [Bun & gol7load 01404’ n even FLags TRIG DISP
acapacitoriv c d e i set for ON OFF
ont ort ST oTd Ltr o ® DEG FIX

toad Joop |cafefiiBeiod’ output or

|

Svenord |¢ 10,exit 1m GRAD SCI
5elT 7 7 3 2 B RAO 8 ENG B

entry flag fata entry a a n_3      



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        
     

> N2-9, coz Program Listing 1
861 RCL? w “856___ 5108
aR? RCLS or for 3rd order section 857 TLX calculate£7(C.) as—_———

883 RCL R 858 3 , 1 5
B64 5 859 x £(0,) =301° = 2A0 + 2B

85  SF2 seo Rea (C0 1772
886 ST06 store denormelization R B61 2
eo? Re__ 862 «x
868 STO calculate and store: 863 -
aa9 +f 2 2 864 X

a18 xe wy, 2_w 2,0 2 865 RCL4
811 S701 k= “Ak 866 +o_o__
812 2 267, = Wa 667 57:8 form and store:
813 STx8 Q _ _] 868 RCLO 4 =0 £(C1)
B14 ROLE calculateand stores 8 -3_ nel = Oly = “P77 oo
815 RCL1 v 878 RCL? iterate again if

a16 x C = — a1 2
a7 10% WX 672 ops £(Cln)
818 STOC azz kee £700) <5 1078
B19 ST0S _ _ __oo] 874 XLYo 01
628 RCLE  gsalculete and stores 7s eroe _'_»1__ ___]|
821 RCLE 2 1 B76 RCLA calculate and store:
@z2 + = as 8s? RCL3

823 «x He “on 078 - Ao
824 STOR ) + An) 879 3 Ox = Asa
825 STod lope»NR ps8 = 3
826 RULE calculate and store: 881ST04oe|
B27? RCLE ‘ 882 RCL3 calculate;
a28 x PS 883 x
829  RCLI T wQ as 884 RCLC Cp = =2
asa + 885 Xv C,:03
831  RCLC TN? ©n ees =-
a32 X (wz (wn + Q ) #87 RCL4 order Cj, Op, and C3 in Bn
833__STOA _ ___ 833  X3Y the stack
834 J use register arithmetic @83  RCL3
835 STx4 to form and store: 838G5B3 restoreP S order _ _ _ _ J
836 S5TX5  3p/2, and 3C 891  6SBI denormalize and print
a3r 2 892 6581 capacitors

838 ST:_____ 993 #BL1
39 ST03 initialize registers for 894 RCL3 capacitor denormalization

oa pa Newton-Raphson iteration oe RCLG
C - C Ww .

842 8 897 = don Onor/(“eap-R)
a43 8709 898  PRTX

844xlBL8 Newton-Rephson routine to 892 Ri

#845 RCL3N find the real 3rd order 168 RTN
846 RCL N_ root of £(Cy)=0 181 _#LBLE LOAD ALTERNATE CAPACITOR
847 RCL? No _ _oY_ 182 GSB3°, VALUES FOR 0p, O,, & O
948  RCLA 183  RCL3 >
849 - calculate £(C;) as: 184 PS \__
50 Xx 18s SsF2 LoTTT

e 20.3 40.2 28g. - s initialize registers
851 Relea £(C;)=0,7 - 40," + 550, -30 186 _ _TMIRIAAAEeTegoerJ
as2 + 1867  ST02 store 0, Cp, & C

853 x 188 Ry >
834 RCLS 18% 8701
ass - 118 Ry

REGISTERS

02-1 2 Pwin | we IP rR [wp [0 ox [

So. wn [S'_, ol52 | Sa, 55. S6 57 58 CI
01, Ei 05, Ww, c; R; Ry, “5-| Ry, 30 R scratch scratch 10

A B ne 3 C eo D . I

A«T+ Ba Bg * oo 0 =a cosh a sinh a ¢/(01°C2)    



 

 

 

 

 

    
  

  
 

         
 

 

2-9, car02 Program Listing 11
— 111 sted _ __ _ __ _ ___1 166 XY

112 RY 167  PRTX
113 RCL6 form Wggp * R 168 RCLS
nex_ 169 PRIX
115 5Tx@ oT 178 *LBLY
116 §Tx1 normelize 01, Cp, 03 171 F2? if flag 2, restore
117 87x 172 P25 PzS register order
118 EEX : 173 RIN
119 syo3Ore initiel guessfor fy | 174_¥LBLYsubroutine forRL=F{E(RL)) |
126 RCLC 175 RCLE
121 RCLE ) 176  RCLB Cy = g(Ry)
122 : form and store: 07-03 177 RCL2 Cs 2 rein) bys
123 RCLI 178 + * PAC +R.B- &
124 z 179 5107 Ry RGGGCI-RAGeRB-
125 STOL 180 x RCC

——126_¥LBL7 _Esperti 1teration 1oop .SEAIrt| 181 x
127 RCL3 182 RCLA A
128 £see Srrir store: 183 RCLA C,
129 gros "17FEL] 184 x
138 ESR& calculate and store 185 -
131 8105 _Ri= f(e(RA))_ __ _ _ _ ___._ 186 X

BE coatsxn] lp 0
134 RCLT caloulate: §'=K, - R' 189 RCLC C
135 51-4 _ __ ____°11] 198 RCLE G
136 RCL4 191 z
137 x=87  §- 192 -

~138 cro oO °%eare| 193 RCLI Ce
139 EEX 194  RCL2 C»
148 RCLS 195 «x
141 RCL4 ) . § 19% =
142 = Form OR= 4m 197 x2
143 - 198 xe
44= 199 =
145 6T+3 _formRipe] =Rl,+ARL| 208 ST08 store Rs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _—
146  RCL3 201 RCLZ Cs; i ;
147 = iterate again if 282 x > By = £(Rs) as defined by:
148 ABS 263 RCLA A b Tz
149 ROS |&R1 5 1078 204 - Ry= —5— + 3 - 2.
158 xv? Ry 285 CHS
151 ET07 266 RCL?

L152 #LBLE 267 ENTt a= 0) +03
153 RCLI 208 +
154 RCLZ o 209 = -Z& -b = A - O5Rs
155 = caloulate Ry= —————— 218 ENTt
156  RCL3 010,051Ry 211 xe ¢ = G/(0;05Rs)
157 = 212 RCLI
158  RCLB 213 RCL8
15 = o_o____ 214 =
168 RCL6 215 RCL?
161 STx3 denormalize resistors 216 : 5
162 §Tx8 217 -
163x 218 TY
164 RCL3 print Rp, R,, and Ry 218 + Ry
165  PRTX 228 RTH

- LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

° c > £01,° 5,02 0 FLAGS TRIG DISP
a b c d ) “Ti ON OFF

0 DEG FIX
oNewEon-— dono rmalizg? 3 a 2P%5 used 1 GRAD . SCI a

2 u RAD ENG

: Ceacape  lrSERDRS [R= (BY) Toltine [° 2 n3     
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HP-67 suggested program changes. Program space does not allow the addi-
tion of a print, R/S toggle and associated output routine. If the
HP-67 user would like the program to stop instead of halting for §

seconds (print command) change the "print" statements to "R/S" at the
following line numbers: (program 1); 122, 130, 147, 153, 178, 187, and
200; (program 2); 098, 165, 167, and 169. To resume program execution
with the above changes, execute a "R/S" command from the keyboard
after each data output point.



PROGRAM 2-10 BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV ACTIVE HIGHPASS
FILTER DESIGN AND POLE LOCATIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program calculates the normalized pole locations and provides

element values for the un-normalized, unity gain Sallen and Key type

second and third order highpass active resonator circuit, Higher order

filters are formed by cascading second order sections, and one third

order section if the filter order is odd. The program uses either the

Butterworth (maximally flat) or Chebyshev (equiripple passband) all pole

filter descriptions.

The program is designed to allow the use of specified capacitor

values such as would result from the actual measurement of a standard

value capacitor. The corresponding resistor values are calculated for

each section. The nearest 17 standard value precision resistor will

generally suffice for the calculated value.

The design process starts by finding the normalized lowpass pole

locations for the desired filter type. If the passband cutoff fre-

quency is different from the conventional definition of the bandedge, a

scaling of the normalized cutoff frequency is done. The Butterworth

amplitude response is 3 dB down at the passband edge, while the Chebyshev

amplitude response is € dB down at the passband edge, where € dB is the

passband ripple in dB. The scaling factor is K, and the normalized fil-

ter cutoff frequency is denoted by w

The normalized and scaled lowpass pole locations are sequentially

found as complex conjugate pairs, and, if the filter order is odd, the

real pole location. The lowpass, unity-gain, Sallen and Key, normalized

active filter circuit element values may be found in terms of these pole

locations, The element values of the highpass normalized active resona-

tor may be found from the normalized lowpass structure. The normalized

lowpass structure is transformed to the normalized highpass structure

by replacing each lowpass resistor with a capacitor and vice versa.

253
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The normalized highpass element values are the reciprocals of the corres-
ponding converted lowpass element, i.e., a 2 farad capacitor becomes a
% ohm resistor. This conversion is equivalent to replacing s by 1/s in
the lowpass transfer function equation. The un-normalized highpass
equation is found by replacing s by w,/s, where w, = 2nf, and £, is the
highpass cutoff frequency in hertz.

Each complex conjugate pole pair can be expressed in either the
cartesian (real and imaginary parts) or the polar (magnitude and angle)
co-ordinate system. A variation on the polar system allows the pole
pair to be defined in terms of the natural frequency, w , and "Q" or
quality factor. The relationships between these co-ordinate systems is
shown in Fig. 2-9.1 The Butterworth and Chebyshev pole locations are
given in Program 2-2. By putting all the foregoing concepts together,
the denormalized highpass element values can be expressed in terms of
w. and Q with the second order circuit topology as shown in Fig. 2-10.1.

 

 

Figure 2-10.1 Highpass Sallen and Key circuit.

 

w/w
In= o—C

-10.R; a(c, + Cc, (2-10.1)

(w/w)?
=

2-10.2

The Sallen and Key unity-gain op-amp resonator is chosen over
other types because of its low component count and low parameter sensi-
tivities to element value changes (see [19]). High Q realizations are
difficult with this resonator type since the resistor value spread is
4Q2 when the capacitor values are equal, however, this constraint is
not a problem here since the pole Q's are rarely greater than 10.
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High pole Q's occur with higher order filters (n greater than 9 or

go). In these cases, the Szentirmai leapfrog topology [48], should be

given consideration, or else an elliptic response lower order filter

might meet the amplitude response requirements (the phase response will

be less linear however).

All operational amplifiers have bandwidth limitations, i.e., the

BA-741 has unity open loop gain at 500 kHz typically. When the operating

frequency range of the active filter contains frequencies that approach

1% of the op—amp unity gain crossover frequency (500 kHz for the uA=741),

then the contribution of the operational amplifier compensation pole and

lower open loop gain must be considered. Program 1-3 can be used to cal-

culate the pole location shifts. Positive and negative feedback reso-

nators of the Deliyannis type can accommodate the op—amp compensation

pole and open loop gain characteristic (see [19]).

If the filter order is odd, then a real pole exists. A third order

op—amp active resonator circuit may be used to produce both the real

pole and a complex conjugate pair. The lowest Q pole pair is chosen for

realization by this circuit to keep the element value spread within

bounds, and also to minimize sensitivities. The third order active high-

pass topology is shown in Fig. 2-10.2.

 
y © Tout

 

Figure 2-10.2 Third order highpass active filter section.
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The transfer function in terms of the R's and C's assuming an ideal

operational amplifier is:

 

E 3out _ s°Ri1R2R3C1C2C3 _
E, DCs) (2-10. 3)

where

D(s) = sRRoR3C1CoC + s2R{R4C5C4 + R; zee}

+ s{Ry(C1+Cy) + Ry(Cy + C3)} +1

and

ICC = C,Cot+ C,C3 +C;Cgq (2-10. 4)

The resistor values may be obtained from the capacitor values and

the pole locations by the simultaneous solution of three equations in

three unknowns. These three equations are generated by equating like

powers of s between the desired transfer function as expressed with

the pole locations and the above transfer function. The desired trans-

fer function in terms of the complex conjugate pole palr as expressed

through wy, and Q, and the real pole location, 1l/t, is:

 

 

2
3 1 Wn

out 8 (ox ’ ( )

E. Z (2-10.5)
in { or + 1s? + s(5 (=) + 1]

or, in descending powers of s:

wn \2 ( 1 )I{—] + —
Bout _ s (=) ot (2-10.6)
 

 

Ww

E Ww \2 Ww 2 w :

in sf mn) (LL on 1 ny(l, 1A) (2) + AR) (rk) vo (2)(Ee)
Cc Cc Cc n Cc n
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The resulting three equations in three unknowns are:

 

w \2

R1R2R3C;C2C3 = (2) (2) (2-10.7)
C Cc

2

Ry (R3C,C3 + Ry ICC) = (2) (x + ® L) (2-10.8)

Cc n

= (%) (1 1\ (oo
Ry; (C; + C3) + Rp(Cy + C3)= (=) (3 + no), (2-10.9)

After algebraic manipulation, a cubic equation in R; alone is obtained:

Ri%K3 + R12 Kp = RiK; + Kg = 0 (2-10.10)

where the constants Kg, K,, K;, and K, are defined by:

 

Ks = - (Cc, + Cs) c, zZ CC) (2-10.11)

1 1 ( “n
K, = = + —]{C;zCC (2) (2-10.12)
2 (3 L)( 1 ) wy

1 “n ;
K, = (x + =) (cutee + cs) (2) (2-10.13)

1 . Ww 2

= = n -Ky = (Cp + Cy) (z=) (2) (2-10.14)

The program uses a Newton~Raphson iterative solution to find the

real root of Eq. (2-10.10) for R; (there will be at least one real root).

The details of the Newton-Raphson technique are shown in Program 1-5.

Once Rj has been obtained, the values for Ry and Rj are obtained

using the following equations:

(=r Yl: (1,1). |
we (akm) | (3 +L) rier +00.19

(Eres ) (2-10.16)
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User Instructions

BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV ACTIVE HIGHPASS FILTERS 
C: ntedp

 

load f-¢dp
& start

  
  

 

 

 

   

 

load £-308
& start  

   

 INSTRUCTIONS INPUT
DATA/UNITS KEYS OUTPUT

DATA/UNITS Read both sides of program card one
 

 If Ohobyshev response is desired:
 8) Load filter order
 b) Load passband ripple in dp €dB
 ¢) go to step 4
  

 

 

 

 If Butterworth response is desired;
 

Load filter order
 

 
If the passband edge is defined at other
 than the -3dB point, enter the bandedge 

 attenuation in dB (attenuation is expres
 sed as a positive number)
  

 

 

 

 

 

 Load operating resistence level “*"  
  The caleulated resistor values will
 usually be within r decade of this value,
 

 

 If the pasaband edge 1s defined by the =35dB
 fmplitude response point, enter f-34p ""* f=-3dB  

 *The Chebyshev bandedge 1s usually de-
 fined by the -¢dB point since the pass-
 band response oscillates within a band
 €dB wide, If a Chebyshev response has
 been selected, the frequency where the
  amplitude response exits the «dp ripple
 band will be printed,
  

 go to step 7 (read step 6 commentary)
 

 

 

continua—
 

tion on
  

[nextpage

for rest
 

of output.
 

 

 

 

 If the passband edge is defined by the -edp
  point, enter f-eqp™**

f-edB [212] 
 MAIL Butterworth response has been selected
 the frequency where the response ia 3dp 7
  down will be printed.
      

P-33p**
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BUTTERWORTH AND CHEBYSHEV ACTIVE HIGHPASS

T
— CONTINUED —

 

     

 

FILTERS
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

  

   

INPUT OUTPUT
STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS
6 Cdesign

The design capacitance value is outputted.”™
TM If this value is unacceptable from a circuit

or practicality point of view, alter the
design resistance level accordingly using

key "oO", then recalculate the design capa- new R [c]
citance level using key "D". The design D | new Cdes

= cutoff frequency need not be re-entered
--—--4 even though the original frequency entry

was via keys "f", "ph,

When an acceptable design capacitance level
--——] has been found, continue program output by

using "R/S". [r/s Wn,
Q

stop

7 Enter capacitor values to be used in this

second order filter section *** C1 [ENT]

C2 Ea R
Ro

space

n2

Q
stop

Keep entering capacitor values for suc- Cl, Rio
ceeding sections until all second order C2, :
sections have been defined. . .

If an odd order filter is being designed, . :
the last printout will be a set of three oh] *
numbers, and the display will flash to Gor Ro
indicate that the loading of the second n n
card is required. It is not necessary to
stop the program, just insert the second odd order
card into the card reader and read both sides) filter:

last sect

After the second card reading is complete, Yn
load the three capacitor values to be used Q
with this third order filter section using 1
key "E', PTEEHTH

Cy display-
%
The unit of resistance is ohms, C2

capacitance is farads, and frequency Cz Lo Ry

is hertz, Ry    R3
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Example 2-10.1

A fifth order, % dB passband ripple Chebyshev active highpass fil-

ter is to have 3 dB or less attenuation at 10 Hz. A National Semicon-

ductor type LF-156 bi-fet operational amplifier is chosen as the active

element in the filter.

Design an active filter to meet these specifications and choose

the operating resistance level to achieve the lowest capacitance values

in the filter without affecting the dc drift characteristics of the

operational amplifier by more than 10%. The operating temperature range

is ~25°C to +85°C.

From the LF-156 data sheet, the maximum input bias current occurs

at the highest operating temperature, +85°C, and is approximately 1 nA.

The typical input offset voltage is 3 millivolts. The resistance level

that will generate 0.3 millivolts with 1 nA flowing is:

li -9
R= (3x10 Vv)/(1 x10 A) = 300 kQ

The filter is then designed with this value in mind as the largest re-

sistance value which has an effect on the dc output of the last filter

stage. Being a highpass filter, each stage of the filter blocks the

dc voltage present from the preceding stage.

The filter design will be done twice, once with 300 k{ as the

design resistance level to determine the value of R, in the last (third

order) section. The operating resistance level is then scaled to

cause the highest resistance value (Ry) to be 300 kQ. The HP-97

printout for these operations is shown on the next page.

In the second run of the program, the design capacitance level is

0.1749 pF. The nearest larger standard capacitor value is 0.22 uF.

The filter will require five capacitors, therefore, five 0.22 uF mylar

capacitors were drawn from stock, and their capacities measured. The

measured values were: .2236 uF, .2014 uF, .1965 uF, .2173 uF, and

0.2542 uF. The filter resistances are designed around these capacitor

values.
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Example 2«10,1 printout
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FIRST PROGRAM RUN SECOND PROGRAM RUN

LOAD FIRST PROGRAM CARD LOAD FIRST PROGRAM CARD

3. ENT? load filter order 5, EKT*
o Z5E: load passband ripple .5 ESBa

ZG@agt. BIBL load design resist 96. 99+83 £5BC load new design
resistance level

iE ESE load ~3dB Trequerey 12. GSBC

18.55+86 X#% —3dB frequency (o/p) 10.59+66 Kxh

33.€53-85 #s#x design capacitance 174.9-83 sxx nev design capacitor
level (output) value (output)

kE<Z continue execution R/S

SE. 8-05 #EK Wa o, .
Y CIC AE ras first section 96€.6-82 ¥rk Wn
4.545408 KkE Q 4.545400 dk
53.85-6% ENT? enter first section .2236-06 ENT? Ol first section
or aL, OU design capacitance 2014-85 35BE U2 selectedcaps
31.71+483  kxx Ri first section 7. gq: 6+83 RE R1 first section

2.626436 ¥¥% Ro resistor values 655.9+87 xix R2 resistor values

€31.5-C2 KA¥ Wn 651.9-82  akx
1.I72+82 *#¥ Q second section 1.176+68 xix a Second section
345.1-83 xxx MT 342.1-63 xxx UT

LOAD SECOND CARD LOAD SECOND CARD
53.85-83 ENTY

al enter design cap . 1985-88 ENT! Cl) second section
kok .2173-86 ENT? 02 Iinput (third

. .£542-86 6SBE C3) order filter)
1 second section R1 :

R21 resistor values 24.17+63 ex oo

|

second sectionR3 9.014483 Xie Re resistor values
247.5483 kx TD

955. (+83 EHTT
J&B. +E2 = scale design
_ LK resistance level

383. 3-£2 FRX to make Rz become
I608GE. 300 k Q

IE. 3F+53 ki

FINAL SCHEMATIC

2 7960 Z 90/40

» bo E
Ein — > out

.223b 2014 nie 2/78 2542
“F 4F 656 KA.

| “hd7 Jw
xn KS
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86; i(BLA BUTTERWORTH: 10ADn _ ~~ 7] 836 yx882 $F] _indicate Butterworth”

—

TT] 857 ENTA563 EEX setup registers: ase 17%
#84 STOR f-3dB/f=€dB = 1 #53 +
aes 8TOD cosha = 1 aca :
GG STOE __ sinha= 1 asl &TOR
ger GSeS TT TTT 862 GTOE

988

clos om] 66: #LBLB LOAD &dBforButterwortn _.869 ¥iBla _OHEBYSHEV: LOAD n fedB 854 EEX calculate and store:BITFI “indicateChebyshev _ _ — | 8535 1611 STUE store _€dB_ _ _ _ TT 7] Bes z
812 GSB gosub inputroutine”—TT 7] B57 18%813 RCLB calculate: ~ 868 EEX . ol =ai FEY 869 - -3dB _ ledsa1 1 e = (100-1€dB _ yt 78 RCLA T-€dB E - 1216 =

ari 1-8
g17 18% arz y¥818 EEX ar3 Ia13 - 87d pox020

ox

ee 875  &TOB
821 128

TT

oT TT mm ars LT08
g22 3705 _ store1/€ ~B ee_ 877 #LBLL LOAD OPERATING RESISTANCE823 ENTt calculate and store: 7 B78  STD6 1RVEL
az4 xe B79 __GI06 —125 EEX 960 ¥LBLD LOAD £-3dBand START_ _326

3 5 i 7]Bb em dawiyen |ecsmipe . a Z 983 coe Jump if Butterworth
623 RCLA

834 RCLE recall Cheb denorm ratio |3a 17K F633 STO3
a71 i 686 t_ form -¢dB frequency _ _ _

sz

e102 fav F3? print f-edB if date entered |833 ENT?  ocaloulste and store: oes G6SBd834 1% 689 RCLC recall P34 ERE835 - sinh a RE t

B98

¥LBLd 1OAD_f-€dB andSTART836 2
83i STOC temporarily store frequency|

837 :
faz Rue recall Buttr denorm ratio |838 STOE 893 Po :839 RCLZ calculateandsiore:  — ~~ 694 _orp3 If Puttr, storeratio46 ENTH J T, if Butterworth, calculategil 1% [896 F124 print f-3dpBiz + cosh & =~ RD

097

prry UT PERT TTOCR243 : > 098 ¥LBL@ TTg44 : a3z SPC
845 STOD 186 CF2B46 LSTR ~ calculate and store: ~~~ — 181 Rocps d store 162 gN7r if flag 3, 2nf a RS
242 ENT? 183 +849 Xe 184 Pi
ga fey f=€dB _ cosh(Leosn=1( ly) 185 x
65] - f-3dB n € ag F3°?
852 H 167 svos _ _ __85: "

188 ROIS

TTTT

TT TT TTT654 RCLA
188 pprg calculate and print@5s 17% 11a x nominal capacitor value

REGISTERS
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 92] | a or w, K 0 we, Vi R “rw, Ca
S0 St s2 S3 Sa 85 S6 S7 S8 S9

ne B 2A filter order, €gpr bs = © promlt, ®cosha orl Fsinha orl | —-=   
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ip pry Print dosien sepoitance | fg:
113 SPC stop program execution and 168
114 E-5 await operator decision 16%

115 EES TL TTT TTT 17a
{Ee  5ToA setup for next loop 171

—117 #LBii second order filterloop _ _| Ive
118 SFC I'l 173
119 FCLB® calculate normalized 174
126 RCL] pole locations: 175
121 x 176

122 EEX 177 mye
123 Ro} = (sinh a)(sin((2k~1) 2) 178 STG
124 ROLD ¥ 20) 7S SFC
125 x = (cosh a)(cos((2k-1)Z 166 SPL
12: xv Ck J(eos(( 2.) 151 RIN
127 FLLE 16. #.ELZ 3rd order filtersection . _ |
123 « meemm] to Rot calculate and print
130 oy, Con ron ondGQ,soo © I "7. real 3rd order pole location

131 patidedge 185  FRTX
13: ° ork p  1s7 SPC
133 wp, = [i +6 ] - (K) >—~185 #LBLZ walt loop for second
134 185 ZFZ card read

i3s 1 158 PSE
136 Q = —<-j91 £703
137 2 cos(tan=l Lk ) 152 #LEL4 print and setflag3 _ _ _ |
132 k 183 PRTX
139 134 sF2
140 _ _ __ 195 RTM

1 . increment 2k by 2 5cMEY entry subroutine  _ _ _ _ .

143 Tif Sven order Filter,Ta| 195 gros reeover amdstorem
144 RTH and await capacitor values _ | 183 2
145 E(CL8® odd order filter: Zaé = . .

146 RCLA jump if last section 281 Frc Set flag 0 if n is even
147 Key? 282  CF@

| peidg eTO2o_o] 203 X=87
145 FTN await capacitor values 204 oF]
150 ¥LBELE LOAD CAPACITORVALUES _ _ | 785 Fi
131 FZ? reject input if 3rd order cB6  RLLA

152 £Td3 section hes beenoutputted | 207 Enry caioulate end store:
153 STOS store Gp _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __] 268 + Tm

54 557 Store 0) 283 2 n
155 sto4 "TC Th_ _____| 218 sto;BN
156+ . 211 EER1157 gepy °oloulate and print Ry 212 $703 ©, initialization
158 Xp oo n/c 213 RTH,

1 Kore Q(0; + 05) 214 *LELE exit routine,
161 = 216 CFI clear flag 3 and space

162 STG7 217 KIN
163 xv
164 z
165  FRTH NOTE TRIG MODE

= LABELS FLAGS “SET STATUS
A BOLL B =
loadn Lona dB c LOAD R BLADE odBE a. %n even FLAGS TRIG DISP
a_Cheb b a 10 -€ 1 ON OFF
load ntdB © & START | Buttr |, "m peg FIX

0 ont cale|lpgREOXqer lz 2¥¢,Orders eprint «Jzgo to 1 | GRAD SC!
5 entr 5 oXit 7 3 5 5 C 2 EB

|

RAD B

|

ENG W
subroutine] subroutine data in 3 8 n_3       
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ge: R/f  oancel pause after card read Bed X
#82 ¥LBLE 10AD 01102fC5 and START 845 RCL4
@g3 spc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ | B46 + form Cy(z5- + @y)064 CBI “testForPES _ __ #47 RCL!
905 P35 25 LEgos orz °xecute snd signal P28 | es
887 5103 store 0 858  RCL3$86FT"tore z —_—— mm — B51 form and store 02 + 03

ges sTo2CC 852 STOR _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _aie Re 853 x .ery grog fret g54 ReLe Tom and store:#12 RCLZ 855 x wp, 1lz « calculate and store: pr pL; Ki= az(7g + Wn)0(Cpe03)
814 RCL2 657 xea15 Rely 01 FOC -R7 gs =ale x ess stoe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |817 + 968 RCL4#18  RCL3 a1 RCLI
#19  RCLI fez :
826 x g63

~~

ye Tom and store:621 + 664 RCLI ,822 RCLI ges = @ 18:3 x ge RoLs Kom (=3H)(02 + 03) (23)824 stor ee 667 x c
23 ESBS PIS and reset flag2 — T 7 BEE RCLA

pz grap °Ptain snd stereo| era _sT0A

_

__ _ __ _ __|928 ROLE 871 RCLS
823  RCL3 calculate 1/7 872  RCL4838 x 873 RCLS
62] RCLI “recalls § — — — T TT 874 .832 RCL? wy, ars + form and store:

33 ROLE _ R_ _ __| 676  RCL7
834 25 : z ars x 1,9B35 Fz SxecuteandsignalB25| 67s Rr Ke = (p+ P(orz00)d-B36 S5T08 storeR_ _ _ _ — _ T_T TT Bra s
837 R+ © ee stoce38 sos Wren_ 6E1  RCLI
#39 RE 862 RCL2
848 1/% form and store 1/Q g537 . + fom and store:gr sts B34  RCL7§42 wav ags x
a4z gros Store YT ees CHS Kz = -(C; + 05)(04T00)

gsr stop
888 RCLD a
ag3 EEX form and store 107" sR
g9a 8 for iteration loop
891 = exit test
az? 5709

REGISTERS
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 57 SB S39 __rn Poa [Fe [Fe Pw Pour [Pye [Paosoteer [P10-8.r
A Ko B KX; c Ko D K3 sinha orl | We       
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993 &LELB wion-Raphson_ loop for Ri 128 RCLA .
Nyaten=Bspheon loop. Lor BL - 120 pgyy Tecell and print Ry
895 ROLE 13m rCcLZTTTTT

gS6 RCL 131  RCL4
857  RCLD form and store: 137 RCcLe c®lculate and print Ro

88a ES 5 i3z «

eos Roe F(R) = K3R12+KRy 24K Ryko 134 +
168 + 135 RCLI 1.4 w

oa me =p lrg)lonod)
182 RCLE 137 RCL1 On + C
163 - 138 ROL? 2°
184 x 132 +
185 RCLA 148 RCLA
186 + 141 x
167 STOS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _____ 142 -
188 CLX 143 RCL2
185 * eorms 144 RCL
110 ¢ ToT 145 +
111 + 5 146 z
112 RCLD £'(Ry) = 2KzRyq +2K,Ry+Ky 147 FETS

113 x 145 FrCLe

~~

TT TTT TT 779
114 RCLE 149 x

115 ENTt 156  RCLI
116 + 51 x .

| 117 + (52 RCLZ calculate and print Rs

118 x 153 x
119 ROLE 154 RCL3
128- oe — = 153 x .
121 51:8 form-ARy=£(Ry)/f'(Ra)_ _ _ 15 io¥ po (4 wa/Y
122 RCE 0" 0 _ RB + om 157 Rcd 73 WIRR;01 C208
123 57-8 "7°" ‘pet Tin 4 158 RCL:
24 ApS CT... 159 z

) 125 PRCLS iterate again if pp gz

126 %¢v? laRy| 2 107° Ry 161 i
i127 CTO8 162 RCLI

162 z
164 RCLS
165 X
166  PRTX

JEFSPLom]
165 *LBL7
5 Fa if flag 2, execute PzS

171 RIN

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

A TE Cc 0 E load 0
capacitors FLAGS TRIG DISP

: ° ‘ ¢ ° ' ON OFF DEG FIX0

“Rephson| § 3 z 2 prs |! GRAD scl
CR; 7 5 5 oy 2 B

|

RAD ENG W
PZS a n_3         
 





PROGRAM 2-11 DELIYANNIS POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE FEEDBACK ACTIVE
RESONATOR DESIGN ( USED FOR ACTIVE BANDPASS FILTERS ).

Program Description and Equations Used
 

Active filter resonators are constrained by component value ranges

(10 ohms to 10 megohms, 100 pF to 10 uF), operational amplifier gain-

bandwidth limitations, and overall circuit sensitivities, The Deliyan—

nis resonator circuit allows high Q realizations and also compensates

for the finite gain and bandwidth of the operational amplifier [20].

This resonator synthesizes a second order pole pair of given w and

Q. The natural frequency, Ww, and the quality factor, Q, are provided

as outputs from the active Butterworth and Chebyshev filter programs

contained in this section.

This resonator type has the ability to synthesize a resonator with

infinite Q. The infinite Q resonator is used in the interior stages of

the Szentirmai leapfrog filter topology [48]. The leapfrog active fil-

ter is a direct simulation of a passive LC filter, and generally has the

same low sensitivity characteristics of the LC topology. When narrow-

band active filters are required, the leapfrog topology will be one of

the viable candidates for filter realization (also see the GIC realiza-

tion in Program 2-6).

The circuit for the Deliyannis second order bandpass circuit is

shown in Fig. 2-11.1.

267
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Hn

  

 z

N
L

m
n = m
— 

Eout
  Ein

 

 

Figure 2-11.1 Deliyannis bandpass resonater circuit.

The transmission function is obtained using nodal analysis. In matrix

form, the nodal equations are:

Eout = A(s)[E; ~ E;], (op~amp transmission fen) (2-11.1)

(2-11.2)

=X +s, +6) {-sc)] [e Lg ERX 1+ C2 2 1 Ri 1 in

1 1 1{~ sCy } { Rs +sC; 1M |E; 0 Ro Ec

where

E3 = Eue/* (2-11.3)

Solving for E, from Eqs. (2-11.1) and (2-11.3):

1 1
Ey, = Eout [+ - 5| (2-11.4)

The transmission function 1s first obtained for the general case

using A(s), then more specifically using A(s) = Al (ts). The passive

sensitivities may be obtained from the general solution, and the

active sensitivities obtained from the specific solution, A(s)=A_/ (1s).

The matrix equation is rewritten to bring 1/k - 1/A(s) inside the

coefficient matrix, and to bring all dependent variables to the right
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hand side of the equation:

2-11,3)

(freer) (obo 2D) |ff]
oo} {&) (2-5-1) +oo,(E-g))| [Bd [0 |

Cramer's rule is used to find the expression for Eut!Ein’ the

filter transmission function.

 

 

 

1 1Brut _ rc,(1 + Ma) - Lx)

Bin 2a, 1, 1, Ciata) = re) 1
RoC; RoC» RC; 1 + Lacs)-1/x R1R>C1C2

The passive sensitivities may be evaluated assuming the op-amp to

be ideal, i.e., the open loop gain is allowed to approach infinity. In

this situation, the transmission function becomes:

 

 

Eut } R1C (k-1)

E, 1 1 _ 1 1
on * +3 RoC tT Rc (k-1) RC | Rj R C1 C2

The coefficients of the denominator of this equation may be com=

pared with the like coefficients in the standard second order form to

derive expressions for wo and Q. The standard second order form of the

transmission function is:

E
out ks

@ (2-11.8)
Ein s2 + stu 2
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The following expressions for ©» Q, and K are obtained:

kK = 7G; 1)

(2-11.9)

w = (Ri RyC1Co) ~% (2-11.10)

R_
2
R
 

1
Q= (2-11.11)

Ca {C1 i Ry C2
6, + C, — =1 - BR - T,

Let UU = Rp/R}] , and & = Cp/C;, then:

VE
Q - 8 +1 = ud/ke-1) (2-11.12)

The denominator of Eq. (2-11.12) can be made arbitrarily small by

proper choice of nu. The denominator can be made to vanish completely

causing Q to become infinite, thus generating the infinite Q resonator

required for the interior stages of the leapfrog filter topology.

Sensitivities are a way of expressing how much a given parameter,

say Q, is affected by a change in one of the circuit elements. The

general convention is to express sensitivities as a demensionless num-

ber formed from the ratio of individual percentage changes:

Q_ | AQ/Q _ R, 3Qg* = lim = =.= (2-11.13)R A RO AR/R Q 3R

Applying this definition to the expressions for LI Q, and K, the

following passive sensitivities result:

WpSy. By Gs © = -3 (2-11.14)
5 ’ ’ 2

2 ETwe (2-11.15)
2

Q __Q _ _ 1 A
5c, - 5, b+ Qs (; = = (2-11.16)

w
n

W
O 0) I w
n L
o

1}

L

F (2-11.17)
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5X = 1 (2-11.18)
B,C

Sk, =f =n (2-11.19)
B

The break frequency of the open loop transmission function of most

operational amplifiers is around 10 Hz, and the gain-bandwidth product

(GBP) is about 10% Hz thus, the finite gain characteristics of the op-

amp begin to affect the active filter response when kilohertz frequen-

cies are involved. In this frequency range, the operational amplifier

transmission function, A(s) = AJ + 1s), may be approximated by

A(s) = A/ts. With this approximation, the active filter transmission

function becomes:

 

 

 

8

(RC) (1 + ts/Ay - 1/k)
out (2-11.20)
in 2 +s i, 1 1 ello S17, 1 .

R,C TRC TRC 1 +7ts/A-1/k| "RRCC,

This expression is expanded, and like powers of s collected to form

the final expression for the active filter transmission function:

 

 

 

Ss =k
E YH)
out

= (2-11.21)
Ein D(s)

where

 = «3 kT; kr( 1 1 1D(s) Rteere i(+ 5 ot xc

  

1 1 1 k k-1s (e-( + = ) - + —= J+
{ RC, RC, RC, ARRCC, RRCEC,

The denominator is factored into a single pole and a complex conjugate

pair:

 
 

Eout _
(2-11.22)

Ein GIE2SE)
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The natural frequency, ws and the quality factor, Q, are derived by

equating like powers of s between Eqs. (2-11.21) and (2-11.22):

 

 

: ck? (2-11.23)“> —-.. "\/1T T®nRC -11.23
n R RCC A,(k-D RC

1212

* 2ayn (Lo, 1, 1 Lo Tk (2-11.24)
Q RC; RC, RC(k-1) A(k-DRR,

From these equations, the active sensitivities are derived:

 

Yoh Q 1 Wht k 25° =s? ay (5) cw (2-11.25)
IA [1 0

where = Ry/Ry (2-11.26)

and 5 = Cy/Cy (2-11.27)

as defined previously. The objective is to choose y or §& to strike

a happy medium between the active and the passive sensitivities (see

[19], p . 319).

The Designers Guide to Active Filters [26], has the set of equa-

tions that generate the element values for this positive and negative

feedback biquad. The point is made that by choosing 6< 1 some of the

active sensitivities may be reduced at the expense of resistor value

spread (uy increases).

Equations (2-11.28) through (2-11.42) are used by the HP-67/97

program. The equation solution starts with a choice for the capacitor

ratio, §, and positive feedback ratio, k, and the operational ampli-

fier dc gain, As and gain bandwidth product, GBP. The resgnant

frequency is £ and p = 1/k (f, = 1/(2wt)).

R = £./£, = GBP/ (£A) (2-11.28)

Y = Aj Q = GBP/f (2-11.29)

d = 1/qQ (2-11.30)

A
Q -py =(Q- = ) (2-11.31)™ n
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m= Y +8 - af1 +a, (1-5) (2-11.32)

3 = (6+1) {n(md) +1} (2-11.33)

g = dm - (S+1) B- (md) (md-1) (2-11. 34)

a,= m (B-d) +1 (2-11.35)

C= 1 (2-11. 36)

normalized values

G=3

The quadratic equation is used to find the positive real root (R))

of:

aR’+aR +a, =0 (2-11.38)
271 11 0

i.e.,

R, = 2a (2-11.39)

then
m(§+1) Ri — (dm=-1)

= =11.40%) ®~ 8) 6 (2 )

H is the gain of the filter at resonance:

= —Ry:56.0Q (2-11.41)
l,l

k A
0

A parasitic pole also exists. The location of this pole is at -o,

where:

- om (2-11.42)

The normalized transmission function with the above element values

becomes:

I]

Oo
|E

G(s) = out _

Ein (s2 +3 + 1) + 1)
(2-11.43)
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The design of this filter type is somewhat cut and try if low sensi-

tivities are to be achieved, The program is written to take the de~

sired resonant frequency, the operational amplifier parameters, the

capacitor ratio, one capacitor value, and the positive feedback ratio,

and provides the remaining element values.

Because the resonator design exhibits a gain, H, at resonance,

the input resistor, R,, may be split into two resistors to provide a

Thevenin equivalent circuit with gain H gegireq/H = 1/H' and impedance

R,. This equivalent circuit is shown in Fig, 2-11.2,

 ~~ i
Aq,

En wn) Rip But

 
 

Figure 2-11.2 Equivalent input resistor network.

Eout/Ein

=

1/H' = Rf (Ry, + Rp) (2-11.44)

(R Rp) Ry, + Rip) = Ry (2-11.45)Requiv la

Equation (2-11.44) is solved for Ri. + R and substituted into1b?
Eq. (2-11.45) to yield an expression for Rit

R, =H' « R1a 1 (2-11.46)

Substituting Eq. (2-11.46) into Eq. (2-11.44) yields an expression for

Rip?

— vy —Ry = Ry/(H'-1) (2-11.47)

Equations (2-11.46) and (2-11.47) are used by the program to split the

input resistor and provide the desired resonator gain at the resonant

frequency.



 

resistance
level
 

 Zhin-BW   
TPUTINSTRUCTIONS DATaTOn

both sides of pro card

load Q, the lity factor

Load p, the positive feedback ratio (p=

Load R, the operat resistance level

load the ratio of 2=

Load desired at resonance

dth product

Load op=amp dc gain

load resonant fre y desired and start

PF is tested on all {t+ routines

to determine whether t or ou Q
W
—
—
2
3
I
0
3

of the respective ter is desired.

If an t HAN - ph and "a" = gt

is keyed without numeric entry, or

follo the clear k e), the

resently stored parameter will be

displa
o
p

~
—
2
3
I
O
I
N
A

b d ters in

order, and rerun pro . The center

frequency need not be reloaded unless it is

be 
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Example 2-11.1

A second order Deliyannis resonator is to be designed using a type

741 operational amplifier. The operational amplifier characteristics

and resonator specifications are:

Center frequency:

Q:

gain at resonance:

capacitor ratio:

p, positive fdbk ratio:

resistance level:

op~amp gain-bandwidth:

op—amp dc gain:

1000 Hz

100

1.0

1.0

0.04

10000 ©

500000 Hz

100000

Find the element values and calculate the sensitivities for this

design. Investigate the effect of different values of positive feed-

back on the component value spread and sensitivities. The HP-97 print-

out for this problem is shown on the next page, and the schematic is

shown in Fig. 2-11.3.

 

 

Ri,
 

 Rey,

 

 

741 type op-amp

Ra {normalized to one ohm)

Figure 2-11.3 Deliyannis resonator schematic.
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HP-97 printout for Example 2-ll.l

16. GSBr load Q
16688. 656. load denormalization resistance level, R

g4 SEE load positive feedback ratio, p
1. 5B load capacitor ratio, $
I. GSB: load gain desired at resonance, Hgesired

S¢a066, ©5EL load op-amp GBP
1@a8dé. GSB load op-emp dec gain, A,

1868. SEE load f, and start

45. 776-83 ¥k% Ry )
5. TS4THEE RAK Ro

-784.164+85 wx H \ foreiyed values

407. 151408 ¥hE © 1
24,08006+86 xhx Rp (Ry= 1) )

3
18, 0806+83 ¥x¥ Rp

162. 787485 xxx Rp \ denormalized values2.32881-63 ¥xx Op
2.32061-658 xk Co  /
7.B4104+86  ¥¥E Ryp
18.8142463 %ré Rjp Thevenin equivalent input resistor pair

-528, 886-53 rr Sg”
3733466  Kxx eBfo

Ce

g3 , — SR,

F33+ae $F SS -Sg
gaz+aa phpet50 - sg

689-83 ¥¥ _ qn
Sar» Sar

The following printouts have all paremeters the same except the positive
feedback ratio, p. Notice passive sensitivities increase and active decrease.

 

i.-63 GSEE p . B88 GSBE p .% GSEE p

LSEE SEE SEE

KA X 46, 3515-87 A¥x SFT 877-83 xx

ENN FH, BATETHEE Key 1.71635+68 kx

Rex -2.B7335+8EI Any -286.H33+60 REx

xKEx H19,661+BE  #x¥% 382. 833-88  xk¥

rE¥ 749, AAB+ES Kaw 1.50686+00  $xx%

18. BBOB+ET  Kh¥ 18, BBEBIE3T wx 18. 6000483 x44
455, 423+85  k¥k 4, 4588@+85 Kaw 29. 7421+83  xx¥
BH. 3422-12 KN FIV. 866-12 wha 9, 18445-65 Ax»

68. 3422-12 Axx FI7.866-15 fk 9. 18446-85  Ax¥

172. 668+80  %ay ZB. TS3S+EE x44 2.06853+0E  dokxk
1B, GRAFH kk 18. 0B45+83  ®xk3 18, 8351+82 Axx

~-50B. BEa-83 Kak ~5H8. B8E-83  wx% -501. 806-83 xxx

21.34085-86 kx §.400AS+EE ky 119. 973+86 xxx
-00B.B21-63 kas -5.988R5+8E knw =115.473+88 *x¥

-31.4328-63  ¥#¥ -4,24420+86  wa¥ =37. 4580+EE  Aok¥
F12.486-63  Akx A1.E633-82 xs 4,7053-65  AAkw
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#8] wiFin

_

LOADQ — a56 +
aes 14 es stop _ __ _
G83 STOé store d =1/Q B58 RCLZ ]
G64 CTO8 _ #58  RCLC
AGS ALELa LOAD DENORMALIZATION BEG x
A236 ST0S RESISTANCE LEVEL 961 ROLY  ag=8m -(5+1)8- (m-d)(dm-1)
gay 2708 AE: RCLR
a0 aLELE LOAD p 263 x
88s S701 LL216 6109 865  RCLC
611 #LBLk LOAD 01/0p RATIO A665  RCLY
ais 8702 a67 x Amoi =
813 GTO08 #68 EE m-4 =Rr
G14 #LELC LOAD OP-AMP GBP g63 -815  STO3 etor|
gle _CTO8 871 RCLE
@i7 xLBLc LOAD H arz Xx
sig Pag dea)red 677 - a
615 STO ard 2 2 TRe
aza he ars 2
821 70a ér¢ sto|
822 #LELD LOAD OP-AMP A, 877 RCLA
623 ST04 @78  RCLB
824 #LBL& clear flag 3 subroutine 873 -
B25  CF2 Bgd  RCLC B=m(B-d) +1
856 RIN #81 x

| DPE_JIFLETOAD f, ANDSTART ANALYSIS| B82 EEX
Bze F37 store f, if entered Bex-
B23 STOS _from keyboard ___ _ | 684 RCLD
#30 SFC ha Ass £T=¢e

831 RCL A age £
A382  RCLS ¥= o> =~ Ra a8F  RCLE
a3 : ) po xe 18 ¥_ 3a dsAz oo + = - -Pash - TT TT TT poe 1x A a) a Za,nae : as1  RCLE
837 RCLA pag -
838 RCL! g8= A= - A= + Rg 833 8700
zg x © 194 PRIN_
yy Z A355  RCLC
A41 STOR oo] AE RCL
mdz RCLR aaz X
543 + m=3+@ bag x
844 STOC a — 432 RCLIET Wow ag46 EEX ; + - -
a47 + 8§+1 —R? 102 RoE Rp= m(8 +) Ry Jin 1)
048 3709 — los - (R-@wsx _ mE) 184:
@s  kclc C fos Role
5 CLO & *pe Fee m-d-> Rg 187 STOE

a 188 PRIN_ o_ogem HD
855 RCLY 3x =(6+D{m(m-d)+1} + Rp He x

REGISTERS
0 4 4 1 4 2g Cy 3 op-amp [4 op-amp Tg £ 6 Hyor a §. or 8 resistancdjg BL, or
c& P= = GBP de gainy Ag o 8/8, 20 gM level QY4s

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 85 S6 S7 s8 S9

Hdasived         
      A B Cc ] € 1

3 A m or e=21_ dz, or Ry m-d, or Ra dm-1,0v -0.5  
 



 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  
    

» 5211 Program Listing 11
111 8107 166 RLS R
112 EEX 167 EEX Ry, = 1a
113 ROL! 168 - b Hactosl
114 - 169 = Tor
115 RCL4 178 psps ___deswed

117 + Hactual= # 172 5 0.5
118 : 4 4 172 CHS 05 By
113 Rca kK Ao 1748100
128 z 175 PRTY prints Sglce, RosRa
121 STDE I78RCLE — — TTT TT
122 CHS 177 RCLD _ Re
123 PRTY 17g = H= 3 ~ Ra
124 FCLLC 179 8107 ]
125  RCLD 188 RCLZ |
126 z o- = m 181 x

is 5Re FR rs* 4 LL Q Q
129 PETEo_o 184 = Srg™ "Sry = @ 2
T38  RCLT 185 £109
131 14% 186  RCLC
132 EEX Rg = k-1 187 x
132 - 188 PRTYo_o. _. _]
134 GSB? oo 189 CHS
3 1%TT 198 RCLI Ss? 8 ot _q WE
136 stor ¢T%-1| 131 + Ry” OT 72 k-1
37 RCLE recall and print 192  FRTX i
138 FRTY _denormalized Ry | 193 FLL?
13% RCLE 194 is
148 x caloulate and print 195 ROLE

id] FCLD denormalized Ro sg — 1 1

142 =z 157 RCL Se=-Se I +Qus (2-3)

147 PRT 198 x

145 Re calculate and print Eo RCL]
146 . denormalized Ops 281 PRT

147  ENTT Fez RCITT TT TT
148 + 203 RCLO
148 RLLE Cc Ry 204 x
156 x 1% nt R 285  RCLA
151  RCLD © 286 ENT*
152 = 287 + w o (GE wr [k\?
133 1-8 Jas z Sy,” = Sy - n— - Pe

154 PRTYX zee pec vv 2 Ae
155 RCLZ 218 RC
156 tLe caloulate and print 211 " Ll

157 ESE9 denormalized 0s 212 XE

158 Fag  ealen lat h — in- 212 x
15¢ RcLa °%tculate lnevenin 714 #LELD :
168 ry equivalent for Ry to provide 215  FETY print and space subroutine

161 ST: desired gain at resonances 216 SPC

162 ROLE 217 RIN
163 RCLE H
184 «x Ry, = octval |
165  PRTY 3" Hdesired *

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

Aled @ [Plosdp [© Loss GBP |P Load Ae [Flond fe Start [0 FLAGS TRIG DISP

oad R |" Lead 5 [load Haesed |° ° ! o Ne oelFR'S crotce
0 1 2 3 4 2 1 GRAD SCI

2 RAD ENG
3 T 7 9 Fet & Space 3 Data entry 3 a n     





PROGRAM 2-12 ELLIPTIC FILTER ORDER AND LOSS POLE LOCATIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program finds the lowest elliptic (also called Cauer-~Chebyshev)

lowpass filter order that will meet the requirements for Amax, Amin,

fmax, and fmin. These parameters are defined with the aid of Fig. 2-12.1.

Amint — — = — — = — —- — ~ —_ —

No

—

Amax 4 — I —

f max fmin
 

Figure 2-12,1 Elliptic filter loss function, where:

Amax : maximum passband ripple in dB

Amin : minimum stopband attenuation in dB

fmax : maximum passband frequency (passband edge)

fmin minimum frequency where Amin is achieved.

The program also calculates the attenuation pole frequencies. From these

frequencies the filter response at any frequency outside the passband may

be determined by using the Z transformation. This transformation tech-

nique is described in the next program, and also in chapter 8 of Daniels’

book [17]. The analog Z transformation should not be confused with the

digital z transformation.

The elliptic filter response is not monotonié¢ in the stopband as

can be seen in Fig. 2-12.1. This stopband response is the characteristic

difference between the Chebyshev and elliptic filter responses. Both

filter types have equiripple behavior in the passband, but Chebyshev

281
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(and Butterworth) filters have all attenuation poles located at infinite

frequency, while elliptic filters have finite attenuation poles. Be-

cause of these finite attenuation poles, the elliptic filter has a

sharper transition from passband to stopband for a given filter order.

The elliptic response also has its drawbacks. As the transition

band becomes sharper (the filter more selective) the transfer function

phase angle changes more rapidly with frequency, and so the group delay

becomes peaked near the passband edge frequency. Uniform group delay

is required for filters that must process pulses without exhibiting

ringing amplitude responses; thus, the transmission function of the

elliptic filter tends toward the optimum only from the point of view

of the attenuation requirement.

If the LC filter is being designed as a basis for an active filter

design such as the leapfrog topology, or an elliptic response is being

contemplated for active simulation by cascaded active resonators, the

elliptic filter transmission zero (attenuation pole) simulation will re-

quire a biquadratic resonator circuit. The designer should always com-

pare the sensitivities of the elliptic active filter circuit versus

the sensitivities of a higher order all-pole active design which meets

the overall same specifications. In general, as the active resonator

circuit becomes more complicated, or the operating gain-bandwidth re-

quirements approach the op-amp gain-bandwidth, the circuit sensitivi-

ties become worse, and the final filter design may not meet the specifi=~

cation requirements when component drift due to temperature and aging is

considered.

The following formulas are discussed in detail in the equation

derivation section and the results brought forward. The loss function,

L, is defined by Eq. (2-12.1) (refer to Fig. 2-12.1).

_ 10°! Amin 1

100} Amax -1
L2 (2-12.1)

Furthermore, xX. is the ratio of the lowpass stopband edge frequency to
L

the lowpass passband edge frequency (refer to Fig. 2-12.1):

tf
x= (2-12.2)
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The minimum elliptic filter order that will meet the requirements for

Amax, Amin, fmax, and fmin is calculated from Eq. (2-12.28).

R(x) - k(17)

"Tele x6)
where K( ) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and

(2-12.30)

K'( ) is the complementary complete elliptic integral of the first

kind, These functions are defined by Eqs. (2-12.11) through (2-12.14)

and are calculated by a truncated infinite series as given by Eqs.

(2-12.18) through (2-12.21).

The loss poles of the elliptic filter transfer function are given by

Eqs. (2-12.31) and (2-12.32).

(2-12.31)

where 2v -1 -1

sn | 22 K (x, )> xp | n odd

Xx = (2-12.32)
zy

sn 22-1 K(x) x! n even

 

The elliptic sine is evaluated by means of a Fourier series given

by Eqs. (2-12.24) and (2-12.25).

The even ordered elliptic filters have a stopband loss that ap-

proaches a constant, finite value as the frequency approaches infinity,

i.e., the even ordered elliptic filter does not have a loss pole at in-

finite frequency. The lossless LC synthesis of such a filter cannot

be done without the use of mutual inductive coupling between the filter

sections. On the other hand, active filter realizations can be done

without the loss pole locations being a constraint.

A special form of the Mcbius transformation (a bilinear change of

variables) may be applied to the even ordered elliptic loss pole fre-

quencies to move the highest frequency loss pole to infinity and there-~

by allow LC synthesis without mutual inductance. The even ordered el-

liptic filter element value tables in Zverev [58], already have this

transformation applied, hence x! = sin © only for odd order filters

(6 is the tabulated modular angle).
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The general form of the Mébius transformation is:

 

2 2 2
Q Q .c ~“B 2 2 48= ~ =a 5% == 20(2-12. 3)

8g 8, 5° +0 C

This transformation converts frequencies as follows:

1) S=3Q to s=0

0
2) S = j 2p to s = jog (no change in passband edge)

= 50 = oo3) §=3%, to s

Tt is not desired to transform the dc, or zero frequency, location

in the lowpass filter, hence, fy = 0; furthermore, the loss poles lie

directly on the jw axis so the transformation need only apply to

s = jw, thus Eq. (2-12.3) becomes:

w? = (= 2 -Q 2) a (2-12. 4)
Cc B Qc -Q

The program calculates and prints (displays) the original even-

ordered. pole locations as calculated from Eq. (2-12.32) applies Eq.

(2-12.4), and prints and stores the transformed pole locations. For

odd-ordered filters, the program calculates, prints, and stores the

finite loss pole locations from Eq. (2-12.32) without transformation.

In both the even and odd cases, the loss pole frequencies are stored

in normalized form (R=1), but are denormalized for printout or display.

The normalized loss pole frequencies are used by the next program

in this section to calculate the filter attenuation at any frequency

within the passband or the stopband by using the Z transform.



22 User Instruetions

 

 

 

 INPUT OUTPUTINSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS
 

Load both sides of magnetic card  
 

 

Load maximum passband ripple in dB Amax [A]
 

 

 

Load minimum stopband loss in dB Amin Lf1] 4]
 

 

 

Load passband cutoff frequency fmax [B|
  

 

Load minimum stopband loss frequency fmin [| [3B]
  

 

Calculate filter order to meet requirements [C| n
  

nx*   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*The first n will be the result of the calculations
 and will generally not be an integer. The second

n is the next highest integer, and is the stored
 

value, Both velues are given so the designer
 

can get a feeling for the design margin. If the
 two values are close, the next higher filter

 order might be considered,

 

If the program stops displaying "Error", the input
data for Amex and Amin are too far apart (.005dB  eeememannennaen

 and 100dB for example) and calculations for K(L™1)
exceed the precision capability of the HP-97.

 

The filter order may be obtained from the Kawekami
 CC nomograph [4] , 8], and the program restarted
 

with step 7. Step 8 will still run correctly.

 

To change filter order (integers only) n [£
 

 

  

To calculate loss poles (frequencies of [Dp] £1 
  usximum attenuation) fa

 

 

 

 

 

    

**The number of loss poles will be the integral

part|

|p; "
part T theo

of n/2, i.e., a fifth order filter will have two w/2 loss poles.

 
***If n is even, the M6bius transformation is done to

ensure a loss pole at infinity. The primed freq-  

uencies (f') ere the Mobius transformed frequencies, :
 The highest original loss frequency has been trans- £ln-1y/2
 

formed to infinite frequency, and is not printed
out, i.e., a sixth order filter only has two trans-  
formed loss frequencies printed out, The original    frequency, fn/2, is the transformed fmin frequency.
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Example 2-12.1

Compute the filter order and loss pole locations for an elliptic

filter to meet the following specifications.

Amax = .28 dB (p= 25%, Amax = =10 log(1-0))

Amin = 63 dB

fmax = 1000 Hz

fmin = 2000 Hz

HP-97 input/output

cf Ebr load Amax
63.88 656a load Amin

i@as. 88 SEER load fmax
£860.68 ctf load fmin

£560 calculate minimum filter order

4,87 x%% actual calculated filter order, n
5.88 x¥» pearest integral value for n to meet specs

&SFED calculate loss pole locations
3256.584558 Ean
2889, 246305 ray

These results may be checked by comparing them to the 30° modular

angle filter design shown in the "Catalog of Normalized Lowpass Models"

on page 220 of Zverev [58].
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Example2-122
Compute the minimum filter order and loss pole locations for an el-

liptic filter which meets the following specifications:

Amax = .1773 dB (p= 20%, Amax = -10 log(l-@))

Amin = 78 dB

fmax = 1000 Hz

fmin = 2000 Hz

«i7ro BSEA load Amax

r8.89 £55. load Amin
1686.08 65EF load fmax
2868.60 ciEb load fmin

SBC calculate minimum filter order

3, 38 ¥¥» actual calculated filter order, n
6.88 ¥¥¥ nearest integral n to meet specs

 ..__ _&SEL calculate loss pole locations:
F235.88271% idx
= - =
E732. 853514 Ak untransformed loss poles
SBE1.IEISCa any
~~also represents transformed fmin

2I22.132E66 wan |
2129. 545771 xwx transformed loss pole locations

Derivation of Equations Used

The elliptic response is governed by the Chebyshev rational function,

which is a ratio of polynomials. The development of the Chebyshev

rational function in terms of elliptic functions is beyond the scope of

this discussion, This development is discussed in Chapter 5 of Daniels’

book [17]. A few highlights of the Chebyshev rational function and el-

liptic functions will be used to show the development of the equations

used by this program.

The Chebyshev response becomes the elliptic response when the Cheby-

shev polynomial, T(x), is replaced by the Chebyshev rational function,

R(x1), in the filter transfer fumction (Feldtkeller equation).

|HG)]2 = 1 + |K(j)|? (2-12. 5)
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for Chebyshev response, | K(jw)|2 = g2 » T (x) (2-12.6)

for elliptic response, | K(jw)|2= ee RK (x,L) (2~12.7)

Hence, the elliptic attenuation function is:

Aw)gp = 20 * log | H(jw) | (2-12.8)

10 - log {1 + e2. R,2(x,1)] :

where x = w/wmax = f£/fmax (2-12.9)

The Chebyshev rational function, R,(x,L), has the following proper-

ties (also see Fig. 2-11.2).

1) R, is odd when n is odd and vice versa.

2) All the zeros of R, lie within the interval -l<x<1,

while all the poles lie outside this interval.

3) R(x,L), like T(x), oscillates between *1 for -l<x<1.

This interval defines the passband,

4) R,(1,L) = +1 (passband edge).

5) |R|>L (oscillates outside of L) for |x| > x;» where x;

is defined as the first value of x where R(x,1) = L,

and hence, Amin is achieved (defines stopband).
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Figure 2-11.2 Chebyshev rational functions for n = 2 to S.

By using Eq. (2~12.8) and condition 5, an expression for L can be

found in terms of the filter parameters Amin and €.

0.1Amin
2-0-1—— 1 (2-12.10)

Since A(wW) = Amax at the passband edge, fmax, condition 4 and Eq. (2-12.8)

can be used to find an expression for e.

0.lAmax
2 = 10 -1 (2-12.11)

Not surprisingly, this is the same expression as is used in the Chebyshev

case, and for the same reasons (condition 3).

By putting Eqs. (2-12.10) and (2-12.11) together, the expression for

L is obtained:

_ 100-14min _2 =>=
100-Amax _ (2-12.12)
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ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS

There are three kinds of elliptic integrals (see Abramowitz and

Stegun, [1]). Only the elliptic integral of the first kind is needed

for elliptic filters. The elliptic integral of the first kind is de-

fined by the following equation:

é

u(@,k) = as (2-12.13)
1-k2- sin?x)%

0

The two variables, @ and k, are called the amplitude and modulus res-

pectively. Some elliptic function tables [ 1], and some elliptic filter

tables [58], are parametric in terms of the modular angle, ©, instead of

the modulus, k. The modular angle is defined by:

k = sin © (2-12.14)

The complete elliptic integral of the first kind results when @,
 

the limit of integration, is taken as 7/2 radians. This value,

u(n/2,k) is defined as K(k).

Figure 2-12.3 shows u(@#,k) parametric with the modular angle, ©.

u(@,k) has been normalized with respect to K(k). Figure 2-12.4 shows

the complete elliptic integral, K(k) by itself.

K(k)

 

 

 

 

 

 

     0 sin”'k

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 30 60 90

DEGREES DEGREES

® ©)

Figure 2-12,3 Elliptic integral, Figure 2-12.4 Complete elliptic

integral.
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The complementary modulus is defined in terms of the modulus, k,
 

or the modular angle, 8, as:
1

k' = (1 -k% = cos ® (2-12.13)

The complementary complete elliptic integral is defined in terms of the

complementary modulus:

K'(k) = K(k") = u(n/2, k') (2-12.16)

The elliptic sine is an elliptic function, and is defined in a some-—

what reverse manner from the elliptic integral:

é -u(@k) = f (1 -k? - sin?(x))” % dx (2-12.17)
0

sn(u,k) = sin ¢ (elliptic sine) (2-12.18)

cn(u,k) = @ (elliptic cosine) (2-12.19)

The definition is "reverse" since the limit of integration, @, must be

found to yield the "input," u(f,k) and k. Figure 2-12.5 shows the

elliptic sine and elliptic cosine functions,

 

sniuk)|
    

kz

 

 

     

HS bo

a
~— k2.8

2 LAL ;
%:.95 |

0 Tk } 2K “t
-_2 ——dn — [— —

—4 —{- —

—-6 —_—— enluk) |) —

—.8

-— 9 — | x)    
Figure 2-12,5 Elliptic sine and cosine functions.

CREDITS: 1, 2, 3, & 4: Reproduced from "Approximation Methods for
Electronic Filter Design," by R.W. Daniels, copyright, © 1974, by Bell
Telephone Labs, Inc., used with permission of McGraw-Hill Book Company,

Inc., New York, N.Y.
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Luckily, there are rapidly converging series expansions for both K(k)

and sn(u,k), [12], and the programmable calculator can be used to

perform the iterative calculations. These series expansions are:

Complete elliptic integral

= I . -K(k) > | | a+ k+1) 3 (2-12.20)

m=0

where

— = t 1 _ky = @ =kD/A +k") (2-12.21)
Le

k = (1 = k2)" » (complementary modulus) (2-12.22)

k =k (2-12.23)

The terms of the infinite product expansion rapidly converge toward

unity. The series is terminated when ko < 107°, This accuracy is gen—

erally achieved in four iterations or less,

Elliptic sine

The elliptic sine is calculated from the following Fourier series:

 

< wh
= 21 > . Tu _

s_ (u,k) = XO Kk ToeFi sin (2m) 0) ) (2-12.24)

where q is Jacobi's nome (also called modular elliptic function):

- 71K '(k)
K(k) (2-12.25)

The series is terminated when «ya - 2m 10%

This particular algorithm for the elliptic sine is only one of

many which can be used to calculate the function. For sharp cutoff fil-

ters, the convergence is slow; however, of all the algorithms researched

by the author, the Fourier series method could be coded to fit into

the HP-97 program memory and still leave enough room for the coding

needed for the rest of the program.

If more registers were available, the descending Landen transforma-

tion method could have been combined with the calculation of K(k) to

simultaneously yield K(k) and sn (u,k) as outlined in Skwirzynski

and Zdunek's article [46]. If more program space were available, the
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elliptic sine could be calculated from the ratios of sums of hyperbolic

sines and cosines as recommended by Orchard [41]. Also, if more pro-

gram space were available, the calculation of the transmission zeros

could be done directly from adaptations of the elliptic sine as re-

presented by infinite products of hyperbolic tangents given by Am-

stutz [2] or as interpreted by Geffe [27]. Darlington's algorithm

[18] is used in Program 2-15, and is a concise method for calculating

the transmission zeros and poles when the filter order is odd.

Filter order calculation: Just as the trigonometric sine is periodic,

so is the elliptic sine, although the elliptic sine is doubly periodic

with a real period of 4:K(k), and an imaginary period of 2-K'(k). The

Chebyshev rational function, R(x,L) may be expressed in terms of the

complete elliptic integral and the elliptic sine. By relating the real

and imaginary periods of the elliptic sine function to the real and ima-

ginary periods of the Chebyshev rational function, two equations in two

unknowns, C and n, may be formulated. These equations are:

Chebyshev rational function and elliptic functions

sn (wre, 171) n odd
R(x,L) = n -1 _ (2-12. 26)

sn (were + (<1) 2 « KL ), L ) n even

where C is a constant, and u is the solution to:

x = sn(xru, x) (2-12.27)

Simultaneous equations in C and n:

-1 1
x K(x) =n-.-C-L keh (real periods) (2-12.28)

(2-12.29)1 -
- K'(L 1 (imaginary periods)x LeK'(xTH =c LT

Eliminating C by simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2-12.28) and (2-12.29)

results in the following expression for the filter order, n:

-1 ' -1
K(x J)» K'(L)
=

)
n (2-12.30)

K! (xh: R(L™
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- -1where x ! is defined by Eq.(2-12.2) and L~ by Eq. (2-12.18):

-1
x = (fmax)/ (fmin)

1- _ 100+ 1Amax EE ic

109- 1Amin -1

The loss poles of the elliptic filter tramsfer functiom, Eq.

(2-12.5), are given by:

x, = T (2-12.31)

Xv

where:

2v -1 -1sn (5 KG Dax ) nodd (2-12.32)
x, = v=1, 2, ... , 1

sn (£2 Ree,D7) n even

In Eq. (2-12.22) k becomes x; for the above elliptic sine com-

putation, hence:

KG,)
xy 2mL

(2-12.33)

where I is the term summation in Eq. (2-12,24).



 

 

 

 

 

   
 

  
 

    
    
 

 

   
 

 

 
   

212 Program Listing 1
561 #LELA LOAD Amex (passband ripple) STOLL,oe  — —
gaz sT0@ 858 calculate starting vy 3
gaz ETH 83% 5 3

@l4 #LBLc LOAD Amin (min stopband lose)| ges sto 1 oveVE
Aas STOI 861  RCL4 n odd, y=
88s RTH ae x

Be7  #LELE 10AD fumex 863 FRC

gas STO? esd ST+6o_o]
pag RTN BES SF@ set flag O if n is odd

@i@ ¥LBLF LOAD fmin BSE X=A?
a1; 8103 867 CFR _ _ooa
riz RTN Bet Pi compute and store gq:
B13 sLBLC calculatefilter order, m___ _ #69  RCLE mk!
814  RCL2 compute and stores ara # q=¢e¢ K

Bi3 RCL3 B71 RCL?

#16 z xt = — - R9 are 5
a7 srowim 872 CHS
@18 GSBScompute and store: Br4 eX

- 72 Soe mm Be£ Eile monm—————tn Arb w= L calculate error limit for
821 RCL? compute and store: BFF X loop exit
B22 C384 yy (yly pg 878 STOC
#23 sree‘LUT 879 #LELE loop to calculate elliptic
B24 57=4 continue n oaloulation _ __ _ 62a Pi sine (sn(x, x71)
23  RCLO compute and store: 681 RCLe

826 GSB? ag: X compute and store: (Wy)/na=x
27 ROLL 0.1 max p83 RCL4
g28  £SB7 la (AO zl Lge #84 =
929 = 10° -1 ass ps
e3e x @gs ste
831 STOE __ _ ._ BE; EES initialize 2m + 1
83z XZ generate error message if gee sTOodem

7 To - - q A So 24s :

63 Wyo lis meller then 10° 0 stoyoeeer(3)
833 GT03 call to unusedlabel; "ERROR" ~691 #LBL1 ellipticsine loop _ ___ _._
836¢ RCLE ~1 822  RCLE :

p37__pope OOWPWerKUL) poz Rug pute And store:
B3&  5Tx4 continuen_ eeleulationem Baq rx mad
83% RCLE . - Bas i8 2

@48 SBS compute: KX (Lr Jmeme @36  LSTX — ~ 82
@41 ST+4 finish n computation gaz chs 1-4
842 RCL4 recall n Bag EEX
843 sSFC 839 +

844 PRTX_printnon-integral n____. _| 168 *
845 EEX convert n to next highest ; SI——a——
846  STOD integer, print and store 102 RCL! compute and add to sum (I):
847 + 183 FRCL®
643 INT 164 x

443 PRTY 185 SIN (82)sin((2m+1) ny /n)
858 #LBLc LOAD ALTERNATE n VALUE 18& ¥

#51 STo4 187 Slidem=

@s2  :TOZ 1ag 2 increment 2m

"#57#LBLD OALOULATE LOSS POLES_ | ST#lr emmem
8534 DSP? set display format 11&8 RCL: test for loop exit:
855 1 initialize index register 111 RCLZ
856 3 [REGisTERs 1112 #1? : :

1 3 6 j 7 .
© Amax Amin | max fmin Yon erateh index > K(x) K' (x, x0
50 St S2 qm S3 S4 $5 S6 S7 S8 $9

tv)/n 2m + 1 Torr z fe—————loss pole storage registers —_
A [8 c D NINF (used bylE ! storage reg.
ps—- 1088 pole storage = 107" next eon) ¥|" scratohpad index  
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2-12

Ae13oeror i. 163 £#Y? togt for loop exit
114 RCL3 recall summation & compute sn: 178 er——————
1s pz in Ds2! repletehighest Logs. index. -
116 ENT? rs S NINF = or transforme
7 + _m(xagl) | ony 173 S700evenordered filters_ _ _
118 Pi X1, = TE) 174 xLBL3
119 x 175 DSP2 set original display format
1 7 176 SPC
i RCL retu

122° 17% “computeandstorenormalized xiBl4 computeK(k) _._ __ _ __ _
123 I521 loss pole locations 179 Xe
124 stoy 188 CHS form complementary modulus:

125 RCLZ “denormalizeand print less at EEX ei
126 X pole locations 182 + ys
127 PRT AhsammeFTTT

128 EERTeee] #lBLS compute | —

129 74g 1norement register index a 185 STQ5 store argument, k_ _. __ ___
TIRE test for loop exit ppd Fi initialize product register

132 + loop if nd» 2y 188 2

132 RCL4 S06._mt oe em tt2 tt se me
134 pre [ig Hoe completeelliptiointegral _

s— 135 ETO eea

136 SFC 192 RCLS -
137 Fa? if i dd } 193 Xe

—138 £703 Jump|meee 154 - K(x)= > | 2 +k)
13% 1 initialize index register 195 IX Meo
148 4 and store highest register 196 EEX 1 '
141 X21 number for later exit test 197 Xk,= iokn
142 STOE 198 - 1aky
147 Rely recall pTTTT TT TT 199 LSTR
144 ¥2 store (32 200 EEX = 1 TZ
€105 __ _ ksoe 281 + ky ka

e146 #LBL2Mbbiue transformation loop _ _ 282 z
147 ISZI calculate Mébius transform 283 S105
148 RCLi for even ordered lowpass: 284 EEX
148 ye 283 +
158 RCLS 28  STxe
151 LSTX 267 RCLD
152 xe 288 EEX ~~ TTT TT
153 2 n: 289 CHS test for loop exit:
134 = wh (Qe -1) Oz. Qc 218 I loop if 3 10-0155 BCLS e 211 p OOP

if

kn
156 EEX 212 8T0C
137 - 213 X<£y°

15g x ald 6106 _____________ee
k S 215 RCL6 recall

168 oY __ 216 RTN R(k)

Ted Zl 217 *LBL? subroutine to compute:
162 ST0i store normalized & xfmed 218  EEY
163 ISZI 1osepole location _ _ _ _ __ 219 1 10%:
16 denormalize and print loss 228 z
165 X pole location 221 18%
PRTX|__ _ __ _____ ___J 222 EEX
167 RCLI 223 -

} 168  RCLE 224 RTH

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

Yoad amax [P10ad fmex [cale n [josssoled ® n odd FLAGS TRIG DISP
Yoad Amin ®1oad fmin |’enter n ¢ 0 oN a DEG FIX ®
% onfu,k) |! & loop Jz Mooiys [3 J 4 K(k) 2 1 GRAD . Ses
5, byrénsiopons 3 3 2
K(k) Ik'(k) loop subroutine 3 -
        
   



PROGRAM 2-13 RESPONSE OF A FILTER WITH CHEBYSHEV PASSBAND AND

ARBITRARY STOPBAND LOSS POLES.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program will calculate the passband and stopband attenuation of

lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and bandstop filters having Chebyshev (equi-

ripple) passbands and arbitrary stopband losspole locations. The ellip-

tic filter is a special case of this filter class in that the loss pole

locations are chosen to provide equi-ripple stopband behavior.

Bandpass and bandstop filters are assumed to be the classic trans-

formations of the lowpass structure, i.e., equal numbers of attenuation

poles on either side of the passband, and geometrical symmetry of those

poles about the center frequency. The program is designed to take

either stored normalized lowpass loss pole frequencies provided by Pro-

gram 2-12, or to accept normalized lowpass loss pole frequencies, number

of poles at infinite frequency, and passband ripple as provided by the

user.

This program is adapted from an unpublished HP-67/97 elliptic stop-

band attenuation program written by Philip R. GCeffe. The basis of the

program is the Z transformation, and the associated loss function, L(Z).

This function allows the calculation of the stopband attenuation of equi-

ripple passband elliptic filters from a knowledge of the loss pole fre-

quencies only [17]. The transformed variable, Z, is defined by:

22 = (s2+ wg?) (s2+uw)?) (2-13.1)

This function spreads the passband (s = Joy to jug) over the entire

imaginary Z axis, and spreads the stopbands along the real Z axis. Al-

though use of the Z transform allows greater numerical accuracy due to

the spreading out of the passband poles, the prime reason for its use

in this program is the mathematical expressions for elliptic filters

are simpler in the Z domain than in the s domain.

Given a filter with equiripple passband extending from w, to wh,

having NZ attenuation poles at the origin, N finite loss poles, and NINF

297
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attenuation poles at infinite frequency, the loss function in terms of

 

Z is:

N
2 4 W Jo Nz NINF z+ Z

L{Z) =

—

BB

A

2 Z+1 2 i (2-13 2)Z = wglu, Z-1 Z-1z ’
1=]

If L(Z) represents a normalized lowpass filter, then w, = 0,
wy = 1, and NZ = 0. Letting s = 2, Z and L(Z) become:

  

= (1 -1/0%% (2-13. 3)

N
NINF 2+ 2Jz +a

|

BEE 1 _ao= (224) 2 | | = (2-13. 4)
i=1 i

The attenuation function, A(R), is defined in terms of the loss
function, L(Z), as follows:

NINFA(R) = 10 * log {1 + 2(+Ey | (2-13, 5)L(Z)
e2 = 100: 1Amax ~1

(2-13.6)

In the stopband, the attenuation function may be simplified:

2
2

A(R) = 10 10 1 +7 {lL| + 1/ rol | (2-13.7)

The filter passband ripple (Amax) may sometimes be expressed in
terms of a reflection coefficient, p . The relationship between
these quantities is:

Amax = - 10 log (1 - 9p?) (2-13.38)
Within the normalized lowpass passband (<1), Z becomes purely imagi-
nary. Equation (2-13.4) may be rewritten in exponential form to
eliminate the need for complex arithmetic:

 

L(Z) = (2-13.9)
where

N 212|z.

po NIV -y -2fz] |, —3

1

(2013.10)2 [z]2 - 1217-

2
.

7 2

1i=l
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substituting Eq. (2-13.9) into (2-13.5) yields:

ACR) 10 log (1 +2 cos?B) for NINF even, (2-13.11)

and

A(R) 10 log (1 +e? sin?B) for NINF odd, (2-13.12)

The program uses Eqs. (2-13.3) through (2-13.12) to find the filter

loss at any frequency. Two ancillary relations are used to convert un-

normalized bandpass or bandstop frequencies to the normalized lowpass fre-

quency, {! . Lowpass and highpass filters are only special cases of band-

pass and bandstop filters respectively, in that the center frequency is

zero. These two ancillary equations are:

Bandpass to normalized lowpass

£ 2

I 9 -BP BW £ f | (2-13.13)

where

BW = bandwidth

f = center frequency

Bandstop to normalized lowpass

2s = 1/%, (2-13.14)

Equation (2-13.4) will predict the stopband attenuation for even or-

dered elliptic filters of Cauer types A and B (the Mobius transformation

- see previous program for description). The type A, even-ordered filter

has no attenuation poles at infinite frequency, and can only be realized

with mutual inductive coupling between filter sections, while the

Mobius transformed pole locations (type B) can be realized with a lad-

der structure containing only L's and C's. The even ordered type B lad-

der structure possesses a double pole of attenuation at infinite

frequency.

Equation (2-13.4) will not work with the pole locations resulting

from a transformation to Cauer type C filters (equal resistive termina-

tion for even-ordered elliptic filters), i.e., one must use types A and

B only. See Saal and Ulbrich [45] for details.
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the bandstop filter in that the center
 

frequency is Zero. The bandwidth is the
 

highpass cutoff frequency.
 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS A

1 Load both sides of magnetic gard

2 If this program is being used concurrently

with Program 2-11, the loss poles, Amax, |

and NINF are already stored by that program,

Go to step 6 and continue.

3 Load normalized loss pole frequencies setup £[A]

Pl R/S
Po

Pp

4 Load number of loss poles at infinite frequency NINF [£ I[ B]

5 Load either the reflection coefficient or

the passband ripple in dB (related quantities).

The program differentiates the quantities

by sign. Both quantities are normally positivg

Reflection coefficient e f JLo Amax
or

Passband ripple in dB (note sign) =Amax [ao] Amax

6 |Select filter type:

Bandpass or Lowpass: fo | |

The lowpass filter is a special case of BW A

the bandpass filter in that the center

frequency is zero. The bandwidth is the

lowpass cutoff frequency.

Bandstop or Highpass; fo ert
The highpass filter is a special case of BW

 

 

 

 

 

    



2 User Instructions

CHEBYSHEV. PASSBAND = ARBITRARY STOPBAND RESPONSE

1 L
= CONTINUED

      
   fon     

  
TPUT

INSTRUCTIONS oy

load denormalized stopband fre

calculate stopband attenuation

If a sw of frequencies is desired;

a) Load sw eters f

The frequency increment is either an] f

additive delta, or a multiplicative f

delta d upon lin/log sweep.

If linear sw is desired, then

the increment should be entered as a

negative tity, i.e.,, for 100 Hz

linear steps, the increment should

be entered as ~=100., Whether the

increment is linear or logrithmic

the sw will be always the

direction of increas frequenc

b Start sw

Go back to desired, mo

rerun pro
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Example 2-13.1

An elliptic bandpass filter is required to pass frequencies

between 5 kHz and 15 kHz with 0.0436 dB ripple or less (107% reflection

coefficient), and reject frequencies lying outside a 4.1 kHz to 19 kHz

band by at least 60 dB. Find the minimum filter order that will satisfy

these requirements, and predict the stopband response.

The center frequency is the geometric mean of the upper and lower

passband edge frequencies. Likewise, the stopband edge frequencies

must be geometrically symmetrical about the center frequency. In this

example, the above frequencies do not satisfy this requirement, hence,

the narrowest stopband with geometric symmetry must be defined. The

filter center frequency is calculated from the passband edge frequencies:

1
£, = (5000 « 15000) 2 = 8660.25 Hz

The narrowest stopband may be found by calculating the geometrical

mating frequencies to the given stopband frequencies, and taking the

narrowest set:

£ =f 2/4100 = 18292.68 Hz
u 0

£ £,2/19000 = 3947.37 Hz
L

The narrowest stopband is 4100 Hz to 18292,68 Hz for a stopband width

of 14192.68 Hz.

The stopband and passband data are loaded into Program 2-12 to find

the minimum filter order and loss pole locations. Because bandpass

data was loaded, the loss pole frequencies that are output represent loss

pole bandwidths, or the separation of loss pole frequencies in the upper

and lower stopbands that are geometrically related to the filter cen~

ter frequency. To convert these bandwidths into loss pole frequencies,

the subprogram contained in Program 2-1 can be used. These equivalent

bandpass loss pole frequencies are not necessary for proper operation

of this program, but are calculated for information only. They can

also be useful when tuning the final filter. All normalized loss pole

information is automatically stored by Program 2-12 for use by this

program.
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Example 2-13,1 continued
 

Loed Program 2-12 and calculdte filter order and loss poles,

  L438 £585 load Amex

66. 88 Gi load Amin
186@8. 66 LSEE load fmax (passband bandwidth)
14182. £8 &5Bk load fmin (stopband minimum bandwidth)

53EL calculate minimum filter order

E.72 A¥i

7.82 ¥¥# minimum integral filter order, n

B5EL calculate loss pole bandwidths

28.69564+03 #¥y loss pole bandwidth #1
17.68315+82 w»x% loss pole bandwidth #2
14.44525+23 #%+# loss pole bandwidth #3
 

Load Program 2-1 to calculate loss pole locations from
loss pole bandwidths.

28695.64 ENTH load loss pole bandwidth #1
8660, 25 G5E4 load fo

71186.65 ##% upper BP loss pole frequency #1
2411.85 w%xx lower BP loss pole frequency #1

17855. 12
BEE. 20

287156.53
Je21.34

load loss pole bandwidth #2
load fo
upper BP loss pole frequency #2
lower BP loss pole frequency

 

14449, 25 ENT+ load loss pole bandwidth #3

8660.25 Espa load fo
18562. 71 xx# upper BP loss pole frequency #3

4853.45 ykx lower BP loss pole frequency #3
 

 Load this program (Program 2-13) end calculate filter response.

8668. 25 ENT load f,
186886. 85 564 load passband width and select bandpass

2886.68 ENTt load f-start
5806.88 ENT* load f-stop
-2@@.88 GSEC load f-increment (a negative value

means linear sweep increments)
G3EL start sweep:

the output is on the next page.
(sweep step size changes were made between output segments)
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PROGRAM QUTPUT FOR EXAMPLE 2-13.1

LOWER STOPBAND PASSBAND UPPER STOPBAND

280.86 f S0GaE, Boas  18A6A. BASE 15866. 680 3Joeop. os f
66.82 A(f) dB 8, 6436 8.0434 A(F) a. 64 79.85 A(£)

2286, 86 5508, GAGE 18566. DERE 1606A. 88 21086. A0
73.63 @. Gane 3.8342 Z,398 184.57

2486, 86 6BEA. BOGE 11608, BABE 1700p, 66 32006, OF
98.12 d, 8283 @,8115 31.72 82.55

60H. BE £504, BaRE 11580, PEBS 18568, 80 332008. BG
TI.LAS 8. Gags 8. Baas 52.37 76.47

Z88E, AE 70a, GRAS 12886. Aaa 19908, 60 34088. 66
oF. 13 A, 6248 8.8144 64.35 F3.E5

3686. 86 7588, ARR 12506. 0686 20080. 89 35800. 6
64.45 8, 6434 8.08329 88.63 71.15

3266.66 jeac. Gage 130080. baeE £1866.66 36808. ap
63.98 8, 6234 A.8355 77.55 65.63

2468. 98 S566, 36a8 13588, BRE6 22008. 66 37806, AF
£6.45 6.8218 8.8052 £6.78 £8.42

cole. be IEE, BAGE 14008, BREE 22688,608 33P04, 00
§4.71 G. BA5S 6.0635 £4, 24 67.66

3506. 88 #500. BAGH 14560. aean 2488@,68 39088. 56
EE. G3 LB293 B436 £3.53 BE. 89

4886. 88 i5a@a, BERG 25080, 88 49636, 66
67.53 4.8336 £4.45 66.31

4266. BE 26686. 56 41060, AG
45.15 £5.75 25. 84

4460. BE NOTE: 27000. 85 42608, aa
32.55 The display was changed 67.55 85. pi

manually to DSP4 for the
SEA8, GI passband printout, then 280/44, a6 43880, 98

18.89 changed back to DSP2 for 7H. ZS 55.13
the upper stopband output.

4586. 98 29063. 48  446a6. 95
5.63 73.51 64.56

SE6G. BE 45004. 6a
gi. 04 54.64    
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Example 2-13.2

Compute the minimum stopband attenuation of an eleventh order, 20%

reflection coefficient, 75 degree modular angle elliptic filter (see p.

326 of Saal and Ulbrich [45]).

Load Program 2-12 and calculate filter order and loss pole locations.

i.88 EHTY
LIF ne

= calculate Amax = 10 log (1- p2)
ia

8.88

2864 load Amax
load dummy Amin large enough to cause "error" halt

load normalized passband edge

calculate stopband edge from modular angle

 

load normalized stopband edge

start filter order calculation (computes K(k))

program halt since L-! is too small

 

ii. &58r load desired filter order

LEED output loss pole locations and store for next program

LE2E41I0E rin
LTA432658E EEN

eEig

L
e

N
l
a

3
%
]

-

Load this program (Program 2-13) and calculate filter response.

load filter center frequency (lowpass)

load bandwidth (normalized for this example)
£.
i

 

1.868 58k load number of poles at infinity

FE.a@g SIN
© } } calculate normalized stopband edge frequency

Co F56E calculate stopband loss at this frequency

66.56% ¥%¥ minimum stopband loss in dB (Amin defined at fmin)



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

 

     
   
   

357 #LBL1

858 RCL?

863 3 initialize index register 859 RCL@ test for loop exit
Lr 868 P23
aoa SF2 _ indicateinitializationreqd 861 Ny?
66  xLBLO ——@62  CTOD_o_o___
aar R45 enter normelized loss pole B63 RTH 7]
eps ISZI 864¥[BLE_1pAD£, caloulete AZ)__
BOs ETO: B&S ST06temporarily store £_ _ __7

16 6109 866 FZ? if first time through here, |
811 #LBLb [OAD NINF, the number of B67 ESBS gotoinitialization routine
812 STO lowpass loss poles at 858 RCL
813 ETOE RES RCLE calculates
814 wiblc 10AD Dor —Amax __ _ ._ A78 RCL . £2
@15  %<8” . ari : Qed |p fof5 Gay enerodm| 510 eg [e-
7 XT salgulates 873 pgs
818 CHS _ 2 874 RCLS
619 copy Amex =|10log (1 -0?)] 75 =
26 sBLITTTTTT= XB?[=0eseeme

821 ABS store |Amax| 077 RIN ope i
622 S108 B78 FB? bondatnn Po ames TTT
527 _CT08 goto Space and Feburn~~ g79__ 1x If bandstop, fom inverse
'629_¥LBLA _LOADTo &BWforbandpass “fest Forpescbend (A<iV
825 (F@ indicatebandpass _ _ _ | 881  CF3 pase (a<1)
826 G70} 882 X3Y? set fleg 3 if passband

827 xLBLB _ LOADfq & BW_for_bandstop | 883 SFI _ _ _oo
623 5F@ _ indicate bandstop _ _ _ _ i 04 2Y
29 LBL! 3 Xe

a3 S108 store mo (bandwidth) — 88s 1s form and store;
831 Ri 5 Ber? - { 3
#32 X¥2 form and store f, #82 aps 2} = (Jt ox h
633_ STO _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 889 FE
834 _CT06 goto space and return 8% _st06 __o_o]
835 xLBLC _ LOAD f-start, f-stop,af _ |] 031 F3? jump if in passband
836 PS ¢ —e-892 ETO_ __
p37 sro Store f-imcrement(AF) 893 EEX stopband attenuation,
a3g Re 894 + form and store:
g33 spp Store f-stop 95 RCLE
4B RdLT TTT TTT1 896 EEX NINF/2
41 syop Store f-start| a7 - Zl
847 P2% _ restore register order _ _ | 89g z Z-1
943 C706 goto space and return 833 ABS

——844_ #LBLD STARTSWEEP _ _ ____ _ |] 168 RCLD
B45 8 181 Y¥  begimning of L(Z) calc
046 RCL recall and print 18z IX
847 PIS present frequency fanee]
248 PRTX om a Em — —— — pi — — — — — —t — = i. iti 1 d .

849 __CSBE.  calgulateand printA(Z)_ las_srol“rir @li7eindex register |
asa Pag ¥Lele L(Z) calculation loop _ __ _|

#51 kouy ToORLL Troduency Anorement| a7 TET
@52  X<@? 168 RCLE caloulate -2-*-Zi
853 57-8 if increment negative, 189 RCL ~- 24
854 ¥<@? use additive delta 110 +

8ss_ ert _ _ _ _ _ o_o _ o_o _ | 111 RCLE
856 STx@ if plus, use product delim 112 RCL;

REGISTERS

max | €/y [ 3 ‘ * tL |%eoraton m3» 2,2 [| ow
sopresent|s1 freq [sz stop [S3 S4 S5 56 S7 <8 se

freq iner freq loss pole storage registers ~————e—————-—&-
A 18 c 0 0 E I storage
[¢—1loss pole storage 10 NINF Imax register    
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17 - ’
169 EEX

dEem=mE TY] 17a +R form sin@, and cos@

Udiromarunninproductof 1(2)
171 F1? recall sinp~Ry if NINF odd

116 RCLI
172KYmm

mmem

117 RCLE test for loop exit
173 ENT? prepare to double Rx _ _ — —

118 jay
1 ¥LELT output routine; form

119 £702
173 + et 2

t35—FCLE
£17 ve /L (L+1/L) if stopband

121 17% form (L + 1/L 177 RCL! asin 4

122 LSTX 1

+

VL) 17 x “cose passband|

12 Ro £2 output routine ~~- po calculate and print

T24_#LBLJ _pessband AURORE = d 10 log(l

175 ENTT
181 PRX og(1 + Rx)

126 ¢
167#LBLE_space and returnsubrouting _

127 CHS
167 SPC

126 RCLE form and store: 184 RTH

129 ye
[755 #LEL¢ subroutine to calculate:

130 EEX NINE Bur
186 EEX

131 -
197 + 10 log(l + (+)

132 +P 212] 138 LOG

133 XY Bur = PR 189 EEX

134 2 ne 12l= ~ i 198 i

135 z
191 x

136 RCLD
92 RIN

137 X
133 »LBLE Initialization routine_ _J

1
3
8

ST05_mememm
J 194 RCLI store highest loss pole

138 RCL? s,si44al = Tos register jo5  gToE register mumber_ _ _ _ ——-

150 sopinitializeindew register|
196  RCLA

141 [3]
197 EEX calculate and store:

142 RCLD
196 1

143 2 set flag 1 if NINF is odd 199 =

144%
ton gx €_200-1AmEX 1

145 FRC
281 EEX 4 4

146  X=@7
282 -

1
4
7

COFloommmmm= 283 4

~149¥LBL4_L(Z)_ calculationloop_. _ _ 204 =

149 1621 _ increment indexregister_| 285 STM,_mmmmmTT

158 RCLE
206 T store index register

151 RCL
267 7 initialization, and

152 x fom x
spe STO? initialize index register

153 ENTT ’ -2 12 Z
209 ST0I mm

m=TT

154 4 B-tent 3p 516¥LBLGlosspoleItransom
Joop

155 CHS lz} %= 24 511 1521 incrementindexreglelel

156 RCLE
212 EEX .

157 2
513 ROL calculate and Te

158 RCLi
214 KE - 2

159 X®
Ss 1x 4 (1 - 1/(p4)")

168 -
216 "" where ps are the normalized

16} Pp
2i7 Jy loss pole frequencies

162 KY_mtmmm— }

2
1
8

STOGLe——mm—

1 ST+5 _ add ©.torundipgFUR. ———
519 RCLI test for loop exit

64 RCLI
228 ROLE

165 RCLE test for loop exit 221 KEY?

|

le KEY?
200 GTS _ _mmI

6

7

6704mmm
——me 575 RIN return to main program

168 RCLS recall 8
LABELS

FLAGS SET STATUS

iTE brant £1 Er~a(f) |° bendstop

|

FLAGS TRIG DISP

osspolejb of.
d

ON OFF

* entry

|

NIN ‘por -Amax ’ TNINF odd |,” w

|

Dec wm

|

Fix

1
To

5I32§poTe | local 1bl [°1(2) bank Spagepand | (z)R35S |° nit J m

|

ohm SS

ouRe Fepesen || af) init gJosspole | jegsband

|

3 n       
 
 

 

 





PROGRAM 2-14 POLE AND ZERO LOCATIONS GF A FILTER WITH CHEBYSHEV
PASSBAND AND ARBITRARY STOPBAND LOSS POLE LOCATIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program calculates the complex zero locations of the filter

transfer function, H(s) = E,/E from the loss pole frequencies»

(frequencies of infinite attenuation). The zero locations are also

called the natural modes of H{s). The pole locations of H(s), are the

loss pole frequencies and lle on the jw axis, The transmission function,

T(s), is the reciprocal of the filter transfer function, and may be more

familiar to some readers. When active elliptic filters are being de-

signed [35], one approach is to divide the transmission Function into

bil-quadratic factors with each factor (second order pele pair, and

sccond order zero pair) being synthesized with a separate active network

[38].

The loss pole frequencies can be supplied by the user in the case

of arbitrary stopband, equiripple passband filters, or can be generated

by Program 2-12 for elliptic filters (equiripple stopband and passband).

This program works in the Z-domain to spread out the pole and zero

Frequencies, and enhance the numerical accuracy of the [inal output.

The s~domain frequencies are Z transformed using Eq. (2-14.1), which is

the normalized lowpass form of the more generalized Z transform.

z? =} + = = 1 - = (2-14.1)

8 g=3u

The filter transfer function 1s a rational function, 1.e., it is

a ratio of polynomials:

H(s) = 265) (2~14.2) 

=

This transfer function is related to the filter characteristic function,

K(s), by the Feldtkeller equation:

H(s)H(=s) = 1 + K{s}K(-s) (2-14.3)

309
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where the characteristic function has been defined in terms of the
Chebyshev rational function, R(x,L), by Eq. (2-12.3), and also is a
ratio of polynomials:

f(s

q(s)

a
d

K(g) =

 

(2-14.4)

Expanding the Feldtkeller equation to remove the denominator polynomial],
q(s), yields:

e(s)e(~s) = q(s)q(~s) + f(s) f(~s) (2-14.5)

If the normalized lowpass Z transformation of these s-domain polynomials
are defined by:

F(Z) © £(s)/s™ (2-14.6)

QZ) © q(s)/s™ (2-14.7)
2where

z.2 = 1 +34)
i s

m = NINF + N
(2-14.8)

NINF = number of attenuation poles at « (2-14.9)

N = number of finite loss pole freqgs (2-14.10)

then the Z transform equivalent of Eq. (2-14.5) becomes:

E(Z)E*(2) = Q%(2) + F2(2) (2-14.11)
where

E(Z) & e(s)/s™ (2-14.11a)

E*(Z) © e(-s)/s™ (2-14.11b)

The derivation of (2) and F2(2) in terms of the Z transformed
loss pole frequencies, Zys is done later and the results brought
forward:

N

Q%(z) = (1-z2)NINF 17 (22 ~ 2,2)? (2-14.12)

i=1
F(z) = e2(Ev A(Z))? (2-14.13)

N

AZ) = (z + 1)VINF IT (2 + 2,)° (2-14.14)
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The program Z transforms the loss pole frequencies using Eq.

(2-14.1) then forms E(Z)E*(Z) using Eqs. (2-14.11), (2-14.12), (2-14.13),

and (2-14.14). The roots of E(Z)E*(Z) are found using the secant iter-

ation method (described later), and exist as quads, i.e.:

(Z+o+jw) (Z+0-ju) (Z-04jw) (2-0-3) = 2° + pz” +q (2-14.15)

Equation (2-14.1) may be used in reverse to convert Eq. (2-14.15)

to the s—-domain equivalent. The right half s plane (RHP) poles are

assigned to e(-s), and the LHP poles assigned to e(s). These LHP poles

represent the natural modes of the filter, and may be defined by a

natural frequency, Ws and a quality factor, Q:

© = (1+ p + Q (2-14.16)

Q = [2(2 - (1 + Ba +p + 0 }] g (2-14.17)

The natural frequency and Q represent the program output.



2a User Instruetions

 

 

   

 

 
 INPUT OUTPUTSTEP INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS
 

NOTE: This program takes loss pole
 

frequencies storedin registers S4 through
 

 

58, Program 2-11 automatically stores the
 

 

loss pole frequencies in these registers,
 

 

If the loss pole frequencies are provided
 

 

by the user, they should be loaded before
 

 

proceeding.
 

 

 

1 Load both sides of program card ons
 

 

 

2 start program execution IE | flashing|
 

display
 

3 Insert second card into card reader, this
 

 

card will be read by the program at the
 

 

appropriate time, If the card is not
 

 

inserted, the display will flash when the
  

second card is to be read,
 

 

 
 

 

4 Read both sides of second program card
  

The program execution will automatically
  

  

  

 
 

 

  

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

resume, ©ny

If the first program is halted (R/Skey) Q,
when the display flashes, the second program space

execution may be resumed by depressing key'E’ |Ong|

after the second card loading. Qp-t

Wn,

Qq
space

 
 

Oo (4g
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Example 2-14.1

Find the natural modes for the elliptic filter given in Example

2-12.2,

Load Program 2-11 and calculate loss pole frequencies.

1.Ba ENT?

LE KE
- convert 20% reflection coeffieient into

Las passband ripple in dB using:

 

fi. G6 Kd16. be en Apgp = -10log(1-g?)
a5Fe

8.177285 *¥¥ Apgp, passband ripple in dB
coz

SEA
78.85 5B: load stopband attenuation reqd, Asgp

1.66 SEE load normalized cutoff frequency
c.88 B5BE load normalized minimum stopband frequency

GEEL calculate minimum filter order

J.38 w¥x calculated filter order
E.88  *¥x nearest integral filter order

SEE calculate loss pole frequencies

untransformed even order
loss pole frequencies

 

JER Kak
i
a. } Mobius transformed loss pole frequencies

Load this program (Program 2-14) and calculate the natural modes.

CIEE start E(Z)E*(Z) calculation

complex zero locations describing
natural modes
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The complex zero locations may be converted from the © and Q des-

cription to real and imaginary parts to enable checking results

against elliptic filter tables (see p. 248 of Zverev [58]).

Equations (2-9.1), (2-9.2), and (2-9.3) are used for the conversion.

 

 

load Q; and calculate ©;

81 (degrees)
load @p; and calculate real and imag parts
%1

wy
 

Cog
Er ¥

 

load Q, and calculate ©

©, (degrees)

 

 
 

*fR load w, and calculate real and imag parts
Khe 0% 2
KY

1. 83435663 %kk wy,

62665941 ENT? load Q and calculate 03

17K
fos

"sxx ©3 (degrees)
+F load wy and calculate real and imag parts

¥x¥ Os

x2
B. 30188530 kxe Wg
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Derivation of Equations Used

The characteristic function, K(s), is a ratio of polynomials as

indicated by Eqs. (2-14.4) and (2-12.3). The denominator of this func-

tion is already known in terms of the loss pole frequencies. In low=

pass form, this polynomial is:

q(s) = TT (s2 + w 2) (2-14.18)
i=1

H(s), the filter transfer function, is described in terms of the poly-

nomials of the characteristic function by Eqs. (2-14.22) and (2-14.5).

Since H(s) describes a realizable transfer function, the zeros of H(s)

must lie in the LHP, With this condition in mind, the LHP zeros of

e(s) e(-s) are assigned to e(s) and the RHP zeros assigned to e(-s).

This root splitting brings us to the concept of a quad. Assume that

e(s) is represented by complex conjugate root pairs and a real root if

e(s) is odd, i.e.,

N

e(s) = (s + 0) I {s2 + s(20;) + oy? + uw2} (2-14.19)

Then the right half s-plane roots are represented by e(-s):

N
e(=s) = (-s + 0) T[{s?- s(20)) + 0,24 0,2} (2-14.20)

i=1

hence: N (2-14.21)

e(s) e(-s) = (-s% + 0_?) IT {s" + 82 2(u,2~ 0,D4 (w;240; 2) 2}

This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2-14.1.
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one quad

 

 
Figure 2-14.1 Concept of a quad.

The importance of this concept is once one root of e(s) e(-s) is

found, three other roots of the quad are also defined, and may be re-

moved to reduce the order of e(s) e(-s) by four.

The Characteristic Function in Terms of the Transformed Variable

The actual finding of the polynomials of H(s) is done in the Z-

plane rather than the s~plane for two reasons: 1) The solution is

numerically more accurate because the roots are spread out and the

small difference between big numbers problem is much reduced. 2) The

expressions for F2(Z) and Q2%(Z) are much simpler in terms of the trans-

formed loss pole frequencies than are £2(s) and q2(s) in terms of the

actual loss pole frequencies, Wye These transformations are defined

as follows:

f(s

2 2 2
(s+ w )

3
2) ewTTh (2-14.23)

where , 52 +u,2

72" = ——— (2-14.24)

F(2)& (2-14.22)
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and

m = NZERO + NINF + N (2-14.25)

NZERO = number of attenuation poles at dc (2-14.26)
(equals zero for lowpass filters)

NINF = number of attenuation poles at infinity  (2-14.9)

N = number of finite loss pole frequencies (2-14.10)

In the normalized lowpass case, the lower bandedge transformation

frequency, w is dc (w, = 0), and the upper bandedge transformation fre-

quency, wes is unity. Under these conditions the Z transformation be-

comes:

Fz) o £8) (2-14.6)
Ss

Q(Z) += ae) (2-14.7)
Ss

with

Z2=1 + 1/s2, or for s = jw, Z? = 1 = 1/w?

The lowpass form of q(s) is given by Eq. (2~14.18):

N

ae) = TT (+ vu?)
i=l

The Z transformed equivalent is:

 

N

ae TT (2+ u?) (2-14.27)
® i=l

N 82+ o?1 3- NE [1 (—) (2-14.28)
i=

The filter poles can be found from the zeros of the attenuation

function, Eq. (2-13.5), i.e.,
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2 (1)NINE 2
1+ =| L(z) + LZ) | =0 (2-14.29)

where L(Z) is defined by Eq. (2-13.4):

NINF N

z+1| 2 Z+ 2,L(Z) = (£21) . A (2-13.4)

i=1 +

then Q(Z), as defined by Eq. (2-14.28), is the common denominator for

Eq. (2-14.29). The quantity inside the brackets of Eq. (2-14.29) can

be written in terms of Q(Z) and A(Z) (Eq. (2-14.14)) as follows:

DM a@) + (VWF
L(Z) Q(2)

L(Z) + * A(=2) (2-14.30)

Fortunately, the sign of (-1)INF causes the numerator to be an even

polynomial in Z as is required for the resulting polynomials of the

Chebyshev rational function to be Hurwitz.

Thus, the equation whose zeros are to be found is:

2

: sen -0 (2-14. 31)
. , <2 AZ) + (-1yVINE

4 Q(z)

Because of the even numerator polynomial, Eq. (2-14.31) becomes:

1 + £2 2-Ev(AZ) : =0 (2-14.32)
4 Q(z) ’

Cancelling out constants and placing the entire expression over a

common denominator yields:

Q2 (2) + 2 {Ev A@}* =o (2-14.33)

Substituting F(Z) from Eq. (2-14.13) results the desired expression for

the transfer function zeros:

Q% (z) + F(Z) = 0 (2-14. 34)

Secant iteration method

The secant iterative method finds the values for the variable, x,

where the function f(x) = 0 (zeros of x). It is similar to the
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Newton-Raphson method except the derivative of the function is numeri-

cally approximated from the present and past values of f(x):

iE
Xi =x; = £(x,) HEREIN) (2-14.35)

where x, is the present estimate for the variable.

The iteration is continued until the correction term magnitude be-

comes smaller than a given error radius. For this program, that error

radius is chosen to be 107°,

Two values for x are needed to start the secant iteration, a past

value and a present value. In this program, the past value is chosen

as 0 and the present value as 1460°. As the iteration starts, the

method may not converge, but may get sent far away from the desired solu-

tion. This can happen if the present and past estimates lie on opposite

sides of a saddle (see Fig. 2-14.3). To help force convergence, the

magnitude of the correction radius is limited to 0.1. When the iter-

ation starts, the estimates have a random nature, but can't get far

away from the origin. As a zero is approached, the method rapidly con-

verges.

4 f(x)

  
 
Figure 2-14.3 Secant method, two cases a) normal convergence,

and b) divergence caused by the presence of a "saddle" in the

function.
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Figure 2-14.3 shows a two dimensional representation of the method,

but in the present instance, the application is three dimensional

because of the complex nature of the variable. As each complex zero

is found, three others are defined automatically because of the quad-

rangle symmetry (quads) in the zeros of the filter transfer function

(see Fig. 2-14.1), thus the order of the equation may be reduced by

four through polynomial division. If the filter order is odd, a real

zero exists in the transfer function. After all quads have been re-

moved from the transfer function, the remainder will be the real zero.

This technique is used herein, zeros are removed from E(Z)E*(Z) until

a second order polynomial or less remains. If the filter order is

even, no remainder exists, but if the filter order is odd, the second

order remainder represents the LHP and RHP parts of the real zero.

The RHP zero is discarded since it belongs to H(-s), and the LHP

zero location is transformed back to the s-domain for output.



ALGORITHM TO FORM E(Z)E*(Z)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

   
      

4 Nru, cot Program Listing I S505 oo
881 «L5LE START 857  RCLP
602 RCLI store index number of 836  X#£Y? test for loop exit
B60 ST0E highestregisterw/ coefs | @s3 eter
G84 KCLA ana OLY
#65 EEX , 861 sT00 startA(2)caloulation_
ous ER calculate €% Bez stor initialize index register

aes 19% 22 100.1€dB _ bE4 P28 “placeG2(2)in secondaryregs]6a= EEX a65 EEX initialize polynomial
816 em B66 STO8 productregisters|
ail ECLD @c7  RCLE
a12 + store NINF + ¢2 868 EEX reduce highest loss polep12 stop_|] 663 1 register number by 10 toB14 1 are ~ refleot P25 of registers
Bis 3 initialize index register 671 STOR ___|
g16  grT0lI 872 #LBL2 A(Z) calculation loop start
817 ¥iBLE Z transform loss pole freqs 8r3 1521 NINE N818 1571 874 RCLi A (ZY) = (2+) | | 247.a19 EEN gy ME =D) (2:29)826 RCLi 2m 1

=

Yu? rg stoc  _EiwReder
821 xe 15

+

© Mwy 877 65B9 multiply existing polynomial822 14% 678 GSBY product by(Z+23)2_|
823 - 879 FCLI
824 STON

_

_ _ _ _ _ __ __ 886  RCLB825 RCLI gal xAyo test for loop exit

626  RCLB test for loop exit ez emo:|82¢  X#y? 883 EEX setup to form (Z 1)NINF26 ero _ _ _ _ __| #84 sypg POPUPWo tom (4 ra]
oe REL set flag 2 if NINF=2 883 babs multiply existing polynomialso INT oh? by (2 + )NINF, (NIyP=1 or 2]831 2 Baw GSBR 7 NTTT/T VTE RL OT 4

i )as or oe an calculate highest register
824 SFO__ @sa prop Dumber containing polynomial
835 EEX start G2(Z) calculation: 831 + coeffioients:
836 STOR 892 5
837 CHS as3 + 2B + 10 + FO «RB

838 STOC form and store (1 - z2)NINF 634 Feo
839 Fe? 833 +
646 (Hs Tor NINF=1 or2 8% _sStoB _ __ _ _ __|
e41  STOM 637 STOI initialize index register
842 CHS B35 %LPL3
bas Se a i: clear registers not contain-

LLY ing polynomial coefficient845 CSBY — 11 sro; 5 Polynomial coefficients
846 1 182 Pes
adr 3 1nitlalize index register 183 STO:
845 S101 184 P25i(~845 #LBLI  Q=(Z) calculation loop 165 KCLI
ese 152 186 1
#31  ECLi N 187 9 test for loop exit
asé CHE 2,0 _ 2, NINF 21.2 188 §=y?
gs3  sroc QB=(1-2) T= Z:) 163 £703
854 GSB iA 118 RCLO 2.855  GSRO -7; =Re 111 kere To(BV A(2))%:
856 RCLI 112 X

REGISTERS

Aho l'R a a0la,8,,

0,

F ’ ° ’ 8a,

Ag,

024Aho

|

81 hyihol Qohoya

|

OssAs,ag] QA,Ag [BsAs,hp Je As,hp|3Az,38: 86: 114 Sg. Aon lig
S St S2 S3 Sa S 56 7
8, Fo Q,F |%,F Q3,F5

|

Q,Fy,2) G5, ¥s,2 F623) Q7,F7,24 (9%, Fg %, Fg
A 8 highest reg. |C 2 0D 2 E 1 dQ & F index mmber used zy €< + NINF Z index index   
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2-14, CARD1 Program Listing 11
117 S101 Af _ y 165 9 os .ui sreMeo| i70 sop _ieftialisetudorregister
115 RCL 171 #LBL4 7]
116 PRCLS (NOTE: the primed coef's 172 perl .

117 x represent the coefs of 173 aF2 form E(Z)E*(Z)

1is  RCLZ A<(Z). After this part 174 RCL 2 2
113 RCL of the program is done 175 P2S E(2)E*(2) = Q°(2) + F(Z)
128 xX the coefficients of Ive §T+i
121 + 42(2) have replaced the 157 pas
122 8T03 coeffients of A(Z),) 175 F29

123 ST+3 _A6= 2(AgAG +AoA)| ira gro4 best for loop exit
1=4  RCLZ 18@ sLBLSTT TTT 7
75  RCLS [et PSE wait loop for 2nd card read

x [82 E105,
z ROLY 1 3 LBL?ze pele Mo= 2(AnAg + AA) ted por: A%(2) calculation subr
25 x 185 sTxj fo™mS:
{3a + 166 J 2
131 ST05 187 ST+] R(1) * 2(Rx), and returns

132 5T+5 188 ST+i
WmRe-~~ "-"TTT- i 189 gt R(1) ~Rx
134 ROLE 198 pszI
35 Xx  Ajp= 2AgA 191 DSZI
136 §T07 1 678 182 RIN
137 ST+7 __ 133 RTH
TIEBFioitintien Suds coos 134 ¥LFLS polynomial multiplication
135 gray _ initializeindex register | 195 skaHagindicateslst time __
146 ROLE 1 196 RCLA initialize index register

141 stgA678 187%21 with QorF index __ _ __ _|
142 RCL4 128STOEsaveexistingindex _ __ |
143 x App = Ag® + 2AuAg ~ 198 #LELE polynomial mult loop
144 eSR7_ Zed RCLi
145 RCLZ a1 1571
146 X 2682 ROLE ga = C.8 4 a
147 ROLE. Sas Fao kel

=

Crfn t
14 TY Ag = Aj° + 2(ApAg + ApAg) 284 [OLX C=0 for k=n
4s roe © OH 27% "078 265  STxi
158 x 286 Ré
15: + 247 STH:i
152 GSBP 28s CF! decrement I register, and
157 RCE 5 cB DSZI get flag 1 if I=0
155 x Ay = Ap + 2A0AL £18 SFree

185 BEB?_N £11 D821 decrementIregister _ |
= 2 7

pd ime Ag = AZ |22 coe test for loop exit

153 RE recaller ZeRefinishpoly muitiplication|
22 eRee] ofX¥80=Ce80 _ __ _ _ _ _ |
jes a 5 5 5 are pe restore pre-existing index
pi form F(Z) = Ev(A(2Z SER— — — — — — ——

lez STx2 (2) ="(av(A(2))) 218  RCLA  jncrement F or Q index
163 S8Tx3 21% EEX
164 5Txd £28 +
165  §Tx5 221 STOR
166 STs 222 FIN return to main progrem HN
167 STx7
168 STx§

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A 8 C ° © star? I'NinF=2 rLacs TRIG DISP
a b c d e 1 ON OFF

o =| DEG FIX =
22; calo | @%(z) |? (2) inf083reg  B(2)E*(2) ['1= ¢ bog ge

ait loop 5 Pe(2) sub Rultiply SRipiy 2 n_2          
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2-1, car02 Program Listing 1 rors or 5(z)5+(2)
#:5LE START SECANT ITERATION a RCLD continue complex multiply

EEX MH Xx 2 . 2

CHE set correction radius for Joly ese - (a + 3b) (Re(2 ) +Jin(z =
9 loop exit FASS 859 ROLE a-Re(Z ) oo b+In(Z )*
STOE G58 RCLD  j(a+Im(Z€) + b.Re(Z<))

¥lBEle secant outer loop start fel ®
Ly 662 RCL?

5T08 set Zo= 0 + 30 fs  RCLC
701 854 x
= eo +

“hee 1H) vi STO?
RCLE set F(Z,) = +30 acv Bi
Ps 0) Fo +3 | eee sos
eroda 55 ETO]

£ get Z,= 14 60° =H tLBL2 form Z estimate correction:

g #71 RCL?
ENT? 72 ROLE
EEX B73 +P 2 ~ yy
0 zt orpg 0Zk=PF(ly)| —=

sro oe go F(Z)F(Z)
vy 876 STOR

5703 vo Rs
#LBLE prepare for polynomial a7% RCLI
RCLZ evaluations yo Rilo
RCLZ 8 RCL:

2 12 asl Rola& form 2°= (co - jo) ; 2
T+ Baz -

ENT! 883 +P
STD Im(2°) = 200 + Rp = Ry oes STs
sTO7 or opsen B86 ST+3
RCLE 697 RCL?5 °C
re 2y_ 2 2 328 RCLSREL Re(Z%) 6” - w° ~Ry ~Rg pio -

_ a2 RCLE

sTOC bol Roe

RULE~ met wien WoHighestredmter|dd BE oP _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ i.
STI numberthathas coefficients ||| 25% ny osedpe if F(Z)-F(2-1) = 0
RCL start polynomial evaluation STs ~ FimishAZ = aloulatior —=

i 841 5T#6 by forming Ep. 22 pos Chap nis x calculation

B47 Sx ag s7-9——A43 #LBL1 polynomial eval loop start, B95 RIL” amit resioter contents.
#44 DSZI decrement register index  _ _ 180 ST05 + Heooncezo contents,
645 RCLi reeall E jd 0! k-1y 81
B46 ST+6 addto ealoulation realpart|} 181 RCLE  p(z) becomes F(Z)_;) for
#47 FCLI = phe pb the next iteration
#48 EEX test for loop exit 3 Rls} 164 STD1
psi yoyr 185 RCL2
851 cro? 186 stole_ ——i ——— —

== mr TT So = m= om ee — 187  REL8 recall |aZl —Tz RC : — Leeatl Mal —ba: pole DorEgmm complex miltiply 168 . limit [aZ«lto 0.1 to help
oy Ly on the ongoing %ol | 189 1 ensure convergenceasd X  caloulation 88 8 118 we

| #55  RCLT § ne

REGISTERS 5 3
2 3 4 6 7

°Re Zp. Im 23) Re Zp Im 2 ReF(21) InF( 2-1) ReF(Zy) ImP(Zy)| seratch oratoh

Ss 52 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 58 9
* Eg "Ep Eg Eg Eg Eyo E)o E14 E16 E18
A B highest C D 5 E error radius |I 4,4ex

register # Re(Z,2) Im(2) for loop exit   
 



 

  

 

  

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2-4, car0z Program Listing 11
111 REan] ] fee 1571 let the primed values

oJ 112 RCL? apply 2 corrections of 167 RELI represent the coeffic-LJ $ P

yy 13 xy i ee RCLD ients of the deflated
114 IR =Z, =-A2 &

its sre kel” BT 176 + polynomials
118 xy 171 D821 1 _ - DE! gE!
117 57-3 172 Ds7I Ep = By

=

PE,o- aE,
Me mE ~~ ~~~" —~———-—— . 173 ST-i _
119  RCLE 174 ROLT- ~~~ 7TTT T77
128 x20 test for loop exit 175 1

~—121 6108 176 J test for loop exit
~~122 #BL3 Z factor output and 177 XY?
123 RCLI polynomial deflation by —IFE ETON
124 X2 degree 4, i.e,, the quad iss ~179 #LELE move coefficients down two
123 RCL2 4 188 RCLY register numbers in storage
126 xe zt + pz2 + q 181  DSZ1 so Ep resides in register S,
127 - P 182 DSZI

2 .128 ENT? =2((1m 2.) - (Re Z;)2 183 STO0Q
120 + p =2((1m 2,)"- (Re 2,)°) 184 1821
138 STOC p ~BC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | 185 1821
131 PRCL3 1821_  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o_o ____]
132 Xe 187 RCLR
133 RCL2 183 ECLI174 v2 9 ~((1m 2,)%+ (Re z,)%)? 188 Nevo test for loop exit

135 + —198 ETOEooJ
136 xe 181 DSZI

STODq«RD ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 192 CLX
138 + calculate and output the 183 57D:
139 EEX s=plane LHP complex-conjugete 194 D521 clear top two registers.
140 + pole pair natural frequency: 185 STO
141 Ix 18¢ opszr
M42 1% 4a (1epea)i 187 RCL] “store index mmber of highest
142 Ly 198 STOB registercontaining coefs |
VRIA_ 159 1
145 EEX calculate and output pole 200
146 LSTX pair "Qn, 201 BLY? test for outer loop exit

147 FCLC 282 ETfe
148 2 283EENTTTTTTmTT TTT=
149 : 264 i
158 EEX . 285  RCLI if falter order is even,

151 + Q2-= (2(1-(14p/2) (Lop+a))) 2c xeyp SYA OOP here
Ie x 287 RIN _ __

1 154 ENT oo Re calculate real pole location
1 + 2 ~ + in s-plane for odd ordered135 216 RCLi 5.

o 156 1X 211 way filter

9 157 ix 212 z - *

¥ 156 PRIX print Q 217 aps 19 = (E/E - 1)
159 SPCo_o 214 EEX

} 168 RCLE set index to highest register 215 -
161 STO! number that has coefficients 216 IX
162 *LBLO polynomial deflation loop 217 1X

163 RCLi 218 PRT
164 RCLC 219 SPC

165 x 220 RIN

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A 5 C 0 € starr | FLAGS TRIG DISP

b d main Joop ON OFF
’ ‘ © Tetart 0 DEG FIX &
opoly eval poly eval(?AZ cale |° satsal ¢ 2 ; oh ENGFRE 6 coer 7 3 5 3
eflate reorder 3 0           



PROGRAM 2-15 DARLINGTON'S ELLIPTIC FILTER ALGORITHMS.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program calculates the normalized transmission function pole

and zero locations, and minimum stopband rejection for odd order elliptic

filters. The program is based on Professor Sidney Darlington's paper

which describes simple elliptic filter algorithms using transformations

on elliptic sines and their moduli [18], and his unpublished HP-65

program on the same subject.

The output data is normalized to the passband cutoff frequency (£5,

however, the algorithm is normalized to the geometric mean of the

passband and stopband edge frequencies as shown by Fig. 2-15.1.

 

 

 

   

| T{w)db fo

passband ~=—|

0
fs

ApdB stopband

Ho 7

0 1 /a 0 1 a 0 w

Figure 2-15.1 Definition of elliptic filter terms.

Thus, the transition ratio, A , becomes:

fg 4 2
A = —= = e——— = 2-15.1

fp 1/a, 20 ( )

or
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326 FILTER DESIGN

The filter transmission function, T(s), is the reciprocal of the filter

transfer function, H(s), which is related to the filter characteristic

function, K(s), through the Feldtkeller equation:

mG) [2 = BELO <i =pZTE (2713.3)
where the characteristic function is the Chebyshev rational function

described in Program 2-12. Darlington's algorithms are a very elegant

way of approximating the Chebyshev rational function using simple re-

cursive relationships. These relationships can also be used to find

the LHP poles and zeros of:

T(8)T(-8) = melon (2~15.4)
1 +&2 K(s)K(~4)

Normalized transmission zero frequencies. If Yo represents geometrical-
n-1
=)

represents the normalized transmission zero frequencies where n is the

ly normalized frequency (Fig. 2-15.1) and Yor k=1, 2, ... ,

filter order, then the characteristic function for odd order, equi-~

ripple passband, lowpass filters is given by:

[R(¥y) [2 = [3g + Fo(¥y) [2 (2-15.5)

where Jo is a constant and

GizYor Yo?Fo(y) = Y, ——= (2-15.6)
v,2-v 2k=1 0 ok

For the elliptic filter case (equal ripple passband and stopband):

2 = 100-14PaB _ 4 (2-15.7)

3p = Fy (a) (2-15.8)

1y_. 1 _
7 (57) = Fo, (Ty) (2-15.9)

These quantities and Yor may be found through recursive use of a

variable transformation which spreads out the transition interval.
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= 2 ho -Let a1 3 + a 1 (2-15.10)

then, given a as defined by Eq. (2-15.2), find and store a;, a), as,

and a,. Fourapplications of the recursion formula will provide pre-

cision which will be calculator limited rather than algorithm limited

(see p. 37 of [18]).

Let h represent the index for the transmission zero frequencies;

h=1, 2, ... , (n=1)/2, then let

aL

Yun = cost (2h-1) (90/0) + (2-15.11)

and recursively calculate:

¥ = (vn. - 1%.) (2-15.12)
(k-1)h 2a, kh kh .

k 4, 3, 2, 1

The transmission zero frequencies normalized with respect to the pass-

band edge are:

Minimum stopband rejection. The minimum stopband rejection for elliptic
 

filters first occurs at the stopband frequency edge (geometrically nor-

malized frequency a.) and may be found from Jo and Eqs. (2-15.4),

(2-15.5), and (2-15.8 ), i.e.:

Asp = 10 log (1 + e23,23,%) (2-15.14)

Jo is found from another recursion relationship; let

n

5,%¥ 27h af = 2) (2-15.15)

then recursively calculate and store 4's using:

I= 53, ~- 1/3.) (2-15.16)

k=4, 3, 2,1
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Transmission function pole locations. Let Sh represent the complex

pole location, and let

J «+s =1/¢ (2-15.17)) 00

Then recursively calculate:

Stl)o ~ Yk %ko T (Gu ca32+ 1 (2-15.18)

k=0,1, 2

As the index increases, the terms Je * Sug become numerically very

large since the J's increase nearly geometrically for Jy large. To

avoid numeric overflow 107% use:

s = 2. J, os (2-15.19)
30

Calculate and store:

1
s = boo ( 4 ) + 1 | n (2-15.20)

8
bo

To calculate the pole locations, let:

. oJb(m/n)Ss, =8 (2-15,21)sh 50

h = 0, 1, 2, sss y (n-1)/2

Using complex arithmetic, recursively calculate:

S (k-l)h = 72,Cuno) (2-15.22)

k=25,4,3, 2,1

The pale locations normalized to the passband edge are given by:

s (2-15.23)
oh * 2

The subroutine that calculates Eq. (2-15.22) may seem obscure to

some readers, The particular coding that is used minimizes the amount

of data that must undergo polar-to-rectangular and rectangular-to-—

polar conversions, and hence, maximizes the numerical accuracy of

the routine. The normal format for the pole locations is polar as

given by Eq. (2-15.21). In general, let:

3BxhSep = Opp © © (2-15.24)
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In rectangular format, Eq. (2-15.24) becomes:

Sih = Pkh 08 Ppp tI Ppp 8By

For the reciprocal case, let:

1 “Ian1
—_—e

Sh Pn

which using rectangular format becomes:

 

= cos B - 3 Lo. sin B
Sth Pxh kh Ph kh

hence,

5, -——=p. +=) cos B,, +
kh Sth kh Prh kh

1 .

$f ay) oo “in

or,
1 ( 1 )

s,, = —={1+ po cos B. +
2kh 5 out kh kh

1 (1-52) . sin
Pri? kh kh

329

(2-15.25)

(2-15.26)

(2-15.27)

(2-15.28)

(2-15.29)

In Eq. (2-15.29), the terms PxhCOS Bh and Pp sin Beh are the out-

put components of a polar-to-rectangular conversion, and ° xh is saved in

the last x register, and has not undergone any conversion. The stack is

used to hold the intermediate parts of Eq. (2-15.29). A rectangular-to-

polar conversion then completes the subroutine.
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 +ApdB, or A= fo/fp

-e

INSTRUCTIONS

load both sides of program card

Select print or 8S option (toggle

Load passband ripple in dB or

reflection coefficient

Load stopband to ssband fre

Load filter order (must be odd

Caloulate normalized transmission zero

frequencies and stopband loss

Calculate real and a of

normalized transmission function poles

 



Example 2-15.1

Find the transmission function poles and zeros for a 9th order, el-

liptic filter having a 85° modular angle, and 50% reflection coefficient.

Also calculate the minimum stopband attenuation in dB.

sults to the output of Program 2-11.
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Compare the re-

 

PROGRAM 2-15 INPUT PROGRAM 2-15 OUTPUT
 

 

- EE Tors«0 GEER

-= oT
Cox Sik

Ir.

aTPZa-d8 way
a.
waoF

r
e

5
7

r
h

t
r

v
o
y

load = p

calculate

and load A

load n,

the filter

order

 

 

  

calc xmsn O's

2]

zy

23

Zy

Asp min

calc xmsn

fcn poles
Re

Im

Re p
1

Im Pp;

Re p

Im p

Re p

Im p°

Re p

Im p
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Load Program 2-12 and calculate transmission zeros (loss poles) forthe same conditions.

 

 
 

 

    

  

PROGRAM 2-12 INPUT PROGRAM 2-12 QUTPUT

a —
-c- S8loulatei En
“E- Pilter order

) - calculate g. ¥¥¥ cale orderLOE and load 9. *+% integral order1m, x Apgp for
to meet specsLHS 50% refl

LL, 24R3IRTIEE FER IME coef
--nr C2loulate xmsnGSEs
=3BL Zero freq's

S€. ESBe load Asgyp i. EF ZY
1.87 $23i. ZEEE load fy 1.8142 Zo
1.RA45837 zy55. JIN ealoulate and

14% load fg for1.BA3EIS03E+5 paw 85° modular
L5Bk angle

 

 

   
  

Comparing these results to those obtained from Program 2-15, dif-ferences exist in the 9th and 10th places sometimes, It ig the

least significant digit of the HP-97 output (see Program 5-1 fordetails),
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B61 _%LBLA LOADApgpg or=©_| 853 #LBL1 L(y, -4)
B82 A<@7 C 854 6588 yon = 5= (Yen-
93 go, vost fer-¢| 855 Roi OM 2a Yi
#84 EEX oaloulate and store: 85¢ : _ k=4,32 |
8as 1 0.4 Apgp 857  DsZI
#86 :  €%= 10 -1 858 C10! Yostforloopoe
gaz 18% 859 65BS _ Yo Som men BroTreq |
aes EEX #80Coed _print Amen z6roTieq
a@9 - 861 2 - TT
gle STON greg ‘iporememtZn-1 |
#11 E709 P63 RCLI
p1Z_ Bl. _ _ __ _ _ __ — 864  RCLC
a3 X2  ocaloulate and stores B65 x>yp ‘test for loop exit
814 CHS -—966 _CTOO __
815 EEX G67 CRS _space ATflag 1isset |
Rls + 4 B68 EEX 1initlalize k-1

#17 18 2a 2 ~ 4 stor_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _]
818 EEX i-¢* 878 RCL4 caloulate and stores
819 - 871  ENTt n
828 STOR 872 + I, (2 ay)

821 £7108 873  RCLC “4 2
622 ALLE LOAD 1, the stopband to AAS
nod Afrequency ratio 076 =

B25 LBL 10AD n, the filter order oe ay
826  STOC (must be odd) STDB|mm mam =]
827 £709 a_indicate fulleuhr |
528 xLBLD OAL. z
523 a ALS. men zeros &AsdB. — - gal gspg  Ju-a = Vz (Jy - 3)
A368 a calculate and stores ag2  cseR

831 ROLE 9 Lrg geome k=%43,21|
#32 = n 284 “5  ecaleulate and prints

33 STOE _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A
834 EEX pr
835 STOl initialize kel, 2h-4 ann Of
sts__ _ __ _ p20 Eby tog (1+ & 1.4)

3 - i = 10 + €

anSABIew i heen ITER
p35 sb? ; ae
848 GSB? Qyp,q = az + fai -1 893 a
#41  GSBY :84> peg k=0,1,2,3 894 x

043wBO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | RLeT him7 g- - 9 £708 £0 Space and return subr
iD 570 initialize k-1 asv *[BL7 subroutine to calculates

846 RCL4 calculates PH xz
847  RCLO 23 ENTECLS a. 1a@ x2
848 RCE vy, = 181 EEY
849 x #h7 cos {(2h-1) © I Lo "

= 2

aa ros h=1,2,.,0%% | 103 I Sug = ai + yat-1
852  SF8 indicate early subr exit 185 STO:

185 1871
187 RTN

REGISTERS
0 1 2 a 4 5 6 7 8 9
8 83 &2 oo) 84 index

SO S1 s2 53 S4 S5 S6 S7 58 S9

A 2 [ a c n 0 s E 90/n Yegister index      
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188 #LBLZ2 subroutine to calculates ied *  4pnorement 2h
lad ENT® sbeSirs

He tx L (a +L ab FU
—- Cc a Zz 5

mn * 37 Chet k™ ug 155 test for loop exit

=_ id
ie oy test for early exit 7 il ¥:5L> spaceandreturnsubr __ |

IN ee ive F117He Te —_ Jp .i. opace if flag 1 isa sot

117 810; 1 TraEIm R

pis gi Joos = [5 Ce 5) iz R/S lookup ~~~
: 176 rib

120 ¥LBLE GALOULATE POLELOGATIONS | 77 subroutine to galoulate
13 ~ GALGULATE POLE LOCATIONS —_ -- using complex arithmetic
122 STOI initialize 3-Kk +L

123 RolaTTTTT TTT ea.
124 Ihe x 8g = © 151 EE,

6ps_ — TTTTTCC ee.
127 #BLZ ~ calculate; Tra see

ibd Lave i i

{29 RoLi S(istdo = Jy Sco +Sko + 1 165 PoSer ders 7 (sem 5)
! K==O, 1 2 156138 x 2 o=

131 DSZ1 test for loop exit tes
132_ere2 _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ pe
133 ENT? to avoid overflow, use: Te

13 + Sip32S. _ _ _ _| 150
135 RCLi “calculate and store: 12
136 28 172
137 xy . + zs
138 - 6s. = . EYy . i ? 14 subroutine to calculates
138  GSBé ° s <3
148 ROLE * 196

157 f 2011 ed ice S(ka1)0= Jk So + JiSxo) +1

STOO 195
144 CLE 266
145 S709 initialize 2h ay

—=14¢ xLBL4 _ pole locationcalc loop | sez print or R/8 subroutine
ero initialize k-l1 £63
RCS— Gale —_— ee ——— =] < print and return if flag 1

1 150 rer hE is set, otherwise

hy S = 8 n15 ee = 0.“a net gtop program execution
Jas 2 a tty TE
 153 #LBL7 (5 4 __PRINT-R/S TOGGLE _
154 os STre Kh “Sin clear flag 1andplplace
199 R Li k=54.3 2 a zero in the display
 

 

   
 

 

 

 
    test for loop exit LELe

oF—— er em mm = set flag 1 and place
finish pole location z EEX
calculation and print Si6 FTK @ ome in the display
pole locations

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
C 0 E
10AD n ALC zeros| CALC poles Osubr exit FLAGS TRIG DISP

1 ON¢ frt-R/S ® print? print 0 OFF DEG HB

|

FIX

2 x loop |’k loop ‘h loop ) GRAD Se
7 3 5 3 2 AD
subr subr subr . 3 n

 

        



Part 3

ELECTROMAGNETIC

COMPONENT DESIGN





PROGRAM 3-1 FERROMAGNETIC CORE INDUCTOR DESIGN — MAGNETICS.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program calculates the various parameters relating to inductor

or transformer design on closed magnetic cores. Given the core relative

permeability (¥), the core length (£.), the core area (A), the air gap

(Lig)s the required inductance (L), the dc current (I) the applied

ac voltage (E), and the excitation frequency (f), the program will cal-

culate the number of turns required (N), the core H (oersteds) and B

(gauss) resulting from the dc excitation, the ac excitation, and the

total from both excitations. The dimensions of the core and air-gap

can be entered in either centimeter or inch units. Program 3-2 will

calculate the wire size and winding resistance given the window area and

mean turn length. The program will also calculate the coil inductance

if the number of turns, the core permeability and dimensions, and the air

gap dimensions are given.

If the inductance in millihenries per 1000 turns is given (the A

value) along with the core dimensions and permeability, the effective

air gap will be calculated and stored in place of the given air gap.

The inductance or turns, and core excitation will then be calculated on

the basis of the calculated air gap.

The magnetic equations used are:

B=r— (3.1.1)
c c Lair

C100 9 _ yadBE 107%N $8 100A (3-1.2)

where I is the current in the coil. Equation (3-1.2) can be rearranged

to yield B, the core flux density:

8
= 10 |g.B Ni E-dt (3-1.3)

337



338 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

IfE= (2 “Epo sin(2Tit) is the sinewave excitation, then:

108-Erpg

Beak = V2m ANE (3-1.4)

If E is a symmetrical squarewave with voltage Ek as shown by Fig.

3-1.1, then:

8_ 10° Epk _
Beak 4 ANT (3-1.5)

applied voltage

 
+Epk pal

 

     
 

—A — core B trajectory
8 AN \ 4 vd

0 / \ / \ /
/ \ ; \ 7 »~ 1

/ \ /

  
Figure 3-1.1 Square wave coil excitation and magnetic
flux density trajectory.

Remembering the differential relationship between current and

voltage in an inductor, E = L(dI/dt), an expression can be derived

relating the inductance, L, to the magnetic circuit quantities:

B =uH (3-1.6)

From Eqs. (3-1.2) and (3-1.6):

=

10

8y.ap 3H -

From Eq. (3-1.1):

di _ 0.44 N dT (3-1.8)t z +ul : dt
c "air

Combining Eqs. (3-1.7) and(3-1.8) yields the inductance expression:

2 -8
E = 2471 A-10 . a (3-1.9)

Cc air t

hence 9 -8

L = 0.47 N“uA-10 (3-1.10)

tH air
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This equation may be rearranged to yield the equivalent air gap if the

inductance per turn squared and core dimensions are known:

£2r.10=8
ir ™ What - + , cm (3-1.11)

Generally the inductance index in millihenries per 1000 turns is

provided by the core manufacturer:

L* = millihenries per 1000 turns (3-1.12)

hence,

Jima fe n (3-1.13)
air * u ¢ '

Equation (3-1.10) can be rearranged to yield an expression for N, the

number of turns, required to achieve a given inductance, L:

(, + uty, 10°%)%
NSR (3-1.14)

The program uses these equations as follows: Labels "A," "a,"

"B," and "b" are used to load and store the core parameters. The actual

stored parameters are in centimeters, and entries with inch units

(Labels "A" and "B") are converted before storage. Label "C" uses Eq.

(3-1.14) to calculate N given L. Label "c'" uses Eq. (3-1.10) to calcu-

late L given N. Label "d" uses Eq. (3-1.,13) to calculate the equivalent

air gap given the inductance index, L*, The new air gap dimension re-

places the presently stored air gap dimension. Label "D" uses Eq.

(3-1.1) to calculate the dc magnetizing force, H, given the dc current

through the core. Since the number of turns are required for this cal-

culation, the use of "C" or "c" must precede the use of "D." The dec flux

density, B, , is calculated using Eq. (3-1.6). Label "E" uses Eq.

(31.4) tocalculate the peak core flux density given the ac coil exci-

tation. The flux in the core will vary sinusoidally with sinusoidal

excitation. The peak ac magnetizing force is calculated using Eq.

(3-1.6). The peak ac and dc core magnetic parameters are added together

and printed to provide the peak excitation in the core. The peak exci-

tation should be kept below the magnetic saturation level of the core

material for linear operation. Label "e" uses Eq. (3-1.5) to calculate

peak core flux density from squarewave coil excitation, and provides a

summary as above.
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      INDUGTOR DESIGN = MAGNETICS
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n om NL L*, 15007
Ud tA
inches ‘ 12es L ~N Igc+HsBgc
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INPUT OUTPUT
STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS

1 Load both sides of magnetic .card

2 Load magnetic core parameters

8) for dimensions in inches

i} relative permeability of core nu [ENT
ii) effective core length Le [ENT 4]

iid) effective core cross-sectional area A. A } n

b) for dimensions in centimeters

1) relative permeability of core n [ENT

i1) effective core length fe [ENT

iii) effective core cross-sectional area Ag r la | »

3 Load sir gap length (if L* is to be used,

skip this step)

a) for dimensions in inches Lave B Cay rem
b) for dimensions in centimeters Da 3 Lay , em

4 Load L* (mh/1000T) if air gap is unknown L* f D Laiy, cn

5 To calculate the number of turns to achieve ]

a given inductance L, h [a N

6 To calculate the inductance given the i

number of turns N [fr] [oe L, h

7 Load dec coil current ldc D | Hgp, Oe

|Bdos&|

8 If sinewave ac coil excitation is present ~

a) load the rms voltage Ergs, V [ENT 4]

b) load the frequency f, Hz CE | Haepk,09

Hye, O°
Hiotal0¢

Byepk,©

|Bdes.Gd
Biotals    

 

   
 



1 User Instruetions

 

   

 

CONTINUED

  
OUTPUT

INSTRUCTIONS DAT

re-wave coil excitation is present

load the peak volta se

load the frequency

10 To obtein the wire size and win

resistance for the above win

Program 2,
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Example 3-1.1

 

 
 

 
0.375 — Lb]- 0am

fs == -T

Lg = 2500 | — 0.128
L* = 1100 mh/1000T

Design an inductor to have an inductance of 20 millihenries using the
above core (a Ferroxcube 266CT1253B7). The operating frequency is 10 kHz
and the applied ac voltage is 1 Vrms sinewave, There will be 1 mA of dec
flowing in the winding.

The core physical constants are needed first:

A = (.125)(.375 - .187)/2 = 11.8 x 10 ‘inches’
£, = m(.375 + .187)/2 = .883 inches (mfgr says .852 in)
Lis = 0 (no air gap)

These dimensions along with MH, = 2500 are loaded using the A & B keys.

2588. EXKTT Ug
.832 Ent L_, inches

i1l.d8~83 E3Es A, inches

6, 382 Lyi,

1143, :iEs L* (mh/1000T)
4, 862-8 wae £ . calculated, cm

air

LB2& 5IET I, required, h
135.5+8F wae N calculated (use 135T) Since the core saturates at

around 2500 gauss, and this

1.-83 L3fn Idec, amps design only excites the
TC. 33-83 «yx Hde, oersteds core to 414 gauss peak, the
174, 5+65 ¢%+ Bde, gauss design appears adequate from

a magnetics standpoint.

1. ENT® Vrms
16@bs, 53EE freq, Hz, sinewave

&7.71-@: #s+y Hac peak, oersteds
77.8:-63 wy» Hdc "
165.5-6> +#¥+ H total "

215.7+aa xy Bac peak, gauss
154, 8+65 wpe BAC "
$i4.i+@@ ws» B total "



Example 3-1.2

INDUCTOR DESIGN - MAGNETICS

Ferrite pot core:

£
A
u

L

B

e
*

= 3.15 cm
0.635 cm?
1845

A

400 mh/1000T
2000 gauss for stable
inductance

343

Ferroxcube 2213C A400 3B7

This pot core is to be used in a tank circuit of a class A tuned ampli-

fier operating at 50 kHz.

voltage is 10 Vrms.

capacitor is 253 pF).

The dc current is 30 mA, and the applied ac

The required inductance is 40 wh (the resonating

Calculate the effective air gap, the number of

turns required, the dc and ac core excitation, and the peak flux density.

The following HP-97 printout shows the data entry and calculated para-

meter output.

   

Seeaa.
12.15-82

 

Er
coEE
Pad

rE

Far

rie

wd

EEE

He
2s centimeters
A”, cm?

L* (mh/1000T)
£ calculated
air

L required, h
N calculated (use 316)

Idc, amps
Hdc, oersteds
Bdc, gauss

Vrms

Freq, Hz, sinewave

Hac peak, oersteds
Hdc, "
H total, "

Bac peak, gauss
Bdc, "
B total, "

A printout of the registers
reveals this stored information:

“
a
y
e
n

h
e

G
g
F
e
y
0
m

O
n

 

m
y
e
x
s

£ cm
AS, cm?

air» ©M
N, turns

freq, Hz
Hdc, Oe

Bdc, gauss

Bac pk, gauss

Vac, volts

Idc, amps
L x 108
L*, mh/1000T
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Example 3-1.3

non-magnetic spacer (both sides)

cut “C” core

 

Figure 3-1.2 Inductor on cut C-core.

An inductor to carry dc is needed for the power separation assembly at
the end of a coax cable. One ampere dc must flow through the inductor
without forcing the B-H loop into a nonlinear region. The inductance
needed is 1 henry. Ac signals of 10 Vrms across a frequency band cover-
ing 10 Hz to 1000 Hz will be applied in addition to the dc current. A
tentative selection is acut "C" core (see Fig. 3-1.2) with dimensions
Ac = 1,0 in", £ = 6 inches, and u = 1000 (silectron transformer
steel). To enstire linear inductance, the peak flux level in the core
should not exceed 10000 gauss.

 

Iegé, EATT yp
go ERT Lo» inches
« ESER Ag, inches?

@cz 2%kF 45, inches
(.031 each side) » 10% zp: new air gap, inches

(0.625" each side)

recalculate N
Z.HZE+E: wes N, # turns

L, h, required

N, # turns calc

a
x

N
r

w
t

Idc, amps

Hdc, oersteds

Bdc, gauss

recalc, H, Bdc

Hdc, oersteds

Bdc, gauss

Vrms

freq, Hz, sinewave

Hac peak, oersteds

Hdc, "
H total, "

recalc H, Bac, etc.
Hac peak, oersteds

Hdc, "
*¥%+ H total, "  

 

##%¥ Bac peak, guass

#¥¥ Bde, "
¥#& B total, "

Bac peak, gauss

Bde "
B total,

 
B total exceeds 10000 gauss, use B total is less than 10000 gauss,
a thicker spacer (larger air gap).| magnetic design is complete.    



 

   

  

 

 

   

      
  

 

 

    

  
   

3 Program Lisiing I
Bil LOAD CORE PARAMS, OMUNITS _ A5Z x[bLc LOADNUMBER OF TORNS |
ads storecorearea | 855 F3? if numeric input,
Bez 854 8704 store value ._._. __ _, ._ _|
clof] @55  RCL4
oes store core length — — 856 yz calculate and store 1.10%

Hae storecoregpermeability _ B57  GSBe
: t 838 <cop est forxinitialization B59 ROLE Li 047 Nu A

: “gotospc, OF3 and rin Bea x 2 + ph Byy
#LELR LOAD COREPARAMS, IN. UNITS__| 861 RCLE

FZ? BZ x
ppg teethforinitdalization | 8s stg|]
RCLI convert area in in2 to om2 884 RCLE  44y44e by 108

¥% and store BES =]
¥ Ges GT03 “goto0print ‘subroutine

stez ber _aLBL0 LOADfae. |
Ei Hed F3% 1f numeric input,

RCLI convert core length in in. A465 STOE store value —

i to om and store ar cise calculate and print Hyg!

RR TT TT0 B72
S708 store core permeability _ | 8:3 RCL
E704 goto a4 Hg = 0.41
LELE [OADAIRGAP LENGTH, INOHES avs PRT Le + sa dae

29 87a STO
cons test for initialization ars ph

RCLI convertairgaplength 878 x calculate end store Bye
X to em re STF Pde Wide |

¥[ELE LOADAIRGAPLENGTH, OM |

GSES

 

<’ test for initialization

 

   

  

a5:
%LBLdJ

@86 GI03 goto printsubroutine
I B&1ALITN5 L*, MHPER1000TURNS_

STAD

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
      

STda “storeai length1: as3 1-8
] 2 r_gep Leng inon i p54 4 calculate and store

"Wl A585 u equivalent air gap:

FZ7 7 ase Fi
Fs if no numeric input, jump par .

Grog LL oo] ass RCLz 4g= 4RA _ Be
RCLE - aga x La

X oaloulate and store L-108 838 RCLI
stg¢ __ ___ __ @51  RCLE

xLBL2 as2 :
RCLC eamleulate and store the 833 -
G5SB6 number of turns required B94 3703oeem

# by using Eq, (3-1.14) B55  ETG3 goto print subroutine
ELELe . lh

RCLE Ne lle La) - 0’)
= 0.47 U Ac

Ix
sgro¢ __ __ _ _ _
GT03 print number of turns ]

REGISTERS
1 2 3 3 6 7 8 9

° Le Ac Lae NF Hee Buc Bac, pk
S50 Si s2 S3 54 S5 S6 57 88 S9

A B c D E 1
Vac Toc Lx 10° L* 10° 2.54   
 



 

 

 

 

3 Program Listing Il nove riacsersratus
oc ¥LELE _IOADBrmg, THz;CALCFB 150 #LBLS initialization subroutine
ass F3% 1351 EEX

638  F3? jump if no numeric entry 152 § generate and store 108
899  &Tul oe 153  STOE — ee
168 S105 store frequency 154 BS EY over. xxregiste —_— oe
181 xy 195 we ter
182 8708 store rms voltage 156 .
183 ¥LBLI setup for Bpealc c8lculation 157 3 generate and store 2,54
184 ECLA 158 4

185 2 159 STO’

106 x k=qzZ2r 160 RI recoverxregister__ _ |
167 Fi 164 RIN “return to ma
168 x o_o 162 #LBL&6 common magnetics subroutine
189 6702 goto B caloulation 163 RCL3
116 wxiBle LOADEpi, fHgs calcH, B_ 164 RCL@
111 F3%? i63 X calculate:
112 F3? jump if no numeric entry 166 RCL!
13 erat~ _ 167 + Le + pda
il STi store frequency 168 Pi 0.4 rc
115 ey 168 2

116

_ST0A _store peakvoltage_ __ ie.
117 #LBLI setup for B calculation 171 4
118 RCLA kod 7a 2
119 4 ~-. 173 ETH return to main program
128 ¥BLZcommon B calculation routine
121

122 RCLS

123 : Nore
124 RCL2 1 E To change from the "print" mode to
125 ?  Bpeak = —m— the "R/S" mode for output, change the
2 [4 p k ANT " Faran126 RCL4 "print" statements to "R/S" statements

127 2 at the following line numberss 075, 133,
188 RCLE 135, 137, 140, 142, and 145.
128 x
138 5T08 store B _

T57 FILE ‘oaloulats’andprintHy,
132 = H = B/p

1323 PRIX%
134  RCLe :135 FRTY recall and print Hy, _

138 + 0 TT TT
137 PRTX oalc and print
138 SPC _ Frotal—
139 RCLI

ldo pry Tevllendprint Bu, pe
i41 RCL?142 PRIX recall and printBao

 
—r—— i

143 + __caloulste Biotal

   
 

  

 

 
     

144 xLBL3 print and space subroutine
145 FRITH _
146 «LBL4 space and OF3 subroutine
147 SFC
148 CF3

143 RTH NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

LABELS “FLAGS SET STATUS
Aut 2.4 Actrl]P Lay Tn] [© L=N CramBe [F (roadFas =~ 0 FLAGS TRIG DISP

Ikeberll” Lay fem] [© NL [oad L* Tipe i CONOR i”

ibtion|botpotmkune [oArottoma |a3Ta| &f3on || hess |! og |SRA |SCL
5 inttlaly ae FZ + Ae Poe 17 8 9 3 data nconstan oA entry 3 = —      



PROGRAM 3-2 FERROMAGNETIC CORE INDUCTOR DESIGN — WIRE SIZE.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program is a companion program to Program 3-1. Given the win-

dow area and the number of turns (stored by companion program), this

program will calculate the wire size with heavy insulation (class 2) that

will fill the window area. 1f the length of the mean turn is known, the

program will also calculate the winding resistance.

The program is also designed to provide information on the wire di-

amter over class 2 insulation and wire resistance in ohms/inch given the

wire size in AWG. The program will also calculate the AWG given the

wire diameter over class 2 insulation.

The operation of the program centers around the logarithmic rela-

tionship between AWG and the wire cross-sectional area. This logarith-

mic relationship is:

AWG = $n diameterin inches (3-2.1)

where a' = 0.3245574964 bare wire

p' = -.1159489227

a = 0,3137250775 wire with class 2

b = =-.1097881513 insulation

If the total area for a winding of N turns is known, then the area for

one turn may be calculated. 1f the wire is assumed to just fit inside

a square with the wire diameter tangent to the sides of the square, then

the waste space due to wire stacking can be accommodated (see Fig. 3-6.2).

The wire diameter becomes the square root of the square's area. The

program uses this algorithm, Once the wire diameter is found, the AWG

can be calculated using the logarithmic relationships. The constants

for heavy insulation are used. The AWG that is used and is output is the

upward rounded value of (1.5 + calculated AWG).

The wire resistance per unit length is inversely proportional to

347



348 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

the copper cross-section, hence, the wire size in AWG also bears a

logarithmic relationship to the wire resistance. When the wire re-

sistance is desired as a function of the wire AWG, the relationship

becomes exponential:

R/Z (ohms/inch) = coedAWE) (3-2.2)

where c = 8.371747114 x 107° annealed
d = -.2317635483 copper wire

This exponential relationship is used in conjunction with the mean turn

length and the number of turns to calculate the total resistance of the

winding. The window area and mean turn length may be entered in either

units of inches or centimeters. Centimeter dimensions are converted to

inch dimensions before storage within the program.

If the AWG is known and the overall wire diameter including the

heavy insulation is desired, Eq. (3-2.1) can be rearranged to yield:

2 (D-AWG)
diameter in inches = as (3-2.3)

This equation is evaluated under label e.



22 User Instructions

   RESISTANCE

 

 

change
of neelt

 

 

wire diam.
— AWG
 

 

caloulate
AVG   length, in

 

calculate
winding R

 

 
WG
Woodre         

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DATARS

1 Load both sides of magnetic card

2 Enter window area available for winding

a) for dimensions in square inches Ay, in®
b) for dimensions in square centimeters Ay, em? fll a

2 Enter the length of a meen turn (a turn

through the middle of the winding)

a) for dimensions in inches £4, in

b) for dimensions in centimeters Ly, cm [[B]

4 To change the number of turns, or to enter N [ec]
the number of turns if the previous program

was not run

5 Calculate the wire AWG that will fill the

window area, Heavy insulation (class 2)

is assumed. [0] AWG

6 calculate the winding resistance in ohms [ bp] R, ohms

7 To find the AWG given the wire diameter over Dy [ff] E AWG

heavy insulation in inches

8 To find the wire diameter over heavy AWG E Dy, in

insulation given AWG

9 To find the wire resistance per inch of Awa Lf D | ohms/in

annealed copper wire given AWG
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Example 3-2.1

non-magnetic spacer (both sides)

cut “C” core   winding

Figure 3-2,1 Inductor on cut C=-core.

The inductor in Fig. 3-2.1 was designed to carry dc in Example

3-1.3. If the winding window area is 2 square inches, and the mean turn

length is 6 inches, what wire size will fill the winding window, and

what will be the total winding resistance?

window area in square inches
mean turn length in inches

. start wire size calculation
cz. ##+# wire size in AWG

5E0 start winding resistance calculationma Li

16.6748 wry winding resistance in ohms



3-2 Program Listing I
  

— 83] _#LEL: _LOAD WINDOWAREAINom=
gee FB? yoo Por initialization

Lw»-857 ¥LBL4 print, spe, & eng? subr
5F PRIX

 

 

ol cos test for initializationa1 z —ee
ol RELL convert length to inches

 

 

 

983 ESBZ #53 SPC
#64 RkCLI ~~ TT TTT 868 ENE
aes %% convert area to inches? 861  DSP3
aos z gE2 RTH
Ai; ¥LBL_TOADWINDOWABEA IN In2 DEJ #LBLS AWGto ohms/inchsubroutine

Bac 5702store windowerea ~~ 664 LSE@ interchange registers
Ges Fav ATT B65 RCLZ
gla csp -o°tforinitdalization 866 x use Eq. (3-2.2) for
011 RTN return control to keyboard Be? e* conversion

7 SIIr—T5A0MEANoo 868 RCLZ
865 Xe

Gr8__6101 test for register interche
“url ¥LBLE _wire diameter to AWG subr __

72 GSEF interchangeregisters __ra —_—

 

 

 

 043 #LBLd _CONVERTAWG_TO OHMS/INCH
] 844 GSES _perfomm conversion _ TT
le—045

_

6T0¢ print result -
 

GYeHIELE CONVERT WIRE DIAMETERTO_AWG
| _perform conversion T
B48 TT “print result

BIT_¥LBIE GONVERTAWG TO WIREDIAMETER
TIEY

 

"i; ¥LELE _ TOADMEANTURN LENGTH IN Tr G73 RLLE
816 ETOL store meanturn length os c use Eq, (3-2.,1) for

Gog cogs beStfor initialization gre Rei Conoreen
BZ] RTN__return control to keyboard 7 =
22 LBL:LOADNUMBEROF TURNSCHANGE a78

623 STOf store new number of turns or 3
824 RIN agg +
825 ¥LBLC __CALCULATEWIREAWG _ @s1 FIX
B26 RCLR  galoul , @g2  DspaéI calcu ate Hig diameter: ez ND oo

a2 z d= inden G52 G10] interchange registers

2249 Is_ BES  xLELO _registerinterchange subr _

#36 Gop oaloulate AWG from wire diem J: Fa? .
31  EEx using Eq. (3-2.1) gsr peppy “0°forimitdalizetion
832 + 988 FS
STOE .. __ __  _. _. __ __ egy sf:

2 oto print, space &dsp subr as RYB35 #LELD CALCULATE WINDING RESISTANCE
oar pd use Eq. (3-2,2) to calc NOTE:

g37_ £s6y _ohms/inch —— To change from the "print" to "R/s*
839 x 1 mode for output, change the "print"
ROLY Tenetoortraydine statement at line 058 to a "R/S" statemdnt.
841 X _.resistamee _  _ _  _

—042  6T04 rint resistance

  

 

 

            

nterchangeregisters—interchange registers

beg X, use Eq, (3-2.3) for
conversion

854 RCLG

855 X
TOBl “i{etcnenre resisters

REGISTERS
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3

N

S50 S1 S2 xio"6 [33 S4 S5 S6 S7 58 59
33250775 -1007881513 [E374 |. 231765483

A B D E I
Window Area, wn? AWG Mean Turn , In 2.54

    



 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  
  

 

 

           

32 Program Listing Il note rac ser status
831 LBL? initialization subroutine | 141 cLY
a2 ENE get engr 3 format 142 .
#93  psps ~~ — = 143 2

854 F2? test if PS needed 144 3
ass LL — i43 1
696 P35 2 146 7psp gpp CXooute md motePS 147 § .251765485 = 53
@98  CF@ _indioateinitializationdone 148 3
83935 ' 149 3
laa 3 15@ 4
181 1 idl 8
1a82 3 152 3
183 7 133 8102 J,
104 2 «3137250775~ 30 15¢ cox ~~
185 5 155 2
186 a 156 + 2,54 + RI
187 7 157 5
168 7 158 4
182 5 159 §TOI eee =

c - — = — = — — — 146 Ri restore x register

111 LX 1€1 sLBL1 subroutine to interchange
112 ’ 162 F2? registers if flag 2 1s set
113 1 163 28
114 a 164 RTH
113 a

116 7

117 Eg, -118 a 1097881513 ~81

113 1
12a EH]
121 1

122 3
123 CHS

STO.—i]
125 CcLY
126 8
127 .
128 3
129 7
128 1
131 7 é
132 4  B8,371747114 x 107° «82
133 7
134 1
135 1
136 4
137 EEX
138 CHS
138 &
146 STO02
_— — - -— ——

NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

LABELS F
A load window |B load mean C calcula Tecalcolate TE 0 SASS SELSTAn
re tn in turn in inches Awe winding R ANG> wire diam constants FLAGS TRIG DISP

a load windew|b toad mean |c d © 1 ON OFF
area mn cmt torn nam wive diam =~ Aw on DEG FIX ®

0 = pas if £2 2 Coveton® 3 Pant space Ps used ! GRAD SC

5 n 6 7 3 3 3 2 . RAD ENG
aig "fin [wire diam >Aw 3 n_o
  



PROGRAM 3-3 TRANSFORMER LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE AND WINDING CAPACITANCES.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program will calculate the leakage inductance and winding capa-

citances of a two winding transformer. Both the interwinding capaci-

tance and winding self-capacitances are calculated. The output for both

the leakage inductance and winding capacitances are reflected to the

primary winding.

Leakage inductance. The total magnetic flux in a transformer is composed

of the mutual flux and the leakage flux. The mutual flux follows the core

path and links both primary and secondary windings, and results in the

mutual, or open-circuit inductance of the transformer. The leakage flux

is the relatively small flux which originates in the primary winding and

does not link the secondary winding, or vice-versa, and results in the

leakage inductance, The leakage flux will be less as the primary and

secondary windings are interleaved up to the limit imposed by the space

occupied by the insulation between windings. To a degree, the interleav-

ing process is self-defeating, as too much interleaving generates much

nonconductive space, and most of the leakage flux flows therein.

Of the many formulas that have been derived for the calculation of

leakage inductance, the one by Fortescue [25] is generally accurate and

errs, if at all, on the conservative side:

9 N2.MT(2nc + a)
L = 106 x10~ (3-3.1)
leak 22h

where

L = leakage inductance in henries, referred to the
leak eas . . . ,

winding having N turns (the primary in this
program)

MT = mean-turn length in inches for the whole coil

(both windings)

n = number of dielectrics between windings

353



354 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

winding buildup in inches

winding traverse in inches

c dielectric thickness between windings in inches

Interleaving provides the greatest reduction in leakage inductance

when the dielectric height, c, is small compared to the window height.

When ne is comparable to the window height, the leakage inductance does

not decrease substantially as the number of interleaves, n, is increased.

The lowest leakage inductance will be obtained with a transformer having

a small number of turns, a short mean turn length, and a low, wide wind=-

ing window.

The term "a" in Eq. (3-3.1) refers to the total winding buildup

composed of the primary buildup, the secondary buildup, and the insula-

tion layers buildup. If ap represents the buildup of all the primary

interleaves, and ag represents the buildup of all the secondary in=-

terleaves, then:

2nc + a = 3nc + a, + a (3-3.2)

The basis for Eq. (3-3.2) may be seen from Fig. 3-3.1.

insulation (ayer

of thickhess c.

n=4 shown

a= dgt+dap+nc (3-3.3) 
Figure 3-3.1 Cross-section of transformer winding on a core leg.

Interwinding capacitance. The interwinding capacitance is the primary-

secondary capacitance. This capacitance is calculated by considering



TRANSFORMER LEAKAGE INDUCTANCE AND WINDING CAPACITANCES 355

the primary and secondary windings as single conducting sheets separated

by the dielectric formed by the insulating layer and wire insulation.

The capacitance of two flat plates separated by a dielectric is:

C= .225%x10"7° ¢

ot
[
>

(3-3.4)

where

¢ is the relative dielectric constant of the dielectric

A is the area of one plate in inches?

t is the dielectric thickness in inches

For the transformer

A = n-MT.b (3-3.5)

and

t=c¢ t . . , , + t (3-3.6)

primary wire insulation secondary wire

insulation

The wire insulation thickness for heavy insulation (heavy formvar,

etc.) can be obtained from the wire AWG. The AWG is obtained from the

wire diameter over class 2 insulation by using Eq. (3-2.1), where the

wire diameter is calculated by assuming the wire plus insulation just

fits in a box as shown by Fig. 3~6.2. The wire diameter over the insula-

tion then becomes:

 

a+b

t = ||P
wire, primary N, (3-3.7)

and oy

wire, secondary N, (3-3.8)

The diameter of the bare wire is obtained from AWG by using Eq. (3-2.3).

Hence, the thickness of the wire insulation is:

t 5c _ (3-3.9)
wire insulation 2\'wire + insulation wire

The wire insulation thickness calculations are performed in the subrou-

tine under label 6 in the HP-67/97 program.

Winding self-capacitance. In a multilayer winding, the voltage between
 

layers is zero at one end of the layer, and 2E/N, at the other where
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E is the total winding voltage, and N, is the number of layers. This

voltage gradient model servesas the basis for the total winding capa-

city as given by Reuben Lee [36].

Cri 1
L, L,
i i

i = pri or sec

Cp is the layer—~to-layer capacitance, and is found from Eq. (3~3.4)

whire

A= MI'b (3-3.11)

and

t= tg + 2t,,eo insulation (3-3.12)

The basis of Eqs. (3-3.11) and (3-3.12) are shown by Fig. 3-3.2.

wire, of
winding

dielectric
spacer

 

 

Figure 3-3.2 Cross-section of a winding showing dimensioning.

The number of layers is needed for Eq. (3~3.10) and is found

from the number of turns, the interwinding dielectric thickness,

and the winding dimensions. The wire cross-sectional area (per Fig.

3~6.2) and the dielectric cross-sectional area must equal the total

area available for that winding, i.e.,

N(4 + ty) = a (3-3.13)

volume = a*b = Np Egob + N-d2 (3-3.14)
—  Sem——

spacer wire

volume volume
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Substituting Eq. (3-3.13) into (3-3.14) and solving for N yields:

 

N, d
N= +1 (33.15)

i i

where d is the quadratic solution to:

2 d - = -Nd, +(e) , ab, 0 (33.16)

i = pri or sec

The program calculates the secondary winding capacity and reflects

it to the primary winding:

2
N

SsCoe@ Primary = C___ (2) (3-3.17)

The total winding capacity seen at the primary is the sum of the

reflected secondary winding capacitance, and the primary winding capa-

citance.



33 User Instruetions

TRANSFORMER LEAKAGE L AND WINDING O
 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

winding ¥ of “Calculate
traverse Hp! Ng dielectriog Print! Lisaknge
pri yee average mean Cwinding
buildup bidup| turn length Sdottagttd Entect Exp Oirterwirding

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DATANITS

1 Load both sides of program card

(note flag status)

2 Load both sides of data card

3 |..Seleot print or R/S option using toggle [£ J[D] Jo, Ws
| f HI) 1, print

I+ [D1] |o, Ns

4 Load winding traverse in inches b, in Le a]

5 Load winding buildup in inches

a) primary buildup an, in ENT{
b) secondary buildup ag, in A]

6 Load number of turnss

a) primary turns Nn

[f

7 load average mean-turn length for the whole

transformer winding in inches MT, in [B

8 load the number of dielectrics Rn [£ co|

9 load dielectric thickness in inches

e) primary interwinding dielectric Yay in [ENT

b) secondary interwinding dielectric ty, in

6) primary-secondary dielectric t4, in [0

10 Load relative dielectric constantss

e) average for primary interwinding €or ENT}

dielectric and wire insulation

b) average for secondary interwinding Enoc ENT 4

dielectric and wire insulation

¢) primary-secondary spacer fan [D
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INSTRUCTIONS

Celoulate L's and C's

inductance

Seco wire AWG

Number of seco wi

Seco wind 0 reflected to

Primary wire AWG

Number of layers

ity in fareds

Total ity reflected to

inte capacitance

Data review:

Go back &nd en without

keying in any numeric entry to view the

stored variable, See le

ol.

OUTPUT
DAT.

Ly yh

space

AWG

# layers

ri

ri
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Example 3-3.1

Find the primary leakage inductance and winding capacitances of a
transformer having the following specifications:

traverse: 2"

number of pri-sec dielectrics: 4 (3 interleaves)
dielectric thickness: 0.050"
pri~sec insulator dielectric constant: 10
mean turn length for whole transformer: 5"

Primary

number of turns: 100

buildup: 0,25"

interwinding dielectric thickness: 0.002"
average interwinding dielectric and wire insulationdielectric comstant: 10

Secondary

number of turns: 1000

buildup: 0.3"

interwinding dielectric thickness: 0
average interwinding dielectric and wire insulationdielectric constant: 5
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HP printout for Example 3~3.1

«83

1a.
ula

1g.

24. 45+00
23. 19-89

L
o

P
a
E
E

o
t
,

a T
y

!, L
L |
= 1,
I

« ENT

« ESBo

ENTY
GSEf

.
4
,

Sb

BREE

» GBiBe

ENT?
ExT?
SEC

ENT
ENT?
LSED

SBE
xkK

$8)

FEN

EEK

TEX

rR

rey

XKX

Kk

winding traverse

primary winding buildup
secondary winding buildup

primary winding turns
secondary winding turns

mean turn length for whole transformer

number of pri-sec dielectrics

primary interwinding dielectric thickness
secondary interwinding dielectric thickness
pri-sec dielectric thickness

average primary dielectric constant
average secondary dielectric constant
pri-sec dielectric, dielectric constant

calculate L's and C's
primary leakage inductance, henrys

secondary wire AWG

number of secondary layers
secondary interwinding C seen @ primary, F

primary wire AWG
number of primary layers
primary interwinding capacity, F

total interwinding capacity @ primary, F

pri-sec winding capacity, F
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Data Review printout for Example 3-3.1

 

1. BEG+63
188, 6+68

55. 86-63
  

  

--

EEF

=SBE
rE

traverse

secondary winding buildup
primary winding buildup

secondary turns

primary turns

mean turn length

number of dielectrics

primary-sec dielectric thickness
secondary interwinding dielectric thickness
primary interwinding dielectric thickness

pri=-sec dielectric, dielectric constant

secondary average dielectric constant
primary average dielectric constant
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QE # I/0 PRIMARY& SEC BUILDUP | |8s £y08
be: ¥ B58 ¥LBLZ
aes EEE ass CFa
@a4 a ea CLX

gas ST adel GT08
#06 wLEL. 1/0 WINDING TRAVERSE (b) __| 862 #iPLE OALOULATE L's & Q's
Ger z 863 25 oaloulate leakage inductance
aag 104 8c4 RCL4

#09 xLELE 1/0 AVERAGEMEANTURN (MT) | 865 P28
3 éee ROL4
il 867  RCLS
b PRI) URES | 068 :
gE - 7 869 X=
+3 arg x

61 RCLZ
are x

C 1/0 DIELEOTRICTHICKNESSES| 673 RLS) 10.6 N&MT-(3ne+dpeds)
. 1/0 pri-sec spacer thickness oe RCLE “ 10" n2 b

1/0 secondary intrawinding 876 z
dieleotric thickness | Br? i
1/0 primary intrawinding 878 PRCLE
dielectric thickness 879 +
1/0 NUMBER OFDIELFOTRIOS_ i gg8@ RCL

agi +
aez x

DIELEOTRIC CONSTANTS __| B87 e0L2
1/0 dielectric comstant Tor cons

ofpri-seespacer— 886 RCL! calculate end store

I/0 secondary insulation or RLLE  2:%yyre, secondary
dielectrieconstant oo] Ba RCLE

1/0 primary insulation ase z
dieleotric constant 881  RCLT
subroutine to 1/0 last item #3: [CSB

892 2TOR Bn
854Pi recoverd/o_|

main1/0 subroutine __ | 89% RCIS recall Hg __ _ __ _ |
storeindex = | B85 calc secondary capacitancet

Fd regover entry 000 | Bsy
3 AGL

Il if flag 3, set flag 1 oe

5 Ey if flag 1, store entry po

846 ric Afflag1,recover | 162 +
847 Fi previousemtry = | 183 GCSp4
A458 F1% 184 en—
ada ETH if flag 1,return _ 185 FCLS reflect secondary capaci-

pe recall and print item 166 ROLY tanse to primary:
5: PRINT-R/S TOGGLE | 188 RE
@aas go 188 ¥

854 5702 te sted]
a SFE - 11] 33

856 EEN REGISTERS] 112
0Aap, 1 secondary (2 b, winding [3 MT, mean [4 5 6 to. 7 t 8 t 9 n,the

{ buildup buildup traverse [turn length Ne Ns Dori Csec 2» Lospacar |of dielectrics

So Si s2 S3 45 |S4 9 [56 K4= 86 k{= [S7 kz= 58 ki= [SO
€pri Esec spacer 1225410 10-6510" iar250775 |.3245574964 |1097881513 |-onsmaszzr

A 2x primary wire |B 2x secondary wire [C  Csec 4 or D E 333 [ index or

insulation thickness insulation thickness dgec 1.33333 scratchpad    
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i Fis caloulate and store phe 3

115 ReLa 2-bwire, primary 178 -
11€ z= 172 ,

117 RCLE 172 ECLE
118 ESEE 173 #

113 S5TG4 17d ETN

126 FV oale primery capacitance | 175 yLE6LE wireANYandinsulationthi.]
121 RCL 176 £ oaloulate wire diameter:
122 GSES 177 *
123 2& 1768  S8TGT

124 PRCL@ 176 ye
125 2% 1&8 +

126 RCLA ig! TK

127F  RCoE 182 RCLI

128 + Ex -
129 ESEd 184 S70! o_oad

13a ¥ 185 RCL:
131 esr. 186 . otloulate4/b|
132 RCLC ealoulate and prints: 187 ‘Li\oaloulateinsulation thiolk,
133 + 188 RCL!PE copz prt = N2.0g00 155 -; caloulate wire AWG

135 RCL? galoulate interwinding cap.: 1586 RCLS ky
136 PE 181 =

127 RCLZ2 182 LN

138 a= 153 ROLY k,
139 x 134 +

1468 RCLA 195 ENT*

141 RCLE 13g ENT?

142 + 127 EE¥ oamloulate and print
142 Z 138 + integral wire size
144 = 193 INT
145 ROLE 288 GSE7 o_o o_o _ _

i= + [11 a
Pe cop ze rors caleulate bare wire

148 #LBLY print er R/S subroutine faz y diemeter from ANG
149 GSBY 284 e¥
is8  6T08 285 RCLE

131 ¥LBid4 capacitysubroutine _ _ | 285 Paz

152 = EL
183  RCLI MNT 288 -154 . 2ga pry oaleulate 2+%i,45,10440n

55 RCLZ » 218 *LEL” print or R/S subroutine
156 x 211 Fae

157 Pet 212  PRTX

158 RCL ,225 x 10°12 213 Fe"
159 pas 214 RTH

168 x 213 RS

161 ETH 216 ETN

162 #LPLS intrawindingcapacity subr | 217 ¥LBLE spmce and clear flag 3 subr
163 x al a t#of 1 218 Faz

164 gspy °21e and print # of layers | 219 sec
: DoE Fl

= os caleulate winding capacity a or!
- -. ‘terms °

167  ENTT 222 RTH NOTE FLAG SET STATUS
223 G18

— LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A I/O of pri of C Tio of [D Tjoot relative JE calcula 0 ;
ee buid Eh Length. Ginlevtric thick dielectricel § c's < print FLAGS TRIG DISP

a T/o wanding [b T/o turns [c Ifo of # of [d printor Ris |e T nout ON OFF
traverse Np, Ns dielectrics toggle inpu om DEG FIX

1%o whrovtine ‘Lo wbrovtine 2 prinoe Rs 3perBl rote ¢ ! u GRAD SCI
winding C [6 wire diameter|7 printoe Ris [8 space ¢ 9 3 t 2 RAD ENG

sybrovtine Subrootine eubrovtine cfd, 3 subr tnpy 3 a na.  
 



PROGRAM 3-4 STRAIGHT WIRE AND LOOP WIRE INDUCTANCE.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program calculates the inductance of straight wire lengths and

single square wire loops. The permeability of the wire is taken into

account only for the inductance calculation, but not for skin depth;

therefore, the inductance calculated is the low frequency inductance.

The calculation of wire inductance can be an important design para-

meter in some instances. For example, the bonding wire inductance of

high speed, wideband hybrid integrated circuits affects circuit perform—

ance. Wire self-inductance is also important in the design of high

frequency (1000 Hz), high power (megawatt) power conversion equipment

such as SCR inverters, choppers, cycloconverters, and phase delay recti-

fiers.

The inductance of a straight wire increases with permeability and

length, and decreases with increasing diameter. The combined effect

of permeability, length, and diameter is not described simply, but can

be easily solved with a scientific calculator. For example, the induct-

ance of copper wire is strongly influenced by diameter while the induct-—

ance of a high permeability wire such as permalloy is relatively unaf-

fected by diameter.

The formulas used herein come from Grover [30], and can also be

found in Terman [52]. Two basic formulas are used, one for straight

wire, and another for wire loops. These formulas are algebraically mani-

pulated to obtain expressions for each of the four variables; wire dia-

meter (d), wire length (£), relative permeability (u), and inductance

in uh (L). The program works in the units of centimeters, but the user

may input data in either inch or centimeter units.

365
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Figure 3-4.1 shows the definitions of the wire terms.

relative permeability = u

 

Figure 3=4,1 Straight wire terms.

The formulas for the straight wire case are:

 

L=(2x107% te) +3 ~- | , uh (3=4.1)

d= SE (3-4.2)
,(L/ (28 x 10 3 - ws + 1)

u = Jie 1-4n al (3-4.3)
22 x 10

To obtain the wire length, a Newton-Raphson iterative solution is

employed (see Program 1-3 for details), because the equation for £ has

a logarithm containing £.

L
 

 

 

 

£ = (3-4.4)
-3 GL u2 x 10 (eal) rE nl

The Newton-Raphson solution finds where a function is zero, therefore,

let:

£08) = £ - tr =o (3-4.5)
(2 x 10 o{ alt) + 4 - 1]

and

re= EE gy rr (3-4.6)
(2 x 10 &) {en (4) «5% - 1]

The initial guess for £ is 1, and the £ value for each succeeding

iteration is given by:

£(£,)
Li 41% 2; - TE) (3=4.7)
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The iteration is terminated when:

<10~ (3-4.8)

  

    
 

|

Figure 3-4.2 Loop wire terms.

The formulas for the loop wire case are:

 

= ~3 2D bp _D _L= (4x10 o {al®) + A (3-4.9)

d= 2D. (3-4.10)
L(L/ (4 x 1073p) — uw/4 + D/p)

L — 4D
= 4x10 _2 wl) I (3-4.11)

d 4

Uo= rr) +2 _ pn @) (3-4.12)
4 x 10°% L

Keys "a" through "d" set up the dimension units to be used for in-

put or output (inches or centimeters), and the configuration (straight

wire or loop wire). When the loop wire configuration is selected (key

"¢"), the loop separation, D, must also be entered via key "c."

Keys "A" through "D" provide the program input/output functions.

Use of these keys following numeric input signals an input to the pro-

gram. Use of these keys without numeric entry, or following the clear

key (E) signals an output is required from the program. Flag 3 is used

to indicate input or output within the program.



    

34 User Instructions

IRE LOOF
Inch
 

    

   

   

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

wire Joop, BLTAIght

units enter D wire
wire length{| permeabliiy|inductance

£ u L

PUT
STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAONITS KEYS DTS

1 Load both sides of data card

2 Select dimension unite

a) centimeter units [C2] [A] [1.000
b) inch units Ce 1B] 2,540

3 Select configuration

a) wire loop, load loop separation D [c]
b) straight wire [eID]

4 To calgulate wire diameter, d

a) load wire length £ [2]
b) load wire permeability A [al

6) load required inductance Lyph| | o°

d) start solution A] d

5 To caloulate wire length, 2

a) load wire diameter d [A]
b) load wire permeability M [a

¢) load required inductance Lyuh | & |
d) start solution execution £

6 To caloulate permeability, «

a) load wire dimmeter d [A

b) load wire length 2

¢) load required inductance Lun] | © 1

d) start solution execution [ol] HA

7 To calculate inductance, L

a) load wire diameter d [A]

b) load wire length AL [8B |

¢) load permeability M Le
d) start solution execution [pb] L, ph

8 To clear input mode (reset flag 3) LE]
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Example 3-4.1

Find the inductance of a straight gold wire 0.001 inch in diameter

and 0.3 inch long (a hybrid integrated circuit interconnect wire).

set inches

set straight wire mode

load wire diameter in inches

load wire length in inches
load wire relative permeability
calculate inductance

inductance in microhenries

 

Example 3-4.2

Find the length of a 4/0 copper cable (.528 in diam) having an

inductance of 6 microhenries

mr
o&E set inches

set straight wire mode
load wire diameter
load relative permeability of wire
load required inductance
calculate wire length#*
length, inches

tL

C
N

7

 

length, feet

 

*Computation time takes about 1 minute.
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Example. 3-4.3

A pair of 4/0 wires run 20 feet between a capacitor module and an

inverter module in an ac traction motor controller. The wire separation

is twice the wire diameter. What parasitic inductance does the wire add

in series with the capacitors? 4/0 wire is ,528 inches in diameter.

set inch mode

calculate and enter the wire separation,
and select wire loop configuration

load wire diameter in inches

calculate and load wire length in inches

load permeability of wire
calculate inductance of wire loop
inductance, microhenries

 

If the maximum parasitic inductance that can be tolerated is 2

microhenries, how long can the feeder wires be if the other parameters

don't change?

load required inductance in uh
calculate loop length

loop length, inches

 

loop length, feet



 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

    
 

 

  

       
 

34 Program Listing |
801 #LBL. SET OM UNIT MODE 856 E707 goto unit conv and print
Be2 EEX 85; BLE 1/0 OF WIRE LENGTH,2
G32 §T09 store cm — om conversion B58EER

; y 9 a 1f numeric input,a4 KTN ass F3%
665 ELE SET INCHWODE ge crom gotoinput subroutine |

oo ‘ ol oe Jump if loop wire mode
885 5 store in =~ cm conversion “863 STg] store"IV Porinitialguesa|
aes 4 [ (0804 isLBL4 Newton-Raphson loop start. _
818 £7109 #65 RCL

811 RIN 1 ess 4
617¥IBLc TOADIOOF 867  ¥ calculate and store £({)s
813 EF6 indicatewireloop mode | Bes RCLE
14 CF ac8 <

@13 4 goto data entry subroutine gra LH
gle ETOH | J &71 EEX y) u
817 ¥LBld SET STRAIGHT WIREMODE _ _| a72 - In (£4, ZT 1
Big CF8 indicate straight wire mode_| 73 RCLE
R18 RTN ard + —
B20#LBLA 1/0OFWIREDIAMETER, d_ _ _ 873 F2% test for subroutine exit621 z 676 RIN0 TEE ,RRE
22 EEX B77 STOE .623 OHS store 0.002 Yi ora poig finish £(2) calculation

824 3 ere ¥
p25 sto oo 886 14%
B2E Ri _recover input_ _ 681 RCLS pep) f- L
acy a sz x 2010 $AHy
azz F3o if numerle input, 683 CHS = 4

638 FE? , oo. 7 th oes
p31 crop Jump if wire loop mode | ss STO? o_o._
BIZ RCL] TT TT @87 RCL
ps RC calculate and store d for a Ful caloulate and apply £'(2)s
A34 x straight wire case: age RCOLI

835 GSBE 4 aoa x ‘ L
036 + 4. 891 ROLE pUO=1+ os z
837 RCLZ (=, 1) {1 eee ue (B02)

3

(4)14-13
83s - o 22¢10° 4 833 x
833 e* 83 2

Y ode : B85 EEX
g41 STA LL #98 FR
B42 C10; goto unit conversion & pring B37  §T:7 calculatecorrection  _. _|

a 843 xLBL1 638 RCL? apply correction944 copy otloulate and store d for 89% 57-4 Co
45 CSps loop wire case ie aps~~
646 x fF} 161 EEN
a47 z 182 CHS4S - 183 6 test for loop exit

#49 - 2D 184 Keyo
ps er d=7C a. DY L.. 185 E104 — ee —
851  RCL4 ts? TF 7) 106 RELI“001) ang print
852 x e 167 E707
852 ENT1 L87 %LELT omloulats 7 for loop wire
a54 + 189 RCLS case
ass STO@ 118 RCL®

REGI STERS -
diamet \ th 2 3 4 5 inductance |g 7 8 30 ame er | 2 Ma separationan L scratch 2 x40 1or 2.54

50 81 52 53 54 S5 56 57 SB 59

A 8 c © scratch index       
 



 

         

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 
  

34 Program Listing 11
111 ENTH 166 X_ galaulate£( __ _ __ __ _|
112 + 167 to print and b

113 : 165 1/0 OFINDUCTANCE, L _
114 RCL4 163 RLS

15 + 179; Undounitcomversion |
116 RCL4 L 171 5
117 ENTt 20°F +0 172 F3o Af mmeric input, goto

L= 23 data input subroutine
118 * Z0\ 4 173 g7pe T° “RPUL AC °c _ |
119 RCLe An (5P) + — 174 Fa?

128 = d 4 175 gry Sump ifloopwire mode
121 LN 176 SF2 9 -
122 RCLZ 177 gspa 2100dn4)& i
123 + 178 6701 jump

124 5 179#LBL: caloulates
125 ST01 store 2 1 188 RCL4

126 ¥LBL7 _unit conversion& prt subr _ 181 ENT?
127 RCL3 “recallunitconversion 182 +
128 % 182 RCL& 2D\ wu D
125 #LELZ print and space subroutine 184 z 2§ 420 TF 74
138 PRTX —- oan be R/S statement 185 LN
131 SPC 18¢  ESB®

132 RIN 1 167 +
133 #LBLC 1/0 OF PERMEABILITY, HM 188 ENT?

134 4 183 +
135: e198 %LBL! common inductance celoulation
136 RCLA 191 RCLS
137 - undo unit conversion 192 X x(20x 10%)

TTTT 91 RC :
1 Fo if numerie input, goto io Li

140 crop data Amputsubroutine| 195 $05 storeinductance __ _ _|]
141 Faz 196 6702 goto print and s. 1f wire 1 d IITopsebroutina
142 grpz dump wireloopmode | 187 s[E[¥ datainput subroutine _ __
143  6SBe 196 S8TpI store registerindex __
144 + start calculation for 194 Ri recoverinput ___ _ __ |145 RCL; straight wire

288

RCLR _.146 4 281 apply unit conversion and

147__cT01 zoz sro; tere emtry|
148 #LBL2 loopwire caloulation __ 283 RIN retury
145 EFSRe 264 #LBLE subroutine to calculates
156 2 hy 205 EEX
151 : Ayo” 286 RCLS
152 RCL4 287  RCLS L
153 RCL! 5 208 % 28 10
154= 269 RCLI
153 + 218 2

156 RCL4 DO _z1i RTN
157 2 12 ¥LBLS subroutine to calculates
158 %LBL! common calculation routine 213 RCL2
159 x 214  RCL4
166 RCLA 21s RL 0M _D
11 : 216 3 4 d
162 LN 217 -

163 - 218 RTH

164 STO? store M/4 213 #LBLE CLEAR INPUT MODE
165 4 228 CF3

221 RTN

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

Ad 8 Cu 0 Fetear woot [Puce eos FLAGS TRIG DISP
en wits |° inch units wee dd Rottiu e_ i 0 ON fF DEG Fx

data entry |! sed 2p Ane 191 calc 14 Newton - . 1 GRAD SCI

5 a aEA ENG
Lj(.c02 0) 3 pnt conv

|

M4 ~ DfA In—{ ["dstaentry |3 = n         



PROGRAM 3-5 AIR-CORE SINGLE-LAYER INDUCTOR DESIGN.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program uses Wheeler's equation [55] to solve for the various

parameters relating to single-layer, air-core inductor design. The

basic form of Wheeler's equation is:

2_2

L(uh) = an__ (use inch dimensions) (3-5.1)
9a + 104

This equation provides answers within 1% accuracy for all values of

2a/f less than 3, and the results will be about 4% low when 2a/f = 5

(short coils).

There are five parameters that can be used to describe an air-core

inductor: the coll radius in inches (a), the coil length in inches (£),

the number of turns (n), the winding pitch (p = £/n), and the inductance

in microhenries (L). Of this set of five parameters, only four are in-

dependent since £, n, and p are interrelated; hence, given any three in-

dependent parameters, the fourth independent parameter, and the remain-

ing dependent parameter can be found. For example, L can be calculated

given a, £, and n, or a, n, and p.

Wheeler's equation may be algebraically manipulated to yield the

other independent variables.

Solving for£ given a, n, and L:

an? - 9a LL = 5 T (3=5.2)

Solving for £ given n and p:

2 = n.-p (3-5.3)

Solving for n given a, £, and L:

1
n == Loa + 108) (3-5.4)

373
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Solving for n given a, p, and L: find quadratic solution of

an? - 10Lpn - 9aL = 0 (3-5.5)

Solving for p given £ and n:

p= 4&/n (3-5.6)

Solving for p given a, n, and L:

 

212
= ry = - sal (3-5.7)

Solving for L given a, n, and p:

2,2_ an -
L= 9a + 10np (3-5.8)

Solving for a given 4£, n, and L: find quadratic solution of

n2a2 - 9La = 104L = 0 (3-5.9)

The program uses these equations as follows. The appropriate input

keys are assumed to have been executed prior to an output request.

Label "A" inputs or outputs the coil radius in inches, a. The input is

stored in RO, and Eq. (3-5.9) is used for output.

Label "B" inputs or outputs the number of turns, n. The input is

stored in Rl, and if p was previously entered, £ is calculated using

Eq. (3-5.3). For output, Eq. (3-5.5) is used if p, £, and a are speci-

fied, otherwise, Eq. (3-5.4) is used.

Label "C" inputs or outputs the coil length, £. For input, the

coil length is stored in R2, flag 0 is cleared, and a new p is calcu-

lated and stored using Eq. (3-5.6). For output, if p has been previ-

ously entered, use Eq. (3-5.3), otherwise use Eq. (3-5.2).

Label "D" inputs or outputs the winding pitch, p. For input, the

new pitch is stored in R3, flag 0 is set, and new £ is calculated with

Eq. (3-5.3). For output, Eq. (3-5.6) is used,

Label "E" inputs or outputs the coil inductance, IL, in microhen-

ries. For input, the value is stored in R4. For output, Eq. (3-5.1)

is used, and the new inductance value stored.

Label "c" calculates the wire diameter given the wire AWG with

heavy insulation. The wire diameter over heavy insulation bears an
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exponential relationship to the wire gauge:

k,*AWG

Diameter (inches) = kre (3=5.10)

where ky, = 0.31373

and k, = -.109788

On the first execution of this routine, the constants k, and k, are

stored into R8 and RY respectively, Flag 2 is initially set after magne-

tic card reading to indicate constant storage required, and is reset

upon test,

Label "d" calculates the AWG of the wire given the diameter over

the insulation in inches:

AWG = +. pp Diameter (3-5.11)
k, k,

Label "e" is used to clear flag 3 to indicate data output desired.

Keys "A" through "E" leave flag 3 cleared after the associated

routine finishes, i.,e., data output mode is set unless further numeric

entry is made.

The routines under keys "d" and "e" do not alter the state of flag

3. For example, one may load the wire AWG, use key '"c" to convert to

wire diameter, and then use key '"D" to load this value as the winding

pitch (close wound coils).

Highest coil Q's are generally obtained when the space between the

wires equals the wire diameter (pitch equals twice the wire diameter).

Callendar's equation [13] can be used to estimate the Q of a coil with

this pitch:

{freq in Hz

2.71 + 2.13

a £

Q (use inch dimensions) (3-5.12)

For RF coils where the skin depth is less than the wire diameter,

Callendar's equation is accurate to within a few percent. For close

wound coils, the calculated Q will be high by a factor of 1.9.

HP-67 users may want to make the following program changes to

make the final number in the display unambiguous. For example, label

"C" causes both the number of turns and the coil length to be printed
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with the coil length being displayed last. To change the program so

only the number of turns is displayed and printed, change lines 122

through 126 of the program as follows:

122 RrLz
i237 ¥
124 570
125 RCL
{26 E708
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WG ~ diam diem ~ 290 OF 2p
coil radius # ofturns [coll Jeng P nduc tano

8, in n £2, in -2/n L

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS Dror

1 Load both sides of progrem card

2 Select problem types

a) to find L& p givens, n, & 4

1) load the coll radius a, in [A]
11) load the number of turns n (e

111) load the coil length £, in (8_]
iv) caloulate the coil inductance (E L, ph

v) calculate the winding pitch [OD] p, in/T

b) to find L& / givena, n, & p

1) load the coil radius a, in [A]
11) load the number of turns n

111) load the winding pitch p, in/T [Dd]

iv) caloulate the coil inductance [E L, mh

v) caloulate the coil length [Cc £, in

¢) tofindné&pgivensa, sd, &L

1) load the coil radiue a, in [A]
ii) load a dummy value for n* 1

1i1) load the winding length 2, in [C1]

iv) load desired inductance L, ph [BE]
v) calculate the # of turns and n, turns

the winding pitch p, in/T

d) to findné&/ givena, n, &L
1) load the coil radius a, in [A]

11) load the winding pitch p, in/T [D
111) load desired inductance L, ph [E

iv) caloulate the number of turns n, turns

and the winding length £, in

e) to find /& p givena, n, & L

1) load the coil radius a, in [A]
11) load the desired number of turns n

111) load the desired inductance L, ph CE
iv) calculate the inductor length ** [Cc] 2s in

v) calculate the winding pitch D p, in/T
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* p=J/n, a non-zero n is required for
 

proper program operation. The dummy n is
 

replaced with the calculated n under label B,
 

 

** A negative value for the inductor length
 

means the required inductance camnot be
 

realized with the chosen radius and number
 

of turns, Either increase n or a,
 

     
 

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS oATAONITS KEYS oohoNTS

2] £) tofinde& £ givenn, p, &1L lo]
1) load the desired number of turns n B

11) load the desired winding pitch p, in/T [D ]

111) load the desired inductance L, ph

iv) calculate the coil radius [a a, in

v) calculate the coil length 0 Z, in

g) tofinda&p givenn, 2, &L

1) load the desired number of turns n [Bp |
ii) load the desired coil length Ly, in Cc

111) load the desired inductance L, ph [E

iv) calculate the coil radius A| a, in

v) calculate the winding pitch [Dp] p, in/T

3 Go bagk to any part of step 2, or stop

4 To convert wire AWG to diameter over

heavy (class 2) insulation AWG [¢ JO diam, in

5 To convert wire diameter over heavy

insulation to AWG diam, in [£2 |[D AWG

6 To clear input mode, i.e., to request output

after numeric operations have been performed

from the keyboard [££ |[B ]

Notes:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    



Example 3~5.1
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1An air-core coil is to be wound in a % inch form using #18 AWG HF

wire at a pitch of twice the wire diameter. What number of turns are

required for an inductance of 500 nanohenry (0.5 ph), and what will the

winding length be?

 

5 “
.

Example 3-5.2

A 6 turn

wire is 0.750

and length?

o
y

f
a

.
=

E
o

 

load coil radius in inches

load wire AWG

wire diameter over HF insulation

calculate winding pitch (2 x diam)
load winding pitch
load required inductance in microhenry
calculate turns and coil length
nunber of turns (use 9 turns)
coil length in inches

coil on a 6 inch form is closewound with #4/0 wire. The

inches over the insulation. What is the coil inductance

 

load the coil radius in inches
load the number of turns

load winding pitch
calculate inductance

inductance in microhenries

calculate coil length

coil length in inches
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 361 xLELA I/O OF OOIL RADIUS; &

_

| [~&57 LBL! oaloulats and store0: aa #54 RCL1~g03_ crop Jumpifnumericentry 855 RCL3 f= n(Z/n)G84 RCLI 856 xans yz use quadratio equation #57 STO?

ape STS to find a ins p58 GTOR gotoprint and space éubrBaF 9 52 359 ¥LBLD £7 OF COIL FITON,P |gee RcL4 am - 9al - 10£L=0 #66 F37 b

if

mumeric entry |a3 x 061 crop TMPAf mmerio entry |818 CHS 862 RCL2811 STOE 963 ROLY caloulate and store

812  RCL2 864 : p=£/n
#13  RCL4 855 S103 _ -
Hid x Bee C708 goto print andspace “subrais EEX 867 wLBLB
alg ! B66 STOZ storep oeai7 x BE9  RLCLIBig CHS ava - Ocuate and store

e1s stor gry gre=m
G28 GSBY  posubquadraticsolution Bre SF@ indicate p entered last62] STOP “store8 873 RIN
822 GTOE "goto print & space subr 874 ¥[BLE 170 OF COILTURNS, m_ —.

=823 #LPLé ood]radius datainput _ ars F3°
 OL   

 

 
 

 

   

  

 

 

  
 

r=—876 __CT0R
Jump if numeric entry

  

 
 

 

 

 

             

£Td8 storecoilradius _ _
225 ETN B77 Fe?

— serDS

Hy

“OF COILPa — ~o78 crag JP if p entered last |
oe ore jump if numeric entry oe oe caloulate and store ni

8:3 ty jump if p entered last ot Te

reve calculate and store: oe Rete n= i L(9wn = 102)
xX 88s STO

3 yz 886 PRTX
B35 RCL4 a8? 17%
A36 =z 1 [&@nd 888 RCLZ
A37 ROLE  @ = rx] - 92) as9 x
238 3 fol L 938 $703A39

|al 708
| 4a oy RE oT caloulate and store n from
a “E 894 xe quadratic solution tot
p41 = 095  STOS
844 STZ_ o_o 836  RCL3
A45 ET02 goto print end space subr oor RCL4

346 *LBLA > X 2 .847 CFG indicate £ enteredlast e93 fry %°n°

=

10Lpn - 9aL=0848 S102 store £ 10a !
B48  RCLI To — TT 181 x
ase : calculate and store 1a2 CHS

ps1 grey P= 4/n 183 ST06
ass RTH [ 184 rRCLG

185 RCL4
186 x

REGISTERS —
0 a 1 n 2 2 3 p 4 L ; adritic oqation - terms 5 — AWG= nts

50 St 52 53 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 So

A 8 Cc D E t    
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

   
 

 

 

     

» |35 Program Listing 11 nore rac ser status
1@7 9 168 ¥LBL2 9a + 10¢ caloulation subr
168 Xx 161 RCLA

169 CHS 162 g
118 STO07 163 ¥
111 GSBS 164 RCLZ

112 S701 165 EEX

113 PRX 168 1
114 RCL3 167 X
115 Xx 168 +

116 STO2 168 RTH

117 GT08 178 ¥[Plc AWG~WIRE DIAMETER _ __|
118 «xLBL@B 7 FZ? oconetant initialization

119 S701 store numberofturns _ ESRD needed? _  _ __ __ _
126 Fa? jump if p entered last 7] ri RCLS
121 gra SF TOF TSR TR 7 x peAWG
122 RTH i &* diameter = kye

HH Tors calculate and store new pi ReLE

125 x ooil length 72 COS
126 STOP | 179 #LELJ WIREDIAMETER »AWG_ —
127 RIN 15a FZ* constant initialization

128 #LELE_1/0OFINDUOTANGE, (MD) _| _CSBZ needed? ee
|Eo oo jump if numeric entry 1 RtLg

Ta TT k
132 ery use Wheeler’ sequation 154 oor ANG = 1 m{dendiameter }

133 w to calculate inductence 10% a

13¢ xe (Bae (3-5.1))s 187 INT
135 £583 an? 198 GTO8
136 : b= gee 100 #LELZ constantinitialization _ _
137___£T04 155
138 #lPL2 print and space subroutine _| 181 3
139 PRETY az 1

14a SPC 183 3
141 ETH 194 g

T42 3LFLA 195 4
143 ST04 store inductence input 13¢  STGE store k,
144 FTN 197 pL recover x register

145 *LBLD quadratic equation solution 198 :
146  RCLS subroutine. 133 !
147  &T=¢ 26a A

" ST=7 If ax2+bx+c=20 FE ]

18 ie then the positive root is: oe ?

152 CH: Bbf BYE, 9 2e5 CHS
1533  ENT® 2a a 286 ST0S store ky

154 xe 287 Fi recover x register
1535 RCL? 288 ETH

156 - 283 ¥iBle “CLEAR INPUTMODE~~ = |

157 I¥ 214 CF3

138 + 211 RTH
159 ETH NOTE;

Print statements are located at steps
086 and 139 and may be changed to R/S
if desired, NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS

Ao col radios Bo cal Length Colo 4 of formePrio prteh [Ex/y wductance [Cpentered last] FLAGS TRIG DISP
a ° < d e 1 ON oF EG ‘x m

0
0 1 2 constant [3 4 2 Store 1 GRAD SCIoe label Ee Label - storaga . 9a +1028 — eofeient >= RAD ENG

pant¢ apace Woton entry 3 a n_3__       





PROGRAM 3-6 AIR-CORE MULTILAYER INDUCTOR DESIGN.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program uses a modification of Bunet's formula [11], Eq.

(3-6.1), to design air-core, multilayer solenoidal inductors (inch dimen-—

sions).

a’n?
L (uh) = 9a + 10£ + 8.4c + 3.2 c t/a

(3-6.1)

The coil dimensions are shown in Fig. 3-6.1, and the range of usefulness

of the program can be ascertained from Table 3-6.1.

 

 

0

N\\x
i

n turn coil NN

a

o
m

 

  
Figure 3-6.1 Multilayer coil dimensions.

Table 3-~6.1 Accuracy estimates for Bunet's equation.

 

 

 

 

 

c/a 2a/k ratio for other accuracies
ratio 1% accuracy 2alt 4

1/20 <3 5 4

1/5 <5 10 2

1/2 <2 3

1/1 < 1.5 5     
383
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The modification to Eq. (3-6.1) consists of replacing the mid-

coil radius, a, by the inner radius, r:

a=r+ 5 (3-6.2)

The coil is generally wound on a coil form, hence, r and £ are known from

the coil form dimensions. The coil mid-radius, a, is dependent upon the

coil buildup, and is generally not known at the inception of the design.

If the wire and insulation occupy a box as shown in Fig. 3-6.2,

        3
p
r

&

wire

insulation

Figure 3-6.2 Wire cross-section.

then the total area occupied by n turns of this wire would be:

Atotar = Pd” (3-6.3)

This area is also expressible in terms of the coil dimensions:

 

Alotal = c-£ (3-6.4)

Hence,

n-d? = c.f (3-6.5)

or

n.d?

A fifth order polynomial in n may be derived to yield the number of

turns of wire with diameter d, given the required inductance, L, the

coil inner radius, r, and the coil width, £. Taking Eq. (3-6.1), multi-

Plying both sides by the denominator term, and clearing fractions yields:

adn? - L {9a2 + (10£ + 8.4c) a + 3.2cL}=0 (3-6.7)

Substituting Eq. (3-6.2) for a, and Eq. (3-6.6) for c, and collecting

terms in like powers of n results in the following 5th order polynomial

equation:
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fn) = And + Bn* + Cn3 + Dn2~ En - F = 0 (3-6.8)

3

_ (42A= (%) (3-6.9)

_ d?2 2B=3|5y (3-6.10)

- d? 3-6.11C = 3r 57 (3-6.11)

_ .3 az2\ 2 8D=r’-(37) (25.81) (3-6.12)

42 2
E = L{gy (34.8r + 100) + 3.2d (3-6.13)

F=rL (10£ + 91) (3-6.14)

The Newton-Raphson iterative procedure described in Program 1-3 is

used to find the largest positive real root for n in Eq. (3-6.8). If

the initial guess for n is larger than the largest root, the method will

converge to the largest root when the function is a polynomial as in the

present case. An initial guess of 10000 turns is used. If a larger

number of turns is expected, the user may want to increase the initial

guess which is located at step 084 of the program.

If ry, ¢, £, and L are specified, then the solution for n becomes

somewhat simpler. Since r and c¢ are both known, a can be calculated

from Eq. (3-6.2). With this calculation, all parameters except n are

known in Eq. (3-6.1), and n becomes:

1
n=1 [Lc +10 + c(8.4) + 3.22/a )| 2 (3-6.15)

Once n has been calculated, the wire diameter, d, can be calculated

from Eq. (3-6.6) as given below:

d= y—=— (3-6.16)

So far, the two cases for the number of turns have been derived.

Likewise, there are two cases for the calculation of L. Given r, £2, c,

and n, Eqs. (3-6.2) and (3-6.1) may be used to calculate L. If the wire

diameter, d, had been specified instead of the coil thickness, c¢, then
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Eqs. (3-6.6) and (3-6.1) are used to calculate L.

Program constants

Since all program steps were used to code the program equations, no

room remains for the program constants. These constants are recorded on

another magnetic card, and are loaded after the program magnetic card

loading. Load the following registers, and record the data on both

sides of the data card (2 WDATA commands):

8.4 > R7

3.2 7 RS

10- > R9



User Instructions

_AIR-CORE MULTILAYER INDUOTOR DESIGN
coil wire (0)

 inner diam, d
radius, r    

 

  ZZ

 

INSTRUCTIONS

Load both sides of pro card and either

side of data card

Load inner coil radius

Load wire diameter

or

load winding thickness

Load width

To calculate inductance in microhenries

a) load the number of coil turns

b calculate inductance

To calculate the number of turns

a load the desired inductance

b calculate the number of turns
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Example 3-6.1

Find the number of turns of #24 HF wire (0.0224 inches over insula-

tion) to be wound on a bobbin that has a 0,3 inch inner radius and is

0.5 inch wide to obtain an inductance of 200 microhenries, Also find

the coil thickness.

& oif~ load bobbin immer radius (in)

Gita 27Zr load wire diameter over insulation (in)

If. load bobbin width (in)

Z0k, a8 SFE load inductance required (uh)

calculate # of turns & coil thickness*
number of turns (use 123)
coll thickness, inches

 

Example 3-6.2

Calculate the inductance of an 18 turn coil of 4/0 wire with 6

turns per layer wound on a 6 inch diameter form. 4/0 wire is 0.75 inch

over the insulation.

5.88 Ed3E= load coil inner radius (in)

«72 eft load wire diameter over insulation (in)

calculate coil width:
coil turns per layer x thickness per turn
load coil width

 

is A Coon
ig 28 L250 load number of turns

=%&f calculate inductance
5§.6345 #45 inductance in microhenries

 

* Requires about a minute to compute.



 

 

      

 

 

  

       
       

36 Program Listing 1
G6] ¥LELA LOAD COIL INNER RADIUS 837
gaz  ET0I ase 8

283 E709 859  RCLI 1
804 ¥LGLE LOAD OOIL THICKNESS B66 x caloulate and store n” coef

aas SF indicate thickness loaded B61 RCL9

BRE ST02 store thickness 862 RCL: 2
7 & 863 GSB d 2

885 ¥LBELE LOAD WIRE DIAMETER see korg E=L{gp(s48rs100) 4324
Baa CFE indicate wire dism. loaded ges x
B16 STOE store wire diameter #66 RCLS
a1 ETO9 goto OF3. spege & return B67  RCLA

¥ . LOAD WINDING LENGTH 8568 Xe

813 5T03 store ac E584

814 ET09 oto OF age, & retur 878 RCL4

815 #LBLD 1/0OF OOIL TURNS_ | 871 x
gle Fz 1f input, jump gr STOE 0 _ _. _ _ _. _]

——e—817 £708 oo B73 RCLD
81s Fa? if coil thiclkmess loaded, B74  RCL3

~—819 ET01 use otherroutine _ _ _| B75 xX 0 ,
828 RCLEG calculate n given r, 2, arg a calculate and store n coef

021  X2 d, end L 877 RCLI
822 RCL3 8r7Fe  GSE4

823 ENTt 879 RCL4
024 + caloulate and temporarily age prcLy F< rL(9r + 102)

825 : store d2/(29) 881  £SBS
ER 8g2_ stor __ __|
[34 vo caloulate and, store nd coef j oes EEX setup initial guess for n

829 STOA A ~ fa /(22)1 625 S705 in Newton-Raphson soln

838 RCLI ~~ TT TT BBE ¥LBLS _Newton-Raphson_start __ |
2 7 NR

a Ror caloulate and store nt coef oe ins

033 3p. (a2F 833 ENT?
834  cSBS ria 838 ENTt
oa Leee a FCLA  caloulate and store

G52 x
837 RCLI calculate and store n’ coef 893  RCLR £00) = AnS+Bnts Coa DnEn; -F

|| 038 x= 034 +
aig 3 _ a2 a5 x
gen goeps 9 =73r 47) 895 ROLL
gar soc _ o_o] 897 +
#42 RCL1 aa x

843 3 a%9 RCLD

a44 yx aa +
845 2 oaloulate and store n coef 1 «

846 5 42 2 182  RCLE

947 a } 183 -
848 g D ©.(22) (25.81) 184 x
a49 RCLI 185 RCLI

ase Xe 186 -

831 RCL4 ler ste: o_o
852 GSB 1@8 CLy
853 - 169 RCLS calculate

854 ST x CLA
75 2 TT —— — — 7 7 je R te £00) = 5And+ 4Bnls 3cn®+ 20m: -

856 4 112 SRS
|REGISTERS]

° 3 re Poe 3p CL 2 hn 6 4 "gy [Paz | 10
SO 51 S2 S3 S4 SS S6 S7 S8 S9

A 8 C D E 1
A B Cc D E F  
 



 

    
 

 

 

  
      

 

   
 

  

 

 
       

36 Program Listing 11
113 ROLE 169 670% jump if input
114 4 178 Fa? 5 ndingthicknessloaded]

113 x 171 GTO! skip thickness calculation
116 + 172 RCLé

He ROLL 1 “Cra calculate and store

119 3 17s = ‘thiclmesss
128 x 176 RCLS
121 + 177 x °= nd?/4
2z X J 178 8102
123 RCLD 179 #LBL1
2zm 189 62 uutato and store

126 + 182 RCL@ 1nduotances
7 x 183 RCLS | an?
128 RCLE 184 x ® 8.4c+| Les Sy 185 2 9241084 8.4c + 8.2 c8/a

130 8T=2 calc& storef(nj)/f'(ny) _| 186 x
131 RCLZ apply correction: 187 S704

132 ST-5 nisl=ng-£(ng)/f'(ny) 188 #LBL2 print and space subroutine
133 ABS 189 DSP4
134 test for loop exit 198 PRTX«- cen be R/S statement
135 1 191 0sP2

136 XY? 192 ¥LBLS OF3 and space subroutine
e137 gros] 193 CF3
138 RCLE 194 SPC

139 Xe 193 RTH

148 RCLS_ can be R/S statement 196 #LBL3 inductance factor
141 PRTX” printn ei 197 RCL1 calculation subroutine
142 x 198 RCL2

143 RCLZ calculate, print and store 193 2 calculate and stores
144 % coil thickness, o: 280 2 gm r /2
145 STO2 ,_ 1427, 201 + +e
146  GTQ02 282  5T0@

=147 #LELB input storage routine for 283 8
< 148 5705 number of turns input 284 X

145 GT03 goto CF3, space and return | 25 ReLy calculates
CoTE7 TATaToateisthe wamberof turng 206 RCLS oho aci322L

151 GSB given r,.Z, c, and L 287 EGSpy 7a IUE+BACH 323m
152 RCL4 288 RCL?

% 2 od wl 5m154 Wi PY Le
155 RCLEa 211 =
156 % 212 RLL3
157 S8T05 213  GSP4

158 FPRTX=- can be R/8 statement 214_ RCL2.
139 1-8 £15 ¥lBi4 x, + subroutine
168 RCLZ 2lE A
161 RCLZ civ +

162  GSB3 S18 KETii

163 IX 215 ¥LELE =x, x subroutine
164  STOE 226 x

165 GT02 22 X

16¢_*LBLE 1/0 OF INDUGTANGE — £2 RTM
167 ST04 store inductance entry
168 F3% — —

“LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
Tost imnervadus | nackmanrd [0 toadirdns [0 Rurme>[Fnditance loin rciress| FLAGS TRIG DISP
a b c d © 1 ON OFF

0 B DEG FIX WN

0ianint |! toh 2ihoa evbeontane sobrbutine 1 GRAD SCI
5 %xx 7 8 turns Dspace £ vin [3 data 2 RAD ENG
subroutine subroutine subroutine. entry 3 . n    



PROGRAM 3-7 CYLINDRICAL SOLENOID DESIGN.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program provides the coil winding particulars and the coil

electrical characteristics given the specifications for a cylindrical

solenoid. These specifications are:

1) Minimum plunger attractive force in pounds (F),

air)?

3) Maximum flux density in the air gap (By) in gauss,

2) Initial air gap length in inches (£

4) Maximum coil current density in amperes/in® An),

5) Maximum coil buildup, or thickness, (w) in inches,

6) Coil excitation voltage (E) in volts, or current (I) in amperes,

7) Optionally, the magnetic path area (Ayon) in inches?, the

magnetic path length (4ond in inches, and the magnetic per=—

meability ().

The length of the magnetic path is assumed to be zero unless step 7 is

exercised.

The characteristics that the program calculates are:

1) Plunger diameter in inches (Dy) »

2) Number of turns in the coil (N),

3) Coil wire AWG using class 2 or heavy insulation,

4) Coil length in inches (£041)

5) Coil inductance in henries (L),

6) Coil resistance in ohms (R),

7) Coil power dissipation in watts (P),

8) Actual B in the core and in the air-gap, and

9) Actual F,

With the maximum flux density in the air gap and plunger attrac=-

tive force specified, the area of the air gap can be calculated from:

Air = Fok / (Boy, (3-7.1)

391
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ky =1.73 x 108
(3-7.2)

If the Plunger area ig assumed equal to the air gap area, the plungerdiameter can be calculated using:

3
D, = 2 (Auge)

(3-7.3)

Once the Plunger diameter is known, then a value for the windingthickness may be loaded into the program. The smallest dimension ofthe winding should not exceed 3 inches to allow adequate thermalconduction for the heat generated with the coil, thus avoiding highinternal coil temperatures, If the program calculates a short coillength, then the thickness ig not restrained, A long coil restrainsthe coil thickness to 3 inches or less. Several iterations of the pro-gram solution may be required until satisfactory values for coil lengthand width (thickness) are found.
Given the excitation voltage, inverse current density in the coil(M) in circular mils Per ampere, and the coil dimensions as defined byFig. 3-7.1, the number of turns required is given by Eq. (3-7.4)., Thederivation of this equation is given later,

N = E-M/(m(D + w))
(3-7.4)

 

NNUH
 

    
nds,~

Figure 3-7,1 Solenoid coil dimensions.
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If the coil is excited with a current, then the number of turns is:

N = (NI)/I (3-7.5)

where NI is the coil ampere-turns which is calculated from Bax later.

The cross=—sectional area of the coil (wel51) consists of cur-

rent carrying wire and noncurrent carrying insulation and space. The

shape factor (sf) is the ratio of the current carrying area to the total

area of the coil. If the wire plus insulation is assumed to occupy a

square with side d as shown in Fig. 3-6.2, and the winding cross-section

is occupied by N of these squares, then the shape factor is:

2m

|

diameter of bare wire | (3-7.6)
st =7 d

The diameters of both the bare wire and the wire with insulation

bear exponential relationships to the wire AWG as given by Eq. (3-2.1).

Substituting these relationships into Eq. (3-7.6) yields:

1 v 2

sf = 1 2. AWG(b' b) (3-7.7)

where

T a' 2

7 [2 | = .8418900745 (3-7.8a)

2(b' = b) = =1.21690938 x 10_2 (3-7.8b)

The coil has N wires each carrying in current, I; thus the current

density in the coil is:

A= (NI)/(sfe1_.;-W) (3-7.9)

where A is specified by the user through M:

k, = Med = (cir-mils/A)(A/in®) = (4 x 10°) fr (3~7.10)

Solving for the coil length between Eqs. (3~7.9) and (3-7.10) yields:

coil = (NI'MY(si-k,-w) (3~7.11)

The coil ampere-turns, NI, is calculated from Bax using the "Ohm's law"

of magnetics:

MMF = @-R (3-7.12)
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where @ is the flux and is continuous throughout the magnetic and
air paths and is analogous to electric current, The reluctance,® ,
is the magnetic resistance, and the magnetomotive force, MMF, is the
magnetic "voltage" source. The total reluctance is the sum of the in-
dividual reluctances making up the magnetic circuit and the MMF is pro-
portional to the current in the coil:

MMF = 0.4uNTI (3=7.13a)

Zz, (3-7.13b)R=3%" 1
“UL vA,ii 1

 

The electromagnet model used by this program has two sections, the
magnetic path, and the air gap. Usually the air gap reluctance is the
dominant term. Noting that the relative permeability for air is unity,
and

4 = Bron Aron = Bax Air (3-7.14)

then solving Eq. (3-7.12) for NI yields:

Bax Aair Lion 2 A;ron kj
NI = . . + air A | los (3-7.15)iron iron air

where k, = 2.54, the inch to centimeter conversion ratio. The iron
area, Afon? refers to the smallest iron area, which may not be next to
the air gap.

An iterative method is required to find the wire AWG and coil
length. An initial shape factor of 0.5 is assumed, the coil length is
obtained using Eq. (3-7.11). The wire diameter over insulation is ob=-
tained using

2 3d= (we co11’/™ (37.16)

The wire AWG is obtained from the wire diameter over insulation from
Eq. (3-2.1), and a new shape factor calculated from the AWG using Eq.
(3=7.7). The new shape factor replaces the old shape factor and the
calculations run again. The iteration is terminated when the new and
old shape factors agree within .001.

The coil physical dimensions and number of turns have now been
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determined, and other electrical characteristics can be calculated.

 

-80.4n*N”+A, kg x 10
L = irc x (3-7.17)

iron iron
—_—— ————

. air A
iron air

R = (R/Z) (mean turn) (N) (3-7.18)

where R/{ is obtained from:

k AWG

R/£, (ohms/inch) = ke (3-7.19)

hence, k AWG

R= Nem (D + w)eky-e (3-7.20)

For the coil temperature at 60°C, the constants are:

mek, = 2.9185212367 x 10
ks = 0.2317635483

If the coil excitation is a constant voltage, then the coil current will

have to be recalculated due to the downward rounding of the wire size to

the nearest integral value:

EI = = (3=7.21)

The power dissipated in the coil is:

P = I%R (3-7.22)

If constant voltage excitation is used, the peak flux density

(Bs) and initial plunger attractive force will be slightly larger than

the initial values again due to the downward rounding of the wire AWG.

The larger wire will have lower resistance causing higher coil current

and a higher NI product. Equations (3-7.15) and (3-7.1) are rearranged

and used to find B, and F.
iron

 

_ 0.4m NI _

iron £iron Asvon (37:23)

[2 + Lair A_, ks
iro air
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2, ¢ . 2
F = Bax Aut - Bron Aron)

ki ky4
alr

(3=7.24)

In addition to the program card, a data card is necessary to load

the registers with these constants:

Hy default:

B default:
max
Initial shape factor

(n/4)(a'/a):

2(b' - b):

a:

b:

nek, :

ks:

ka:

kp = + x 10:
ki:

M default:

500

15000———— =R,

0.5 - Rg

0.8418900745———— =8

~1.216909380 x 1072—

+

5;
3.130387015 x 10°! — 5,

-1.097333787 x 10°! ——= 5,
2.985212367 x 10° ——= §,

2.317635483 x 10"! —— 5;
2.54

1.273239545 x 10° —— 3,

1.73 x 108 ——— +5,

 = Rg

 

 = Sg

1000— +54

If the user wants to work in centimeter units instead of inch

units, then a different set of constants can be loaded.

are the same except for the following:

at

Tek 3
4

ka:

kp:

ki:

The inverse current density, M, is now in hybrid units.

7.951183018

1.175280459

1.0

5.012754114

10°— 5,

x 107%— Sy

 » Sg

x 10% ——— 34

1.11613 x 107—— 5gg

All constants

The circular-

mils/A must be multiplied by 2.54 before entry, and the current den-

sity, A, is in A/cm? The plunger attractive force is still in pounds.

If this force is desired in kilograms, change kj) as follows:

ki: 2.46064 x 107 ———> 54

The HP-67 user may wish the program to stop at data output points

rather than executing a 5 second "print" halt. To cause the program to
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stop at the data output points, change the "print" statements to "R/S"

statements at the following line numbers: 047, 084, 131, 144, 160, 176,

180, 185, and 194.
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OYLINDRIOAL SOLENOID DESIGN
mx far I I| + Volts or T] load To| catcutlale ©

4 or | Bron Avon } H - Pepe ° M or nits Gout design 2p
E. If calculate of winding I A electrical
orce, Ibs pole diameter] width parameters

INPUT OUTPUTSTEP INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS

1 Load both sides of program card and both

sides of data card

2 Load force required (in pounds) at maximum

air gap (plunger all the way out) F

3 Load maximum flux in the iron (gauss) and Bmax [ENT|

the air gap in inches Lair

4 Optional, load magnetic circuit parameters;

a) load magnetic path length irons in| [ENT

b) load magnetic path minimum area Af pons in® [ENT|

¢) load relative permeability MU

If this step is not executed, the program

will use Ajron = Agir and £3 ron = 0

5 calculate pole diameter [(B | pole

To,change the pole diameter, change diemeter

Bpax » 8 larger Bpo, will result in a in inches

smaller pole. Bpygx is material

dependent, and generally should not

exceed 15000 gauss.

6 Load winding thickness Ww, in [Cc

7 Load excitation voltage or current

a) excitation voltage E, V [0
b) excitation current (note neg value) -I, A [£ 1lc 1]

8 Load a value for M, the inverse coil current M Lf10D | M

density in circular-mils per ampere, If no a

value is loaded, a default value of 1000

will be used. Execution of this step without

numeric entry ceuses currently stored value

to be printed and displayed,

        



a User Instruetions

OYLINDRIOAL SOLENOID DESIGN

CONTINUED -

  

INSTRUCTIONS

Calculate coil desi and electrical

remeters

ti

OUTPUT
DAT

N

AWG

Leo
L, h

R, {2

s
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Example 3-7.1

Figure 3-7.2 shows a plunger-type, iron-clad cylindrical solenoid.

Design the solenoid to have a 1 inch travel and exert an initial pull

of 500 pounds when connected to a 55 volt dec source. The initial flux

density in the iron shall be 7000 gauss, and the coil inverse current

density shall be 700 circular-mils/A. Assume all the reluctance to be

in the air gap.

coil{| A

=eo —

+ [

Ta 5)
Ny

 

  

    
"Cron magnetic path   

Figure 3-7.2 Plunger-type, iron-clad cylindrical solenoid.

i563.¢8
12,08
k-
1.4:
J. 58

iz. 43
7286.85
v28E. ES

943. 2¢£

 

load initial force required in pounds (F)
load maximum B field in gauss (8 )
loadl,i, max
calculate plunger diameter required (D )
plunger diameter in inches P

load winding width in inches (w)
load excitation voltage in volts (E)
load inverse current density, M, in cir-mils/A
M

A, Af/in?

calculate coil design and electrical parameters
N, the number of turns
AWG of wire with heavy or class 2 insulation
coil length in inches (£;11)
coil inductance in henries (L)
coil resistance in ohms (R)
coil power dissipation in watts (P)
actual maximum flux density in the iron
Bmax» the flux density in the air gap
F, the plunger attractive force actually achieved
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Example 3-7.2

A small solenoid is needed which has 0,050 inch travel, exerts an

initial pull of 5 pounds, and is used intermittently with a 0.10 duty
cycle. The coil excitation current is 3 A, and an initial flux density

of 6000 gauss is to be used. Because of the intermittent duty cycle, an
M of 100 cir-mils/A is used. The magnetic path is 1.5 inches long, has
a cross-sectional area of 0.4 inch?, and has a relative permeability of
500. Investigate the solenold design with and without consideration for
the magnetic path reluctance. A much more thorough analysis can be done
with Program 3-8.

  

  

 

o. BoE load initial force required in pounds (F)
EEE, Gag load maximum flux density in gauss (B__)

. 838 : load initial air gap in inches &, )gap
£ calculate plunger diameter in infhés (D_)

8.557 #x+ D p
P

ESE load winding width in inches (Ww)
~3. 660 load excitation current in A (-I)

166, Gag load inverse current density in cir-mils/A (M)

168, 6&6 M
12732,335 A, A/inch?

calculate coil design etc. without considering iron path

ZBE. gal the number of turns (N)
AWG of coil wire with heavy insulation

coil length in inches (£.o41)
coil inductance in henries (L)
coil resistance in ohms (R)
coil power dissipation in watts (P)
maximum flux density in the iron, gauss
Bmax, maximum flux density in the air gap, gauss
actual initial force, F, in pounds

Rerun program with magnetic (iron) path considered

load magnetic path length in inches
load magnetic path area in inches
load relative magnetic permeability

calculate coil design and electrical parameters

N

AWG

Leoil
L

in air gap and in iron pole pieces

 

R

P

B in iron area defined

B

F
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Derivation of Equations Used. The number of coil turns can be calcy~lated from the applied voltage, the desired inverse current density, andthe coil inner diameter and thickness. Conveniently, copper has a re-sistance of 1 ohm Per circular mil per inch of length at. 60°C; there-~fore, with a uniform coil temperature of 60°C, the wire resistance is:

tyR = 3
(3-7.24)

where £, is the winding wire length in the coil in inches, and m is thewire cross-sectional area in circular mils, If M is defined as the in-~verse current density in circular-mils/A, then the cross-section of awire carrying a current I is:

= M.1
(3~7.25)Since

R = 2 (Ohm's 1aw) (3-7. 26)then
2

E__w

-
I=

(3-7.27)

Rearranging Eq. (3-7.27) and cancelling I yields:

go tw

M

by the number of turns:

4, = Nem (D, + w)
(3-7.29)

where Fig. 3-7.1 defines the coil dimensiong D, and w. SubstitutingEq. (3-7.29) into Eq. (3-7.28) and solving for N yields:
E-M

m(D, + Ww)

since it was first published in 1924.
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37 Program Listing |
G6: ELA LOAD FORCE REQUIRED 856  *¥
602 5TO7 857 RCL3
6E3 RTN 658 = caloulate 5 soy NI

684 #LELc LOADBog, § fair #59 cspy useing Eq. (3-7.15
Bas 370% ax’ Lal gen:
ges Ri er stom oo
gars STOR B62  RCLS TT
gRE TOS goto CF3 and return subr G3 x<a? test for ourrent excitation
B09 #LELE CALOULATEPOLEDIAMETER,Dp| B64 ETOP oo
B18 RCL? BE 25
ol py RCL voltage excitation:
a12 x2 867 psc calculate the number of
G13 = F. Ky 868 x turns using Eq. (3=7.4):

614 75 Aar Bar 865  RCLD
815 ELLE B78 RCLA
816 Fas 871 + Na =o
a1? x | 872 Fi *{Dp w)
g18 £70f estore airgaparea | 873 ¥
813 FI* minimum magnetic ares equals ard =
828 ST0Z _eirgap areaif flag 1 isset 375 GTO!
8:1 4 ‘376 ¥LELE current excitation, caloulate]
g22 ¥ 877 ECLA the number of turns using
823 Pi pp = (EEPar 878 XY Eq. (3-7.5);
B24 z 879 z -
825 Is 888 CH: N = (NDT
826 S700 store pole diameter &1 ¥LELI
827 GI04_ goto prt, spe, & OF3 subr 832 INT Saloulate, storeand prin525 #LELL LOAD ZyondAmentit | 623 S701 e integral number of turns

B23 CFI indloatemagnetic path used B84 FRTX
#38 5T04 TT 7 7 ~385 wlki; iteration loop start Hi
671 Fi B8¢  RCLA
oo J calculate and store coil
932 ST store data a5 RULE length using Eq. (3-7.11):
B34 5702 BBS  RCLE
633 ETH Boa =
626 LELLC LOAD WINDING WIDTH, w 891 28 M
437  ST06 892 RCLS  Q_, NI- M
pI RTH 693 x SF. kg-w
633 ¥LELc LOAD QOIL EXCITATION, 694 RCL?

846 ST03 +E, or =I Yess pis
B41 GT05 goto OF3 and return subr 89s =
64 ¥LELD 170 OF GIROULAR- — ger ster_|

7 ‘25 iL
24s FIe interchange registers — oe k Le caloulate wire diameter over

g45 syos  2veTe input if present 188 rcLg insulation using Eq. (3-7.16)
646 RCL Local) and orintN| 1a1 x
pay prry ool smderimt M1 ler Rois d = JLo
848 RCL: loul A 103 x nN84% ot calou ate and print 3 164 i

goa x b= 185 Ss _ _ __ _ —_

f51 = 2 —&TF Hoe RLLz calculate and store wire AWG
2 Do 10 [y using Eq. (3-2.1)

#54 RCLS 4189 RCL 4 wire diameter
855 RCLE 1g 5 AWG= § fn juicedencer $

REGISTERS 3 =
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 + ro

° w eit Lron Alon AM Lar Aair F Bmax =RPE
; S7 SB 59

Nx 250-8) [a 2s Sues | ke 5%= 2.54 [hy Lure? ly =tBac* M
1A wr, T 8 ang Cp oe sf N   
 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
       

> 3 537 1 rogram Listing Ii NOTE FLAG SET STATUS
v “To JC GI

Yen2 —_— = m= = = — == pp fr calculate and print coil
1 13 "-° ealoulate shape factor 166 i power dissapation using
114 ox using Eq. (31.702 16% ge Ede (3-7.21):

115 Rela fa AWG .2(b-b) 176 ROLE 5
116  P2§ = 5 (3) e ( 171 x P = I°R
ur ox NS] 172 PRTY ee]
118  RCLE 173 SEY calculate and print new
119 gzy recall old sf and store 174 RCLA By using Eq. (3-7.22):newvsf iron120 eToE A 175 x 0.47 NI/k
12] 176 RCLI B= — 2
122 ABS 177 x Avon, Avon
123 EEX test for loop exit 178PRIX Len Aare -—
124 CHE p 178 RCLZ calculate and prints
125 3 188 X
126 K4v? 181 RILE 5 _ Buen: Awe
127 6707 1] 182 : max or
12 RCLE 182  PRTX
128 INT 154 ¥F calculate and orint mew F
138 s7op Print & store integral AWG i185 RCLe eine Eq Geran: new F
131 PRTX Lo 186 x
132 RELI recall and print 7] 187 FS 2
133 PRTY _the numberof turns _ 185  RCLE F= Bmax: Ag
134 SFE _indicatekzon top] 189 pes ky

139 ro calculate and print 1 et3 x
>] inductance using Eq, (3-7.17) pe nr print, spec, CF3 subroutine

137 Xe 182 FRTX
138 x X -8 183 SPC

139  RCL3 L O.41-N"Ayon-ky - 10 194 r= CF3 and return subroutine
140 x = 3 To A 195 CF
141 EES Sw SH 196 RTH
142 8 ' 197 #LBLY magnetics subroutine
143 % 198 RCLZ to caloulates
144 PRTX o_o] 199 RCL4
"i RULE calculate and print Zod RLS
147 ROLE resistance using Eq. (3-7,20) 287  RCL3 0.4 1c ka(F2-0)

1 x 283 x :
hi eX 264 RCLE LivenA Avon  ks(F2:0)

158 RCL4 Ks AWG 285 : iron aw

151 P25 R= Nwn(Dpsw) kye 206 +
152 x 287 1-8
153  RCLD £88
154 ROLE 289 generates 0,4 7 in 3 steps

155 + 21a [+R

156 x 211 x
157  RCLI 212 25
158 X £12 RCLE
15  STOC 214 28
168 PRIX _ oo] 215 Fer
161  RCL® 216 178

162 %<8? test for current exoitation 217 z
163 GTo@ 218 RIN
164 RCL “caloulat tI65  * uping Ohm'slaw NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

LABELS FLAGS SEY STATUS
aol &

“lod F Peale Op [load w__ [loss M_ [E25SIT 0 FLAGS TRIG DISP
d 1 Fidgnetic path] ON OFF

“Ba! 550 Lun Micon P14 |“losd) +E, -X ° okdod] o DEG m Fix m
Otocal abet |'locar tober |? 3 4 Cele 2 2enverSia| > . s ono os

os, rw 7SR 8 Ssvbrovtine [data entry 3 u n   



PROGRAM 3-8 CYLINDRICAL SOLENOID ANALYSIS.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program analyzes a cylindrical coil solenoid, or other magnetic

circuits having many parts of varying reluctance. The information re-

quired to run the program is as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

8a)

8b)

9)

The air gap in inches £0»

The number of turns in the coil (N),

The AWG of the coil wire,

The length of the coil in inches (£ ),
coil

The coil inner diameter in inches (ID )>
coil

The plunger outer diameter in inches (0D),

The plunger inner diameter in inches if the plunger is

hollow (ID),

The length, area, and permeability of each different magnetic

section (L, , A,iron’ “iron > us

If the magnetic section is a cylindrical shell with axial flux

flow, the height (h), the ID which may be zero, the OD, and the

permeability (u), can be entered, and the reluctance and

cross-sectional area will be returned and automatically loaded

into the program,

If the magnetic section consists of a disc (or washer) with

radial flux flow, the thickness (t), the ID, the OD, and the

permeability can be entered, and the reluctance and minimum

cross-sectional area will be returned and automatically loaded

into the program, and

The coil excitation in either volts or amperes (E or =I).

405
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The program will then calculate the following parameters:

1) Reluctance and area of each different magnetic section

® & Aron?

2) Coil inductance and resistance (R and L),

3) Coil circular-mils/A, A/in?, and power dissipation

M, A, & P),

4) The flux density in the air gap, and in the magnetic section

with the smallest cross-sectional area (B , , B ), and
air iron

5) The plunger attractive force in pounds (F).

This program uses the Ohm's law of magnetics as given by Eqs.

(3-7.12) and (3-7.13), which combined yield:

Li0.47NI= @- 2. i (3-8.1)
i ii

As magnetic path data is entered, the program keeps a running sum of the

—_ and also stores the smallest magnetic area. TheH,A
i . .iron part will’saturate first where the area is the smallest, and the

reluctances,

flux density (B) the highest. The total flux can be found from Eq.

(3~8.1):

 

Ik¢ = Dau = (38.2)

1 + air

MA AL
iron

parts

where

T 2 2
Ar = (ov, ID, ) (3-8.3)

k, = 2,54

The plunger attractive force is found in terms of the flux:

2
pot (3-8.4)4

kyo kg Air
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where the air gap area is in inches? and the constant k, is:

k;=1.73 x 10°

The inductance of the N turn coil wound on the magnetic circuit is:

 

NZ k
_ 3 0.47

10 Yt A.
. air
iron

parts

This expression is basically derived in Eqs. (3-1.1) through (3-1.10).

The coil width (w) can be expressed in terms of the coil length

&i)s the number of turns (N), and the wire AWG. The wire is assumed

to occupy a box as shown in Fig. 3-6.2.

. _ . = . . . 2 _
coil area =w Loin Ne (wire diameter) (3-8.6)

Substituting the exponential relationship between AWG and wire diameter

given by Eq. (3-5.10) yields:

) 2
Ww= (+ 4) (3-8.7)

coil

The coil resistance can now be calculated using Eq. (3-7.20):

kAWG
R=N-mID .. + w]lk,e

coil

The coil power dissipation is:

P= I%R (3-8.8)

If voltage excitation is used, the coil current is calculated using

Ohm's law, then the power dissipation is calculated.

The coil circular mils per A is given by:

= 10°‘(ae(ed) (3-8.9)

wire area irewren

circular mils
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The coil current density in A/in? is given by Eq. (38.10), i.e.:

A= hi (3-8.10)
M

Two commonly encountered part shapes in the magnetic path are the

cylindrical shell as shown in Fig. 3-8.1 and the disc or washer as

shown in Fig, 3-8.2. Two subroutines are provided to calculate the

reluctance and minimum cross-~sectional area of these two shapes.

Subroutine 1, thin cylindrical shell with permeability u.

flux

flow

 

 

Figure 3-8.1 Thin cylindrical shell,

The cross-sectional area is given by Eq. (3-8.,3) and the reluctance is:

= Bh

This subroutine output becomes the input for the program coding under

label B, and the reluctance is calculated under label B. The subrou~

tine output is stored in the stack in the same format as data entered

from the keyboard for arbitrary magnetic section, i.e.:
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stack
contents

register

t ores Be APPR ES TOY not used

Zz ss sensasscccvaveces I

Y reessseces Cross-sectional area

X seseesssesvesss permeability

Subroutine 2, disc or washer with radial flux flow.

 

 

Figure 3-8.2 Disc or washer with radial flux flow.

The disc is composed of an infinite number of annular shells each

with infinitesimal thickness dr. The cross-sectional area of each annu-

lus is 2wrt. In this instance, the summation of Eq. (3-8.1) is expressed

as an integral:
_ 0D

2 = 5°

st 1 [a | tay \
& Xi Tut [2m © 2wtu (3-8.11)

1D

ay

The disc has the smallest cross-sectional area at the inner dia-

mater, hence:

A =A'"=7n1IDet (3-8.12)

This subroutine output becomes the input for the program coding under

label B, The data format used with label B is the equivalent length of

a constant cross-section magnetic path, the path area, and the path

Permeability. The equivalent length having the above reluctance and
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cross-sectional area A' is:

_ q=(TeIDtp } 0D _ ID OD —L=pA'-R ( rt ) £n oD 3 In 3 (3-8.13)

Subroutine 2 output is transferred to the program coding under label B

using the stack in the same way that subroutine 1 operates.

In addition to the program card, a data card is required to load

the registers with the program constants, All registers contain zero

except for the following:

a' for AWG 3.241013109 x 10" l—=s5_

b' for AWG -1.158179256 x 10" 1—=5;

a for AWG 3.130387015 x 10" l—= 3,

b for AWG -1.097333787 x 10" !—s 3,4

mk, for resistance 2,985212367 x 10S—> §,,

ks for resistance 2.317635483 x 10° 1 —a 55

ks, cm +inch 2.54 ————+-5¢

ko, 4/1 x 10° 1.273239545 x 106 —= 3,

k, 1.73 x 106 ———=54

If metric units are preferred, i.e., linear dimensions in cm, force in

kg, current density in A/cm? and inverse current density in hybrid

units (circular mil-milli-centimeter/A), change the following con-

stants.

a' for AWG 8.232173297 x 10" !—=§

a for AWG 7.951183108 x 10~ '—= 53

n-k, for resistance 1.175280459 x 107°—s Sy

kg cm cm 1.0 —m7m7————— »Ss

ky 4/(2.56m) x 10° 5.012754114 x 10°—= S7

kp 2.4606 x 107 ———= Sg

HP-67 users may want the program to stop instead of executing a

"print" statement. This can be accomplished by changing the "print"

statements to "R/S" statements at the following line numbers: 102,

105, 124, and 130. To continue program execution after a stop, key a

"R/S" command from the keyboard.
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAONTS KEYS DATAUNITS

1 Load both sides of program cerd and both

sides of data card

2 Load air gep length in inches Loip [a

3 Load plunger ID and OD in inches, The ID IDp [ENT1]
BN can be zero if the plunger is solid 0Dp [f] [_B]

4 Load coil parameters:

number of wire turns in coil N [nT
wire AWG AWG ENT }
coll ID in inches IDgoil ENT§]

coil length in inches Zeoil (ef 1a]

5 Load coil excitation

voltage excitation in volts E Lal

current excitation in A (note minus) -I Cell al

6 Optional step, the main source of reluctance

in the magnetic path is the air gap.

For added accuracy, the length, area, and

permeability of each magnetic section may

be entered;

effective magnetic path length in inches| Zipon ENT4

effective magnetic path area in inches? Asron ENT 4

magnetic permeability of path M R
A

If the magneticsection is either a

cylindrical shell or a disc, then a

subroutine can be used to calculate and enter

the above parameters from the section

dimensions,

For cylindrical shells with axial flux flow:

load shell height in inches h vr
load shell ID in inches (may be zero) ID ENT 4

load shell OD in inches oD
load shell permeability HM C1] R

A    
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INPUT OUTPUTSTEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS

6 continued

For discs with radial flux flow: LL

load disc thickness in inches t ENT }
load disc ID in inches 1D
load disc OD in inches oD ENT 4

load permeability of material A [esBl[ 2] Rn

A

Repeat step 6 for each separate magnetic

section in the magnetic oclrouit.

7 To calculate the flux density in the air gap Lo] Bair, G

and in the smallest iron cross-sectional area Biyrons @

(the smallest area has the highest flux dens)

If step 6 is omitted, Rion=O, Aron= Aa

is assumed, hence, Biron = Bair

8 To caloulate the initial plunger attractive D F

force in pounds

9 To caleulate the electrical inductance and f][D L, h
resistance at 60°C of the coil R, ohms

10 To calculate the coil M, A, and power [(E] |u, Some
dissipation A, Blin?

P, watts

11 To calculate all the information contained [ ] L, h

in steps 8, 9, 10, and 11 R, ohms

M, re

A, Aline

P, watts

|Bair:G

Birons G

F, lbs

12 To run a new case, goto step 1 and start over      



CYLINDRICAL SOLENOID ANALYSIS 413

Example 3-8.1

The cylindrical solenoid shown in cross-section by Fig. 3-8.3 has

the following characteristics:

1) The coil is 150 turns of #24 AWG HF wire,

2) 0.5 A excitation current flows through the coil, and

3) The magnetic materials are 1010 mild carbon steel.

For the analysis, neglect the force required to compress the return

spring.

  

 

   

   

.8" coil:

g 0.5 inches long
2" 0.5 inches ID

4! .284"

 plunger

- retirn

= - — >] spring

Figure 3-8.3 Cylindrical solenoid construction.

Analyze the solenoid and determine its electrical and magnetic charac-

teristics. Also analyze the solenoid for the same characteristics if

the coil is excited by 0.6 Vdc.

The analysis is begun by breaking down the solenoid into its compo-—

nent geometric shapes as shown by Fig. 3-8.4.
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Figure 3-8.4 Component geometric shapes of solenoid.

The component geometric shapes of the solenoid are as follows:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7

8)

9)

Cylindrical shell, 1.0" long, 0.95" ID, 1.1" OD, and u= 1000,

Disc, 0.2" thick, 0.3" ID, 0.95" OD, and y = 1000,

Solid cylinder, 0.2" long (active magnetic part), 0.0" ID,

0.284" OD, and pu = 1000,

Cylindrical shell, 0.2" long, 0.25" ID, 0.284" OD, and u = 1000,

Cylindrical shell, 0.2" long, 0.25" ID, 0.3" OD, and yu = 1000,

Solid cylinder, 0.4" long, 0.0" ID, 0.3" OD, and u = 1000,

Disc, 0.2" thick, 0.3" ID, 0.95" OD, and up = 1000,

Disc (air gap), 0.2" thick, 0.284" ID, 0.3" OD, and yu = 1,

Operating air gap, 0.005" thick, 0.25" ID, 0.284" OD, & u = 1.

The air gap data is loaded, and the complete summary calculated, then

the magnetic path component parts are loaded and the summary run again

to show the difference that the magnetic circuit reluctance makes on

the electrical and magnetic characteristics. This sequence 1s repeated

with the coil excitation at 0.6 Vdc.
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B85 GSEA load Loy, |&ud-2 ENT? length ESBE calc all params
8. ENT? ID 1.661-83 #kk L, h

158. ENT? load N .284 ENTT OD 759,9-8Z *x¥ R, ohms
Z4. ENT? load AWG 1888. G5Bl u
.5 ENTT load ID . _ Bag, Z+68  ¥¥x M, cir-miis [A

.5 ESBa load feat 3.137-83 kx & 1.574+83 wik A, Afin2
3.35-83 ¥#¥ area 196.8-83 *%% P, watts

«29 ENT? load I
. 284 G5Ek load 0D, cylindrical shell 6.815+83 ¥¥x max Biyon

£ ENTT length 6.015+83 ¥k¥ B G-.5 GSBe load =I 25 ENT$ 1D peRIe airs
284 ENTT OD 298. 6-83 ¥4#% PF, poundscalc all *| 1888. GSBI p : » P

GSEE parameters
2.848-83 #¥x L, h 14.83-83 xx &

799.8-83 ¥x¥ R, ohms 14.26-83 ¥¥x area Look at voltage excita-
tion. Set flag O so

885.2488 Kid M, ar-mis/A cylindrical shell magnetic reluctance is
1,574+83 *kk A, Afin2 .£ ENTT length ignored and calculate
196,8-83 kk P, watts 23 ENT? ID electrical & magnetic

.3 ENTT OD parameters,
7.42{+63 ®AAmax Bypon 1086. ESEp ska
7.421+83 ¥4¥ Boy, G .& ESBe load E

9. 266-83 xx R

453.9-83 4k PF, pounds |21.66-83 *¥4 area GZBE calc param
2.845-83 #%% L, h

solid cylinder 758,9-6B3 ¥¥ R, ohms
* Magnetic reluctance +4 ENT? length

is assumed zero 8. ENTT ID J12.4+68 xxx M, awr-mils/A
since flag O is set. «3 ENTT OD 2.485+83 ¥¥k A, Min?
Flag O is cleared 1868. GSEI pn 473. 7-83 xx P, watts

under label B.
5.653-83 fi & 11. 72+83  f#¥ max Bjpon

load magnetic path data 78.69-83 whi area 11.72483 ¥¥% Bgjp, @

cylindrical shell disc 1.132480 s#* F, pounds

1 en pongth "3 ee Spickness Clear flag O to use
5 or pe a5 ENTTOD magnetic reluctance.

1886. GSE 1800. ESBZp LF
¥ ESEE cale params

4.141-83 ix R 917.7-86 xxx R 1.661-83 ¥¥¥ L, h

241,5-63 ¥¥# erea 168.5-83 kkkmin area |739.5-83 ¥#¥ R, ohms

disc disc S12.4+68 xxx M, eo-mis/A

.Z ENT? thickness .2 ENT? thickness |2:485+83 wax A, A/in?
"3 ENTTID 284 ENTTID 473.7-63 xx P, watts

.35 ENT? OD -4 ENTTOD  esran
1866. GSEZp 1. G5Bip 9,385+83  ¥¥¥ max Bypon

9.5@85+83 Fuk Bayp, G

917.3-86 wrx & 43.62-83  whk & r
185.5-83 ¥x¥ area 178.4-83 sxxmin area |744,6-83 ix F, pounds     
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#81 ¥[ Bly LOADAIRGAPININOHES _ | 858 #.BLC CALOULATE Bair andBiron|
#82 S702 storeentry _  __  __ _| 851 6586 caloulate R,I, and NI __|
883  EtTo@ 40 space and return 22 ESB calc (0.47 [ks)/ (ZR+ Lav [Aar)
989 #LBLa TOADX AWGTID, 118 footy | RCL4 use Agy, if magnetic params
5701 coil length —° | oes F8? not entered, otherwise use
#06 Rd RELI mim _
gay _srop Tocover and storeIDgoq; | 956 1% take reciproosl area
86s RY recover and store AWG 857 RCLI  ;a)1gulate and print §
a9 STORi ass RCLA using Eq (3-7 2)

aia Ré 859 x * *

p11 gro reoover and stere§ 868 ST06 _ ee
412 £708 8 861 X
913 sLBL? SUBROUTINE FORDISC _ a62 pg ©culoulate and primts

al14 Re 863 RCL6

815 XY 864 Ps
816  STOI 865 Xe Biron, max = yp
a17 = 10 OD 866  STOI inAon * Ky
818 LN Lotrective™ TT 87 =
819 RCLI B68 PRIX _ CL
aze x 869 RCLé851 2 878  ROL3 cslculate and prints

822 Eeee 871 z 0

823 X2v 872  RCLI Bmax = 717
824 RCLI ar3 : air © Ky

825 «x Amn = T-1D-t 874 C108 _
826 Pi 475 sLBLE _PRINT COMPLETE SUMMARY |
e272 x 876  65Bd
a28 Rt resover u 877 €SBe
829 _#LBLE OADfron¥ AmTA. | 878 GSBC
830 XY peore 879 ¥LBLD CALCULATEAND PRINTF__ |
831 stp Sorex| #86 €SB6
632 FB? store Agpop on first gst SF2
833 S704 _executionof this routine . 8s2  GCiBg
834 x 823 RCLA

835 =: R= Fron; 884 x
#36 SPC SON Mi Awan 885 xz 2
837 _PRTY_ LL 886  RCL3 Fe ¢
838 ST+5 add Rito&| az7 z k - kf Apr

#39 RCL4 ‘test to see if present area Baas p2s

#48 RCLI 1s smaller than minimum 88s RrLEe

a4} XY? stored area, if so, store ase Ps
842 5704 presentsrea _  _  _  _| as z
843 (F@ indicate magnetic params a92 £108 |
B44 GSE printarea andspace _ 093 *lBlLd _OALOULATE ANDPRINT L& R_|
A45  £T08 goto epace and return 834 £586
B46 *LBLb far1h,00,OD,EE— 895  £SBY
847 [SB4 calculate and store 896 RCLE
848 S703 sannuler area as? Xe
848 GIT08 goto space and return 89g x 2 0.4

899 EEX = BhCeNOTE: 108 g 10 SR + Lar
037 105° print)statements at line numbers| 101 2 en ar

02, 105, 124, and 130 may be changed r} <r ’ ’ y chang 182 PRTXto "R/S* stat _ — — ——
¥ Stemonts if desired, 183 RCLC recall and print resistance

REGISTERS
1

° ow Levit 2 Lar : Ayr “win Airon > Y 6 @ 7 ecraten | IT °F

0g ST 7 57, 5, Sek 5 4s SS 4s 57 ke ie 59

B
A NI AWG ¢ R cot! 0D ® N ! scratehpad   
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104 *LBLEprintand space subroutine _| 159 #LBL6

_

subr to cele B,I,andNI

185 PRTX 168 PS
186 C108 161 RCL2

— 187 #LBLc LOADCOILEXCITATION_ _ | 162 RCL3
188

_

S109 163 ©SB3
169 xLBLE@ spaceandreturn subroutine| 164 xe N b- AWG

\

2

116 SPC 165 ROLE W=p— (ae )
111 RIN 166 x a
112 siLBLe _GQALCULATEANDPRINTM,,P_ | 167 RCL1
113 GSBE 168 2
114 P2§ 169 sto8 o_o. ___]

115 RCL f7@  RCLD
116  RCLI 171 +
117 GSB? 172 RCLE
118 Xe . pb’. AWG \2 173 x
119 RCL8 m= 10°(a' e ) 174 PS Ke ANG
120 % 175  RCL4 R= Nm (ID,tW)kse
121 EEX 176  RCLS

122 6 177  GSB3

123 x 178 x
124 PRT® o_o. 179 STOC

_

 _ _  ———

125 17% 186 RCLI
126 <5 181 <A? test for current excitation

127 RCL? A= Ka 182 GTOB__

128 25 M 183 z T=E/R

128 x Jad 1s

138 PRT o_oem 185 #LBL8

_

jumpdestination __]

131 RCL8 186 ABS
32 Ke ig stop SteeFl|
133 RCLC = 188  RCLE
134 x 189 x calculate end store NI

135 6708 198 STOA
136 #LBL] CYLINDRICALSHELLSUBR 191 RTH
137 8701 192 LBL? magnetics subroutine

138 Ri 193 7
139 6SB4 194 2 0.4 7c

148 RCLI 195 DR _ o_o

141 GTOR 196 RCL2

142 xLBL3 subroutine to calculates 197 RCL3
143 2S 128 =
144 RCLB 199 RCLS
145 x Ry - x Awa 200 Fa?
14¢ eX 281 [LX (F2=0

147 x 262 +
148 RTH 283 2 ne7 cla

149 xLBL4 subroutine to caloulates 284 25 TR; « Lae kav

158 x2 285 RCL6 iron Aar (Fan)
151 XY 206 28
152 xe 287  F2?
153 - 268 1%
154 pi Area= Z-(0D%- 10) 209 x
155 X 218 S101 Ce  ]

19 4 211 RTN return to msin progrem

15 z
158 RTH NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

LABELS “FLAGS SET STATUS

A Zar PloProtA [CamoBoon Posie FF comimary

|

wanciwsaiomd| FLAGS TRIG DISP

atalnde.[P etooe | +Eor-1 [deste LR [este magp |! om“bes| Ex

0 ocal Lobel

|

shinentry [Beatinantry |Csubroviizs

|

seationares |- contrat . gh a a

> CSectina ’ Orrace Ve Tbr 3 3 n          
 





PROGRAM 3-9 MAGNETIC RELUCTANCE OF TAPERED CYLINDRICAL SECTIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program calculates the magnetic reluctance of tapered cylindri-

cal sections with axial flux flow as shown by Fig. 3-9.1. The magnetic

reluctance is analogous to electrical resistance, and is used in the

Ohm's law of magnetics as given by Eq. (3-8.1).

 

 

  

0D, 1

FA ] j 10, I00,

Figure 3-9.1 Tapered cylindrical section and dimensions.

Consider the section to be composed of an infinite number of

washers each of infinitesimal thickness dx, then the reluctance of a

washer is:

df dx/Q A) (3-9.1)

where

»> l} (n/4) (op_2 - D2) (3-9.2)

419



420 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

The inner and outer diameters at location x can be found by linearly

interpolating between the known end diameters:

ID, ID; + (1/t) (ID; - ID) x (3-9.3)

0D= OD; + (1/£) (0D, = OD) +x (3-9.4)

Substituting Eqs. (3-9.3) and (3~9.4) into Eq. (3-9.2) and collecting

like powers of x results in a quadratic:

A= (n/4)(a + bx + cx?) (3-9.5)

where

a = 0D;2 - ID, 2

b = (2/t){0D, (OD, - OD;) = ID;(ID, - ID;)}

c = (1/t2){(0D, - 0OD;)2 =- (ID, - ID;)?}

hence, t
bo dx
HT a + bx + cx’

 

x I (3-9.6)

The result of this integration can have any one of three forms; let

b? - 4ac (3-9.7)

(2cx + v)/ [lal (3-9.8)

then if ¢>0 and [r]<1, the solution is:

q

and

= Il

R = = —58 tanhlr (3-9.9)
ir fla]

if g>0 and |r] = 1, the solution is:

 

4 r~-1 -
R=" n n (z 7 ) (3-9.10)

if q<0, the solution for all r is:

8 (3-9.11)=1
i= tan r

 



°

1 User Instructions

MAGNETIO RELUCTANCE OF TAPERED CYLINDRICAL SECTIONS
load

load load section

10) f ID, |op, oD,

INSTRUCTIONS

Load both sides of the

select print/ rint option

load inner diameters

Load outer diameters

Load c permeability of material

Calculate reluctance

Notes

> units of the users choo may be

used as as the same unit is used

ut. If the reluctance is

to be loaded into Pro then

inch units should be used,

The units of reluctance are in inverse

dimension units, i,e,, inches™ em

t=, ete.

OUTPUT
DATA/UNITS

0 (no rt

1 (print)
0 (no rt

 



422 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPONENT DESIGN

Example 3-9.1

Given the conical section shown in Fig. 3-9.2, calculate the re-

luctance in inch units.

f Steel , = 1000

Figure 3-9.2 Tapered conical section.

LZ Che ID

«4% c2fn IDs

3 Spot oD,

LZ G3GF op,

cen waft

166d. SIED wo

c2£Z calculate reluctance

F.E7i-8T vex Q, in”)



  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        
 

39 Program Listing 1
el LbE.h LOADIDy { 1D, 815 #LBLE ,CALOULATE RELUCTANCE
Boz STG] — — 7 7 B28  RCLI  ecmloulate and stores —
eas Ri store entries B21 RCLZ 2

ond ST0B ee oe op ez - (opr -0Dy)
Jt s spage and return subr 23 iE

ag6  xLEi _LOAD0D,4, 0D, _ B24 &T08 el]
867 $703 TT 825 LSTX caloulate and retain in stk:

oes rs storeemtries Co oe RL _0D(0D, - 004) oo]

a18 E708 oto space and return subr | B28 RCL! celeulatew/ register ariths
611 #LELC _ LOAD SHOTION LE 629  RCLe
a12 s7D4 TT] 83a - 2

213 C706 631 genre (0P2 - 0D) - (ID, - Ip,)*
819 LBL OAD PERMEKBILITY 832 He
@is E70: B32 57-8 -
BJ6 #LELE spaceandreturn subroutine| B34 Fi calculate and store bi:
[3 cPL 835 ROLE
18 RTK 638 x

a37 - 2
828 ENTH 2 {oo4(00, - 00) - Io, (10; -10))
6839 +
846 RCL4
041 =

842 ETO?

943 FCL4 finish oc calculation ~~
G44 Xe

84s ST:_
3] RCL? caloulate and store qs

B48 ROLF

b4g HE

Basa RCLE

as! ae

352 = q = b*-4ac
833 R{LE

294 ®

ass 3

ase

Bas? -

@se__sToE|
[i HES celoulate and stores
asa Ji

B61 sTOR EE _
Bed RCL+ caloulate and stores
R63 GSER
Béd STO9 t

865  CLN § dx
B65 GSR a+ bx ys OxF
B67 ST-9 °

REGISTERS . - -

° IDs ! 1D, 2 oD, 3 oD, “¢ > M ® scratch b c S$

SO Sh S2 S3 S54 S5 S6 57 S8 S9

B D E 1

A [al % ¢ 2cx + b RR       
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7 TLS TI=113 #LBLZoe R t caloulate and store on Fr logarithmic solution

gra x Teluctance 115 RCLA
ar1  RCLS + 116 -
arz Fi 4 dx 117 RCLC
2 x R= FTbxice 118 RCLA
B74 3 é 118 +
ors sTOE __ __ _ ___ _ J} [128
EFF
ae pre print reluctance and space pr korn

#79 SFC 124 RIN return to main program — |
aga ETH 125 ¥LBLH trigonometric solution

5 CL -
aor on integral evaluation 15 A calculate tan r
8e3 + Subroutine W"IZ8 ¥LELI common portion of

128 ENTt hn b
get RoLE caloulate and store ri 126 + ayperbolio and trigonometris

886  RCLY 131 RCLA
A87 + 132 < o_o

agg  STOC r= Zortl 133 RIN return to main progrem

289  RCLA fia] —i13i7sLc PRINTORTOGGLE
asa : 135 F19
a9! £T06 6707 Jump 11f flag 1 4s st —
B97AEE Ly en TA aa. 137 SF1 set flag 1 _

set flag 0 if the magnitude| EBV -_—
Fo a of r 1s greater than 1 EA Dlece11 indimleyKeyl td —

a5 NST 148 wRZGos Cra 141 Fi olear flag 1 and plage a
 — — — — — = = Zero in the display
837  RCLE d42 ox CC 0 TT
ass xe? jump if q 4s less than O 1437 "RIN “return control to keyboard

a Jumpif flag O 1s set

oe eors oaloulatetanh"! r
164 +
185 EEX
186  RCLE

1 i 1+v167 - ==pA : tanh r=3-4n 1-r

189 {4
ii@ LH
111___CHS changesignperEq,(3-8.9) |

~112 GTO! Jump
 

Flag 1 should be set (cleared) before
magnetic card recording depending upon
the user's desire for the program to
normally be in the print (R/S) mode
after the card reed.     
 

 

   
       

A toad [BE toad CT Lload LABELSTord E calcviste 10 FLAGS parle
Ibid Ika Oy 4 ODz + permesbisty reluctance r>1 FLAGS TRIG DISP

’ ° ¢ © Pnala|! print 0 "a oec FIX
0 local 1 subreotine [2 subroutine [3 print [&]s [4 2 1 GRAD SCI
pemtstinpdmtnitiosrystatien 5 g 2 RAD WN ENG a

   



Part 4

HIGH FREQUENCY

CIRCUIT DESIGN





PROGRAM 4-1 BILATERAL TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER DESIGN USING S PARAMETERS.

Program Description and Equations Used

When sj», the reverse transmission coefficient, cannot be reduced

to near zero using unilateral design methods,* or the unilateral figure

of merit is not sufficiently near zero, the bilateral design method must

be used. Since s12 is related to the capacitive reactance of the trans-

istor base-collector capacity, and this reactance becomes smaller as

frequency increases, the bilateral design requirement generally occurs

when the amplifier is to be used at UHF frequencies and above.

The bilateral stability factor, K, is computed using Eq. (4-1.1).

For the amplifier to be unconditionally stable, K must be greater than

one, and the magnitudes of sj; and s,, must be smaller than one. Since

sy) and s,, are reflection coefficients, this last requirement implies

that the input and output impedances are positive. Unconditional sta-—

bility means the amplifier will not oscillate for any choice of input

and output terminations.

 

IRE rt
K -1,1

2ls,1°8),1 ¢ )

A = 811822 = 821°812 (4-1.2)

When K is less than one, the amplifier will oscillate with certain

source and load impedances, hence, these impedances must be carefully

selected. The HP EE pac Program 18 will calculate the stability circles

to aid in the termination impedance selection.

The scattering parameters are:

s,; is the input reflection coefficient,

Ss. , is the reverse transmission coefficient,

S 1 is the forward transmission coefficient, and

S55 is the output reflection coefficient.

* See the HP EE pac Program 16 for unilateral design methods.

427



428 HIGH FREQUENCY CIRCUIT DESIGN

Scattering parameters are obtained from reflection coefficient measure-

ments applied to a two port network with both ports loaded with a ref-

erence impedance, Zs which is typically 50 ohms resistive. The re-

flection coefficient is defined by Eq. (1-1.2). For a more comprehen-

sive discussion of s parameters, see Froehner [24], HP application

note 95 [32], or Carson [15].

If the proposed amplifier is unconditionally stable, then the maxi-

mum gain can be calculated using Eq. (4-1.3)

. (K NS -1) (4-1. 3)

The negative sign is used when B, is positive and vice-versa:

S71

S12
G =

max   

By=1+ ls; 12- Is,,[%2- [a]? (4-1.4)

The source and load reflection coefficients necessary to provide

Gax are given by Eqs. (4-1.5) and (4~1.6). These loads present a con-

jugate match to the transistor.

2

MS CG TRE (4-1.5)

1

2
« By +5, - 4c, |oy =Ct2 (4-1.6)

C1 = 8. - Aes,,* (4-1.8)

= - - * -c, 5,0 A S13 (4-1.9)

The minus sign in Eqs. (4-1.5) and (4-1.6) is used when B, is positive

and vice-versa. The asterisk (%*) means the complex conjugate, i.e.,

the sign of the imaginary part is reversed, or the sign of the angle is

reversed for rectangular or polar formats respectively.

Equations (4-1.5) and (4-1.6) are used to calculate reflection co-

efficients. The corresponding impedances can be obtained if Eq. (1-1.2)

1s rearranged to provide Zr in terms of 2g

_, l+op
2, = LT (4-1.10)

This routine is contained under label E of the program.
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calculate oaloulate
Ky Guax ©1 oad mex

STEP INSTRUCTIONS BESTS KEYS DATAIONITS

1 Load both sides of megnetic card

2 Select print or R/S option f JE Jo (R/S)

[£ 1[LE_| |1 (print)
£J[E 0 (R/s)

;

3 load elements of s parameter matrix for

1 = 11, 12, 21, 22 (any order)

a) load angle of s43 in degrees 05»

|

ENT

4]

b) load magnitude of s, 1844 [ENT §]

c) load subscript i] [A]

& Calculate stability factor and maximum gein B | K
Cmax, dB

5 Calculate angle and magnitude of load

reflection coefficient to obtain Gpax [c X Omi
| Cen

Calculate real and imaginary parts of

load impedance Z, Re Zp,

In Zr

6 Calculate angle and magnitude of source

reflection coefficient to obtain Go. [£2 [6 4 Pms

} Oms |

Oaloulate real and imaginary parts of

source impedance Z, [EB] Re Z,

Im 2g

7 Calculate real and imaginary parts of

impedances corresponding to a reflection 40 ENT}

coefficient and Z, | el ENT }

2 Re Z 
Im 2    
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Example 4-1.1

Given a 2N3570 transistor operating at I. = 4 mA and Vee = 10 V and

having the following s parameters at 750 MHz,

8 5
11 12 0.277 & - 59° 0.078 X% 93°

81 89a 1.920 X% 60° 0.848 % - 31°

calculate the stability factor, the maximum power gain in dB, the source

reflection coefficient and impedance to obtain Coax? and the load re-

flection coefficient and impedance to obtain Coax"

 

PROGRAM INPUT PROGRAM OUTPUT
 

 

8,15 angle in degrees
sy, magnitude

ij

8,
512
ij

©
S
el
1]

85,
552
ij

 

calculate K & Gpgy
K > 1, uncond stable

G__, dB
max

 

calculate pyg
%PMg, degrees

[Pus

 

calculate Zg

Re Zg, ohms
Im Zo» ohms

  

calculate ML

4 Py, degrees

Pu|
calculate Zr,

Re Zj,, ohms
Im Z1,, ohms
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H81  *LBLR LOAD _O14481541] aap SBE gotoprintroutine_

@Bz  ENTT — a5? Y caloulat .
483 + psa LaTy chloulate Gmax
ia4 2 caloulate storage register pr way

685 j index BEG EEY
aoe - acl -
@67__ STO _ G52 Ts
Gob an — TT 863 RCLS Sas z
saa so; TFeeever and store sy4 a64 eo Gua= 3 (KEK -1 )

G1@___152] incrementregisterindex ~ | aes - J
all Re TTTT 866  RCLE - used when By 1s +

giz on; recover amd store045 ger x *
G13 GI04 to space andr age RCL3
G14 #LELE _OALOULATE KX,Gmax __ _ | Bed so

an Roe calculate and store 811°85o ore nee convert Gp.x to dB power

@a17  RCLD gr:  EEx 84m
G18  RCLE 873 1
g19 GSR? ave Moe A
@28  STOE | Sy - Su) E75 GI0G goto print and space subr

821 Re Gi 7 | c sourcemax __|

p22 STO7 A SySa oo are 7 calculate - A - Sj,
z3  RCL4 calculate and store: or
824 RCL3 ar
425  RCLE 2
B26 ROLE &g

bee chy 0" SwSe = Suosa Ge oo]
gz9 ROLY recall gy
836 RCLE TN

831 GSB __calcandprint %-Psorce.max|
a3z  STO6  |A) Saal —
#33 Rk Asad
834 Stor Ae o_o | cale |sui*-1S2l* -1a24 =84 |
G35 RCLD finish K calculation Jump
836 RCL! { _CALCULATE© lead, max, —
837 ESET B= |sul-lszl®- al’ +1 caloulate -A Su
§3& RCL
83% XE
p48 EEX
41 +
a4z  RCLI
g43 NE JE
a44 -
845  RCLD recalleps =
B46 5 calo and print X Plosq,max |
847-4 +1A1% = [sy] = Ise? dsl]
#48 RCLZ AL
G43  RCLE | Ted GsEr eal [822[2~[sal*- A]2-1 = B2
G54 x L155  #LELI calculate refl coef mag

851 BES 186 FRCLA -%B
852 ENTH 67 rCLe (81

g53 + 15 roe (CH
654 : 2 2 2 18% ENT?

14 1Aa1* 150] ~ | Spl y5 STOS r— ilaass stos K 2 [5m Sug] 14 +

HERITERS tch scratch scratch
1 2 4 bp 3cratc 7 rYatc B 9

° el [sal X sq Ise] "Ase [san®B] al | xa |BierBl | K
150 S1 S52 53 S4 55 S56 S7 58 59

Re e Im Q Z, , Zs X Zs

A C l .
A Ch%8 | 524 X. S24 [S22] X sz index

   
 



 

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

a1 Program Listing 11
111 : Co 166 -
117 ENT? } B\? 167  §T0®
113 se [9] =8 - (signB) 3) -1 168 X=@°
114 EEX 169 EEX
118 - 178 ABS
116 I% 171 LSTX

117 RCLS ire <

118 X 173 E&TOS
{1% - 174 RTH

1:0_+LALE _print andspacesubroutine 175 ¥LELT complex add subroutine
TEE 17e 3 TT
128 x»LBLZ space subroutine = | ir? Rd

123 F87  gpege if flag O is sot 178 Ri
124 SPC oo] 179 +R

IZ “goto R/8 lock 88 XY
! AP4I0I4ZE, >Tm,Re Z 181 Ri

== AfHPE Ee 2 Re £. 182 +
£702 183 Ri

Ri 184 +

+R 185 Rt
131 ET08 Re Q 186 FP

132 EEX 187 RTN

132 + 188 #LBLY? complex multiply subroutine
134 KY TERepARR
135 8TOM Im 14 136 X

13¢ 827 151 R4
137 +P i+0 182 +

138 8Tx2 Zo (1+9) 193 Rt
139 XY i34 RTH
148 STO x (4+9) 190 ¥LBL: subroutine to finish O
141 RCLI 156 CSB  caloulation, store results
1 oe -Im¢ ar 5708 and print engle of

198 XY144 ROLE Re 0 150 THe reflection coefficient

143 - 206 STOR
146 WP i-¢ 261 #LELY printsubroutine
147 ST:2 [EJ [i+(4-0) = |Z] 262 Fa? — CTT TT
148 xy 263 PRTX print and return if fleg ©
149 87-3 X{i+p) -4(1-p) = 42 sed F8? 1s set, otherwise stop
158 RCL3 AZ 283 RTN

151 RCL2 [Z| 206 R/S
152 2%— 287 RIN
i53 JR convert rectangular | 208 ¥LbLe S lo
154 ses printReZ _] [zo “RE MELock inadvertentuse
155 {2Y recoverIm2 210 GTO%tonsRE
[36 E100 print spaoe| 211 *LBLe PRINT, B/S TOGGLE
157 #LEL7 subroutiné to caloulate: 212 CFO elear flag 0 to indicate
158 Ne 213  CLX R/S mode and place a Zero
158 HY X2-Y% -lal?2+4 =B |—thedisplay
Isl Xz 215 sLBlLe
161 - , 21¢ SF3 set flag O to indionte

162 EEX sign(B) =~ RS 217 EEX primt and continue mode
163 + 218 FTN end place a one in display
i64 RCLE
i&s NE NOTE FLAG SET STATUS

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
Aeitsitiy PF K; Gmav |” Omi P Ie O42,=Z 0 print FLAGS TRIG DISP
a b “0 d 0 i ON OFF

Tocal Label —Eubregte 3 a z om ran coPort spc, rin |W Ey £87 [PwCs space, rin : SD ENG,SPrnt RIS [Boe (ook 17 T complex | complex [3 2 -
subroutine sobrovtine oad multiply 3           



PROGRAM 4-2 UHF OSCILLATOR DESIGN USING S PARAMETERS.

Program Description and Equations Used

At UHF frequencies, the interelement capacities of a UHF transistor

can function as the feedback elements to allow the device to oscillate

when connected to an external tuned circuit (usually a Y% — wave transmis-

sion line section). The emitter circuit is generally left unbypassed

while the base circuit is bypassed with a capacitor to provide an ac

ground. The collector-emitter capacity provides the necessary feedback

to allow the collector to exhibit negative output impedance and oscillate

with the external tumed circuit.

The program starts with the common base s parameters, reverses the

port ordering so the collector is the input, and calculates the reflect-

ion coefficient of the "input." If the magnitude of the reflection co=

efficient is greater than one, the real part of the input impedance will

be negative. The routine under label E provides the conversion from re-

flection coefficient to impedance, while the routine under label e pro-

vides the reverse conversion.

Equation (4-2.1) calculates the input reflection coefficient when

the output port is loaded with R as shown by Fig. 4-2.1. Equation (4-2.1)

holds for any transistor configuration.

8 ,."8_,'p
s ~g 4-22 2D (4-2.1)

11 11 1- Sy5 Py

where Py is defined by Eq. (1-1.2) with Z, = R

433
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Figure 4-2.1 Common base transistor with collector as
input port,

If the tuned source is connected to the collector, and the reflect-

ion coefficient of the source is denoted Pgs the circuit will oscillate

if:

es '>1 4~2.2Pgs > ( )

This equation is used in reverse to calculate the source reflection

coefficient necessary for oscillation, i.e.:

be = 3 (4-2.3)

This reflection coefficient can be converted to its equivalent impedance

using Eq. (4-1.10). The "Q," or quality factor, of this impedance is the

ratio of the imaginary part to the real part, i.e,:

Im Z
Q =

Re Z,
 (4=2.4)

The transistor negative input impedance can also be used to make a

reflection amplifier if a circulator is used to separate the input from

the output. The noise figure will be poor because of the large unby-

passed emitter resistance.

For more information see the HP Journal [33], or HP application note

number 95 [32].

Notes for User Instructions. Most UHF transistors are four lead devices

(emitter, base, collector, and case). The case is electrically isolated

from the transistor, in fact, the transistor chip is so small that it

is mounted on the end of the collector lead inside the case. Because
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of the fourth element, the case, the parasitic capacities from it to the

other leads will introduce errors into the common-emitter to common-base

s parameter conversion. See G. Bodway's article [ 9] on characteriza-

tion of transistors by means of three port scattering parameters as one

way of dealing with this problem.

If the common base s parameters are available, or can be measured,

they are the highly preferred form of data input for the program. Com

mon-base parameters notwithstanding, the common-emitter conversion can

be used with the knowledge that CI will not be very accurate.



«2 User Instructions
  

  

  
print a caloulate
 

    

 

   

   

matrix 1/8, = ©,
ca culate [load A054 [Qe]

344 ale Sus  

 

   

  

 INPUT
OUTPUT

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATA/UNITS KEYS DATA/UNITS1 Load both sides of program card or load
Program 4-3 if parameter conversion regd

 
  

 2 Load a parameters, If iready tneomon

f
f

|____bass form, goto step 10 after executing a] this step.
|} 8)loadangleof scatteringparameter 4.| [mrt |b) load magnitude of soattering parameter [844]

[

mnt]c) load subsoript of sgattering parameter 13 [A

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 
  

 

 

Repeat this step for 4§ = 11, 12, 21, 23
in any order

 

   
  

  

 
3 To convert common emitter s parameters to

common base, load EE1-06A, parameter
conversionss ezxY, 8, Z, H. (see notes
in step 16)

 

 

   

  

 
 

  
4

|

_Convert s parameters to ¥ parameters Z, [B |   

 5 Load Program 4-3 to convert gommon emitter
Y parameters to common base Y parameters  

  
 

  

 

 

 
7 Reload EE1-06A to convert Y parameters back

to & parsmeters  
 

 

   

 
8 Convert Y parameters to s parameters Z, [£

]

   

 
10 Calculate load reflection coefficient

8) load imagipary part of Zemitter Imz, | [mTb) load real part of Somittor Re Zj, ENT}¢)

_

load reference impedance Zo Le] AC
[0]
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DATAORITS

11 Enter load reflection coefficient 4 Oy ENT

] (if step 10 is used, the reflection | Rul B

coefficient magnitude and angle are already

in the stack--- use key "B" alone)

12 Interchange port ordering 1=2 [££ J&A]

13 Caleulate sy,’ [ec ] X sy’

| su’

14 Caloulate © = 1/873’ Le D X 4/54’
sa

15 Convert Qa to Zt enter referemce impedance Z, E |Im2,

|Rei,|

To find the minimum resonator Q a Qasin |

16 The lead reflection coefficient is not
 

erased when Program 4-3 or EE1-06A"ie used,
 

hence, for another case, the keystrokes
 

in steps 12, 13, 14, and 15 are contained
 

in user definable key fB, therefore, for
 

another case, do steps 1 through 9, them
 

execute fB
 

 

* In HP EE pec (supplied by HP)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
[2 103]

 

 

 

 

 

 

A By 

[ Bul 

5 Vey 
[ 48| 

Im2,|
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Example 4-2.1

A UHF oscillator using a RCA 2N5179 transistor is to operate between300 MHz and 400 MHz. The transistor is to be operated at 1.5 mAcollect-tor current and 4 volts Vee per the manufacturer's recommendations, At300 MHz the common-emitter Y parameters are:

{(6.5 + 19.0) x 1073} -41.35 x 10~3 }

{(32 - 32) x 1073 H(0.25 + j2.6) x 1073}

and at 400 MHz the common-emitter y parameters are:

{(9.2 + 310.7) x 1073} ~-j1.8 x 10° 3 }

{(25 - 334) x 1073 H(0.3+ 34.0) x 103}

The proposed oscillator schematic 1s shown in Fig. 4~2.2, and bias-ing networks have been added to achieve the manufacturer's recommended
bias. The 100 ohm resistor in series with the RFC lowers the Q of the
resonant circuit formed by the RFC and the coax capacity so the circuitwill not preferentially oscillate at that lower frequency.

+.5V
  

RFC

100£2 (Q killer)

coaxial line segment

 

  
  

1000pF

coaxial
feedthru
capacitor 2N5179  
centralah
MFT-1000 220

Figure 4-2.2 Oscillator schematic for Example 4-2.1.
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 4-2.1, J00MHz CASE

439

 

Load Program 4-3 & load y params

 

36.

Load Program EE1-O6A (EE pac)

3Eb load reference Z &
convert y params to
8 parameters

 

 

14.

-27.41+68
1.484+80

-16.62+66
1.824+88

8.
228.
56.

8. E80+86

EIE. +88
185, 8+088

9.817+66 

i. Ske select y parameters

Im load yie ond |
Re convert to

X polar format
GBA 1]

7 Se ENTT ©load ye in|
1.3582 mag polar format

if. GB8BR 1)

~~ T-FECERTT Im load Yee ond |
LHS Re convert to
*F polar format

1.-83 =x
21. GSBM 1)

7 TIE ENT Im load y__ and
.25 +f Re convertto

1.-85 x polar format

22. GSBa 1)

TT GSE “printsstored ‘params

OM XY11 3 Ye
WE |31]1°7 |yie)

AER AY 3 Ire
HE 131217 [Vrel

~43. 68488 kx yy
ac_s=7 ds 21 r ¥fe

43.25-83 x%¥ |¥23( °F Ye

84. 51468 xan
2.612-07 wx 022 or *Joe

i} 1722] °F Yoel

_ — _ _ TEOE= CB conversion|
ESBE print stored params

-29.31+88 *¥¥  X Yip
44.44-83 w1x  |Yip|

TE.EIHEE WK XYpp
1275-83 kkk [Yep

-42.33+88 kkk XYpy
-43,. 64-03 kx [Yep

84. 51+E88 kx Yop
2.612-63 xk yop] 

load this program (Program 4-2)

Gabe
iy

XY

Ey

EXE

xx

EK

EXE

¥EX
pe — —— — — Em— em em em. eed

EHTT

ENT

E5Ee

Ex¥

629.6-83 xx |g)

 

KER

NR

print s parameters

4811

1811]

4812
i812!

487)
[e211

P22!

load Rj, and caloulate

Pp using 50 ohm Z,

Im Rp,
Re Ry,

Zo

x%L

Be —

Im Zjy

Re zy,

Qi, = Im ZL / Re 2;

for Zy~ 50  
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A transmission line segment is designed to provide the load react-

ance of j616 ohms to resonate at 300 MHz. The real part of the load re-

actance is ignored since the Q of the resonant line will be much larger

than the minimum Q required. The amplitude of the oscillation will

increase until the amplifier becomes non-linear and its power gain is

reduced to the point that Eq. (4-2.2) is satisfied with the equals sign.

Because of the high load reactance required, a high Z, in the reso-

nant line is desired. For the transmission line, use a #12 AWG wire

spaced 0.25" off a ground plane as shown by Fig. 4-2.3.

#12 AWG,
_S— d = 0.0808"

h = 0.25"

ere

Figure 4=2,3 Air dielectric transmission line.

The characteristic impedance, Zys of this line is:

z =138 1,520 (4=2.5)
o E d

r

where € is the relative dielectric constant of the dielectric, and is

unity for air. Using this Es and the d and h shown in Fig. 4-2.3, the

characteristic impedance of the line is 150.6 ohms.

If the trimmer capacitor at the far end of the line is a 1 = 10 pF

piston trimmer, its reactance with 10 pF at 300 MHz is:

X, = -3/(2rfC) = - 353.05 ohms (4=2.6)

The length of transmission line that transforms -j53.05 ohms to

j61l6 ohms is needed. Equation (1~1.1) can be manipulated to provide the

solution for line length i.e.:

2ve _ op (4-2.7)
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where °. is defined by Eq. (1-2.7). Since the transmission line load

impedance is purely imaginary, as is the required input impedance, and

the line is essentially lossless, the expressions for the reflection co—

efficients are the ratios of complex conjugates, and Eq. (4-2.7) can be

reduced to the following forms:

_ A -1 i-2, -1 3+ZgL£ = {oe ( Z, ) - tan ( Z (4~2.8)  

where

Using Eq. (4~2.8) with Zz = —-j53.05 ohms, Z, = 616 ohms, Z, = 150.6 ohms,

and A = 3 x 10%/ freq = 1 meter = 39.27 inches yields {f= 10.46 inches.

This length is too long to be practical. If capacity is added to the

transistor collector circuit, less inductance will be required from the

transmission line stub, and a shorter stub can be used. If 10 pF is

added from the collector to ground, the susceptance of this capacitor

will be:

B = 27£C = (27) (300 x 10%) (10”'!) = 18.85 mmho

This susceptance is subtracted from the susceptance required from the

transmission line stub to obtain the new transmission line susceptance

and hence, input reactance:

 

1 - _Bline = Gig ~ 0-01885 =

=

0.02047 mho

or

X -—=1__ 4g 84 ohms
line B.. :

line

Using Eq. (4-2.8) with Z = j48.84 and the other parameters un-

changed yields £= 4,09 inches, which is much more practical. With this

line length, the trimmer capacitor value for oscillation at 400 MHz is

calculated as shown by the HP-97 printout in Fig. (4-2.5). Again,

neglecting the real part of Zs and accommodating the susceptance of the

additional 10 pF at the transistor collector, the line must present a

reactance of 36.22 ohms to the collector. Using Eq. (4-2.8) and solving

for Z, given £= 4.09 inches, A = 29.53 inches, Z, = j36.22 ohms and Z, =

150.6 ohms yields Z. = -3110.8 ohms. At 400 MHz, -j110.8 ohms is the
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reactance of a 3.6 pF capacitor, which is within the tuning range of the

piston trimmer capacitor. The complete schematic of the oscillator is

shown in Fig. 4~2.4, which was breadboarded and does oscillate over the

300 to 400 MHz range. This type of oscillator is often used as the

local oscillator in UHF tv tuners,

+H.5V

RFC 10T, #24, 02°

> 68k $1002 | a1FY
Y

    
 
Figure 4-2.4 UHF oscillator schematic.
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Load Program 4-3 and load y params Load Program EE1-06A (EE pao)
1. 65Be select y paremeters

J8., EZBk load reference Z &
18.7 ENTT TmYie convert y parameters

9.2 *F Re yie to s parameters
l.-83 x

11. G5BA 1 Load this program (Program 4-2)

print s parameters
487,

811]

~34. ENT! Im y, 95.19+66 #6 f8qp
25, *F Re Fe 38-83 wax 8Lan Ye 1F12]
2i. BSEA 4 -36. 30+E6 kek x8

|_ _ _ _ oo mm ed 1.365+88 Axx 851
4. ENT? Im yg,
a *F Re Yoe -13.536+08 Fx X8oo

1.-83 x 1.B35+08  wx¥ [80s]
ZZ. BSBA 1)

_ oo load Rj, and calc PL:

5BE print stored values using 50 ohm Z,

Comoe LL J8., ESBe g
hasXf GHEE xp,1.868-03 *% yo 72 kkk |

—33 ETHIE ¥¥F X ype fm mmm me=]

42. 20-63 KE yp SBE loed ©, into progrem

83. 71+ EX Yoe GSEk executedesign
4, 811-83 xxx Yoel -17.85+86 sw £891"

a toeereEe kex |e]

G5BE convert CE = 0B 13.06466 wx £1/81q"
CTT TTTT TT TTT TTT 8378-83 aw [1/80GSEE print CB velues : /e11
TI ASAE MRE yyy, 463.5+38 ##¢ Im Z40.4482 bx ylo 11€.466 ¥¥% Re 7 for Zo=50

EE Xn 3.471488 ##% Quin=Im Zp / Re I
hy IYrb

49, 56+0E  Ekw y

-39.24-63 kx Ty

BI.TIHEE AK £¥op
4, 811-83 *¥kx% [Yobl    
Fig, 42,5 HP-97 printout for 400 MHz case.
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IADS PARAMETERS; _ | #56 Ser
as7  ST+S
@s8  RCLS Si _ S2:S24.P,

caloulate storage index 859  RCLS } “= Temp. Toot
ace +F
acl STOE

— oo] a2 Nev IE - finfS polar
B63 5708 * _

re] BEd L105 gotoprint subroutine

_ 865 #LBLD OALGULATEQ- Su” GIVEN @ |
BEE PIS
gs7  ST0A |e
ge8  M2Y
agg STO! Ap
ar F2s ,
B71 ROLY X oy

store angle _ §72 ROLE sw
TUS gotospacego Sadro¥irp a73 F2s ,

¥LELC CALCULATE sy3'  _ __ __ _| 674 sT=a (el-isa’l

FCLT lsel ars KRY ,
ST B76 ST+1 Aft A Sm
RELY 4s 877  RCLA

= . S43 S24 0, gre RCL!
fF ls ( Sm S44 + {-Su ou G72 F2s

fk : AS

RELE oul

400 =
B86 ¥LBLE “Re, Im Z GIVEN Xp 1[p[f Zo ]

A. S22 aay 2g

Ae age &T04 Ze
gas Ri

1522] aap +R 1+

lel #51 STD? Reg Z=1Z, Shr
@9z  EEY
g53 + 4+ Re Q

asd ERY
895 ST03 Imo
A965 M2

1- Sz ga7 PF Wal
2 fo pag Smead 3

aga ERY Zor (149)
1g ST05

1 942-524: 1in polar 181 KCL3

i 1-92.90, coordinates 182 CHS

1 183 EEY
i in rect 164 RCLZ

a

Sa

S2f oordinates 165 -
at Pu tas sp 4-9
as; 187 ST:
& 185 sey cale Z

a 1A £T-5

5h 118  RCLS

REGISTERS

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

| Sql A Su {stl A S12 fect A Qu scralch

|

scratch

S 52 53 S4 85 tche|S6 S7 S8 S9

Ogcratch [scratch [Im 0 Re ©, Zoy |Z.) hE 3” "scratch

A B Cc D E 1

|824] A Sat |s22| X s22 index         
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STDS gotoprint subroutine
  

Fat
STO Zg

Fd
STZ ReZ Z- Zo

Fd = =—=2
&T0z Tm Z = Fiz.

Ft
Ft.
- Zo - Re Z

+P
5705 | Zo - Z|

8106 X (Zo - Z)
ROLE
RCL
RCLd

+:

2a QIOTVEN Tn ZfReZiZe|

—
h
e

h
a

“
A
T
T
T
)

T
e

T
y

F
y

N
y

T
y

 

c
f
r
b
d

b
e

~
q
-

Sta

og
=
=

=a
P
e
r
B
e

P
e
k
B
k

B
e
r

Be

o
e
o
n

w
r

f
l
a
b
n

b
e

 

f
r
e

—
_

re
e

 

 

 

 

w
o
[
t
f

m
a
c
a
f

P
o
o
m
m
o

o
o
m
a
l
i
g
n
p
i
a
r
o
o
m

t
o
G
o
f
y
o
n
]

E
t
e
)
P
o
e
m
t
n

O
n

a
g

T
y

 

 

  

   
 

 

 

         

5

&

2

Js
156 %LELS space and returmsubroutine|
15 Fee19 SFL space if flag O is set

19 ETH

[i #LEL:. R/S lockupsubroutine
15 FS

ig ET07

i837 #LELS printorR/S subroutine _|

ph el if flag O is set, print
135 FETS and return
Zha Hi;

47 282 otherwise stop
i48 283

I3r E2Y Notes
152 stor Lo _
1 RELL Flag © controls the print or R/S decision.
Toa ALL As, >i It should be set or reset to reflect the
156 ih 12 <= Sz users gholce of printed output, or program
pe Std halts for output respectively at the time
Jr R= — mr - - 1 th

Ter TFilE e magnetic card is recorded.

159 RCL3

168 STOR |sqpl2> | sad
161 ney

162 S703

£7 ET? bp

164__*LBLb ; 0, £D, 50
165 ESBe -

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A B )
ihrenorioncaf] Coauate 0 cdcate Eozyx [0 print FLAGS TRIG DISP
a interch. b t d calculate ON OFF
ports 162 [enc0, E |% Fmaivix Ase [z,Z>0 o 0 O| DEG ® FIX
0 1 2 3 4 1 GRAD SCI

5 printor KS T T = 2 RAD ENG H
abro Pine 7otp 8rte|sobrestune 3 3 n—32__   





PROGRAM 4-3 TRANSISTOR CONFIGURATION CONVERSION.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program allows conversion between common emitter, common base,

and common collector configurations of transistor h parameters or y para—

meters, as well as conversions between the h and the y parameters.

The configuration conversions is done by operating on the y parame-

ters and converting to and from the h parameters for data input and out-

put. To make the program operate in either h or y parameters, the con-

version process is skipped for the y parameter case. Label 7 of the pro-

gram contains the coding that accomplishes the h to y, or y to h conver-

sion. Label 7 is called at the beginning and end of the configuration

conversion, and flag 0 is used to indicate whether or not the subroutine

under label 7 should be skipped or not.

 

€, N €,

   
 

Figure 4-3.1 Two-port network conventions.

Given a two-port network with port voltages and currents as defined

by Fig. 4~3.1, the y and h parameters are defined as follows:

h parameters

E =a 2 = 4= 1
1 11 12 1 4-3.)

i

I, hy, hy, E,

447



448 HIGH FREQUENCY CIRCUIT DESIGN

y parameters

I yi1 yi2 Ey (4-3.2)

I, ¥21 Yoo Ey

The network ports correspondence to the transitor elements is shown

in Table 4-3.1.

Table 4=3.1 Transistor 2-port correspondences

 

 

 

 

Configuration 1 1' or 2° 2

CE B E C

CB E B C

CC B C E       
The h parameters are converted to y parameters with the following

transformation [15]:

(4-3.3)

Yi1 Y12 1, =h; 5

1
hy,

Y21 You hpy, hyjhpy = By oho

Likewise, the y parameters are converted to h parameters in similar

fashion:

(4-3.4)

by, hy, 1, ~¥12

hyp hay Ya1 , Yi1¥22 = ¥21712

Since the form of both conversions is identical, the same subroutine is

used for both conversions (subroutine 7).

The y matrix representing the present transistor configuration is
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transformed into another y matrix representing the new transistor config-

uration. This new matrix is designated y' for clarity. These trans-

formations are:

For CE - CB or CB + CE,

(4-3.5)

yi’ vio {y11 +t Yo2 *VYi2 ta} (-r12 + v2

yor! Y22' {(=(ya +22) } { Yi }

For CC ~ CE or CE » CC, (4-3.6)

yi" Y12' { Y11 Poo -(y11 + vi) }

Yor! Yoo! =(yy1 +9Y21) 3 {Yi1 t V2 t Yu tig}

For CC > CB,

(4-3.7)

Yi’ Yio! { Y22 FoA (yor + ¥22) }

Yor! You! {=(v12 +22) } {¥11 tYi2 tYa to}

For CB —CC,

yi1' Yio! {yy, +tY2, t¥y +o (=(y11 + vy21) }

yo1' yoo! {-(yi1 + yv12) } { y11 }

After the respective conversion is complete, the y' matrix has replaced

the y matrix in storage.

In looking over the various conversions, one will notice similari-

ties in the operations used. There are four basic operations used to

perform all the conversions:
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1) no change;

2) (yp or yy) ty1,3

3) (yy; or yy) * VY, and

4) yy FY t Yo + Voge

The choice between ¥, and y,, OF Yio and ss can be taken care of by

interchanging the appropriate y matrix elements prior to these

calculations. This matrix reordering is accomplished under label 3.

The matrix conversion calculation is done under label 6 (two places);

thus, these subroutines are selectively used to achieve all conversions.
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TRANSISTOR CONFIGURATION CONVERSION
 

 

  

 

  
 

 

  
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAIUNITS KEYS DARTS

1 Load bothsides of program ecard

2 Select h or y matrix mode

a) h parameters 0 CellC] 0

b) y parameters 1 (eI E] 1

3 Load matrix to be comverted

2) angle of hij OF yi O44 ENT}
b) magnitude of hyy OF y,4 | 113 ENT ¢
¢) subscript ; 1) [a]

repeat this step for 13 = 11, 12, 21, 22
in any order

4 Selsot conversion desired

a) common emitter to common base

b) common base to common emitter [e
e¢) common collector to common base [co

d) common base to common collector [2 1[e

e) common collector to common emitter [D

£) common emitter to common collector £

5 Print converted matrix [BEB ] En

ald

6¢2

| li

O44
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Example 4-3.1

Convert the following common collector h parameter matrix to a com-

mon base h parameter matrix:

 

 

 

h 1000 % 40° 10”*4 -50°
ic Ie

h h 100 4 40° 50 x 10°°% 0
fc oc

PROGRAM INPUT PROGRAM OUTPUT

28, EpT*  Ahje &. tits select h parameters
1885. ERTT hy|

11. #5EA ij =8ES execute CC * CB conv

=58. eNT+  Xh,. £58f print stored matrix

1:. 65BF ij EL.TEYSS WEA Ini|

4f, E37 Zhge “5.5606 3dr Xhpyy,
i65. ENT |hge) 2.250785 wer ng|
gi. 386m ij

~175. 5766 kk Yh
2. ENT* Bh 1.666468 axe |hg|

SG,-86 ENT: |h
ZZ. GEM [Soe 45. 37168 wer Xho

Lor3e-az wey hy|   
Common base h parameter matrix from HP-97 output:

hy, h, 22600 X -9,971 2261 X - 9.967°

h h 1.000 4 - 179.9° 1.130 x103% - 49.97°



  

 

  

 

 

   
 

    

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

        
 

43 Program Listing I
T01 ¥LELA LOAD MATRIXELEMENTS, 856  RCLD
Fer ENTE — — —— — — — — @57 Cops calculate and stores

eas + 858 CHScaloulate storage index
864 Z t 852 8T03 Yaz = = (Yiz * Yzz2)
aa5 ; from subsorip ge N2Y
866 - #61 ST04 ee
ge7__ s101 62 we
aae RT A 863  RCLCgag cro; Teeover and store | |; gcd ROLE

G18 1571 incrementstorageindex G65 cops oaloulate and stores
aii Fi 7] BEE RCLE
giz gro; recoverand store O44 | 867  RCLD
B13 GJ04 return conirel to keyboard B68 CSBE
614 ¥LELL 00 C0 ~ 869 CHS , ,

—al5 GSA6 878  RCLZ  Yy = = Yaa +(Y214 Yaz) 4 Yu
»~316 ¥LELY reorder matrixelements _ | BFi RCL!

| B17 RCL 872  GSE& = Van + 4
§ 81g ReLD Co 873 STO! Yi Yet Yon Yan

g1% STO [ ln =| lee a74 Ré
28 Rd avs 5TOZ

e2t gro 376 RTH
B22 FCL3 477 #LBLd OONVERT OE ~ O
823 RCLB 878 BLD _OONVERT00 OEPARAMET
#24 5TG3 { b= 1 | 879 Cpe take[wlyl-e[y'] |]
825 RY a86 Clu; convert [y'] ~[h]
g26__sToB B58] #lFLc GONVERTCB =OCPARAMETERS
827  RCLZ t [887  GSPe take(hI~[yl~[y']__ _ __|

1 | see FRE 253 CI0Z reordermatrix
g29  S§T02 Oy = 6, (G84 ¥LBLE oT

! 53s Ri B95 GSE; trensform (RA) ~iyl_ _ _|
631 sTOE_ Age ROL2
B32RCLA B87 ROLY al533 RCLC 488 RCL4 caloulate and stores

@34  5TO4 62 = Og ARS RCL
835 Fi 898 GSES
pas STOR eo 891 CHS "a = +
gar L107 convert B22 5703 Viz Yu Yiz)

36 xLBLL__ CONVERT oh= PARIMETERS 893 RY
B39_sLELE_OORVE «OB PARAMETERS | A494 STD4, —

048 GGEE take[h]~Fi=iyl _ 895 RCL?
841 e107 aonvert[v' hi] G95 RCL!

047 Eo G37 ROLL ealoulate and store:

B43 GSET _comvert}hpeparams to params g98  FCLE
B44 FKL 83% GSER
@45 ROLE 188 CHE ro| SE ROLE caloulate and store: 181 sta Ya4 (Yar + Yaz)

@47  RCLD 182 52
g48 GSES , tex sto|]
@45 CHS Yo = ~(Yz24 + Yao) 169 har
ase STOR 185  RCL4
asi Ri 186 RCL3 caloulate and store:

@s2__ soc_ 187 GSES
653 RCL4 i@e ROLE ,
654 RCL3 189 ROLY Yeo = Yat Yaz + You + Yaz
@55  RCLE 118 GERE

REGISTERS = 5
2 a 4 5 6 7

0 ! | ly Oy | liz B42 [a] AA

SO S1 S2 S3 S4 85 S6 S7 S8 S9

B C 0 E 1

A | | 2 Ox 22 ©22 indax       
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Ah = 8yycay, = BycR,
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b

be
a

be
d
e
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a

b
d
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n

be
d
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t

bo
k

be
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F
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d

$
v
g

P
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F
d

T
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E
M
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calculate and stores

 

Hl PoLE oo ers calculate and store:

113 RCLD 168 STOD

114 ESBS ies Ri at = AA

115 £700 tre stoe  %220 7my |
116 RY I71___RIN return to subroutinecall _|
iv &TOE o_o irz C102 goto R/S lockup
1: RTH return to main program i173 ¥LBELEZ complex addition subroutine

119 ¥LEL? subroutine to convert J=[R] 174 +f
128 FA? 4f flag O is set v 175 pi input and output ere in
[51 RTH 176 fg, polar co-ordinates

z rT TT TT TT TT TT 177 OR
3 Ci 1 Lng
4 givens | Re

= 1 +

E 11 *12 1 Rl
7 =A 1 +

821 222 1 Rt

1 +F

calculate and store the : ETH'LEL9
determinant of As : $LE0 complex multiply subroutine

i
1
1
i
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

=
M
O

L
n

M
D

M
D
M
o
h

M
a

M
S

M
D

N
S
0

C
o

f
n

C
f

O
n

0
0

C
o

G
0

C0
0
D
0

=
)

o
g

e
g

input and output are in
Fd polar co-ordinates
+

rt
HK

#F
RTH
 

¥LELE PRINT STORED MATRIX
RCL
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1 AGly =— 2d
231 a1 281

_ oo 282
TT TT 263

43 204
158 4 caloulate and store: 205

15 a a), 286 ROLE

152 3 810’ = = == 287#LBLS printsubroutine .__. __ _.
153 11 288  PRT¥-- or R/S
154 4 fas NY
i55 z 218 PRTX-- or R/S

fae : caloulate and store: aedris Spaceandretura subroutine

|

i158 IN -
159 0G . 221 R/8 lockupsubroutine_ __ |

pol a = —-—
168 BE 21 an

1&1 Fd
ig? Coo] SELECTy OR hPARAMETERS _ |
163 z

i6d 1 set flag O if "1" entered
165 & —_— eeee

return to keyboard control
LABELS SET STATUS

A load data |P CE~CB [C CC~CB [P CCE [F print matrin|Csetfor y FLAGS TRIG DISP
a b CB=~CE [° CB~C(C d ecp~0C [®selectyorh | . oN OFF 0EG m Fix

0 1 > 3 rearrange [4 space rtn [2 1 GRAD SC
= wake 1 sibroctine 1 2 RAD ENG B

Te / 7 ~~ mp lex complex
subroutine [n]}~ fn []=[¥] ay Prolb ply 3 n

 
         



PROGRAM 4-4 COMPLEX 2x2 MATRIX OPERATIONS — PART 1.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program is one of two programs to manipulate complex 2x2 ma-

trices. When dealing with high frequency amplifiers employing feedback,

and input and output networks, one way of obtaining the overall amplifier

response is to operate on the matrices that describe these 2-port net-

works. Shunt feedback may be included within the transistor transfer ma-

trix through Y matrix addition. Y matrices can be converted to Z ma-

trices using the complex matrix inverse routine. Series feedback is in-

cluded by adding Z matrices. The input and output networks are included

by multiplying ABCD (transmission) matrices.

This program will perform matrix addition (A+ B+ A), subtraction

(A - Bs A), multiplication (AB~ A), and interchange (A ¥ B) with 2x2

matrices having complex coefficients. Data entry and output may be in

either rectangular or polar format. All data stored and used by the pro-

gram is in rectangular format. If flag 1 is set, polar format is indi-

cated and the data is converted to and from rectangular format upon data

input or output respectively.

The program operation is very straightforward, and matrix opera-

tions are done in the conventional manner. Two subroutines are used,

one for complex addition and the other for complex multiplication, See

[6], [14] for matrix algebra details.

Both this program and the companion program (Program 4-5) share

common register storage allocations; thus, matrix manipulations requiring

functions contained in different programs are easily accommodated.

455



456 HIGH FREQUENCY CIRCUIT DESIGN

Matrix addition and subtraction:

a b
11 212 11 b,, 51 To

* =

a b xr
21 82 b, 22 In 22

= F
ry =a, *b,

= +

Typ =855 “Dyy
= +

Tr), =8“by
Tr = +

22 =33 “Py

The R matrix replaces the A matrix at the completion of the routine.

Matrix multiplication:

4, ayy. by, by Ty Io

XxX =

851 ey by, bya Tal Too

r),, =a; by; ta, by

r, =a, b,+ta,b,

Tr,= 8, bj; ta, by,

T,, = 8, by, +a, by,

Again, the R matrix replaces the A matrix at the completion of the

routine.

Matrix interchange:

a -— bh
a, 82 by, b,, 11 - 11

— a, + by,
—— -— b

o o 3 + 21
a a
21 22 21 22 a, ¥ b,,
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DATAUNITS KEYS DATARS

1 Load both sides of the program card

2 seleat polar or rectangular format 2 [oe| |o (rect)

CF 16] |1 (polar)
[(£ 1[0] [0 (rect)

3 Load A matrix in selected format (step 2)

rectangular format shown here

a) imaginary part of matrix element Im 843 ENT }
b) real part of matrix element Ro a,
c) load element subscript 1) [a]

Do this step for subscripts 11, 12, 21, 22

in any order.

4 Load B matrix in selected format (step 2)

polar format shown here

a) load angle of matrix element 4 bij

b) load magnitude of matrix element [ bij!
¢) load element subsoript ij

Do this step for subseripts 11, 12, 21, 22

in any order

5 To print matrices in chosen format (say polar

a) A matrix -- use f A [2 I=] 44

b) B matrix -- use f B | ln

B12

Ile

A2

| la

X22 
|_laz 
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INSTRUCTIONS

To add matrices A and B with result

replecing A (use step 5 to print result
 

To subtract matrices A and B with result

lac A (use to print results

8s A Bw result

to print results

matrices A and B AZB

to print results

General notes

1 Matrix data and operations are stored

and manipulated in ar format and

converted to and from polar for data t

and ou if flag 1 is set.

2) After any o tion or input, the

resently stored matrices can be recorded

on a ma ¢ ¢ard u the WDATA command

and later re-entered into sto
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Example 4-4.1

Given

(3 + 34) (4 + 35) (4 + 35) (5 + 36)
A= =

> B =

(5 + 36) (2 + j4) (6 + 37) (7 + 38)

Load the above matrices, store them on a data card, then perform A + B,

A - B, and A x B. The HP-97 printout for the matrix loading is shown be-

low, and the program output is shown on the next page. The B matrix is

loaded in scrambled order to demonstrate the free form loading feature

of the program.

HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 44.1 INPUT
 

A MATRIX LOADING B MATRIX LOADING

 

   
4, Im aj; Im bj2
3. Re aj; Re bypii. ij ij

5 In a5 Im bog
4. Re a3o Re bo;

iz. ij ij  
6.68 ENT? Im ap 8.86 ENTT Im bpp
5.88 ENT? Re a 7.88 ENTT Re boo

F1.86 03PA 1] 22.90 G3BE 1]

4.88 ENT! Im ap, 5.86 ENT! Im bqq
Z.8& ENT! Re ap 4.88 ENT? Re bl)

52.88 GSBR ij [1.86 G5EBE 1]

Te record data card    
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 44.1 OUTPUT
 

5B: print A matrix
4.88 sky Im aj)
3.66 #k¥ Re ag GSEe print resultant matrix

7.80 Xk¥ Im ri)

=a [5
5]
m I execute matrix addition

S.B8  xx¥ Im ayo F.GE  %4X% Re ri]
4.68 »¥¥ Re ajo

11.88 Koky Im rio Note that
5: a0 #EF Im an, 5.86 xxx Re ri» the R matrix
5.88 Jk%¥ Re as] has replaced

12.88 #k% Im ro; the A matrix
4,88 ¥x% Im aso (1.80 ¥%% Re roy in storage.
2.68 x¥%% Re aso

em hm mm em ee iz. dg ¥K¥% Im roo
] $.66 ¥¥% Re roo

GSEk print B matrix | _ _ _ __ HE
3.86 xy Im by Reload A and B matrices
4.88 #kx Re bij by reading data card.

6.88 xxx Im by, GSED execute mat subtraction

&5Ba print resultant matrix
rT. 88 ¥4x Im boy -I.88 »x¥y Im ri]
£.80 xx Re boy -I.G8 #%% Re ri)

8.60 xxx Im bop “1.68 #%% Im ryo
7.88 x¥x Re boo -i.B8 ¥%% Re rio
 

1.88 ¥%% Im ry
-i. 88 kx Re Top

08 ak Im Too

BE #¥x Re roo

Reload A and B matrices
by reading data card,

LSBE exec mat multiplication

&56a print resultant matrix
85.66 ¥xk Im ro,

-IG. BE waxy Re ry

gd xxx Im rio

88 X%¥% Re rio

LB@  ¥¥x Im r

6.66 xx Re polra

4.88 xxx Im roo
-25.88 *x¥ Re roy    



Example 4-4.2

COMPLEX 2x2 MATRIX OPERATIONS - PART 1 461

Because the resultant matrix replaces the A matrix in storage,

operations may be chained. This example demonstrates that chaining

ability starting with the A and B matrices given in Example 4-=4.1.

£51.68
1154.88

r
e
T
o

»

sr
a
a

1 — ~
~

o
e

L
o

n = =
=

m
y .

5
0

1
0
5

T
A
D

d
u

L
N

va
C
y

o]
T
u
l

=
I=
O
Ei x

Fi

a

1
-1 £

1
1 I [d

rx

FH¥

FEE

LEX

EEA

execute matrix multiplication: A x B > A

execute matrix addition: AB + B > A

execute matrix interchange: AB + BZ B

execute matrix multiplication: B(AB + B)»> A

print resultant A matrix

Im & ,
Re a;

Im a
Re al?

12

o a7;
a5

Im a
22

Re a,,

The same data can be outputted (printed) in polar format using the polar-

rectangular toggle under label "c" to bring a 1 to the display.

 

LSE:

ESEc

ESEa

Ex

Now

KKK

Ey

} use polar-rectangular selection toggle

print A matrix in polar format

lat!
11

12

la; |
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681 #LELA LOAD MATRIX A _ 856 #LBLA matrix add/subiractsubr
80: oF. indicate matrix X_ B57 CSE4 recallmatrix B element|
60: ALGLELOADMATROXB | 8% Fe?
aad i 838 CHS change sign of element
605 2 B68 KY parts if subtraction
pd i calculate storage register or oe is indicated
Gas a location from subscript B63 2 _ _

Be x67? B64 DSS] decrement index _T
aia - 865 GSB4. _reoall matrixelement |
#11 ENTH ft CSEZ “performcomplexaddition _|a12 + B67 GSBS storeresult asmatrix A |Qa13 2 #e8 [S52] decrement index and
214 + 063 GCT06 test for loopexit _ |
J] EE¥ 878 CT0) goto space and return
B16 F22 871 &LBLE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION _ |
G17 CLX Ara
on fA ara ; calculate and

828 F17 if polar data, convert B75 GSE?
: ip ‘to rectangular format 876 3

Teoover storageIndex _ | 677 &  awbm+auby - ry
_storematrixelement 8r8  GSET

to space and return ara 9
PRINT MATRIX& gse ese|

EEX initialize index register 881 1
97STOL formatrixA __ _ __ | mez 4 geowaiesd<055 E702 jump 883 sz omP y Store
23 ¥LELhb PRINTMATRIXB| 884 GSP7

| a3@ £ initialize index register #85 3
a3 ST0I Bee 8 b b
TOmst)FxSereprint subroutine _ | 887  CSB7 Agr Diz + 842-Pzp =p

B33 SR4 recall matrix element | pag STOA
34 F1? convert to polar format 85% Xey
B35 Af flag ]lis set_ | ese sto. __ __ _ _|
836 X2Y asl 2
B37 PRTX print matrix element a9z 5 caloulate and

83g xzy \@8 complex quantity #93 gF2 ‘temporarily stores
832 PRTH =—(may be R/S statements 894  GSBT
848 SPC ifdesired)

=_

_ __ _| 833 7
841 182] A396 &
a4 I8Z1 inorement index by2 -— A97 ESET 821 bat + 322. byg = ry
A43 A ges STOC
B44 RCLI 28a N2v
45 weyp vest for loop exit 168__ SToD oo

le 846 (T06 oo 181 q
G7_CT0i_ goto space and Teturn 2 5 Stloulate and stores
d4% #LBLC ADD A AND

B

MATRICES 182 SF:
B43  CF@  indieato matrixsddition __ 184 GSEF
R58 STOC 185 7
851 wlBLD SUE OT A_AND BMATRIORS | 186 8
852 SFo_ indicate matrix subtraction 197 GSE? 821 big +8g0 bag = py
#53 wlLBLC 168 F
854 £ initialize index register 188 gspR —
@35 ETO!

REGISTERS x
3 4 6 7 8 9 am

scratch | Re 34 ? Re by ’ Re ag Re biz |” Re 82 Reby Redz Rebm Re ver
S S S2 $3 Sa S5 S6 57 S8 Sotemp
Scratch "Tm 84 Im by Im agp Im by2 Tm 8p Im by Tem ane Im bss Ten rad

A temporary B temporary C temporary D temporary E {
Re viz Im rye Re va Te Ra seratchpad index        
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[ 118 a 162#lBLZ complexaddsubroutine
111 BERT 162 AEY

112 EE ry ~> aq 154 Rd

113 3gRe 163 *
114 rFCLE ~~ TT TT TT 168 Fd

115 RCLA ) 187 +
11g 3 Yaz + ayy 168 Ft
1i7 GSES lez RTH
Tie rcLo ~~TT A EL setup scratehpad index
119 PCLT °
128 5 Y2¢ = az [72 aLELE Store storageindexsybr _
121 FERS 173 ET0r

122 ¥LBL! space and returnsubroutine| 174 Ri
753 SPC 75 XLELY complexstorage subroutine|

124 RTH 17s ETON

7% ¥LELF metrix multiply subroutine 17y BEY
iz EEX ~~TTT TT 178 pes
127 1 179 ETOq
128 . recall first matrix element $38 |

125 GSB 181 RTH
FCcLI CT TT TT TT 187 ¥lFL9 storerecall index subr |
131 ERC 183 &TODI

132 EEX 194 Ri
133 | recall second matrix element "T55_#LEL4 complexrecallsubroutime

134 x 186 FS
135 GB 187 RCLi
156 STOE complex multiplication les #5
137 Ei 18% RCL

138 TOI 438 ETH
139 Ri 151 wiFl: POLAR/REOTANGULARTOGGLE __|
148 ENTT 182 CF1 clear flag 1 to indicate
141 Pt 183 LX rectangular formet and
142 x 184 RTH place & Zero im the display
143 Rt 185 wlBle __

144  RCLI 136 SF1 set flag 1 to indicate
145 soy 187 EEX polar format and place a
146 x 138 ETH one in

147 LSTX 193 #LBLJ MATRIX INTERCHANGE ___. _
148 Rd £88 5 initialize index
149 - 281 ST0I

158 Ft Z82 WLELE —
151 RCLE 283  G5Bd -

152 ® 284 DSZI recall corresponding

153 1 205 GSFY matrix elements
154  RCLT se¢ Isr o_o ___ _]
155 x 287  BSES

136 + 208 DEZI interchange and store
157 sv 7 ry corresponding elements

195 crim Jump4f first product 211 GsBS o_o o_o __
168 @ recall Pirst product | 212 D521 decrement index and

161 GSES from soratchpad storage 243CT0E test for loop exit __ |
214 ETO! goto space and return

: —— = LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
Load A Load B At+B>A |° A-B+A [fF AxB>A |” subtract FLAGS TRIG DISP

2 in b c polar/ rect [d , e print loop [1 ON OFF

rr1re 22 3 EE 4 et 2dc : . Ohad So

5 complex [6 AZ B 7 tr Store wider |9ea mmation 2 |

|

RAD ENG HB
store subroutine [multiplication & Complex sto & complex rel 3 n    





PROGRAM 4-5 COMPLEX 2x2 MATRIX OPERATIONS — PART 2.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program is the second of two programs to manipulate complex 2x2

matrices. This program will perform matrix inverse al, A), matrix

transpose (aT + A), matrix complex conjugate (A* » A), and matrix inter-

change (A 2 B). Because the resultant matrix from the matrix operation

replaces the A matrix, chaining of matrix operations without data re-

entry is easily done.

This program shares common register storage with Program 4-4, hence,

matrix operations that require concatenation of routines contained in two

different programs can be done without reloading any previous data.

The user may elect to work in either the polar or the rectangular

co-ordinate systems, however, all data is stored in rectangular format.

If flag 1 is set, the input data is converted from polar to rectangular,

and vice-versa for output.

The algorithms used are:

Matrix inverse:

a —ay2
al. 1 (4-5.1)

[a]

“an a1

vhere |A| is the determinant of A,

= - — - - 2

lA] 311785, 8 78), (4-5.2)

Matrix transpose:

r a1 a2
A” = (4-5.3)

32 89

465



466 HIGH FREQUENCY CIRCUIT DESIGN

Matrix complex conjugate:

a *

11
Ad =

a *%

21

Matrix interchange, see Eq. (4-4.3).
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STEP INSTRUCTIONS DAYAUNITS KEYS OTS

1 load both sides of the program card

2 Selest polar or restamgluar format [2Ie] |o (rect)

[£100] |1 (polar)

C2100] |o (rect)
8

3 Load matrix A in selected format (rect shown)
a) load imagimary part of matrix element In ayy

b) load real part of matrix element Re a,
¢) load subscript of matrix element 1j a]

Repeat this step for 1j 11, 12, 21, 22

in any order,

4 Load matrix B in selected format (polar used)

8) load angle of matrix element X. bi; [ENTH]
b) load magnitude of matrix elemsnt 1b; [RTH
¢) load subscript of matrix element 1)

Repeat this step for ij 11, 12, 21, 22

in any order,

5 To print matrices im chosen format (say polan

a) A matrix -- use £ A EAE Aq
3) B matrix — use £ B | la

Bn
| lig

Aa
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

    



+5 User Instructions

  

INSTRUCTIONS

To calculate matrix A inverse

use to print out resultant A matri

To ealoulate matrix A tran se

(use 5 to print out resultant A matrix

To caloulate matrix A lex con te

use to print out resultant A matrix

To caloulate the determinant of the A matrix

matrices A and B in sto

to print matrices

 

DATA/UNITS
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Example 4~5.1

Given the A and B matrices of Example 4-4.1, calculate B~lAB. The

loading of the A and B matrices is shown in Example 4-4.1, and is

omitted here for brevity (they were actually loaded from the magnetic

data card from Program 4-4).

Load Program 4-4, and load A and B matrices

B5BE form AB » A

Load this program (Program4-5)

G5EBa interchange AB and B

6SBC form B_vA

Reload Program 4-4

GSBE form BABA

G5Be print result
-48.23 t¥x Im ap,

-35.58 ¥¥% Re a,

-d.58 xxx Im ap,

-5§.25 XX Re ajo

45.56 xxx Im a,

45.75 sx%x Re as;

3 x 0 222
kf EE 4545



   

    

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

4 Program Listing I
vii wLBLA 4A — — as6 3Boz SF “Indlonts matrix A | 857  gspseads ¥LELE LOADMATRIXB — eo 858  £8R2—504 I

899 FZ? if determinant caleulationaes z B60 ET02 goto printroutina_ggg - 861 IF TTgar Aan 862 17% galoulate and store +84s ..7 calculate storage register 863 Xv |483 ¥38%  j90ation from subscript 964 CHSaia -
865 NEYG11 ENTH
866s *RB1Z +
eg7 813 z
868 658g 0 —

;

ashe

boil —_als 863 . oaleculate and stores16
;

giv CLE
815 _] =n
015 Ri Af polar data, convert -— _—B28 F17
G21 +p ‘to rectangular format _ caloulate and store;FER Et "recover storageindex
473 58E storematrix element 7] o A824 CTG] goto spaceand returnsubr| 2 : “A > aq825 ¥LBla _PRINTNATRIXX - __ _] 8 GSESG26 EEX  imitialize index register i FES - 0 — — —B27 ST0I for matrixA_ ag: gspa  caloulate and stores928

_

5107 827 STOR6z7 wlBLk PRINT MATRIX B | Bed Ny83@ 2 initialize index register 885 STOR#31 S70] for metrix B fas 7#32 #BL7 matrix print subroutine

_

| ry FSEQ#33

_

CSBdY recallmatrix element. 8 5 aB39 GRU printmatrixelement | S5ED Tara
835 IS21 4porement index by 2 GEEZgag 18x; TC TT Ye EES837 g BSB _ o_o._uit FLT test for loop exit FLLE  galoulate and stores:839 BLY

RCLA

840

6TO-_ i841  CTO8 to _spaos and return mubr 15#47 ¥LELe SitoviaT DETERMINANT OF A ra au—_—r———— a Ty! DARCRTNAAMNL ME A = —G43 SFZ indigste determinant cals B95 Al 2z044 #LELC _OALOULATE A NATRIX INVERSE faq
B45 EEX

1a~ tl calculate and scratchpad —_—,44s ESB2 8tOre Bq.a P 1a] multiply end change signHa r 11722 Iaz subroutineB42 163643 z 184858 3 185esi ese_ 18g
p57 cepa oaloulate 8°82 and Toeas a subtract from ®,,°@22 ¥hich
Gar EER 4g stored

REGISTERSe 1 2 3 3 5 5 8 9 1scrachpad Re ag Re by Re yn Re by Ra dgy fa by Re az; Re bay Re TAT5 S2 53 Sa 85. S6 57 58 SScratchpad "Tm ay Im by Im typ Im bya Im ay Tv by Tm azg Im bbpe Tm i

1* scratchpad P scratchpad [© P £ scratchpad index / scratch
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189 ¥LELS commonoutput subroutine | =f1d _— =]
11a Fi? 3 ESBS

111 #F convertto polarif required | lee DEEZ] interchange and store
112 52% print both parts of a 167 Ei corresponding matrix
113  FRTX~complex number 158 Ri elements

114 2(may be R/S statements 169 G86s|
1i5 PRTY="if desired) oo] 178 [521 decrement indexand
Ti GT01 goto space and return subr 171 GT06 test for loop exit _ |

117 #LEL? complex add subroutine A aELTEre CTO goto space and sub
118 82% 177 #LBLD OALOULATEMATRIXA TERE,
115 Ri 174 2 recall and scratchpad store
128 + Ira SES a2
121 Ri 176 STOR

122 i 177 NY
123 Ft irk STOR _ —_ oe =]

124 RTH tra 3 recalla,a,, and store in
£25 MELE complex multiply subroutine 1 ESBS ayo 11a
°F Si0 i o

157 Fi J82  GSBE ol  ]

128 sTOI las RULE eoall a from scratchpad
129 Ré Ted RELA ond storeAn a,. looati138 ENTH 185 g 2] “ocation
1z1 Et 186 LSEE -  . —_— —— — —]

132 x j&8" GJ0Ispace
133 Rt 188 xLE[S storerecallindex subr |
134 RCLI 188 870!
23 HEY 154 Fi
136 x 15] #LBL4 gomplexrecall subroutine _
137 LSTX 182 F2S8
138 Ri 182 RCL:

38 - 194 PES
145 rt 185 RCL

141  RCLE 13¢ ETH
142 x 137 #LBLS estorestorage indexsubr _
142 Et 138 £701

144 ROL 134 Fy

145 x Z00 #LELS complexstorage subroutine|
146 + 281 S10:
147 KEY 282 NEY

148 RTH 283 =5

149 #LELc POLAR/RECTANGULARTOGGLE_ 284 ETOi
156 [Fl indicate rectangularformat| 283 28
151 LLY and place a zero indisplay| 286 ETN

IS: FIN return to keyboard centrel C ¥LBLE 22 SEER
432sible|] £08 #5 reverse the si of the

154 5F1 indicate polar format and zag 1 gnce EEX place aome.i o_di _ 218 cg imaginary parts of the

“156RIN_ return to keyboa | 211 §Tx7 WAtrix elements
57 ¥LELJd MATRIXINTERCHANGE | 212 8TxS
158 & 213 ETx3
(5a STO] initialize index 514 STxl

166 #LELE loop start | 215 P25 ts beer
151 E5E4 216 ¥[Pl1 spaec and returnsubroutine|
162 DSI] mevers Corresponding SerTo
163 GSR4 n 218 RIN

LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
AlosdA PP adB °C A'=APATA [fF A*~A |° FLAGS TRIG DISP

print A [° print B © polar/rect ¢ AxB calc {Al | polar 0 ON OFF ih ene

0 complex e ace & return 2 comple 3 Somplex 4 complex 2 used with ! GRAD Eo

5 complex iB RED 7 dommon 8 §to index reyIo
store subroutine |pnnt routine i empl sore |'d amply rel 3 n      
 





Part 5

ENGINEERING
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PROGRAM 5-1 ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS AND FUNCTIONS.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program calculates complete elliptic integrals of the first

kind and the following elliptic functions: elliptic sine (sn(u,k)}, el-

lipic cosine (cn{u,k)), elliptic delta (dn(u,k}), and elliptic amplitude

(am{u,k)).

The elliptic integral of the first kind 1s defined by Eq. (5-1.1),

and the complete elliptic integral of the first kind is defined by Eq.

(5-1.2), which can be evaluated using the infinite product shown in

Eqs. (5-1.3) through (5~1.6). The product is terminated when ko becomes

smaller than 10°'°. Generally this condition is achieved after the 3rd

term of the series, hence, the series converges rapidly. As the modulus,

k, approaches 1, more iterations are required, e.g., K(.9) = 2,280549137

requires 4 iterations and K{.999) = 4.495596396 requires 5 iterations.

é

u(g,k) - [ (1 — k?sin? aTH (5-1.1)

QO

K(k) = uly , k) (5-1.2)

hi)

K(k) = 5 | | (1 +k) (5~1.3)

m=0

Kopp = A - ka +k") (5-1.4)

Ko f1-k (5~1.5)

k, =k (5-1.6)

475



476 ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

The elliptic modulus, k, is commonly expressed three different
ways, which leads to some degree of confusion. In the Abramowitz and
Stegun tables of elliptic functions [1], the parameters m and © are
used where m = k?, and © = sin‘k. The parameter © is called the

modular angle.

The elliptic sine is an elliptic function, and is defined in a
somewhat reverse manner from the elliptic integral. Referring to
Eq. 5-1.1, given the input u(P,k), the limit of integration, @ must be
found to satisfy the equality, then sn(u,k) = sin @. Likewise, the
elliptic cosine is defined; cn(u,k) = cos P. Notice that when k = 0,
the elliptic sine equals the trigonometric sine and likewise for the
respective cosines.

The descending Landen transformation [12], [46] is used to cal-
culate the elliptic sine. Starting with an initial value for
sn(u,k.) as given by Eq. (5-1.7), Eq. (5-1.8) is recursively
used to find sn(ugk) which is the answer.

mu,
sn(u_, , ko11) = sin (=) (5-1.7)

(1 +k )sn(u ,k.)
sn(u__, k__q) = —rrr (5-1.8)

2
1+ ksn (uk)

where

r=mtl, my ...., 1

and k_ is obtained from storage, and was calculated from Eq. (5-1.4)
during the complete elliptic integral calculation,

The descending Landen transformation is also the basis for Dar-
lington's elliptic filter algorithms (Program 2-15),

The other elliptic functions are calculated from the elliptic
sine as follows:

en(u,k) = (1- sn? (u,k)) ? (5-1.9)

dn(u,k)

=

(1 - Kk2-sn2 (u,k)) 2 (5-1.10)

sin‘sn(u,k) = ¢ (5-1.11)am(u,k)



s1 User Instruetions

ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS AND FUNOTIONS

 

INSTRUCTIONS

Load both sides of pro card

Seleat print/ rint option

For complete elliptic

For elliptic sine, sn{u,k

For ells cosine, en(u

For elliptio delta, dn(u,k)

For elliptic litude, am(u,k)

 

OUTPUT
DATA/UNITS
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Example 5-1.1

Evaluate the following elliptic functions and compare with

Abramowitz and Stegun [1] Tables 17.1 and 17.5.

K(k); k = {0.9

en (3.09448898, sin 88°)

HP-97 printout

5

2, 456832981 -81 ¥¥% calculate k

ESEA

2. E7SEAZ1134EE  ¥h% K(k)

3.63495838 ENT+ load u
&8. DEC

£l4 calculate k = sin 88°
3, 99398E276-6] ¥¥¥ sin 88°

L£58t

%,96154655i~01 »¥¢ sn(3.09448898, sin 88°)

[Ee

£IN- calculate and print @ = sin‘sn (u,k)
£6. 58856800,v6 XY

From Table 17.1 (p. 608 of [1]), K(m) for m = 0.9 is:

K(m) = 2.57809211334173

Rounded to ten significant figures, this figure agrees identically with

the program output.

From Table 17.5 (p. 615 of [ 1]), the elliptic integral of the

first kind for ao = 88°, @# = 85° is 3.09448898. The program output dif-

fers by 1 part in 8.5 x 102, which exceeds the precision of the input.
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51

B81wylEL4 COMPUTECOMPLETE BLLTPTQI 645 ¥LELE _OALGULATE ELLIPTICSINE |
882 C362 oaloulate K(k) | 846 GSB3 _csloulate sn(u,k |
Bas G03 goto ‘output routine B47 E109 gotooutput routine
#69 xLELz K(k)_oalculationsubroutine 848 sLBL2Z sn(u,k)ocaloulation pubr__|
@95 S100 storek = = #49 S102 _storek_
68g P f5a Riaaz 2 calculate and store: 851 ST0% _Tecever sndstore ww _

8a z IT eRe B52 RCLZ galoulate K(k
ges star2 B53 gopz oe fe) oo
616 EEX 854  DSZ1B11 1 10 —~ RS pos RAD setup for en(u,k) cals. a

BleSTI85s _— ee — — — — ase RCL3 form and store initial
ols EEX pd Pi em value for descending

15 CHS "RO 855  RCLI I transformations
a6 1 858 ENT? an(u - an {rte |
817 8 861 + mat omer) ZKda
BIR 5708 BE2 :

019 ELS K(k) loopstart eo Bez SIN
628 EE; 864 ST04
ga Roig otioulate and stoves +865¥bL{ transformationTooptart
ao ¥e 2 5

B22 . m = (1- km) #66  RCLI recursively use descending
2 oe EEX Landen tranafometion to

1 gd dk 58 find en(u,, ky)s
825 S107 _ 858 RCL4 as ™
GZ& CHE 67a
zz Fey otloulate and stores Voor Rel nla yk) (Hke)snlsrs ky)
828 + / 672  RCL4 rt eanE (Uy Ky)
629 RCL? oir = J Km 73 xe
838 EEX maT ek, a74 x
a3l + 875 EEX

4 o3z z 876 +
g3z_ stoé. _ _ 877 :
634 &T0i store kprfor desaending 878 STO4 |_
835 ISZ]1 _Landemtransformation _ 879 DpSZI
@36 EEX #88  RCLI
637 + form TT (1+ Kemusq) 881 RCLS test for loop exit
838 STx1 _ 882  Xey?

| #39 RCL9 683 GTO! ee
#46 RCLG 0854 FCl4 _recall sm(u, kX) |
p41 py; vest for loop exit 025 RIN return to main progrem

942 GTOR ee
843 RCL recall(1K(k) _
844 RTH returnto main pro gram

REGISTERS 7 5
6 7 -10

0 ki K(k) 2 ke 3 Ug 4 shu, k) scratch 10 10

S 52 S83 S4 55 S6 57 58 59
50 Ky Ka ky ka ks Ke

A B Cc b E 1
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886 »LBLC
€37 ___GSRZ caloulatesn(u,k)
G88 CT06_ convert en(u
agg

“& out

RS xLELR QALOULATE ELLIPTIC DELTA _
828GSES galoulate ea(uk) __
651 RCLZ form kesn(u,k) and“convert
88:X dn(u,k)thenoutput __ _|
693 ALBL6
Bd wz routine to caloulate:

695 CHS 2.4
#9  EE¥ (1-C)k
8a7 +
G98 IX
Bae C102 poto outputroutine
TA FLBLEBALOULATOALC TEBLLELLTPYTIOJMPLITUDE|
16] GSEX oaloulatesn(u,k)

Bn—182 SIN convert to am

OALOULATE ELLIPTIC COSINE

ut |

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  

162 #LBLY outputsubroutine _ __ |
184 Fa*
185 PRT: print and space if
166 Fa? flag O is set
187 SPC —_ a —
188 ETH return to meinprogrem|
182 LBL? R/S lockup routine —

[1a R<&

11 eToys
117#LEie PRINT=B/S_TOGGLE —

113 Fa?
14 G70 dump if flag O 1s set |

115 Fé set Plag0 andplace al
116 EEX in the display _ _
11; G10; goto R/S lockup routine_
11s »LBLE ___ ___ __
118 CFE clear flag 0 and place&a
128 CL Oin the display BN
121 ETH “returncontrol to keyboard

Flag O should be set (cleared) prior
to megnetic card recording depending
whether the user normally wants the
program in the print (R/S) mode.

LABELS _ “FLAGS SET STATUS
b kw sn(ui) |° en(u, 0 dn (uk) [© am (wu, print FLAGS TRIG DISP
a b c d e ON OFF
- > print toggle o O O| DEG FIX ®

1 2 4 1 GRAD SCILY Loop sn loop K(k) + sn(u, k) - - AAD. = ENG

1-« R{S lock print toggle ‘mnt or R[S 3 n          



PROGRAM 5-2 BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND FM OR PHASE MODULATION SPECTRA.

Program Description and Equations Used

This program will calculate the magnitude of the spectral lines

arising from a frequency of phase sine-wave modulation process. In addi-

tion, the power in the higher sidebands is calculated which can be used

to help define the bandwidths necessary for a communication channel

carrying frequency division multiplexed data with either frequency modu-

lation (FM), or phase modulation (PM) on the individual subcarriers.

Phase modulation is often used to transmit digital data with precondi-

tioning such as Manchester biphase coding, or doublet modulation.

The spectra of both frequency modulated and phase modulated signals

are the same when expressed as a function of the modulation index, m.

The modulation index for the FM case is:

_ peak carrier deviation from nominal frequency
f modulation frequency

Notice that the FM modulation index is modulation frequency dependent.

The modulation index for the PM case is:

_ [carrier phase shift in radians produced by the

P modulating frequency.

Also notice that the PM modulation index is modulation frequency inde-

pendent.

The carrier and carrier sideband levels are described in terms of

Bessel functions with the modulation index as the argument. The spacing

of the sidebands is equal to the modulating frequency. For example, with

a modulation index of 5 and a modulation frequency of 15 kHz, the FM

or PM spectra is:

carrier amplitude Jy (5),

first sideband pair J, (5),

second sideband pair J, (5),

n-th sideband pair J(5).

481



482 ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

Figure 5-2.1 shows the above concept graphically.

Juisa Jal5h

BD gy nw PO

 

PROP DLLOHLPPLH Dem
por EL a IN rrr

® Ja nb why Pus 2ue Hn 0

PPPPPTI TY Pappy

Figure 5-2.1 FM or PM modulation spectra.

A Bessel function identity allows the power remaining in the

higher sidebands to be calculated. With FM or PM, all the sidebands

carry modulation information in somewhat redundant form. If the higher

order sidebands are removed by filtering, the modulation information

can still be recovered, but the effective power will be reduced hence,

the signal-to-noise ratio decreased; some distortion will also be in-

troduced.

The Bessel fumction identity is:

oo

Jo2(m) + 2 > J2m) = 1 (5-2.1)
i=1

The summation is broken into 2 parts and the equation rearranged:

oo n

> J;2 (m) = 15(1-Jy2(m)) > J? (m) (5-2.2)
i=n+1 i=1

Therefore, if the magnitudes of the first n sidebands are known, then

the power in the higher sidebands may be calculated since power is

proportional to magnitude squared.

When the modulating signal contains 2 sinewaves of different fre-

quencies and amplitudes superposition does not hold, since the resulting
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spectra is represented by the products of the Bessel functions of the in-

dividual spectra. Let m; be the modulation index for modulation frequen-

cy £f, and likewise, m, for f,, then the combined modulation spectral

components will be as shown in Table 5-2.1.

Table 5-2.1 Spectra for combined modulation

 

 

 

 

 

Spectral Component frequency of amplitude of

component component

Carrier £. Jo (m, y Jo (m,)

Simple sidebands of £. + £) J; (my ) Jy (m,)

f+f, Jo (my) J, (my)

£, +2f) Jy (my) + J, (my)

£, +2f, Jo (my) oJ, (my)

Intermodulation £, + £) tf, Jy (m, )e J; (m,)

£, +f, £2f, J; (m;) «J, (my)

£. + 2f, + £, J, (my) J; (my)    
The Bessel function of the first kind is easily evaluated using

the summation of an infinite series; however, for values of m larger

than 10, computational difficulties arise because of small differences

between big numbers, i.e., using Eq. (5-2.3), Table 5-2.2 shows the

individual terms for n=0 and m= 20.

® m2\1i

$m CF) (mye
Jp (m) -@)mas - (3)

T, (5-2.3)

1=0 i=0
J
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Table 5-2,2
Infinite series terms. The computed J, (20) by this method isPLOTLLLLLLLELL1

1.BAGEEEEEE Te 0.166021646. Because the range of the
-1808. paREGaEE
2568. A30ARE Te numbers exceed 1010, the least significant

=27777.77778 figures have been lost. Even though the
173611. 1111 . -9

-£94444. 4444 Tx summation was carried out until I, <10 s

1829812. 34¢ the answer is only accurate to 2 significant
-3936759. 883
§151187. 327 figures. The correct answer to J, (20) is

-7394838. 428 0.1670246646, which is computed by a slower,
FO94B55.428 Te

-6276P81. 347 less direct method shown next.

43583689. 823
=2578928. 6248
1315758. 845

-984791.1313 Ts
228434.8337
-79842.91893
24395, 36263

-6757. 884387
1689, 471897 Ta.

-383.1866219
79.15289782

-14.96274847
2.5976973495
-8.415631688 Tie
8.861483976

-8.6884346816
8.881873767

-8.886127915
8.888814213 Tae

~B.8BBAAI4TS
B.88B3RE144

-0.8088808613
8. bepoasbaE1    

Equation (5-2.4) is the recursion relationship for Bessel functions

of the first kind.

a =2 e009@-3_m (52.4)

All Bessel functions approach zero as the order becomes large. This

characteristic can be used to compute Bessel functions, If

3 -9T42m) = 0 and T41 (m) = 10

backwards to arrive at a result that is proportional to Jy (m). Abramo~

» the recursion relationship can be run

witz and Stegun [ 1] has the relations for the minimum starting index
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and the constant of proportionality for Jo(®s i.e., given

2,. _
T; (m) = SEH) T,,) (@) - To (@ (5~2.5)

then, the minimum starting index is

6 + max(n,z) + (92/(242),
 

. - -2.
iin 2.INT( 5 (5-2.6)

which for n=0 may be reduced to

2 .

_ z% 4+ 17.2 + 12 _
iin = 2.INT( 5z + 2) ) (5-2.7)

where

z = 3m/2 (5-2.8)

and "INT" means the integral part of the expression. The constant of

proportionality is given by Eq. (5-2.9)

iin

2

k Tom) + 2 > Tyq(m (5-2.9)

1

 

The first two Bessel functions are then:

 

T
g(m) _3m) = 42 (5-2.10)

T, (m)
Jy (m) = = (5-2.11)

With J, (m) and J, (m) and the recursion relationship given by Eq. (5-2.4),

all the higher order Bessel functions may be evaluated.



2 User Instructions
      

  

      Output Format:
o 4 2

Bolm) Tm Tp (mde
4-352 tol Ex® log E317

          BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND FM OR PM
MODULATION SPECTRA

   

   
      

  
INSTRUCTIONS

des of card

rint S) option

load modulation index and start

sidebands

 
2

J

flog J:%m)
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Example 5-2,1

The 400 Miz carrier from a navigation satellite is phase modulated

with a 400 Hz sinewave causing 60 degrees peak modulation. What is the

modulation index, and what are the amplitudes of the PM sidebands?

The modulation index is the peak modulation expressed in radians:

w, = 21 (60/360) = 1.0472 radians (5-2.12)

HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 5-2.1

66. D+
Z5EF load modulation index and start

»=* carrier
; Jo (m) )

res (1 = 35 (m))/2|
oh
0 S
e

Sw
)
R
r

a
I
s
a

ax + w

=
O
E

Fa
o

=
~
)

P
e

f
e

1. #%% first sideband, f, tf

8.455631 rer Jy (m)
-i1.4 r»% relative power in higher sidebands in dB

z. +¥%¥ gecond sideband, £. +2f

8.124972 24 J,(m)
=Z0,4 wy

J. REN
8.822325 wer J (m)

-344.8  ¥F¥»

9. NE2

6.66555 ssn J (m)
C63. aw

SG. ERR

6.656312 sew J (m)
rt Taw 5

—oh.o AFR

Notice that 99% of the power is contained in the carrier and the first

two sidebands (~26.4 dB = 0.23% remaining power in higher sidebands).
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Example 5-2.2

Calculate the sideband structure of a commercial FM station trans-—

mitting a 15 kHz signal with 75 kHz peak carrier deviation. The modula-
tion index is:

me = 75000/15000 = 5 (5-2,13)

HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 5-2.2

 

 

J. eSEr load m, & start

€. 42% carrier Lo _t. ra
wre Jo (m) d. 131842 Hee J(m)
wr (1 = 352 (w)/2 ZivE mes

I. »x»y first sidebands i ys
~B.32757F rwx J, (m) 8.85357¢ Sys J, (m)

-I.:1 s¥» power (dB) outside Tiel RF

Z. ¥x¥ 2nd sideband pair . 6. REe
HB. 845365 fins J, (m) 8.618485 xy» Jg (m)

-l.i  ¥Wy =4i.7 mE¥

I. E¥d Ho ¥en
8.364831 wrx J. (m) B.8ES520 www Jg(m)

SIE kk -52.2 wir

Fd. ¥Kw _ id xy Jom
8.381232 wy J (m) 6.061466 Hue

-7.d ww? ~85.7 xx»

Zu AKy
8.261140 wv» J (m)

“13.6  #n¥    
Notice that one-half the power is contained in the first 3 sidebands
and 99% of the power is contained in the first 6 sidebands.

The sideband structure for this example is shown in Fig, 5-2,1.
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661 wLELn LOADm ANDSTART 843 «LBLE osloulateT)amdT,
faz STOR store m _ B44 ESR1
sez Fe? 7] 845 srg Otloulate andstoreFTT,,|
a4 SPC t g46 F. exeoute recursion formulaaas Fan double space if flag O se 847  CSBI ute our ormia |

20 SPC oe ora test for loop exit
208 , oaleulate minimum starting ach TL
809 5 index plus two @51 STOT initialize 1 |

a10 x B52 GSE7 primt0 __|
a: EN ood Ree caloulate and print Jo(m):

013 ENT? 855 ENTH
814 1 ase +
ais 7 857  RLLE J, (m) = Jolm)
616 + ase - k
a1? x 859 sTo2
a18 2 . , CE ITE +12 asa z
819 = loan = 2-041 “51502) B61 ST01
820 6 @é2 esp ___
oa yoy ass he oaloulate, store and prints

823 2 B65 EEX fo 3.2
824 + ges + —_xe
825 z BET 2 2
p26 INT BES x
827 ENT* ge9  8TOS
828 + 878 GSE? _
ae J oo rae increment and print 1

31810] —_— — e— — a RELD calculate, store, and print

833 RCL@ ass pri: Ja(mk834 = caloulate and store 2/m A7E : Totem
— - J; (mY = im)83s sto _ _ __ __ __ __ _| ar7 E702 1 k

g3e CLX A°8  ESBA
837 STOE initialize T42 and 2 Ty. (m) 79 oF -  _ — —— — —

938 STO J gag He O%loulate and print poweriy — — — — —— pci crge in higher sidebands
948 CHS gaz kos ueing Ea. (5-2.2)241 9 initialize Ty,; 453 ;

a42 ST0D 154 EBS

REGISTERS ; .
Ky 6 20 ated,To| Tomy Tot|° ‘ w-sdyz 55m L Tym)

50 S1 52 Sa Sa S5 56 57 58 59

B D E I

A n ’ 2h © T 3 Tira Tia s Tisz ty Nn   
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52

285 ¥LELZ loop to oale Bessel funtion i534#LELE calculate

&

prt10:log _subr
#36 RLL! Jiz 12% KECLS
gar CHE 136 z

B88  RECLZ Jna-a

88s ET01

#98  RCLE 2/m

a5] x 2! Jy =Z(n-nT _(m) ~F _(m) —_—— — — — —B92 RCLI n-1 ™ =m n-1 nz set display format
893 x

a34 c ’ I print and space Af flag 0
a9. sT02= ., 1s set, otherwise stop
ase ISI yporement n .
gsr esev0| Fas
AS8  RCLZ SFC
nos coe recall and print Ip(m) _ Fao

188 XE Ce 148 RT _18; s7-g caloulate and print power cg Fs
187 kcLg in higher sidebands rp ry, Stop and await Ks
1683  RCLS 57 E704 ak
184 + 153 wiEBLf FRINTR/S TOGALE _ —
185  G5Be isd Fa

ioe Taz 155 gror VPAflegO1s set107 _yLEL] 7T3(m)recursion subroutine| 156  SF¢ eet flag O and place
188 [Defl 157 EE.

&

one in the display I188 SFz 158 GTS goto R/S lookup routine
118 RLLE Tz 18S MLBLZ —
11 LHS 168 CF& clear flag O and place a
112 RCLI Ld il fc' zero in the displa
1s ACLE 2/m 1:2 ®EL4 R/S lookup routine _]
113 * t 362 FUR

5 tn Tis 2. \ =T:..(m a1s pr HO TimZT(mY

=

Ty,(™) 164 £7Da

117 x

118 +

i189 5TOD Te

.21 _xLFL¢ print in dsp 6subroutine |
122 DSpPf

123 GTOE

224 ¥LELT printindex indspO subr |
IEF Depa

126 PLL!

127 #LBLE

izB F@” print and return if flag 0
:28  FPTY¥ 4g get, otherwise stop
za Fae

: PTW_

ph Ros stop and await R/S command
13 Fry

Notes
Flag O should be set or reset prior

to magnetic card recording to cause the
program to initially be in the print or
R/S mode respectively as users desire.

CABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
istare ||at0 ° € i print |riacs mic DSP
2 ® ¢ © © o 0 O| oes FIX

> z To RIS - 2 Ci SCI0 loop" “= |! ig"Pestefione |° Tomgle [RS lockup 2100p ont |! I ENG
3 Capt, print |dspo, prt IT 84010g 4 dep Zprint £ space 3 a n         
 



PROGRAM 5-3 CURVE FITTING BY THE CUBIC SPLINE METHOD.

Program Description and Equations Used
 

This program will fit a cubic spline interpolating curve through 2

to 9 equally spaced points [31]. The cubic spline represents the shape

of the curve that would be generated if a clock spring were threaded

through the data points. This technique is often used by draftsmen to

draw a smooth curve through given points. The shape of such a curve

looks natural, and is generally the shape one would attempt to draw by

hand.

Let the ordinates, Yi» be given at Xx, =X, + (i-1)+<h, where

i=1,2, ..., n, and h is the point spacing. Furthermore, let y(x) be the

interpolating curve that is fitted to these points, and let vy and vy"

represent the first and second derivatives of y(x) evaluated at X=X

y(x) may be represented piecewise where the function and its first and

second derivatives are matched at the boundaries. The first and last

segments of the interpolating curve may have their first and second deri-

vatives specified by the user. The individual cubic interpolating poly-

nomial £; (x) can be expressed in terms of the ordinates y, and Yit1 and

either their first or second derivatives. Both forms will provide the

same y(x), but the second derivative form requires simpler calculations.

Assume the third derivative, y'" (x), is constant in each interval,

h. This assumption implies that y'"(x) is linear in x, i.e.,

X = xy -

£17) =v," {1 -atah (5-3.1)

Equation (5-3.1) is integrated twice with respect to x, and the con-

stants of integration chosen so the boundary conditions are met to the

extent that £;0(x)) =; (i =1,2,...,n~1), and £,_1(x) -y; (i =2,3,

.«v,n). The results of this integration yield:

491
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£,(x) = 5,0 ~ (x=x,)/h) +¥49 (=%,) /

~ (12/6) (y,") [1 = (xx) /h = (1 = (x=x,) /0)?]

~ (82/6) (734y™[exb= (ex)/BB] (53.2)

Since the first and second derivatives of the function must also

match at the boundaries, Eq. (5-3.2) is differentiated with respect to x

and evaluated at x:

£7) = (yyy -y)/h- (0/6) Cy" +y,1") (5-3.3)
and

£0 (x) = Gy my;Ie+ (0/8) (yy"+2y,") (5-3.4)

Equating Eqs. (5-3.3) and (5-3.4) implying boundary match yields:

heyy1" = dheyy" + heyy"= (6/0)(yy-2y; +,0) (5-35)

where

i = 2, 3, cer n-1.

This- equation set represents n-2 equations in n unknowns. If the

starting and ending second derivatives are specified Gv," and v's

then the number of unknowns is reduced by 2, and a solution exists to the

equation set. This equation set may be expressed in matrix notation:

_ _ (5-3.6)

[4 10 0.eeen 0] [3] [(6782) Gr-230t73) = 3,"
1 41 0.ueee Of |y3" (6/h?) (y,=2y3ty,)
0 14 10..0 . (6/02) (y3=2y,+ys)

0.veern 001 4 1 " .
0 0..0 0 1

|

(6/02) (y,_y=27,1H) =v,"      ~ s
d

=
_

Because of the tridiagonal characteristic of Eq. (5~3.6), a Gauss

reduction is an effective method for finding the values of the various

second derivatives. Let,

dy = (6/h®) (yyy = 2y; +,,) (5-3.7)
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and select y," = vy." = 0 (another common selection is y;" = y,"/2 and

vy," = nel 2). 1f a recursion relationship is defined thus:

i.e.,

4 =1/4 = 0,25

14 (173.75 = 0.2666

ob = 1/(h - 14) = .267857143

then the Gauss reduced matrix becomes:

(5~3.9)

(1/4) 1 0 . - . -* * - 0 yo" d,

0 (1/4 4) 1 ® 4 oo 6 + 0 . dg - o4-ds

0 0 (1/4) « » ® eo = 0 . . _ d, - 14d, — olds)

0
-i "cee. 00 WM] iy,

Equation (5-3.9) is evaluated by the program as shown by the flowchart

in Fig. 53.1.
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Label D, calculate spline
¥

calculate and store n-1 ~Rp

i
initialize Rp, the running sum register
0 ~R

Cc

 

 

 

 

   
'

initialize the index register, Ry; | ~Ro|

|increment Ro by one; (i + 1 ~ i) Cf
I

calculate d; = (6/0) (y;4 = 2Y5 * Vie1)

i
| form dy «+ R, ~ Ro |

 
 

 
 

 

  
 

   

calculate A
  
 

 
   i=Rp ? Rygoof = Ry fo
   
 

finish derivative calculation and store
_ I)result. (Rg

=

¥341") (40 >Re _ 19)
$
 

 

decrement i  max? Rp -1 = Rp
  

 

 

 
return control to keyboard

 
 

Figure 5-3.1 Flowchart of Gauss reduction algorithm.



ss User Instructions

   

 

  

BY THE CUBIQ SPLINE METHOD

    

 

 

   load data,| calgulate
vi spli

INSTRUCTIONS TA/UNITS

Load both sides of ec card

Load the mumber of data points

Load h, the x interval

Load data

Caloulate line

Load first x point

Execute le int lation

be used any number of times

For linear sw in x and qorre

lation of

Load sw

Start sw
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Example 5-3.1

Fit a cubic spline interpolating curve to the data given in

Table 5-3.1. Provide the output sweep with x increments of 0.1.

Table 5-3.1 Data for cubic spline interpolation.

 

The HP-97 printer output is shown on the next page, and the interpolated

output is plated in Fig. 5-3.2. The bold points represent the given

data.

10 

   
Figure 5-3.2 Cubic spline interpolation of given data.
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HP-97 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 5-3.1
 

a -
L
y
O
N

G
a

F
e

a
g
M
D
L

E
n

5
h T
n

w
l

T
E
E
T
T
D

.

1
a)

a

&

a

é
a
a
a

T
h
t
n

O
p

E
y

O
h

S
y

C
n

C
0

9 o
r

o
a

X
I

0 m t
m

 

a
0
O
0
0
L
O
1

m
m

O
y
o
m
m

T
e
C
a
C
y
C
y

G
r
G
G
T
G
0

b

 

PROGRAM INPUT

load number of data points

load h, the x interval
load y data points

¥1

execute spline calculation

load x;, the first x point
load x interval for output sweep
start sweep
 

 
 

Z. hae
5. bag

2.1886
Cc CT
te tS

Z.2E88

&. 858

  

PROGRAM QUTPUT

 

5.866 7.660 4.966 3.686 S.@e0 8.000

J.ieg 4. £.168 7.186 9.186 x
5.85% 6. 3.673 5.315 S.0%y

= ems o£ d Cage - - oo on 4Ee

Ga dbl 4.408 5.406 g, 406 7. dag 2. 406

§.776 5.667 3.267 3.487 £.297  G.61S

7. S86 5.588

6.621 #716

7. BBE EF.odbd
~ &omMoo

E535 S.08G

- SC TED7.rB8 G.r66
7.235 8.853

T.E66  G.00d

 

Le
y
W
o

= =
E

=
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LOAD #OFDATA POINTS _ | 956 - -
“storenumber of data points| 857 x=gr JWP if 1-2 1s Zero

» ase GT02 oo

sot Fp fo Tere 65%  STOl  ypytielize I
B60 4

oe 7
| oer rp calculate (4001

roi o_o _ 11% ez cus
pag EE¥ 864 4

pip groy imitisiize index register [111| ses +
B11 ETH 866 DSZ]

612 ¥LELE 1O0KD mn, xPOINT 867  6T03
813 ET0E SEPARATION 38 ETO4

ald RIN 89 #LBL2 1
Fs afDy] 878 4 imitialize (;_,4)

B17 18 g72  1-x store ;oh
418  FRCLT reeallindex todisplay | ars STOE

pie RTH return control to keyboard 874 RCLA

£, _CALCULATE SPLINE

=

_  __ _| 875 RCLD
acl ? A 876  X=y? test for loop exit

G22 calculate and store n-~l 877  CT02

B22 - ars RCOLC

824 STOO 879 RCLE .  Ah_R
—B23 ALE _8plineouter loop __ __ bao 5 x By 27 = %¢

826 LX TOC

azz sror ‘initielize runningsum | B52C70] goto Innerloop start |
3 2

az oo initialize index register ente finish derivativesale __
T TT 885 1 oaloulate and store n+l0

TF X Se _epline innerloop ___ .___ __ p44 ! as storage index for
832 &T+8 increment and store index 887 + derivative

033 RCLA 888 STOI oo]
834 EEY 889 RCLC

9 835 + 98 RCL: oaloulate and store
836 STOI 891 - segond derivative, yy"

B37 FRCLi  n1-vvee- a — TT 7 832 RCLE
638 psz1 O%loulate dy gsz
p39 RCL} 894 RCLD

g48 ENT? 895 EEY

@4! + 896 1 (Re = 9,1 Xi-e®) = Regaao
IY a42 - 897 +

843  DS2! i 8s STOI
844 PCL} aga RL
845 + . .. 18e STO:
846 ¢ d;= Ba yin “2y *Yiuq) orm — — — — — — — —

a47 x 182 RCLD decrement ax

848 RCLE 183 EEX

849 Re 184 -
| 256 = a5 srTap _ a

or RCL ' 4 —Re~ Re <_187 cr08 test for loop exit

853 §TOr ‘ me SPT TC TT TT TT TT
_ —— — TT] 189 TOE

ess 2

REGISTERS
Garoveor 1 Yi 2 Y, 3 Y% 3 Ya 5, 5 Ye 7 Y B Ye Ty,

S0 X tx [52 ou’ 53 Sa 55 S6 , 57 wr 38 59 fi
Yo [prern [Y2 4 Y, Ys Ye Y, Ye Ys =O

A n 8 h ¢ scratchpad ihdex scratchpad index       
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118 #lPle LOADFIRSTx POINT(x;value) les ! generate O if first interval
H1 PS geore data 16 _* otherwise generate 1
12 fTo 1 ENTH (frees up one register)

14 C708 68 av
115BLE CALCULATE ESTIRRIE, x=F| i
116 PS 7] 171 X=8°
117 RCLO X = Xq iS BE
118 TE 173 * compute running sum
is- 174 toee
128 FRCLE «— 7a £ calculate
121 : = M_ >Re 176 : Ih
122 STOC 177 ROLE
123 INT 1 178 ye
124 EEY 1+ Int (X24) > Re deox]
1&5 + 186 CHS pinion running sum oale
126 sT0I oo 181 RCLT
127 ROLE Cor — 182 +
128 _ WX 5 R, 183 FPRI¥_ print y estimate

128 sTO0 _ __‘ _ _ _ _ _] 184 Pra be R/S statement)
138 RCL =X 185  ETIZ goto R/S lockup
131 x h : Ion #LELo" LOAD xFORSWEEP _—
132 ROLL - 7] 1e7  sTOR
133 RCLI 188 C702 goto R/S lockup
3 Eu Cw TS #LELE START LINEAR SWEEP _
3 HEL ~ Re 198 sec
136 _ 191 PCLG
137 STOE _— —~ toe hes

ST 8318 pr - . 194 pels initialize registers

148 x (og) T5 +()=>, tos +
141 + 196 87D!
142 §TOC o_o_ 197 2
143 RCLE 150%
144 RCLE 3 139
145 7 rox fas 3 208
146 yy 4 zai
147- 282
198 RCLT 283
143 EEY 204
158 1 3 285
151 + bi) § Ak — (Ar)d 206
152 &70I tH h h | za7
153 El 2a8
154 RCLi 289
155¥ 218
156 RCLE 211
157 RCLE . . 8 212 HxY® test for loop exit

= Yoeg- X -ER (dex) } 213E106funybo R/S statement) _|
158 ¥  PRTY¢ Tintourrent xvalue __ __|
160 oTo_o atFIEREr celeandprint y_estimate _|

Les . 1) £TOS-

162 RoLi (yf) {dex (Kasay 27 wlpLE B/Slookup subroutine_
163 x rr 218 RIN
164 FLL] 219 ¢cTO8
I LABELS _FLAGS SET STATUS
Aelrr iEalSG FLAGS TRIG DISP
a load Ax |b Start c d ~ e toad first [1 ON OFF USERS CHOICE
Jor sweap sweep x point 1 0 DEG FIX

Cdestination ‘destination Aaa ME cagyiate {redivetion z ! GRAD NG
3 5 8 7 loop 3 2

destination 3 n    

 





PROGRAM 5-4 LEAST SQUARES CURVE-FIT TO AN EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION.

Program Description and Fquations Used

Many processes both in electrical engineering and in physics have

behavior that can be described by an exponential law, e.g., the voltage

across a capacitor being charged through a series resistor asymptotically

approaches the charging voltage im an exponential manner. When time

constants are to be determined from oscllloscope photographs of these

phenomena, only part of the entire waveform is available, and some error

is introduced transferring the photograph data into numbers. If these

errors are random, then a least squares fit can help remove them.

The equation form for the exponential function is given by:

x = a(l - ePt (5-4.1)

Let dy represent the difference between the measured point, xg» and the

exponential curve as shown by Fig, 5-4.1 and Eq. (5-4.2).

 
 

 

Figure 5-4.1 [Exponential function.

- _ _ bt _
d, = xy a(l-e ) (5-4.2)

The object of a least squares fit is to minimize the sum of the

501
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squares of the deviations as implied by Eq. (5-4.3).

i. 2 4" = J (x; = a(1 -e Pky” (5-4.3)
i i

The minimum can be found by setting the derivatives of Eq. (5-4.3)

to zero, i.e.:

8s _ 88 _
2a = 0 0 5p 0

or

3s _ _ _ _ =bti. -bti, _ (5-4 4)
rol 23{x a(l -e )} (1-¢ ) =0

i

3S ~2a Y {x -a@ - eH}ee) 0 (5-45)
i

Equations (5-4.4) and (5-4.5) represent 2 equations in 2 unknowns,

a and b. Equation (5-4.4) is solved for a as shown in Eq. (5-4.6)

and substituted into Eq. (5-4.5) to yield Eq. (5-4.7)

3 x(1 - ¢ bt,

a -a "5 a _btgy (5-4.6)

i

Hn
&
=

g(b)
=h ts ~hts 2

2x;0tie bt dD (L-e bey” _
i i

rma - Pi > eeOHA ~ Pty = 0 (5-4.7)

To simplify things, the various sums in Eq. (5-4.7) are assigned numbers

in the same respective order as they appear.

gb) = 3; I, - 3 I, =0 (54.8)

The object is to find b so g(b) = 0. Since Eq. (5-4.7) is nonlinear,

an iterative solution 1s employed to find b. Wegstein's method [29]

is used and is flowcharted in Fig. 5-4.2. This method is chosen be-

cause no derivatives are recuired and the convergence is very rapid.
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Bagically Wegstein's method is Esperti’s method where one curve is a

straight line (see Program 2-9 for Esperti's method). Equation (5-4.8)

will have to be modified as Wegstein's method finds the solution to

f(b) = b, therefore, let f(b) be as shown in Eq. (5-4.9)

Ia I
3 “4

Ip
 £() =

The reason for this form is to try and avoid the small difference between

big numbers problem. It is advisable to keep b between 0.1 and 10 for

best accuracy. If the data is on a microsecond time scale, enter the

time as though it were in seconds and denormalize b after it has been

calculated. Likewise for millisecond data.

After b has been found by iteration, a 1s obtained by using Eq.

(5-4.6), which can be expressed in terms of the numbered sums:

Ls
a=— (5.4-10)

Ip
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enter initial guess for b, b =%
  
 

 

 

    

    

  
 

  
 

 

  

    
   

t
clear flag O

}
calculate f(b) =b

i (Yeiee 575)
b ~2(b) ABS(F - b)> &'?

J b=b

£(b) = b _
b -~ f(b) £23) = © = 4

set flag O

= b-m
Ab =

q-1
1

b ~£(F)
b+ ab [ )

b ~ £(b)

output 5
   

Figure 5-4.2 Flowchart for Wegstein's method.

 

* For this program, eis chosen at 10°8.%



s« User Instruetions

 

tompare input

lesst squares
 

estimate
b    

INSTRUCTIONS

Load both sides of

Select print or R/S

Load t and +t

a time of first date point

b time of last data point

c data point

load data (10 points maximum

load x at ¢

load x at t + at

load last data point ee

load estimate for b (0,14®< 10
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8 fit data
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506 ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

Example 5-4.1

A constant voltage was suddenly connected to the field of a large

de traction motor, and an oscilloscope photograph taken of the cur-

rent. The field time constant is needed to determine loop stability in

the overall motor control loop. Table 5-4.1 shows the field current

as read from the oscilloscope photo as a function of time.

Table 5-4.1 Motor field current vs. time.

 

time, 0.1 [0.2

|

0.3 [0.4

|

0.5

|

0.6

|

0.7seconds

 

current,
amps 10 18 26 33 39 45 50          
 

Assuming the field to be a simple series LR circuit, find the time con-

stant and the asymptotic field current.

HP-37 PRINTOUT FOR EXAMPLE 54.1
 

 

   

load starting time GSE compare input § least squares
- load stopping time 4.166 ¥¥+ time

load time increment IB. BBE ¥¥+ I(t) input
3.367 #¥4 I(t) from least sqs

ESEE setup for data entry
1 LSEE load I(.1 8,200 Fwy
i :5BE load 1:3 16.660 ww
4) GSEE load I(.3) 18.211 mvs
37 GEEE load I(.4)
33 5SEE load I(.5) 8,366 ¥¥x
45 G5BE load I(.6) 26.088 xy
98.866 C3BE load I(.7) ZE.EPD wax

1.868 GEBL load b estimate H.488 Ady
23.806 dey

&3B0 start least sqrs fit |[J2.953 sxx

 

gz. a (asymptotic current)| 4.586 iy
1. b (1/7, time constant)|35. 868 sx

33,234 sy

T=1/1.057 = 0,9461 seconds
E.e88  kx#

45.080 wk

44,885 vs

g. 788 xxx

38.868  ¥xx    



 

 

 
 

  

 

    
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

             

54 Program Listing I
81 ¥LELA LOADtgtart, tsteps Ot__ _] 856 RCLS
TS to + 857 RCL6

893 Ry Store entries 858 x ~-bt: -bt

gd  STOD 859 RCL? Tortie (-e 7)»,
Bas Ri 868 x
agg STOC oo 861  ST+d4 _
Bi: GI0e fete oF and f/S lockup subr 862 GTo@ to summation loop start

608sipiC LOAD ® ESTIRRTE — — | G63 4LBL3 ~SEarTVogsteTnTuition _
883  F3? if numeric imput, store data 864 RCL3
p18 stoe _ 965 RCL4
811 RCLE recall b estimateto display] a66 x S..S
giz LTOE to R/S lockup subroutine | 867 RCL? £3 24 z,

813 ¥LELD START LE RES CALO 68 % 22
aid CFE indicate first time thru loo 669 RCL1

815LBL outerloopstart | 6r8 -
716 SX initialize sume: arl F8? jump Af not firsttime. ll

e18  ST02 873 RCLB 5 — £(B
819  STO3 O>ZyZe =Zyra, 874 STOE b~£6) —_—
ee s104| 075 +
a21 9 876 S108 bab -»f(boz STOI initialize index oo OS eros > (b)

823 R--C 09
824 RCLO 9 SF8 pot first time thru loop. |825 = initialize time register ioe to outer loop start P

__ST05 LBL! jump destimetion _
e827 xLBLO summation loopstart a32  KCLE —
828 ISZI incrementindex 883 + f(b) >b
829 RCLE t tim ~ eg4 sto0 o_o
838 ST+5 _‘heremen e B85 ROLE
831 RCLD 886 - B-b
832 RCLS | #87  RCLE ABS { 1

A 833 XY? test for loop exit ass - kb

—f=934 e103 _  _| #89 ARS 4
1| 835 RCE 658 EEN

836 x bt; @91 CHS
837 CHS e 8sz 6 test for loop exit
838 ex 893 XY?

St06 — ~@894  GTOZ o_o |
848 CHS } @95 RCL9
841 EEX (- oh 096 RCLS
842 + 897 -

—_— ee— 898  RCLE q = b) -
844 x? Te +(1-eP8) T. be RCLB £(b)- b

e46 RCL:TT 181 =
847  RCLS bt: 162 _st0A _ oo_]
848 x xt e aT 163 RCLB Bb £(B)
849  RCLG Bye xi ! qo 2
856 x 185 RCLS
+ oe 186 - =

852 RCL} 187  RCLA Ab = 5
853 RCL? } -bti 188 ZEX -
854 x Za + X, {(1-e } +32, 18% -

855 ST+3 | 118 %
REGISTERS 5

- : -bt; 80 At 1 5, 2 5, 3 5, 4 v, 5 t; 6 bt 7 {-¢ b £(b)

SO S1 S2 S3 S4 ss S6 S7 S8 59

Xo X4q x2 Xs Xa Xs Xo X7 Xs X9

8 - C D E _A aq b + start tstop Pb) index
  
 



 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

   

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

  
 

54 Program Listing 11
ROLE _ 163 #LBLS print or&/Ssubroutine

+ b+ ab »b 164 Fi?

STOE i 165 PRTX print and return if
RCLE ~ poe P(b) 166  F1? flag 1 1s set, otherwise
£708 oo 167 RTN oe]
GT0S gotoouter loop start 168 R/S

¥L.ELZ _Wegsteinoutput  ._ ics p7y_ Stop and await R/S commend
2 178fre space if print mode set 10 HEL 10AD DATA _ — — —

FS —_— ——— — — 172 stl initialize register index

RCLZ aq = 2a 173 ¥LBLE date storageloopstart |
= = Sz 174 152] _inocrement register index

_

|
2T0R _ ] 175 RCLI
FSBS R/S i176 EEX

13 sf —goaubprint a ubr__ 1 ; omkloulate time for x(t)

[26 GT03__ poto print and spagesubr| ire ~
127 wLPL: COMPARE INPUT & LEAST SQRS 178 RCLE
22 RCLT rer 188 x

pCLe setup time register 181 ROLE

and index register 182 +

eT 132 Roz displs |
2 i54 »iPLE _date_storage ___ = __ _|
J 185 ST0i store data  _  _ |
Li _loopstart_ 186 ETOE pg

_Ancrement registerindex _ 2 rLBLe  CF3 andB/Slockupsubr |
188 LF= g 3

increment time index _ [i YLEL: o ro =

1586 ETN

i389 RCLE -. 151 ET0E
146 ye test for loop exit 15 ¥LELd —]

141  BTO€ oo ] 153 CF1 clear flag 1 for R/S mode

142GSBY outputtime __ __ | 154 [L¥ and place& zero in display
143 RCL: 125 ETH return

144 csps reoellandoutput mut | 5 ip, toggle contimmed  _. _
145 R¢ calculate and output 187 SF) set flag 1 for print mode
146 GSRE least squaresestimate | 198 EEX _and place & ome in display
147 ETD? goto loop start 138 PTH retum control to keyboard

iLALFSQUARES
14% RCLR
15a x calculates

151 CHS
152 er
153 CHE

-bt154 1 % = af{- )
55 4 X= a(t-e
156  RCLA
157 x
158 xLFL4 printand space subroutine|
158 E3FF gosub print or R/Ssubr Notes
EE FI? Fla hould be set or reset“ space if print mode set & one should be r
461SPC fpece print mode set | prior to magnetic card recording

. s£ eT: goto OF3 and R/S lockup subr depending whether the user wishes the
program to normally come up in print
or B/S mode after the card read,
Step 2 can be skipped in this instance, 
 

 

 
  

 

  LABELS FLAGS SET STATUS
A oad B Cc toad  |D satart TE ~ 0 First Time

load times load data |", octimate |least squares tx thru Weogslein} FLAGS TRIG Disp
output Jo d 1 . Ctes | ¢ print toggle [clear flag3|' print 0 ON i paSERS HorCcE

0 {orm 1 Wegqsten Weagstein [3 Wegstel 4 : 2
sums najor Loop 2 ouf put Start ? print ; ao RAD Sa

5print orR/S R/S lock 7 Sprmmary 8 LL)Jnpot Savares east 3 3 n        

 



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS





LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

alternative or alt destination dest

alternate diameter diam

amplifier amp display dsp

approximately approx distance dist

arithmetic arith

attenuation atten electrical elect

elements elts

bandpass BP enter ent

bandstop BS Equation(s) Eq(s).

bandwidth BW equivalent equiv

branch br evaluation eval

Butterworth Buttr even part of (+) Ev(-)

execute exec

calculation or calc

calculate

. feedback f£dbk
capacitor cap

Fi Fig.Chebyshev Cheb igure g
, . format fmt

circuit ckt
£ freq

clear clr requency req
. function fen

coaxial coax

coefficient coef

itut bcomplex cmplx go substitute go su

0 to to
conductance cond 8 8

conjugate conj

conversion conv henry h

co-ordinates co-ords highpass HP

decibel dB imaginary imag

decibel ripple dBR increment incr

denominator den initialize init

denormalization denorm input/output 1/0

density dens integral int

511



512 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

label

level

linear

loop

lowpass

matrix

minimum

multiplication

negative

numerator

odd part of(-)

order

page

parameters

peak

polynomial

preamplifier

primary

print

program

recall

rectangular

reflection

register(s)

required

1b1

ivl

lin

1p
LP

mat

min

mult

neg

num

0dd(.)

ord

Pg, PD
params

pk

poly

preamp

pri

prt

pgm

rel

rect

refl

reg(s)

reqd

resistance

return

review

root sum square

root mean square

secondary

section

solution

space

specification(s)

square

starting frequency

stopping frequency

store

Subroutine

sweep

temporary

terminating,

terminal, or

termination

through

toggle

total

transform

transformer

transistor

transmitter

transmission

trigonometric

resist

rtn

revu

RSS

RMS

sec

sect

soln

spc

spec (s)

sq

for

f
sp

sto

subr

SWp

temp

term

thru

tog

tot

xfm

xfmr

xstr

xXmit

xXmsn

trig
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INDEX

Abramowitz, M., 290, 332, 276,
478, 484

Active filters, 41-84, 233-280

Air gap, 337, 391, 400

Amstutz, P,, 293

Analysis:

active networks, 41-84, 268-
269

LC filters, 97-108

LRC filters, 75-96

Antoniou, A., 202

Approximation:

Butterworth, 129-140

Chebyshev, 129-140

elliptic, 281-296

narrowband, 185-216

maximally flat see Butterworth

AWG of wire, 347, 375

Balanced structure, 178, 180

Ball, J., 3

Bandpass transformations, 165-

166, 185-216, 299

Bandstop transformations, 166-
168, 299

Bartlett's bisection theorem,
101

Bashkow, T.R., 87

Belevitch, V., 154

Bell, W.W., 455

Bennett, W.R., 154

Bessel functions, 476, 481

Bilateral:

amplifier design, 427

network, 163, 185, 199, 217, 233

Biquad circuits, 235

Bodway, G., 435

Bruton, L., 156

Bunet, P., 383

Butterworth approximation, 129-130,
134, 136-137, 146, 155, 233,
245-246

Byrd, P., 292, 476

Callendar, M., 375

Capacitance of transformers, 353

Carnahan, B., 455

Carson, R.S., 428

Cascade synthesis, 235

Characteristic function, 287, 309

Chebyshev rational function:

definition, 287-289

relation to elliptic functions,
293-294

Closed loop gain, 255

Coaxial cable see Transmission Line

Coefficient matching technique, 256-

256

Coefficient sensitivity, see
Sensitivity

Cohn, S., 171, 185, 199

Cubic spline, 491-493

521



522 INDEX

Daniels, R., 281, 287, 291, 297

Darlington, S., 293, 325

Daryanani, G., 254, 255, 272

Delay (of Butterworth and
Chebyshev filters), 141-152

Decomposition into second order

function, 235, 267

Deliyamnis, T., 235, 267

Dishal, M., 171, 185

Doyle, W., 22

Elliptic filter:

attenuation, 297-299

characteristic function, 326

degree, calculation of, 283,
293

examples, 303, 304, 313, 314

loss function, 298

natural modes, 309-311, 326

transformation to produce
loss pole at infinity,

283-284

Elliptic functions:

sine (sn), 292, 476

cosine (cn), 476

delta (an), 476

amplitude (am), 476

Elliptic integrals, 292, 475

Equiripple filters, 309-324

Esperti's method, 237-238

Even part (Ev), 318

Fano, R.M., 121

Feedback factor, 267

Feldtkeller equation, 287, 309

Ferromagnetic cores, 337

Fich, S., 36

Fortescue, 253

Fourier series for elliptic sine,

292

Frequency normalization, 163-164

Frequency-dependent-negative-
resistance (FDNR), 156

Friedman, M., 292, 476

Froehner, W.H., 428

Gain-bandwidth of op-amps, 267

Gain, open loop, 49-54, 268, 271,
272

Gain-bandwidth product, 272

Gain sensitivity, 271

Geffe, P.R., 272, 293

Green, E., 154

Grove, W.E., sce Wegstein's method

Grover, F.,W.,, 365

Gyrator, Antoniou, 202

Hamming, R.W., 3, 491

Heulsman, L., 235

Highpass transformation 142-143,
164-165

h parameters, 447

Inductance:

leakage, 353

of aircore coils, 373, 383

of solenoids, 395

of straight wires, 366

of wire loops, 367

open circuit, 338

quality factor (Q), 375

Inductors:

active, 202-203

passive, 337-352



Input bias current, 260

Input noise, 109

Input offset voltage, 260

Jacobian elliptic functions, 475

Johnson noise, 109

Kawakami, M., 129, 133, 134

Kerwin, W., 235

Ladder networks, 41, 76, 80, 83,
101, 103, 109

Landen, descending transforma-
tion, 292, 476, 479,

LaPatra, J., 235

Least squares fit, 501-503

Low-pass approximation, see

Approximation

Loss function, 297-299

Luther, H.A., 455

Magnetic path, 337

Magnetic saturation, 344

Matrix algebra, 447-471

Matthaei, G., 121

Mobius transformation, 283-
284, 299

Modular elliptic function, 292

Moschytz, G., 309

Natural modes:

of Butterworth filters, 146

of Chebyshev filters, 148

of elliptic filters, 328

of equiripple filters, 309-

312

of maximally flat filters,
146

Negative feedback biquad, 267

INDEX 523

Network, two port, 447

Newton's method (Newton-Raphson

iteration), 57

56, 258

Normalized lowpass filter, 153-162

Norton, E., 154, 211

Nodal analysis,

Offset voltage, 260

Open loop gain, 41, 45, 50, 51, 52,
54, 55, 268, 276

Orchard, H.J., 154, 202, 293

Ordering of biquads, 244

Oscillator (design with s parameters),
433

Passband:

bandpass filter, 131

bandstop filter, 167

highpass filter, 142-143, 253

lowpass filter, 147-148

Passive networks:

analysis, 75-108

LC filter, 153-216

transformation, 217-232

transmission lines, 13-40

Permeability, 337

Phase delay, 142

Pole frequency, wos definition, 234

Pole Q, definition, 234

Poles, complex conjugate, 234

Positive feedback biquads see Sallen

and Key

Potter, J.I1., 36

Power dissipated in coil, 395

Q enhancement, 270

Q factor of inductors, 375

Quadrangle symmetry, 316
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